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INTRODUCTION

Four decade* are over; the Mh ■ on. Raacarch i*baog 
carried upon the births of persons born id the same locality with 
an interval of 10 minute*, 20 minutes and so on. I concentrated 
the study upon the horuscopa of the twm birth*. I collected 
data regarding the tune of birth of the twins, the various resuks 
enjoyed by them and the time of such events

While carrying out Mich a research, 1 found that the general 
principle's enunciated by our anoenb and ateo those given out 
by the «chohr> of other countries cannot be strictly adhered to 
and applied io one and all: it rv evident and dear, cvprciaDy tn 
twin hull.*. since the rule may eoese out correct in the case of 
one but faib mhcraNy in that u< the other j» the icsuit n dia
metric ally opposite With due icspcvt to the learned autbon 
and to the aaiok>p.is who strictly follow the principles, many 
copsuhantv have complained to me that there b no coherence, 
no danty. ahetcos confusion and cootraJictina do exnt They 
also have the lame exone, saying that planet* show tendencies. 
A fen twist the rules and astrology is thereby made ureful only 
to the astrologeis. Therefore, both the uudrniv of astrology 
and the astrotopcrv thtancho have to honestly confess that 
there b no simple, correct and convincing method which can be 
unirtrsnlly applied to one and all. Thu is a fact.

By the grace of Cod. 1 evolved certain methods which are 
most convincing, very clear and pm-pointing to the time of event 
and explaining the nature of event to the entire satisfaction of 
the querist and the astrologer. It guide* property. So, tWr 
method, b the best and is very ureful to the pterint, as the 
prediction comes nut correctly; abo. it biingv name and fame 
to the astrologer.

1 hetefore, 1 am publishing th» book on Horary System of 
Astrology after praying to God that the Truth which dawned in 
my mind, may be well explained, property illustrated and exhaus
tively dealt with in a lucid manner.

H.A.-1
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Let us Best of al understand both the Hindu and the 
WcMcrn systems.

ASTROLOGY! HINDU AND WISTIRN:

Some are tmder the wrong ■npresswe that the Weetcmen 
borrowed knowledge from the Hindus; tone other* say that the 
Hindu* gained knowledge from the ChakteaM, Hebrew*. Greek* 
and to on. la the view correct ?

The sage* and the scholan » each country gazed at the 
stars, thousands of yean ago, and they discovered the relation 
between the celestial phenomena and the terrestrial mcidcats 
They established *ome method* io hi the position of planet* in 
the Zodiac jnd the como|ucnt cflicl on the animate and inuni* 
mate object* on ilk* earth Fads followed certain method* to 
prefect the event*. If owe has *4u*hed both the systems one will 
declare that anther thr Hindu* borrowed fiom the Westerner*, 
nor «KV-«er*a.

Suppotc mnnc Modem* appeared for mailicma.tc* csnnuna- 
lion: cop«* of the question paper were diMribukd to them. All 
were buy answci ing them. .The superintendent caught hold *4 
a student called him as one who had been copying the answer* 
wrntea by another *tadent. seated m treat of him He look thi* 
student and complained io the Headmaster that he had been 
copying m the examination lull On enquiry, the tiudcnl repea
tedly said that he had not copmd at ail. The headmaster called 
for the an* «r papers of both the Misdeals and compared them. 
He declared that the Undent had not copied at all and the com- 
piatm was basdem

The student, win* was accused to have copied, had ans
wered the questions I, J, 5 and 7 io the question paper, whereas 
the other student had answered questions 2. 4. 6 agd 8 Hence, 
the Headmaster who had gone through both the paper* alone 
coaid know the truth The supcrintcnden* who saw this student 
wnimg fa«. and also, off and on. looking at the other student's 
table, had mstaken him. because both answered the same mathe
matics paper.



Similarly, only when one nudxi both the Wemeru and 
Hindu ayttema, one wJl confirm that the method foBowed by 
either n abeolutely diflercm from the other.

I ■ Zodiac : For both, the Zodiac n the pathway of the 
planet*. Bui foe the Wcuerncn, the commencement of the 
Zodiac, i.e., ArieaCP rttrpgadcs at the rate of roughly SO 2MM75 
wconda every year, whereat for the Hindu*, for astrological 
purpotca the Zodiac commence* always at a fixed point which is 
about I SO* from the Star Sptcn-Chithinu. The Zodiac of the 
Woternen it called Sayann Zodiac whereat that of the Hmdus 
it called Nirayana Zodiac Therefore. at yean pa* on. in 
about 4S0 years. it wil be Gwnd that the S^n Aiiet-Metha 
culled by the Hindu* wiR exactly cumodc with Taurux-Rnhaba 
by the Wextcrncrx. The iwiruon o< the Zodiac calkd by the 
Hindu* at Taurm-Riththi ail lc c.ilkd by Wcttcmcrt at 
(icminkMithuiu and «o on.

2. Mawxloaa: Woternen have divided the Zodiac into 
12 equal part* and call ihcm n* Sohr Maewont or nen» So 
aho. Hindu* haw divided n into 12 equal part* and call each 
division a* a Ra*i. Bui there * the "differ crux in the commence
ment of the *iga« as explained above. Therefore, the area 
covered by the tip* followed by the Wcticncr* and the Hindus 
it not the tame

The Hindu* have another method of dividing the Zodiac. 
They have divided it icto 27 equal part* and call them aa Ltmar 
Manwom, Constellations. Aiicrnoi. Nakshnthras or Start The 
Hindu* pvc greater importance io thit divtuoo They have 
found that planet* irantnuog in the same Mgn but m different 
Nakshthras cause (fafierent effect*. Just like each ran (or ugn) 
i* laid to be ruled by a planet, io aho the Hmdus declare that 
each Mar i* governed by a particular planet (a-g i Ariea sign 
(Mctha) u ruled by Mar* (Scwail; Tauru* Sign (Rjehaba) is 
governed by Vrau* (Sukra); and to on. Oii* t> common to 
both the Western and the Hindu* systen*. But. after dacover- 
ing Uramn and Neptune. the Westerner? have allotted Aquarna 
(K urn ba) u> Uranm and Phce* (Meeaa) to Neptune. The



Hmdre did no* indude tint alocatk*. A* regard* the Niktha- 
there, the Ent divmoa contmencmg from Aria* (Mceha) V is 
Aruna ruled by Kethu; the second is called Bharani governed 
by Vania, the thud uar is Kanhikai rukd by Sun, the fourth 
Rohrei, lord of which n Moon and so on. (It is given io a 
tabulated form in the lest Krishnamurti^Padbdhati.)

3 Day: The Hi nd in consider that a day commences only 
from the moment of the Sunrise in that locality and that it 
extend* til the neat stmnse ia the same locably The Sun may 
nee at 4-30 AM or 3 A M or 7-40 A.M If a child is bom at 
7-20 A.M. and the Sun met only 7-40 A M to that locality on 
that day, then the child t* said tn base horn horn on Un 
previous day. Suppose the Sun rises al 4-50 A M and a child t* 
hoot at 5-10 A M the Hindus considei that it is bom on the 
next day They lake the lord of the next day for judgment and 
iMtdKl. Tb» is 'rry important when the Hindus deci certain 
autpreso* day to latdertakc any project. As wc foUou civil 
date, date change* al 17 midnight Hut^ for Hindus Stmrtsc to 
Sunrise k a day. though, date changes al 12 mtdmght.

4. Horoaeepe * While erecting a horoscope* and oikiuip 
pradictiva the Hmdm attach much importance to the Mgn*. 
heme* and Navaana position of the planet*. But. the Wester
ners attach importance l<> the sign* and home*. They hu*r no 
" Xenamaa " rharr ar all.

5 The Hau ms. Ir. bhasaa. Differ widely between 
Eastern and Western system of calculation. Westerner* calculate 
the home* from cusp io cusp, whereas the Hindu* take the cusp 
a* the midpoint of the house and call the Home m Khava.

6. Predlctiao— Udadasa. Vumhothari, Athtothan, 
Kalachakra daw. de . are the various dasa< advocated by the 
Hindu sages to prcdml event* m one's life either to himself or to 
his relatives or others, with whom he she ha* or ha* no 
traaaactioa al al. The Wevterncr* have no data system aS all.

7. Fragremian : there » no dear and exhaustive method 
of •' Progrosum ~ given bv the Hindu sages though rt is wmply 



mentioned by only one safe. Westerners follow this method to 
predict events m one's life end have advanced much in Profes
sion.

8. Transit: Westerner* lake the posmon of Sm in the 
Shynna chart to offer transit results The Sayana position of 
the transitting planets preferred to the pcernon of Sun at birth 
But the Hindus take the Nirayaaa position of the transittmg 
planets and refer to the radical Narayana position of Ifeoa in 
the horoscope Further, the Hindu* give the results accordmg 
to the Sign occupied by the transitting planets and not the Hott- 
w (or Bhavas) trammed by them; hut the Westerner's take into 
consideration both the rigiu and the hourvi tranucsed by the 
various planets and the exact longitudinal distance.

9. Aspects. The Hindus are of opinion that all planets 
aspect the 7th house whereas Saturn has also special glance on 
the 3rd and 10th homes counted from the sign occupied by it. 
Jupiter aspects Sth and 9th houses from ns position; Mar, 
aspects 4to and Nth house*. counted from the sign it occupieds 
other than the 7th.

But the aspects followed by the Westerner* arc calculated 
correctly. They call that the longtilude between one planet and 
another planet or one planet and the cusp of one house, if divi
sible by 22). the aspect i* disharmonies, harmful and adverse. 
Also, they say " If the longitudinal distance among two planets, 
or between one planet and the cusp of another house, is divisible 
by 18“ or 30“ (except 90 and ISO) t* considered to be harmoni
ous. favourable and advantageous. They do not count sign to 
sign, as Hindus do ; but they lake the etact relative pontoon.

10. Parents Westerner* consider that the fourth hotae 
indicates father and the IOth house the mother. But the Hindus 
take the fourth bouse as the mother of the person and the 9th 
house as the father.

11. Strength: Hindus estimate the strength of the planets 
by Shadbala, etc., after laborious work whetern the method 



adopted by the Westerners is very simple and they do not haw 
aay such calculation.

12. AAtaka rarga : Is a method followed by the Hindu* 
wtuch b not known to the andem astrologer* of the West. 
ThU method It utclfts especially in Twin Birth Charts or tn 
those bom to different mother* within short interval.

Thus, many instance* can he given to show that the Wester
ners and Hindu* follow their own system which arc absolutely 
different

Why both the method* arcconudered to be incomplete, and 
the Hindu System b confuting and contradicting needs no expla
nation But one has to understand,

(1) How to ascertain the favourable and the unfavour
able diapmitioa of planets.

(2) M^kar Mtarr of rftttln a ^laarr lodicalet.

(1) The exact lime when they will be experienced

(4) To predict tl« diffc>eni tcsnh* enjoyed by twin*born 
in the xamr locality. but with an interval of few 
minuic* even though the a»ccod<inl (Ltgna) t* in the 
xamc Mgn, the position of planets in the Zodiac in 
the Mgn and in Nj*am*a chart remains the same a* 
well a* the daxa and bhukli are more or levs same 
A* per progrvxxiun the aspect among the planet* will 
aho he similar in the horo*oopcs of people bom 
within sh*-rl interval.

So. it would be a problem both for Hindu* and Wester
ner* (I) to estimate the longevity of each, as in some cases, 
either of the turn* paste* away early in infancy and the other 
live* along, (ii) one gets married, the other remains unmarried, 
(ui) one ha* sicrltng character where** the other is always after 
the opposite *ex. (i*> one ha* children, lh« Khcr ha* to adopt, (v) 
one enter* Government service. the other takes up business, (vi) 
one n a lawyer, the other i» a surgeon, and to on. The common 
aspects arc the same mother, father, unde, aunt, etc. But.
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the Dumber of brothers and inters win vary m those instances 
where one of the twins is a male and the other a female.

Astrology can be declared a science, only when these diffe
rences can be explained property, at least after knowing the 
results. It will he considered to be a perfect science, if it is 
made easy and the students having the ardent desire, understand 
it thoroughly, apply it properly and offer correct predictions. 
Herein came the need for research.

By the Div me Grace, research was succesffuL Some truths 
are discovered. Later, afttr CMiiKUt my owe cmtscittct, 
from 1951 1 began to leach my technique to many students (who 
arc already learned). I am happy that God has given rm health 
to tour throughout India and coach up hundreds of students 
every year. Everybody knows that I am the only astrologer 
doing this service.

Abo, a number of astrologers ut Junnai. Poona. Kirkee. 
Kplhapur. Sholapur and Ahmcdnapr wanted me to deliver 
serie* of lectures daily, for 1$ days and I did.

A few came from Bombay to Delhi, stayed for months and 
attended lectures al Delhi. A few from Singapore, Kasipct. 
Bmawal and other places stayed m my residence and learnt 
Most of the disciples unleaint what all they learnt prior to my 
lectures, thoroughly understood my technique Just like a 
number of parallel mirrors, reflect many images, and the images 
are seen to inflnite distance, «o aho they make use of Krishna
murti Padhdhali. confirmed to be simple and supreme and 
spread this technique. They have declared that this ts the best 
and correct method to foretell and satisfy the consultant as it 
enables one to offer precise predictions, even m the cases of 
twins born al an interval of only a few minutes. It is convin
cing, dear and very correct, that is what they say There is no 
use for the word " Likely. Probably ** etc. Tendency is used 
only by those people who cannot offer definite predictions.

If this book is studied, one win say after studying once 
“ Aham Na PandilhaJu". A second reading will give him 
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cowage and confidence to say “ Aham Cha Puxtakaha **. If • 
third reading ■ given, people will say that the astrologer who 
had read thrice ihn hook can declare himself “Aham Eva 
Paodnhaha **.

This book is an eyr-opearr. It ts a corrrclitt one. It 
does not accept incorrect dda The exhrvataon n lucid; ideas 
are clear; arguments arc convincing; the results are correct.

AH these are due to Gad's Grace whom I how down again 
and again. [Uchchiba Maha Ganapathi)

The Mthontxa of Bharatiya VMya Shaven realised 
the truth in my technique They were fully convinced, 
al many uncanny predictions given during the lecture, came 
correct and they were happy to hear the scientific explanation 
and to we that itcamc true. 1 hat is why. Governor of Bombay 
Dr. P. V. Chenan conferred the title **Jyothish Manhand** 
and presented a Gold Model m a convocation .it Bombay i<» 
the aothoi.

Next it ■ my duly to thank those who wvn: helplul to me 
Io improve the knowledge in this science. to auusi in my 
research and to brag <mt thh lot-book.

Let me first thank Kulapati Mumliiji A or having appointed 
me as a Viutmg Professor of Astiology in India to deliver lectu
res at DeBti. Bombay and Madras regularly and occasionally in 
other kendhras Improvement of knowledge n mainly due to 
the most mtellipent students (aged between 25 and 65) who 
would be requiring me to answer varieties of queanum. and to 
clarify various doubts left unsolved, so far.

Let me thank Sri K_ Ganapathi, my eldest son, working in 
Slate Bank, Madras who had ambled me in every aspect, 
detcncs appreciation and my heartfelt thanks. So also, I thank 
Mr. Bela. Delhi, for his cooperation an i Mssinct.

Finaly, 1 thank God so that this science may be developed 
farther by the readers to give ama/mg. astonishing, but accurate 
prodictica.
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My final prayer to God n that this science nay be used 
only to find auspicious time for celebration of marriage, admis
sion in schools and colleges, construction of mansions, purchax 
ot‘ car, jewels, etc., admission of expectant mother in nursing 
home, opening account in a bank, etc., that all of us may be so 
happy and prosperous that astrology finds no necessity to offer 
mental solace, as I pray*that everybody should be crowned with 
success

Peace, Pfcasuit and Prosperity be to all of us.

K S. KRISHNAMURTI.



ABOUT TH I AUTHOR

Mr. Krishnamurti,

1 would like to thank you. 1 want to thank you. 1 warn 
to thank you because after ten month* search in India, 
Iha^tilut /MMlantu irko deeb'ia the tmk, tkt who/r 
tmh of the tdettce of ontology Right from las November, 
I began searching for or studying the science of astrology. 1 have 
met other experts- and there are experts who have a great 
knowledge m Madras, Bangalore, right up to the North and 
saou to the East and I thought 1 had met the beat in this field 
of study, and now I know 1 hadn't Because now that fortune 
has—ot the planets have—introduced me to you. I know the cue 
or the quintessence of what was searching for in this science 
Now 1 visaed you at your home on the recommendation of some 
one in a bookshop after I had asked for someone genuine m this 
scwncc. I came for ten minutes and stayed for three hour* 
Then so the oenmg I attended your etas* (al Bharatiya Vidya 
Bhavan) which showed how much impressed I was. Escn now 
I am with you in the thirty-six hours of my stay in TXIhi.

The way you conduct your ebs* was probably the most 
impressive thing to me because my experience with astrologers 
h that nowhere docs a man want to give away too much of 
science. It is occult There is this human element of secrecy that 
stops him from giving ad With you, that does not apply. You 
give, and give as much as the student can absorb and 100% 
more too. But the thing is, you give, and you hold back 
nothing. You give for the love of giving for the science that you 
love. And I thank you again became ! am going to receive from 
you for many year* I can say and you can say, the pile of your 
magazines I am taking with me to the hilh.

Regarding Your Tedmlque, th< h an Ixtraordtnary 
thing. As I have said. I have studied under a number of 
astroIogen. but 1 think the technique generally is the same. 
But yours ia extraordinarily different It changes the whole 



complexion and as a matter of fact, it Mb m the obvious 
blanks that exist in the others. They are not consistent Became 
*e all recognise the truth in the science, we make allowances. 
We stretch our imagination a hole to All m the blanks. That 
should not be neccwary in a science; because we recognise 
basically the science; we do that io fill in the blanks.

Your personal reading of my horoscope shows also your 
great competence and the effectiveness of your technique and 
how correct it is You (old me much of the past that others 
have told me and much more than they told me and it was all 
correct. You told me about the present and that loo is correct. 
What you told me about the future, on the basis of your predic
tions of the past and present, 1 can only assume that too wiO be 
correct and another most impressive thing I must record here is 
the dexterity with which you arrive to Ax the periods and the 
limes in your head as you read the chart

Within a matter of minutes, to my amazement. you are able 
to elucidate those things and which, what is more, prove correct 
You are convincing, you are clear and it has been a pleasure for 
me, if I can say this, to study your (technique) at the peaceful 
hours I have on the hilk fhank you,

IB-945

24 49* N
B5* V E

Yours sincerely, 

(Sd.) B. PRASAD, MJU



(Extract ci Introduction at Indo-German Society, Jaipur.) 

President ft Learned Members.

Mr. Krishnamurti has studied thoroughly both the Western 
and the Hindu system, and he openly points out the failures. He 
has found out a method which is popularly known as Krishna
murti Padhdhati or Advanced Stdlat Astrology. From lhe 
Magazine published by him (Astrology and Athnshta) it is dear 
that hundreds of students in big cities throughout India are 
being educated by Mr. Krishnamurti and he has systematised 
Astrology in scientific lines. He delivers lectures. So. it has 
been decided to have a *tudy circle so that students and scholars 
of Astrology can assemble together and exchange their views, 
and aho teach the new entrants to this 1'idd. The com|xrtcnt 
member* will cany out the research study and students will assist 
them m collecting the data. cuvtnig co* res l boroscopes and 
furnishing full details Mr. Krishnamurti will put us on the 
tight path by frequently viMling Jaipur lime ts evei changing. 
nothing is stationary, modem outlook and living arc absolutely 
different from lhe tune of our Maharishi*. Therefore, we have 
to render this science useful to the present day conditions, e g . 
scholarship logo overseas, air travel, varieties of professions, 
education in various subjects, etc. With this view, wv 
have started a branch of hts Institute and lhe study circle 
tided as KajaMhan Astrological Rwswarth Study Cirda, 
inaugurated by Mt. Krishnamurti. 1 take this opportunity to 
expresa our grateful thanks to the prcsidcni and lhe Members 
of Indo-Gcrtnan Society for having extended the invitation to 
Mr. Krishnamurti to deliver the lectures here, whose real and 
valuable services arc well recognised by all of us. When Mr 
Kmhnamurti .isited Jaipur previously under the lucky Presi
dentship of Hon*ble Minister Mr. B. N. Joshi and Mr. Ramesh- 
war Prasad Dhamam. opened a branch and inaugurated this 
study circle at the auspicious time.



ASTROLOGY—AN OCCULT SCI E NCI

Astrology d a noble science. Il u as old as tike age of the 
Vedas. It depends on the positioo of the planets ascertained 
astronomically. It explains the celestial phenomena and the 
corresponding terrestrial events. The true meaning of Astrology 
is the ** Message of the Stars **. By using the salient principles 
of Astrology depending on the position of the planets ascer
tained astronomically one can forecast events for the benefit of 
all and as such. .1 is a useful science for interpreting nature.

** Aiiranway ■ ifiUiai; tel a mat coat
Up law lift IP ba«« Hi full value.
AaJ not ttwtui s« Otaftr* »n>l Spana” — Inaavaaa

Thu whole world i» run according to a well-defined pbo. 
Nothing happens by chance. Astrology docs not permit one to 
classify anything a* an accident' as n expbins the came and 
effect of events The divine plan r- well arranged It it timed 
with amazing precision.

Some say that astrology is an ari Some others reject it as 
an idle dream or an illusion. Sull, others may speak of 
astrology as though it were an altogether contemptible superstr 
lion They contemplate with pny those who believe iL Some 
of those who have no disappointment os other difficulties m hfe 
take pride in saying that they have no faith in astrology and 
ridicule both the astrologer and the science Probably they may 
fear that they may lose their self-importance if they were to 
recognize astrology A few others say. under wrong impression 
or with prejudiced ideas, that astrology is not a science. These 
people would not have mastered the data on which correct 
predictions are based. This science explains dearly that such 
opponents of astrology will have in their horoscopes evil aspect 
between Mars and Uranus or between Mars and Mercury. 
These planets, when afflicted. do not give quick grasp of this 
'oence. good memory and reproductive ability; and they produce 
people who arc either ignorant, arrogant, envious or are always 
inclined to find fault with what they arc not able To understand
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Pretending to know everything. they display their ignorance. 
The antagonists often quote the opinions of such learned men, 
who do not want to admit that it is a useful sdcnce. Learning 
is mechanical acquirement of facts and gaming knowledge in any 
subject. But wisdom is not so. Astrology can be correctly 
interpreted only by a geoious endowed with divine grace and 
none can call himself wise, without knotting astrology.

I submit that astrology is a science and that it can render 
very metal service to one and all and create faith even in the 
sceptic, if one studies this book.

A knowledge about the history of astrology and the illustri
ous and eminent sages and savants who practised asuolofy 
would pve □ hetier appreciation of the science itself

HISTORY OF ASTROLOGY

The hiwoiy of Astrology begins with Creation itself. Sage 
Garga says that the science was propounded hy the Crcator 
Himself and that Brahma handed it down to him at the tune of 
croauon. From Gaiga, other sages learnt it and it was spread 
al over It appears to be co-esal with that of the earth

In western coiaitries there n u certain belief that Seth 
(3.769 B.C I was the world's first astrologer. This can he 
inferred from the astrological books written later by Arabic, 
Egyptian, Jewish and Persun writers Westerners belies c that 
Seth was the first person to study the planets, tbeir motions and 
their pathway. It is he who divided the Zodiac into twelve equal 
parts, as he found that the Sun ever follows a particular path 
in the Heavens, year after year; and he also noticed that 
this orcular route of the Sun was spaced out by twdsc full 
moons Full Moon occurs once a month. Therefore the Sun’s 
path is divided mto 12 equal parts called * Mazzaroth * which 
term we designate as “ Signs ” Rasis or so’, r mansions.

Around 2.600 years ago. the priests and the shepherds of 
Chaldea took this science for scriois study and developed it. 
Their period was called the Golden Ages of Astrology, because 
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they connected the movements of the planets with all kinds of 
events m human life.

Dr. Thompson mjs that the Akkadma and the Sumerians 
observed the heavens and heavenly bodies and tried to note 
their courses. The Babylonians and the Egyptians attributed 
some influence over the animate and the marumate objects on 
the earth. Anrology was popular and it wielded great influence 
over the rich, the prices, the princes and the kings Maspcro 
said. that, in his time, the Motrcs* of the world was Astrology.

Some arc of the opmion that Astrology had its origin in 
Chaldea from time immemorial They rugpest that the very 
name Chaldean means * Astrologer* The Pyihogo<can» further 
advanced the concepts of lhe Chaldeans. They applied higher 
mathematics. Later, astrology can* into the hands of the 
Greeks They concentrated mote on Natal Anroiogy, as they 
had a deep-rooted religion nature and an enqumng mind 
fhey always posed the questions \j^hbo am I? Why am 
I bom ? What for do I live ? Why arc theft so much of 
inequalities m IHc?” They had the answers only through 
astrology

Many of the records of the early astrologers of Nineveh 
and Babylon arc fotmd among the early tablets in the Brmsb 
Museum, toms of their findinp arc dated nearly 5.000 years 
apo.

The Greats were also enthtnimtic m following astrology 
They erected the horoscope for the time of birth and presaged 
the inance. family, fate, fortune and future of the usdrviduals 
One of the Greek horoscopes written m Papyrus about 2.000 
years apo is kept in the British Museum. The Chaldeans who 
practised this art of Astrology were held in high esteem even at 
the time of Alexander the Great.

The Egyptians were cqualy interested in Astrology which 
played an impoctant role. They were also responsible for shap- 
■ng the future of the nation As can be seen from the monu
ments, the inscriptions and modern investigations, this ideas 
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data tack to $.000 B C Pharaoh* gave much respect to the 
astrologers of whoa Babilus was the leader. He was aiwayaf1 
consulted and the day of Habitus was to And out the charts of 
those who might per chance gain power, become a nva! and 
create trouble to the emperor Whenever Babilus foresaw any 
such native, he informed the king, whojsut such people io death. 
Pharaohs had faith in tbeu astrologers. Often they were consu
lted to interpret the dream* of the king

In Penta, the kmp honoured the astrologers for their 
sound knowledge of this science It is only Gyamavp otherwise 
known as "Al Hakim** (meaning Learned), an astrologer in 
Persian court who precucly predicted the tune of birth of the 
prophet*

The Saraccm spread the Science in Spain in 7| I AD and 
the North Afncans. the Moor*, in 1.237 earned the science to 
Europe.

Dr. Hrcwkkr admits that in C hma about *.7$? B.t fi«en 
the days uf King Fohi. they developed avitunany nobly for 
studying aMrology and emperor* were chosen according to lhe 
profound knowledge poMCued by them in aMtdopy In ?.5I J 
BC. Chcuni was elected a* the King in that manner.

Whenever Alexander the Great went out. he look with him 
the astronomer Calntbenis m all hi* campaigns He spread the 
Kicoce ui the east by giving out some of lhe rational method* 
adopted there and hts vivit to India had helped him to learn 
more and develop it farther in his country.

Henry Cornelius Agrippa, born m I486, was the astrologer 
to Francs I of France when he was 38 years old. John Dec was 
the favourite astrologer of Queen Elizabeth Albu Mczar of 
Bulah wa» lhe prufcoor of Mundane Astrology at Bagdad. 
The Caliph Mammonarrasheed translated man; ancient astro- 
k>gKa] work* into Arabic.

Thu*, every nation is to be credited with the knowledge ol 

tins Science. It is advisable to learn the experiences and findings 
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of research worker* who had coninbmcd to the technique of 
correct prediction.

Let me mention the names of a few foreigners who have 
contributed to the development of ths Science They were not 
only schotars in Astrology but were renowned and reputed 
Astronomers. Historians, Philosophers. Physicians and Pom.

Astronomers: Ptolemy (67 A.D.) Galileo Newton Pythagoras 
Kepler (27-12-1 $711 Copernicus

Astrologers: Alan Leo ( -II-IM2I Sephanal Dr. W. J. 
Llewellyn Hayden George Agrippa (Simmomtc 
Max Hcindd Carter Parker Mon rm Maurice 
Sibley Wemyw W Lily Culpctcr Borduun 
Robeon Newton

IlMorians: Diodorus Coley Pabwal Maxitnm Josephus 
Plutarch Camden Heroditut

I'tuloMiphen. Lilly Macrobru* Arntota Bacon Thales Pliny 
Amsagorw Pkny Ptolemy

PhytKian*: Hypocrate* Foster John Dee Grfbert Partridge
Agrippa Starke*

Poets: Hypocralci Foster Galen John Dec Gilbert
Partridge Agrippa.

In India, it r said that it was the tape Garga who handed 
down the Science to nn disciple*. Further there are recorded 
evidences that Yavanas were very learned astrologers and that 
they lived many centuries before Varahamihira, who admired, 
in his text-books, the progress made by the Yavanas in this 
Science. Yavanas have contributed much for the development 
<M ths Science in India. There are records to show that around 
3.102 B.C. the frivalotv Tables were used solely for astrological 
purposes.

The following list furnishes the names of a few renowned 
Indian Scholars who expounded, explained and interpreted this 
Science; Garga; Viddha Garga. Ante. Aryabhata; Bbrigu. 
Bnhasputhi; Badarayana; Baradwaja ; Bhadalla Devaswtmi;
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Devala, Dravyavardhana: Garatman Jeevasamon; Kapila; 
Kanabuk ; Kashyappa; Latacharya ; Menu; Mamtha ; Maya; 
Parasara; Panina Prtamaha-Romaka; Rishiputa; Sidhasena; 
Simhacharya; Saka: Sapctharnhi; Saraswatha; Savitra: 
Satyacharya; Sidhasena. Yavanachara; Varahamihira; 
Bathothpala; Pnthyuyasas. Vaidyanalha Dikshiihar; and 
many others *

That it can be wen that astrology was held in great esteem 
m all ages by the leaders m other sciences aho.

At yean potted by. for various reasons this sdenoe, which 
is to live long, and which will surely live long, has lost some of 
its charms Bui science remains ever a science In every 
age. a particular science alone receives much attention and 
ts developed, even though every science has its own innate value 
and ts useful to us No country had ever passed quiet without 
any advancement in any branch of science. So in every age any 
one science may be very popular, whereas the other sciences 
may be ignored, though not totally forgotten. It is not unlikely 
tha*. there are people even now thote names would come as u 
great surprise to all. there will be very earnest and loyal student 
of astrology who will popularise astrology.

Thn book is published with the smccrc dmre that Astrology 
should be made popular. Much of Research n done regularly 
and systematically. Furthermore rt hm to be carried out 
There should be fooLpruot methods to read accurate results 
Students of astrology with half-baked knowledge should be 
educated and imparted higher knowledge. Their doubts should 
be cleared. Those who bring ridicule to this noble science 
should be silenced by producing able astrologers who will give 
correct knowledge to them. It is only with correct and dear 
understanding of the subject one can predict astoundingiy 
accurate results, and establish that the noble legacy. astrology, 
given to us by our forefathers, is indeed a science which is as 
accurate as any other science. The present position of astrology, 
in lhe hands of a number of astrologers, is really deplorable. 
The excuse may be that there a no proper education to them and 
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hence the rank is unsatisfactory. Even when watches ire 
manufactured by the tame concern, no two watches agree. 
If they are manufactured by many, one can gucas, how they 
will be Similarly, asuologcrs and a few other profeesiooate 
inuaDy offer different optnioaa, confuting the already depressed 
comukant So I tuggnt that coaching up of students is 
absolutely necessary to* have the tame school of thought. To 
tay that it it not a At subject cannot be said as a wsse statement 
front the astrologers point of view.

In many other countries, astrology is included in the curri
culum. It is understood that, in American University, Astrology 
is iochided. Also, there are schools of Astrology tn Germany. 
Sw iieerland, Holland and France. Now in India m Jaipur 
astrology is included KULAPATUI Dr MUNSH1 ■ conduc
ting course on Astrology us Delhi and Madras where I coach up 
students and in Bombay where teamed scholars with vaat 
cspericncc teach Scientific aretes there, give senous attention 
to K. Astrologers arc to-day thankful to the Amological 
Research Association of New York which publish quarterly 
(Editor : Charles Jayne), and all Research Scholars are allowed 
io contribute their articles. At present io India. Astrology n 
like a T. B patient left uneared for. especially by those who 
•tone can cure. Il is handled by a few. Of them, some are 
avaricious, some others have comancrciahscd n by fartune-triliag 
without the desire to maintain the prestige and utility of 
aetiology. Some alone sacrifice everything for this noble- 
science The rash and worthless predictions of a few astrologers 
have debased astrology and these are received with sarcastK 
smite only to be dimmed.

Nadte

Some people feel sorry that they consulted “ Nadu " 
written on palmyra tea it* claimed to be written by the andent 
*Ushia of India. It is a fact that the events in the bvts of many 
persons bora and yet to be born are found women already by 
Hindu genius. People who have consulted ado that they arc 



dumbfounded with the surprisingly accurate prediction* about 
the pot event*, but fed upset when the future event* fail 
miserably This it a common complaint Thoumnds of year* 
ago. Rishi* wrote them wonderful prediction*. When they can 
be very correct in all the prediction* from the time of birth of 
the native till the date of consultation, why they should fail in 
their future prediction* cannot he explained. 1 also agree with 
those who say that this need* proper investigation because there 
arc huge number of genuine Nada and it i» likely that a few 
may be unauthcntic ones The solution can he found easily if the 
palm leaves are handed on r to the consultants, by the owner*, 
who hold the leaves and read out the results, as if from them 
I am confident that if the palm leaves arc given to the qurcist 
and tf the reading of the past and present should agree correctly, 
the future must also be invariaNy correct when alone the Nadi 
can claim to be one of the genuine document*. Our safes who 
had written Nada can never fail tn their predictions and they 
have never tailed, because of their intuitive power .ind xicniifa 
knowledge.

It • likely that a few reader* of the palin leave* gam 
enough knowledge and experience in reciting verses, composed 
by themselves in no time. A few uf them, when they read the 
past event*, have to read very *tnctl> the material as n found in 
the leaves, because the past ha* to be correct. Then only, the 
consultant will hear him further. Hut when the future is to be 
read, it n open co doubt as to whether he reads only those 
materials found on the leaves or he himself coin* verses suiting 
to the taste of the querist

In one case, a comuhant and Im friend caught bold of such 
a fraud, the Nadi reader, redhanded, because he had Maha- 
baratham on hand and read hr bfc by having those leaves on 
hand, looking at them and turning over pages after page* every 
5 minutes Another experience at Benares wa» also published 
in the magazine Astrology and Athnshta It is a pity that the 
existence of a very few of such people bring ndicuic to this 
amazing Nadi.
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Another invesugation it also 10 be made to find out whether 
the documents are genuine and original. There »the doubt 
whether lhe authors, i.e., the sages, knew all languages including 
Tamil, etc . in South India, as they lived in the North having 
Sanskrit as the Mother Tongue and Nadis are found in all 
languages also whether they used paper and pen as some Nadis 
are found written in paper and claimed to be original. Whatever 
it i*. there are records now. io prove that aMrology was prac
tised by many people, thousands of yean, ago who could predict 
even lhe birth tuix of a native in 20th century, the place of hw 
birth, names of his parents, occupation*, etc . and the events in 
hn life ; marriage. profession, foreign tourney, property, con
veyance. etc. They had such profound knowledge. Now it has 
deteriorated to a very great extent, like a muhitmlbonaire 
having a few hundicd* in the hank. It r* more or lew in a 
pitiable condition in India.

In fact, there i\ probably mH ma: sdeaer which a not 
properly undo stood. which w> many pretend to know, and on 
which so many are prepared to csprw* an opinion as in the 
rise of astrology

Westerners arc always icwaisrtHmndcJ. If tiny had any 
tiulh in any statement and it they arc convinced. they study 
it further, and develop it. h may be that theic arc failures. 
Yet they consider how it n possible to predict correctly in some 
cases, and why in other case* there t* failure ; and to find out 
the truth, they make research lid something satisfactory is 
discovered

Astrology available data incampluta

AMrology today ts incomplete and needs to be vastly 
wippternented. No one i* in pomcsmoo of all lhe findings of 
our sages; nor arc we Neared with such a Guru who can impart 
correct KKntific know led p: to us. Whatever we may have to
day is only a part of what tliey have left behind A subject 
taught by a Piofcmor will be complete. We arc not fortunate to 
have such an advantage in our lifetime. So with what little 
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bterature we posses*, we have to understand the fundamental 
principle* and then, by regular and stremiou* work, develop it.

Astrutogy—its Um and Limitation*

Interpreted m all correctness. a knowledge of astrology 
doe* afford mental strength to the fpeblc and weak-minded, 
solace to the depressed, peace to the anxious and worried, and 
steadiness to those who arc wavering and vacillating in mind. 
It it a common experience that when trouble* come, they come 
in battalion* and the afflicted person get* solace from this 
knowledge that the time it not far off when ho or her trouble* 
would cease to exist. A full-fledged astrologer, capable of 
handling the subject with meticulous care, help* in no small 
measure to ditpel the fear* in the querist's mind and brace* him 
up to face the future with confidence and hope. The astrologer 
helps one to hate a glimpse of the unknown future; the know- 
tedgr of Destiny in store for one, stands one in good Mod in 
surmounting difficulties that present themselves. This early 
knowledge renders it pumblc for one to reconcile himself to the 
situation one find* hunkcif in. and any severe disappointment 
is unlikely since one is briefed as to when, one can cherish 
hopes and the extent one can do *o When Dame Fortune 
■auks and the world appears to be full of roses, few have any 
use for the science or for the saying ' Man proposes and God 
dispose*". With the frownmg of fortune, egoism mellows 
down, and becomes subdued. The knowledge gained through 
the Science helps one to be level-headed under any circum
stance* whether affluent or advene

The knowledge of the future prompts one to render help to 
those who arc in need, banish evil thought* from the mind and 
make efforts to lead a simple, honest and pious life. The 
saying “ Do your duty with sincerity and leave the result to 
God" holds out a more forceful appeal As.rology prove* 
that success or failure depends on our previous Karma ; suffer
ing* are due to sin* coounilicd previously and this thought helps 
m to be good to society, repeatedly mying " It it probably 
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became of tome tin committed by me ia the previous birth I 
suffer now ; let me nut do harm in this life allcast to any body.**

■ranches of Astrology

The various branches of astrology are:

(a) Medical astrology or astro-pathology ;
(b) Astro-materiology.
(c) Mundane astrology or Judicial astrology ;
(d) Natal astrology;
(e) Horary astrology;
(f) Elections! astrology:
(g) Kaba la astrology ;
|h) Kerala astrology;
(i) Orncm.

Let me explain what Natal astrology and Horary astrology 
mean?

Natal Astrology

Natal astrology concerns largely with the life of human 
beings A chart it made out for the moment of birth and for 
■he particular place of birth (Latitude and l ongitude being 
taken for calculation).

From such a chait, one can rend all evenu about the 
native: his character, temper am ent and pecubaritics. longe
vity. condition of health, accident, pronenm. finance and 
fortune, marriage, birth of children and also ha pro^icrity or 
adversity Moreover, the actual date of any occurrence m his 
life can be calculated. Thuv natal astrology a very useful foe 
one and alL whether be is born a King, a Kubera. or a beggar; 
for health and longevity are preaoi* to every individual 
Fortune, prosperity, and above aO, peace of mind and happi
ness are desired by all Hence natal astrology « the most useful 
branch of this science and therefore, it behoves all of m to 
Support and encourage genuine research, by trained workers and
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scholars. u> badge the incomplete phases in this, juM at in every 
other branch of saeBce.

It is a foci that 100% cor r oct predictions cannot be given 
with the Mcrature available and with lhe knowledge that we 
nay pain by studying them alone. It n only by plodding, per* 
severing and patiently carrying out research that one will be 
able lo fih up the gap. supplement. improve, and make it 
perfect. One >4* the »ub-branches of Natal Astrology may be 
drscuued for the crawderation of the readers.

There n a MibJwanch called * Gochara Phalaa " by the 
Hindus. Westerners call u ' Transit." Let it he stated, with 
great humility, for the informalma of the readers, that the 
method of prediction adopted by research scholars is. in a way. 
an improvement over the application of the general principles of 
aurologv handed down io u« by our ancient sages and scholars

In the Western System, the astrologers lake the ladsCal 
posrtKMi of the Sun at the lime .if birth and consider ths iclalivc 
poMUorn of rhe Planets lunMiing in tla Zodiac and give then 
predictions In India awl in ihc Hindu byuem. the ixwition of 
the Moon al the tutu ol birth uf the native is taken as the start* 
ing and determining point io *hkh ths uaodting positions of 
the Planets nix: ielated, and ascofding tn their isiative pusilKim. 
we rod the results and say whether the tunc is auspicious or 
not Roth lhe methods Mill he found to tv incomplete and 
therefore the percentage of failures is bound to be large. This 
cannot he of much advantage to thme who desire to know their 
future.

The WeMem and the Hindu systems of predctions based on 
the trouts of planets fail in many caws whether referred either 
to the Sun or to lhe Moon akmc

For transitory retails. Fortuna deserves renotn attention as 
h indicates certain results which arc not shown by the aspects 
formed by the transiting planets to those tn the natal chart.

When it » fotmd that the results enjoyed by people bom 
within a few minutes of each othe: show diatnetnealy opposite 
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results, we should try and find out the factor which is so fast 
moving as to cause opposite aspects and bring about such ddfe- 
renl effects

In those few minutes can planets move much ? No! Then 
which will have a change in the position? b it not lagna 
thereby the other 11 ciqp* and Fortuna.

AU research scholars will surely declare that the fast chang
ing ascendant the cusps of other houses and Fortuna cause 
different aspects and produce different results If therefore lhe 
cusps and Fortuna are ahu included in all calculations .sad predic
tions offered, there can he no great room for duappomtment.

Readers will do wed at this stage to pause and ponder over 
the significant truths, placed before them in the preceding para
graph*. 1h.it Avtiuluyy. no doubt, is an accurate «oencc can 
he proved by taking the f.dlowmy imianccv

Identical result* arc enjoyed by people whose birth took 
place ai the same minute*, tn the same Latitude and Longitude 
Ix*t me place before the* readers in a tangible and ty acmatic 
form my reasons:

1 he first instance relates to lwu tk i>ons horn at the same 
time and who both got married to two career girls who were 
earning. They had no children but both couples were very fond 
of dorncsi k pets, cals and dogs The two male* were tecturen 
producing identical result*, with equal interest in pohtes, philo
sophy and religion. Minor events in tbeir lives were also 
strikingly similar: for eumpte. both "rffered from tooth-ache 
at the same time and on the same day Yet. the two male part
ners were in no way related to each other and halted from 
widely separated places

Another instance n about two men horn in the same vrlagc 
who narrated their experiences after they bad hved there for a 
fairly long time fheir temperaments, behaviour and character 
were identical. Both had pleasing manuers, were always cheer
ful and never rude to anyone Both were robust tn health and 
whenever one fell ilL the other also ailed from the same dsease.
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Each of them lost a child in the une month, and had the eamc 
number of children. One was a journalist, while the other was 
a writer of fiction. Mercury, Man and Jupiter were the signs 
who ruled over their professions. The culmination in this extra
ordinary amdanty was m the death of these two natives on the 
acme day.

Yet another instance relates to a report, that appeared in 
a foreign journal in 1820. It mentioned that Samuel Henmnp 
died at the ape of 82 He was born on 4-6-1738 at a place 
situated in the same Latitude and Longitude, as King George Ilf, 
who ascended the throne in October, 1760. Mr. Hennings 
was then an independent business-man King George III got 
marned on 8-9-1761 and on the sa ne day Mr. Henmnp took 
Elsie for his wife Both had the same number of children of 
each sex Both were long-lived and died at the same hour on 
2-9-1120

Instances can be multiplmd for such remarkably coincident 
happemnp The principles governing such events will be 
explained in my magarine.

Horary Astrology

Thu branch of scrence » mysterious, perfect, wonderful 
and moat useful. After thoroughly understanding the principles, 
one can offer correct, dear and precise predictions without 
any confusion Thu hdps the astrologer to confirm what 
prediction be has to gire by using other methods which, when 
explained, will convince and satisfy the consultant.

Generally, the astrologer asks the querut to give a number, 
at random, within 108. The number that is given forms the 
basis for the predictm Some may scoff at this branch of 
socnce saying that the predictions given by Horary Astrology 
cannot be correct as the number given u. after all. a chance. 
They may suggest that the person could hare given any other ( 
number or thought of one number and mentioned another. 
Such people do not rcahse that the querist cannot give any 
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other nomber except the one which he had given occasionaDy, 
the lucky querist may menlioa a number, but the astrologer may 
mishear; Calculate on the misheard number. Here the divine 
force so works, that the number takes by the astrologer gives a 
dear>and correct answer whereas the other number mentioned 
by the querist cannot offer such a dear due to the astrologer. 
They have no personal Apcrience that it ts the divine force 
which works and enables the astrologer to predict. The number 
that he gives depends upon his past action or Kama as weU as 
the future results he ts to enjoy just as the moment of birth is 
the effect of his past Karma None can convince that one's 
birth at the particular moment, whether normal or ctssarian. is 
a chance. If one were to reiterate, one is ignorant of the 
wonderful Divine Law. Has he or Ac the choice of parents or 
the locality of birth?

Generally, this branch of science is resorted to. mostly by 
ihthe who have no horoscopes or who doubt the correctness of 
them. This branch of science can amrver all questions and 
clear all doubts. Bui on many occasions there are contra
dictory indications according to the birth chans when they 
try to predict using Traditional methods of ptognosucation; 
Krishnamurti's dtacsvary is dear, coi.vmang and correct

On those occasions, they can make the beat uae of Horary 
astrology for proper guidance and coofirmstioa. Even when 
one decides to offer predrtion using other branches of the 
science. Horary Astrology has to be used as a final safe method 
to dodare with confidence the results already obtained.

This method is as rational and as scientific as any other 
branch of astrology and it is the subfane art of fornaeemg events 
from the position of the planets at the moment when one pro
pounds seriously a question about any important matter. By 
applying it. one can predet the longevity, health, success or 
failure in one’s enterprise, one's stay in foreign land or fas 
return, the time of marriage, the description of partner, rovmou 
oV divorce, birth and death of children, sex of the child, resuta 
of the exammatKm, recovery of lost snides, gam by lottery m 
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races or speculation, success in litigation, treasure, legacy and 
anythmg and everythmg on the earth.

This branch of science is not a bluff. It is not to dupe the 
gulhbte throng. But al the same time, it is not easy for the 
students of astrology to make predictions infallibly unless they 
arc thorough with the principles of astrology available now.

A’or Ni^teroloty ; Some mistake that the astrologer uses 
Numerology and predicts. They are ignorant. The number 
indicates the ascendant for that query and he calculates the posi
tion of pbnets for that moment of judgment and then judges the 
result

Why Hwrary Astrology is Preferred I

To had oui the oenu in ooc‘* life or io know in advance 
the result of one's attempts or action, then. arc two methods. 
They arc Natal AMiokigy ami Horary Astrology

I. To erect a boroscope with I? cusps and lusoct-ihc 
planets at correct position, the time of birth should he accurate

In India, the standard lime was introduced on l-M90t* and 
any birth before this dale was noted down according to the 
limrag following by the postal authorities ni railway authorities 
tn that locality Before standard tunc was introduced even 
when our watches show correct time, (agreeing with local time) 
yet the information given to the interested parties after the birth 
of the child by lhe attendants differ one from the other. Because, 
the medical attendants arc anxious to do their job than to note 
the time. A few give the tunc of Siras-udhaya. A fem note the 
time when the whole body <*f the child had been removed from 
that of a mother. There arc instances wherein midwife gave a 
tunc, the nurse mentioned another, whereas the lady doctor 
differed from both ol them. When such is lhe case which time 
can wc take even though the dock shows lhe Indian Standard 
time correctly.

Hence, the tune of the birth » in must of the cases arc nd 
correct at all.
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2. Whenever (win* an bora with a difference at few ann
ua and we erect horoscopes according to traditional system the 
picture remain* the same for both except in the daaa balance. 
There also the difference is only by a few week*. The petition 
of the planets do not get changed, in the Bhava (House Divi
sion) nor they move at all even by a few minutes. So lhe 
boroscope* of both the twins appear for predictive side more or 
less same according to Hindu Traditional astrology: but 
Krishnamurti Padhdhati shows the difference. There are many 
instance* wherein lhe results enjoyed by them are diametrically 
opposite. This shows that the moment of the birth of a child 
should be very correct, when only the prediction will come out 
accurately. If the time of birth differs by a few minutes then 
this horoscope refer* to someone else and not to the consultant. 
So lhe reading fails

V Any student of Asirokigy will not be able to carry out 
ilk: research for decade* and decade* and have a satisfactory 
vohitior. for the vinous problem* within hn lifetime Honestly 
so many centuries will be needed io carry out the ruaeerch on 
Nat.il horoscopes to find out the truth

4. But in Horary Astrology one taxes the moment of the 
ludgmenl. makes a chan and offer* lhe result. This horoscope 
will be very correct and the result also will be amamgly 
accurate

5. One can understand the principle* of Horary Astrology 
within a period of three months and he can apply the pnnapies 
and in a year start carrying out lhe research oa Horary Astro
logy and find out the truth within a couple of years. One can 
master this subject easily and offer useful pretfacuons which come 
to pas* Horary Astrology is genuine and simple. It is most 
useful, as one can have the resuh* or the solution for one's 
problem in a few minutes.

6. In one's horoscope it may be found that the person 
will have an agricultural farm but one cannot my which variety 
of crop he will cultivate. But in Horary Astrology «ne can find

hjv-j



out whether he win have orangm or crape* or time frail or sugar
cane, etc. Therefore, io have exact and precise prediction 
Horary ■ useful

7. One may predict that the person win purchase a house 
in a particular penod. But in which street and which house be 
win buy cannot be predicted from Natal,chart. Horary Astro* 
logy «* very useful to make the selection out of the many.

I. Similarly, a young bridegroom may have to choose his 
wife from half a dozen brides suggested to him. Natal chart 
can show that be will get married but it is difficult to (elect any 
and declare that be would marry only a particular girl, whereas 
Horary Astrology is useful to make the selection and definitely 
declare whom he will surely marry. Thus it can be seen that 
Horary Astrology n most useful foi one and all.

4 Even ia political Astrology when three or four people 
compete for election a few may have horoscopes; a few may not 
have at all. Even the boroscopes which they give may or may 
not be correct Further, when four horoscope* are given it k 
very difficult, to pitch up one out of the four and declare that 
be alone will win. But in Horary Astrology after one takes one 
number for each candidate then he can coriectly predict who 
would win in the election

Thus Horary Astrology will be found very useful in all 
matters to get precise answer.



SECTION 11

HORARY ASTROLOGY

HINDU TRADITIONAL SYSTEM

TRADITIONAL SYSTCM OF HINDUS

Let me fine of all furnish the transhuon of various mu 
Ik> 4s on Horary Astrology written by Hindu sages., before 1 
put forth my discovery The readers should aho know what 
the Westerners have propounded

Praana Gyaaa

. Bhuitotpata it the author of this work He had commented 
on Varaha Mihira** works and the text dealt with one of the 
branches of Astrology culled Horary Astrology.

Text-books nf our tape* cun piw only the fundamental 
principles The result entirely depends on lhe mleibgcnt antici
pation by proper application and interpretation by the astrologer 
without tak<ng into consideration one's desire. Wishful thoughts 
and guess will prove to be useless.

Praaaa Gyaaa—Translation of the Text.

Slabs 1: Bbottotpaia bows to all the seven planets. Sun. 
Moon. Man, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn: Then he 
priys to Lord Ganapalhi. He bnnp out for the benefit of the 
readers- astrologers— this science Prasna Gyaaa.

Slabs 2: He boldly deciares that Horary Astrology 
will never faiL He expects the astrologers to carefully judge the 
ten conditions of the planets after casting thar exact position.

The ten conditions of tbc planets are given h Jataka 
Parijata and their results arc explained in Saravah.
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(a) Tbeeptha : Jubilant, buoyant, effulgent. A planet is tai 
'Theeptha' if it is in its exalted or moolatrikona sign, i.e. rt is
very strong.

Exalted Moolatriknaa

Sun Aries Leo
Moon Taurus Taurus
Man Capricorn Ahes
Mercury Virgo Virgo
Jupiter Cancer Sagittarius
Venus Pisces Libra
Saturn l.ihrn Aquariu*

Thu means tlwi a pbi»cl tn exaltation *«r in Moolatnkuua 
sign promises that Goddcs* of lotiuoc favourrs the native. offers 
courage and Next with Victory over enemies (It is not correct 
in all ease*; many suffei dm my the period of the ciallcd 
ptanat)

•b; SaaMha - Pleasant. Iiappy: A plane! k said lu be in 
Swa*tha if it occupies its own sign, i <• when it is Swakshethra.

Own sign

Sun Leo
Moon Cancer
Man Aries. Scorpio
Mercury Gemini, Virgo
Jupiter Sagittarius. Pisces
Venus Taurus, Libra
Saturn Capricorn. Aquarius.

Planets m their own sign indicate pleasure, happiness, 
wealth like gold, gems. etc and one can have servants at 
command.

(Planets in its own sign equally causes misers and do harm 
aho; it is not a guarantee that such a planet should invariably 
do food It depends on the lord of the conrtellation and the 
lord of the sub.)
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(c) PraasodMta ' Satisfied, contented: A planet if said 
to be satisfied when it occupies iu friend’s quarters. One can 
find out the friend’s quarters by using the following :

Swa, Swanthya, Dhi. Dharma, Swechcha. Ayu, Sukha. i.c, 
count from the Mootatrikona sign of the planet whose friendly 
sign is to be found. The first, second, twelfth, fifth, ninth. exal
tation sign eighth and fourth counted from the Mootatrikona 
signs are the friendly signs. The other signs are said to be ene- 
mieal, i.c.. 3. 6, 10. II and 7. One can easily remember that 
the seventh and the upachaya Sthanas counted from Moolatn- 
kona signs are not friendly ones The lords of the friendly signs 
are called the friends of the planet; the lords of the signs 3. 6. 
10, 11 and 7 arc said to be the enemy of that planet. It may 
happen that one of the two signs owned by a planet is friendly 
and the other is cneraical.

The authors say that »udi a planet owning both the friendly 
and emmical signs thouki he considered as neutral. e.g take 
Sun Ils Moolalnkona sign is Leo Therefore Mercury owning 
Gemini and Virgo becomes the lord of the I Ith and the second 
sign counted from Sun’s Moolatrikona sign. I llh it enemical. 
2nd is friendly. So Mercury r> neutral Io Sun ; 3rd sign Libra 
is owned by Venus which aho rules Taurus the 10th sign from 
Leo. the MooUtnkona of sign of Sun. Leo. As the 3 and 10 
are encmicah Venus is the enemy of Sun. Take the 4th sign 
Scorpio. It is owned by Man who aho governs Aries, the 9th 
wgn Therefore Mars is friendly with Sun. Thus one is to find 
out the friendship, enmity and neutral condition of the planets.

Such a planet causes contentment; it offers pence. it is aho 
'aid that one may have damsels, riches Mkc gems and precious 
metals, enjoy one’s life and come out successful in one’s enter
prise and victorious in the disputes. (Just like friends turn out 
to be rogues causing danger to ihe person, so abo planets m 
friend’s quarters offer undesirable results to many.)

(d) Saatha: Calm, tranquil; If a planet is iu the Varga 
of a benefic, it is said to be * Santha *; by Benefics. one is to mean 
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benches by nature, ix. Joprtcf, Varas, Waxing Moon, and un
afflicted Mercury. Such a planet in Santha condition shows that 
the person will be helpful. He or she will do meritorious deeds. 
They will be educated and learned. They can become advrien 
and ministers Hence they can enjoy life with enough Ananda! 
position and have peace.

(e) Sahtha * Capable, competent, efficient A planet is 
in * Saktha' condition, if it is not Moudya, Mooda and eclipsed 
but is with bright rays. Such a planet will bring one name, 
fame, reputation, honour etc. He will be faked by all He or 
she has enough friends of the opponte sex : so he or she puts 
on good clothes, uses Hower and fragrant scents (not a 
guarantee).

(D PrapcdWha. Troubled tormented. A planet is said 
to be in Prapccditha. if it n defeated by another planet in the 
Aght among ihemidves Such a planet causes separation from 
dose relation and friends; he or she may wander from one place 
to the other (frequent transfers, keeping the* family in any one 
place): sutler in the hands of the enemies or from ilUhealtb. 
Thus he or she will be miserable, even a king will sutler (not 
always).

(g) •’IJbeewe'* Unhappy, timid worried, mimrablc. A 
planet is said to be in Dbeeoa conditions if either in Rasi Kundali 
or m Navamsa Kundali. it occupies its enemy's quarters : such a 
planet threatens loss of one’s position, prestige and honour The 
person is defeated He is ruined He goes* to foreign places: 
cannot keep himself dean (not m all cases).

(h) •’ Kala “--cruel— wicked— A planet » in kala* 
condition when it occupies other m Rasi kundali or Navamsa 
kundali, the sign belonging to any of the natural malefics. Sun. 
waning Moon, Mars, afflicted Mercury or Saturn Such a planet 
always contributes for one's miserable life.

(i) M V Hula "—unsteady. infinn. such a condition arises, 
when a planet is eclipsed (Saturn and Venus do not lose 
strength even when eclipsed. Uthrakalamirtha, kanda IV
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*loka—15), km at wealth, separation from partner, mentally 
worried, enemy’s strength much prater and enemy becoming 
more powerful, agony, etc., arc threatend

Q) ■* BbeedM fear, threatening, frightened. A planet 
attains the condition of “ Bheedhi " in iu Neecha, debilitated 
i.e.. depression sign. Such a planet makes one diffident There 
i» no Klf-confidcncc. He » afraid by anything and everythmg. 
Lota of all kinds are portended.

(Neecha Baaga Raja Yoga: Venus, friend of Mercury, 
neecha in Mercury’* sign Venue, enemy of Jupiter is naked in 
Jupiter sign : Moon, enemy of Venus exalted in Venus sign.

SMa 3; The astrologer should start his work only after 
bowing to the planets. He most worship, when truth will 
dawn in his mind. Then commence to judge the query.

The querist has Io sit facing east or north or north-east. 
He should avoid taking such a seat, facing west, south-west, 
north-west, south, and south-east directions

Varahamihira m Brihat Samhita has advised the astrologer 
u> take seat in an even ground under a tree with flowers or 
fruits; he has to avoid such trees where owte and such bad 
umen birds take rest; the name uf the tree itself should be 
encouraging offering menu! solace Or one should prefer Deva, 
Rishi Twiya. Siddha or Sidhu Nilayam with Sath pushyam, i.e., 
the temple, the Ashram of Maharishis, lhe residences of Brah
mins. the places of Siddha Purushas or good Sadhu where 
there are planets with beautiful and sweet smelling Bowen etc. 
Why? The sight itself should be pleasing to the eyes. Lawn st 
preferred.

Sleka 4: The consultant also should pray with fruits, 
(lowers, gems and gold , then only- come out with his problems 
and put queries to the astrologer.

Avoid taking seat under a tree which is cut or which is 
thorny. Avoid graveyards, neglected temples, jta^JOti of the 
roads, dirty places, and dry barren ground. Reject such pieces 
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•hen persons remain naked, or saloon, slaugher house gamb
ling den, hospitals, prison or boot) store room.

Why because one can have favourable results if the consul
tant faces cast. If he faces south or north, journey is indicated. 
South-nest and nonb-east show that there is long delay in 
aduevinf one's aan North-west and srrith-east threaten failure, 
disappointment or temporary pleasure.

Regarding west. in Prasna Bairava it is taken as auspieioua 
whereas Varahaouhira advise* to avoid west.

Both the astrologer and the consultant must prefer the 
morning hours to the afternoon the Santhyakala, twilight period 
and the nights.

Neclakanta niggests that the astrologer should check 
whether the consultant has approached him with the sincere idea 
of placwg hit problems and then requesting the astrologer to 
solve them or he has come to test him or |>ut some questions 
casually. Thrs can he judged by finding out whether the lagna 
that is rising m the cast n occupied by Moon, squared or oppo
sed by Saturn, or opposed by Mercury or aspecled hy Mars 
and Mercury m moudyam. i c. eclipsed If the ascendant. at 
the moment of query, has such afflictions, the consultant is not 
sincere. Benches in the Lagna Bhava denotes that be is true 
and be has the real urge. Mateficv in the lagna indicates that 
he is not plain and open If lord of the 7th cusp receives 
aspects from its enemy or Jurxter <»r Mercury be is crooked and 
not straightforward But if the 7th house as well as lagna 
receive aspects from either Moon or Mercury or Jupiter or by 
all of them he is honest when be puts the query Benches 
aspectmg the enemy of lord of 7 when he aspects the Utter, then 
also, he is honest

Only when the consultant is tenous and sincere, then only 
truth will come out; prediction will prove to be correct.

After satisfying himself, the astrologer has to Dote down, 
the various questions, 1, 2. X and so on, if the person wants 
to consult more than one question. While judging the first 
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question. take lagna a* the first Bhava. for the second quesuon 
fad where Moon is deposited. Consider that sign as Lagna; 
for lhe third question, note the sign tenanted by Son and lake 
that sign as Lagna For lhe fourth, the lagna should be the sign 
occupied by Jupiter; the fifth question is io be answered by 
taking either of the signa occupied by lhe stronger of lhe two 
planets Mercury or Venus and so on

SUha 5, 4 and 7: In these three slohas lhe author says 
that the astrologer must observe the oencn II add Nimitham 
then also) at the toe of query and decide whether he can give 
favourable answer or not It is advisable to read Bnhat Sam- 
hita where Varahamihira has elaborately dealt with 'omens'.

Next, he explains bow one is to judge the various houses— 
bhavas whether they are auspicious aad strong to offer desirable 
results fuMllmg one** desire or otherwise

Sinha I. If the benefice. Mercury. Jupiter or Verna or 
the lord of the house is situated in the particular houw. to be 
judged, or if they aspect the hotae. the matters signified by the 
house will offer beneficial rouhs.

Maha 9: A Bhava house- heenmes favourable if bene
fit* occupy the 2nd, 4th. 7th. 10th and 12th houses

Stoka It If the lagna faBs in a quadruped or a biped 
Mgn aod if an evil planet aspects the Lagna. then the matters 
signified by Lagna Bhava fall through. One can expect only 
favourable results.

SMm 11; One can predict beneficial remits if evib do not 
occupy 1. 4, 7, g, 10 aad 12 bouses and tn 1. 4. 7. 10 bouses 
either lord of Lagna or its friend were to be deposited

Soba 12: Benches Mercury, Jupiter and Venus m the 
kooa signs 5 or 9 and the evils Sun. Mars aad Saturn in 3 or 6 
or 11 contnbum for the beneficial resuhs They are advanta
geous.

Saha 13: There wiB be erther disease or dr'jta if evil 
Planets are m lagna; disagreement, unhappineu and disharmony 
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among relative* arc lo be predicted, if the malefic* arc found in 
the 4ih bouse.

Slake 14 There will be hindrance and dAcuhy for one 
lo make a journey, if the 7th house i* aflbeted by the occupation 
of a malefic ia the 7th home; one cannot hare mccem in hb 
enterpruc* if evd* are in the 10th bousn, but if they arc conjoin
ed with or aspected by any of the benefic*. then the malefic* do 
their fob by throwing obstacle* and threatening failure but the 
benefic* ultimately fulfil the querist's desire.

Steka IS. If the filed sign Tauru*. Leo. Scorpio or 
Aquarius be the ascendant. one cannot be defeated; there will 
be no loss ; disease will continue and cannot be cured . journey 
wdl not be made ; but one can have the rank or potittoa which 
Ae eipeci

Seka 16 If any of the movable ugn* Aries, Cancer, 
Labra or Capricorn be lhe ascendant, one will be defeated, thing* 
wil be kni. disease will disappear. journey will be made but 
one cannot have the rank or poMtioa or improvement in statm.

If any of the common signs were to rue (Gemmi, Virgo, 
Sagittarius or Pace*) divide the sign into two halve* . the first 
half and the second half One tv to comidrr the first half as 
though it I* a fised *iga and offer such prediction* a* is pven 
for a fticd Mgn: the second half i* to be considered as a mov
able sign and predictions given for a movable Mgn i* to be 
applied fm the second half ot the dual or common or Ubaya 
sign

Stoha 17 . One can have bi* desire* fulfilled if any of the 
benefic* it deposited m Lagna or if the Lagna fall* in the Varga 
of benefic*.

Shka II. Sucvees m one's enterpnse and the return of 
those who had been away arc to be expected if benefic* are (riv
aled m 1.4, $. 7. 9 or 10th house* and malefic* are in 3 or 6 or 
II.

Stake 19 People who had gone away will return if Jupiter 
or Venus » deposited in the second or the third bouse. But if 
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these benefice are tenanted in the fourth house. immediate return 
of the member is to be expected.

S«ki 2fi: The person who had gooe out will return home 
shortly and the penon a alive if Mercury and Venus art m 2 
and 12 to Lagna or Moon.

Stela 21 : Enemy will come with hn force* rf the Lagna. 
Navamsa Lagna are in movable ugns and Moon a io a fixed 
sign. If Moon a m a moveable sign and the Lagna and 
Navamsa Lagna arc fixed signs, the enemy will not come (will 
there be litigation or opposition or competition can be found, 
similarly).

Sloha 22: If Mercury. Jupiter or Venus a m 6. Moon, tn 
a common sign, and the lagna in a fixed one. the enemy faces 
difficulties and feds sorry even though he may have sufficient 
strength (Even eye witness will (ail m the litigation).

Sloten 23 : The enemy might have proceeded a bale. Yet 
he will retrace, if evil planets arc in the 5th and the fith homes 
(withdrawal of the nonce igamsl the native- no further proceed* 
ings). The enemy would have come to the boundary, yet be will 
go beck, if evil planets arc found m th.- 4th Bhaxa (suil—m the 
court of law will be withdrawn).

Sloka 24: The enemy will be defeated if the watery signs 
Cancer, Scorpio and Pivuo as well a* Aquarius happen to be the 
4th bouse and receive favourable aspects from bcnefics (win the 
case). If tbe 4<h house is either Anes or Taunts and evil planets 
are deposited there, the enemy will cotne forward. He will be 
marching on tease will proceed)

Sloka 2S: Houses 9, 10, II, 12, I and 2 indicate the 
offence : 3. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 houses denote the defence Bcnefics 
m between 9th and second house promise victory whereas if the 
bencfics are between 3rd and 8th bouse, they threaten defeat (win 
or lose the case).

Sloka 24; Compromiacor agreement or tre«*y is to be 
predicted if tbe bcnefics are in Virgo or Libra or first half of
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Sagittarius or Aquarius. There cannot be any treaty if malefics 
occupy three signs. It it said that these signs must be either 
lagna or the 12th or the 11th house

SMta 27 : Even a strong person cannot keep good health 
if the lagna receives aspect from evil planets, Moon is in 3 or 6 
or 10 or 11 and the beneficial planets opcupy 1,4. 5. 7, fi, 9 and 
I Oth houses.

Stoke 2S The consultant will have the recovery from 
the disease if Jupiter aspects the lagna occupied by strong 
Moon or if Venus or Jupiter is deposited in I or 4 or 7 or 10.

Sts ha 29: A person can have a partner for marriage if 
Moon aspccted by Jupiter occupies 3, 6. 7. 10 and 11 th bhava ; 
Bui if tnakfics aspect such a Moon, tunc is not come to hare a 
partner for marriage.

Stoka Jfi; The person can get marriage it Moon in 3. 5. 
6. 7. or 11 receives aspect from Jupiter. Sun or Mercury.

Sinha JI : If the bcnefic* arc in 1,4, 5.7.9 or 10 even then 
one will pct married The rank, character, physical feature*, 
etc. will be good if the "th house is ruled by a benefic. If the 
7th house is governed by a malefic, the partner will be Ims in 
rank docs not look bright ;*nd the complexion is not fair.

Stoka 32 : Bcneucs in 5 or II promise birth of children 
Mak child is to be predicted if the luminaries Sun and Moon. 
Jupiter and the lagna arc m positive Mgns

Stoka 33 • But if they are m negative signs, expect femak 
child. If sorac are in masculine signs and some in feminine 
signs, find out the strongest of them note the sign occupied by it 
and then declare lhe results. A mak child will be the result if 
the houses I. 3. 3. 7, 9, or 11 is occupied by Saturn

SHa 34: Mak child is to be expected if strong Jupiter 
and Venus are in masculine signs; Jupiter, Mom and Man in 
even signs denote the delivery of a femak child.

Stoka : (35, 36 37). Taste. Nou which planet is tenanted 
in a Kcndhra counted from the Lagna (Horary) and is strong.
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abo those which occupy the Lagna uf query or aspect the Lagna- 
Thosc planets indicate which taste; lhe person would relish and 
enjoy. It is indicated by that strong planet. If these planets are 
situated in the sign belonging to natural benches, one takes good 
dtth. If they are in the signs owned by malefic*, one will prefer 
dry fruits, dry substances and flat owes. Sun denotes pungent 
taste: Moon, saltish; Aars, binet and hot. Mercury, many 

tastes mingled together; Jupiter- -Sweet (according to me—fiat 
also). Venus- -Sour- Saturn cold; old , preserved etc astringent. 
If the planet is in d:rcct motion, one takes the food, if it n retro
grade, even though there is food, he does not take.

Sleka (31.39.40.41 42) Dreams. Now the Lagna al 
qu ry and the planet posited in the Lagna If Sun ts m Lagna. 
one would have dreamt the King (Government), fire, red dress 
etc. Moon indicates Gtmv (white) pearls, dancing gi. I drees and 
white flowers. Man shows red one*, corah. Weeding, uncooked 
meat, gold. etc.. Mercury denotes air. flight. Jupiter reunion 
with hit kith and km; Va.us. travel in the <ea or crowing the 
river; Saturn, lo walk up lhe hill. Many planets m the Lagoa 
indicate that one would have dreamt all those indicated by those 
planets. If those planets happen io be weak by occupying Neecha 
ugn or enemy'* camp, then the dream indicates some advene or 
undesirable results if Lagna is occupied by Sun and a»peeled 
by Moon or both Sun and Moon in 7. aspccting lagna. show 
that the querist has actually dreamt Note the number of 
navamsas already passed. From thn calculate the time when 
une dreamt.

Sleka. (43, 44, 4$ 46). Kain. Predict good ram if Venus 
or Moon occupies the lagna which is cither in Cancer—Kataka 
or Pisce*-- Meena or Capricom-Makara. Plenty of ram is to be 
portrayed if Venus or Mo«>n occupies the angular, signs Kcn- 
dhra Sthana and natural benefic* aspect them, if evil planets 
aspect, there will he rain but it will be unsatisfactory. If Venns 
/nd Saturn are in 7 to Moon or Sun or if they occupy the second, 
third, fourth o. the Bth house counted from lagna. and if the 
query is put during the period of monsoon predk. that there
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will be ram. If Moon is ia the Lagna—a watery sign—or if 
bcnefics occupy watery signs, or if they are in 2,4, 7 or 10 
expect rain.

Stella (47) Theft Tbe thief will be of short stature if the 
Lagna at query is Aquarius, Pisces, Aries or Taurus. Gemini, 
Cancer, Sagittarius and Capricorn indicate one of middle stature, 
average height. Tbe other four signs denote tall fellows.

Steka (48) What is hidden in the hand? If Sun and Mars 
are situated in I or 4 or 7 or 10, one will have some metal in his 
hand. Some part of a plant or a tree or its root may be in the 
head if Saturn and Mercury arc posited tn the Lagna of query 
or 4 or 7 or 10 If Moon or Jupiter or Venus occupy any of 
the Kendhra signs. one will have any living one.

Steka (49) Catear. Sun denotes red. Moon white. Mars 
red. Mercury green. Jupiter yellow. Saturn dark.

Steka (50. 51) Shape Sun indicate* rectangle, square, 
parallelogram. rhombus etc Moon hollow Mars round Mer
cury high, tall Jupiter round, circular. Venus beautiful and good 
height. Saturn hollow and also tall (cmacutcd wiry) This 
shape can he used to find out the diape of the subMance lost by 
theft

Steka (52 53). If Lagna falh m Leo or Anes or Scorpio 
owned by Sun and Man and if these two planets either occupy 
or aspect tbe Lagna. then tbe query is about some mineral. 
When Gemini. Virgo, Capncorn and Aquarius happen to be tbe 
lagna and it is occupied by or aspected by the owners Mercury 
and Saturn, the query is about some root or wood If Taurus, 
Libra, Cancer. Leo. Sagittarius or Puces rises as lagna, and if 
tbe lagna is occupied by or aspected by Venus. Moon and Jupi
ter tbe query is about a bvmg person.

Steka: (54 to 59). If tbe query asccndan' or navamsa 
Lagna happens to be Taurus. Leo. Scorpio or Aquarius or if the 
Lagna is Vargotama, the theft would have been committed by one* 
of the relatives. If the ascendant is a chara rasi—movable sign.
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the theft is committed by a stranger. If the Lagna falls in lhe 
first drekkana, the property that is considered to be lost by theft 
will be at the gate of the house. If the Lagna is in the middle 
drekkana, that which is said to be lost is inside the house if it is 
the third drekkana, the stolen property will be in the back yard. 
The property will be recovered back. (1) if the Lagna is occu
pied by full Moon, (2)*if the Lagna is occupied by a benefic,
(3) if the Lagna falls in Gemini, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio or 
Aquarius (Sirshodaya signs) and benefits aspect the Lagna or
(4) if benefics occupy 2, 4, 7, 3, 6, 10 or 11th house.

Note the planets in the Kcndhra. The direction is deter
mined from the planet occupying the Kcndhra sign If there 
is no planet in any kendhra. find out from the ascendant 
itself.

Sloka: (60 to 69). Note lhe lime of query. Calculate the 
ascendant rising for that moment in that locality. Erect a stick in 
the qpen ground and let it stand for 12 inches. Measure the length 
of the shadow in inches. Same unit is to be taken. Convert 
lhe number of degrees and minutes in the sign in which the lagna 
has fallen. Ignore the number of signs passed. Multiply these 
minutes with the number of inches of the shadow. Divide by 7. 
Take the remainder alone. (There is nothing as Zero. If 
the product is completely divisible by 7, take the remainder 
as 7.)

Then Gunakara for Sun is 5; Moon 21; Mars 14; 
Mercury 9 ; Jupiter 8; Venus 3; and Saturn II. If one is the 
remainder take Moon and so on.

Now, take the product, multiply by the Gunakara of the 
planet obtained (by the remainder), again divide by 7 (this 
product). If the balance indicates the natural benefics the 
querist will be successful in his enterprise. If the remainder 
denotes a malefic, only adverse results are to be predicted.

• Then to note the timing of event, follow the rule given 
below. Take the product obtained by multiplying the number
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of minutes of the lagna the length of the Shadow and Gunakara. 
Then take the sum total of the Gunakaras which is 71. Divide 
that product by 71. Take the remainder. Take the Gunakara 
of the planet obtained previously; in the cyclic order go on 
deducting. The remainder indicates the planet. If the remai
nder so obtained denote Sun. in so many days, the matter will 
materialise favourably; so also predict for Mars.

If the remainder indicates Moon, so many Pakshas- fort
nights have to pass for fruitful results: so also for Venus. 
Mercury shows that the matter is successful in double the number 
of months. If it is Jupiter in so many months, if it is Saturn, 
so many years. This is applicable for pregnancy, income, 
journey outward and return, success, failure, etc.

In the night hours, theie can be no shadow. So care
fully note the first syllable of the word spoken by the que
rist. If it is ‘A*. the lord is Sun if it is ‘Ya* ’Sa*, lord 
in Moon. ‘Ku’ is signified by Mars. *Ta* is ruled by 
Mercury ‘Tha* by Jupiter. ‘Cha* by Venus, ‘Pa' by Saturn. 
Each syllable has 4 classes. The lagna will be owned by the 
planet which governs the first syllable. If the syllable belongs 
to planets other than Sun and Moon, the second and 4th of 
the class of the syllable indicates the feminine sign owned by 
the planet. But if the syllable belongs to the other class, the 
lagna will be in the masculine sign of the planet. In the case 
of Sun and Moon all the four classes indicate their only 
sign.

Thus taking the lagna, one had to proceed. If one puts 
many queries, take the first syllable for each query, when 
that query is put.

Sloka: 70. The author wants to oblige his pupils. He 
has looked into all the works on this subject and has produced 
in Arya metre seventy verses and called it as “ Prasna 
Gyana



UTHRAKALAMaiTNA

KAUDAS

(Any difference in results between Naul and Horary chart.)

Sinha 1 . In the pre* ious six chapters ho* to predict the 
results (or a person ukibg hit birth horoscope is explained If 
no horoscope is available the results can be predicted by taking 
the time of query. The results obtained by scrutinising the 
birth chart or the Horary chan erected for the tune of query 
will be the same. They will not differ. If at the time of query 
it is cloudy and it is not possible to ascertain the exact time 
which would have passed front tunnse then by putting further 
questions lo the querist, hit horoscope can be erected.

(What the Consultant and Astrologer should do.)

Sleka 2 fbe consultant i* advised to take fnms and fees 
tu lhe astrologer. If the querist is asked to give any number 
between one and 108. he should give any one number Then 
ihe astrologer take* the number for further calculation and 
prediction whether lhe result is favourable or not. The astro* 
loger explains the past and future after he prays to hb diety.

(How to erect the boroscope of a person who has lost it)
Sleka 3: Divide by 9 the number given by the consultant 

Note down the quotient and the remainder. The former denote* 
how many rasis (signs) from Aries (Mesha) has to be counted 
and the latter indicates the exact Navamsa lo be taken m lhe 
next sign. Work out lhe position of the planet and note down 
ihe Bhavas for this horoscope ; one has to predict the resuks 
whether advantageous or not. One should consider the strength 
of the planets and abo to which matters each planet is the 
Chief Governor.

Slnka 4 : Calculate the number of Howers and the units 
of money given to the astrologer by the consultant. He is to 
Multiply this figure by ihe number given by the consultant, and 
then divide by 12. Note down the remainder. Jupiter will be 



depoehed in the boroscope of the cooMkant in that sign which 
* obtained by counting from Aries with the remainder. Jupiter 
at the time of conauhatioc will be in a sign The astrologer has 
to look at the coMuhant and Cvtii his age and calculate how 
many taum Jupiter would have completed the cycle of the 
zodiac.

Note how far Jupiter has passed m the sign, from the 
commencement of that sign at the consultation. So much will 
be the number of months and days which would have passed 
from the previous birthday of the consultant Thus by noting 
the number of cycles made by the Jupiter and also the propor
tionate movement of Jupiter m the sign al (be time of 
consultation you calculate the tune pained aficr his birth. Or 
lhe sum m to be deducted from the time of lhe query. The 
result is to be taken as the exact lime of lhe binh of the 
coasuhaai.

Seta 5: AU lhe above calculations ar.* in Solar System. 
i.e.. the month, the day. the na/hikhai (ghatisl). (I Ghati - 
24 minuses - I Na/hskhai) Having obtained the birth time 
one caa calculate and erect the vompteu horoscope, of the 
consultant who would have lost his.

SMs 4 The oomullaat has given a number. mullsplv it 
by 2 and then divide the product bv three The question will 
be about a living object i! the remainder is one If the remainder 
is two, it will be about some mineral; if the remainder is three 
or zero, then the question would be about a plant. If at the 
time of question the sign Aries a the Lagna it represents two- 
legged bipeds If the lagna falls m Rnhaba it represents four
legged quadrupeds. If the Ascendant be Gemini it denotes 
pregnancy Legal dispute win be the matter if Cancer rises 
Question will be about the Government if Leo is the lagna.

SMa7; If the Ascendant faBs in Virgo, th; question 
will be about the secret activities with a lady othri than his own 
wife. If Libra is the ascendant the question relates to one's 
business. It will be about one's fear from enemies, if the 
ascendant is Scorpio Sagittarius, as ascendant indicates the lorn 



of money. Capricorn denotes lay undesirable action at tir 
consultant. Aquarius bang (he ascendant indicates one’s rank 
positioa, prestige, house or dwelling. Sages say that owe 
should note whether the Rasi or Navamsa is strong Select the 
stronger of the two. They follow the above rules to deciare the 
result.

Sinha I: (In this sloka the author gives the various 
matters indicated by each planet.)

(a) If Sun is deposited either in Ran or Navamsa tn his 
own sign, at the time of tbe consultation, then the mailer rela
tes to the king or the country.

(b) If io his own Rasi or Navamsa whichever n stronger, 
Mi>on is situated, then it indicates lakes, etc.

(c) Mar* m his own Ravi or Navamsa denotes tee. 
danger, accident or dispute.

(d) Mercury similarly placed indicates butmessor culu- 
laliuu.

(e) Jupiter shows that the question would be ahejt the 
vumuhant's benefactors or high officials or the ruler etc.

(f) Venus indicates about one's smooth run of life.

tg) Saturn portrays that ibe queries relate to a person or 
a property

Sloka 9 (Strength of the planets and (he extent of the 
result). Exahcd planets give double tbe effect; planets in debili
tation produce no effect at all; planets in (heir friend's quarters 
give only 30% of (be result. If a pUnel is in a oeutral bouse 
(he effect is very moderate. Suppose there arc two planets in 
euhation or they are in their own signs, then select the stronger 
of the two and note to which matter the stronger planet is the 
chief governor; atoo consider the house occupied by it

Steka It: (Tune of event). The matter will be fulfilled 
immediately if the signifieatnr be exalted, if it is in hn own 
'■pt, in a fcw days, it will be realised. If k is in friend's 
quarters, it takes a few months. If it is neither exaluJ nor m iu 
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own or friendly sign ooe can tealine only after tome yean ; if a 
planet be m conjunction with or sspcctod by an evil planet, then 
the consultant wiD be disappointed: there win be only failure. 
If the lord of the ascendant ■ deposited tn the house which ts to 
be judged for that query or if the lord of the ascendant is aspec- 
ted by strong benefits the native will have success. at once.

Sleka II: (Direction allotted to each sign): The iodine 
is a circle of 360 degrees, and there ate 12 signs of 30 degrees 
each also. The rodiac » divided into IOS Navamsas, these arc 
all fixed. Kabdas explains how each sign indicate* a particular 
direction This docs not agree with other authors.

Sloka 12: (Aruda Lagna) Suppose a person with 
flowers and frurts approaches an astrologer and is in a plarc u> 
put a query, then one hat to take the ngn indicated by the 
direction in which he is standing. That sign » called Arudu 
Lagna at the tune of query An Astrologer should consider ilk 
owner of the Aruda Lagna and that particular house which 
indicates the nature of the query He should include, whik 
judgmg the planets conjoined ot asported by them Th. 
astrologer has to predict such questions whether it may K 
desirable or not.

Stokes 13, 14 and IS; Note down the patikav which havv 
passed from the tunc of sunrise to the time of consultation 
Multiply the number of gat i Las by nine. Then divide by 30 
The quotient indicates the position of Moon at 'hat tune Thr 
Mooo is called Sukshma Moon. But the position of Moon for 
the mocneot of consultation according to ephemeris is railed 
Sthula Moon. The Navamsas of both the Sthula and Sukshma 
Mooo is to be found out. If the Sthula Moon receives aspect 
from the Sukshma Moon. Jupiter and Mercury, then tin 
coosuhant warns to know about an animal. But if 
Man, Rahu and Saturn aspect the Sthula Moon, the question 
would be about a mineral If Sun and Venus aspects the 
matter will refer to vegetable kingdom. Jupiter. Venw> 
and Rahu expecting the Sthula Moon indicates many matters; if 
lhe Sthula Mooo occupies Gemini. Virgo or Libra Navamsa. the 
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question is about two-legged bipeds. If the Sthula Moon is in 
a watery sign which indicates multi-legged 'creatures. If the 
Sthula Moon occupies Sagittarius and Aquarius Navamsa, the 
question is about some of God without legs. If the Sthula 
Moon is in Aries, Taurus or Capricorn the matter indicated is 
about four legged (quadrupeds) one is to know in which portion 
of a rasi a planet is situated. Sign is to be divided into three 
equal parts and the first pan is called youth, the second 
Yauvana and the third Vridha. These are the three conditions 
of a planet situated in a sign.

Sloka 16 - Signs from Aries arc movable, fixed and common. 
The movable signs Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn are 
called Garba. The fixed ones are called devara and the common 
ones are called Bahya. Garba and Devara indicate an object 
held in the right hand whereas Bahya shows that in left hand.

. Sloka 17: Thus one should guess a thing kept close in the 
hand whether it is short or long, is to be judged from the length 
of the rasi. (Signs are classified as short ascension and long 
ascension). The shape, the colour of the material is to be 
judged for the Navamsa sign The nature of the cloud reveals 
whether the object is beneficial or not. The place is to be judged 
from the sign whether it is on land or sky or water or mountains. 
Also the sign indicates whether it is wicked or uncontrolled for 
tamed or polite.

Sloka 18 . (Time of accomplishment): The consultant 
gives a number within 108 ; divide by 5. The quotient is to be 
added to the number given. Divide the same by 60. In so many 
Ghatikas the matter will be fulfilled. Divide by 30 you get so 
many thithis. Divide the sum by 7 it indicates so many days 
alter consultation. Divide by 12 this shows the number of 
months; divide by 60 the remainder indicates the number of 
year* This method is to be followed for all questions.

sloka 19: If the lord of the house which is to be judged 
for a particular question and the lord of the lagna are benefic 
by nature and also occupy good house mutually aspecting each 
other the matter will be fulfilled satisfactorily.
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SHATPANCMASIKA

PRITHUYASAS
Sea of Vara Kami hir*

Chapter I
Sloka 1 : Prithuyasas prays to the Sun and then for the 

benefit of Astrologers writes this work titled Shatpanchasika.
Sloka 2 : The lagna rising at the moment of the query 

indicates changes in one’s position or rank or transfer from the 
permanent place : the fourth house indicates success in one's 
attempts or progress. The tenth house shows the stay outside 
one’s residence. 7th house indicates one’s return, if the lagna 
or Navamsa Lagna were to be Seershalaya. But if the lagna is 
occupied by a malefic or if the navamsa lagna is a Prishtodaya 
one cannot be successful in his attempt. If the lagna or 
navamsa lagna is connected with benches and also malcfics. 
one will come out successful after facing difficulties. The plane
tary positions at tltc time of judgment should be studied. One 
will return to his permanent place when any planet cntcis into 
the fourth bouse.

Sloka 3 : If the lord of a Bhava cither occupies or aspects 
its own Bha\ a or if a Bhava occupied by any benefic, it is 
auspicious in the results of that Bhava. But if a Bhava is 
occupied or aspected by any malefic the results of the Bhava will 
be undesirable. This principle is applicable both to the birth 
chart and also to the Horary (Prasna) one.

Sloka 4: An attempt will be successful if (a) a benefic 
occupies the lagna, (b) the navamsa lagna belongs to a benefic, 
(c) the lagna or navamsa lagna were to be Seershodaya. But if 
the lagna is occupied by a malefic or if the navamsa lagna is 
owned by an evil planet or if the lagna or navamsa lagna is 
Prishtodaya, one cannot be successful in his attempt. But if 
both bcnefics and makfics are connected with the lagna or 
navamsa lagnas, one will come out successful after facing diffi
culties.
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Sloka 5: Strong Moon occupying the Lagna and also 
receiving aspect from a benefic Jupiter or Venus, promises the 
recovery of the lost property. Such beneficial result can be had 
if a strong benefic is deposited in the 11th house.

Sloka 6: If a planet is in its own navamsa and aspects 
its own in any of the*Trikona houses, it means that the con
sultant wants to know about some minerals. If a planet which 
aspects does not occupy his own, the query will be about 
animals. If the planet which aspects is not in it is own navamsa 
but aspect the navamsa in the Trikona sign, the question will be 
about vegetable or agriculture.

Sloka 7 : Alternate signs counted from Aries, are called 
masculine ones. The nine divisions of these odd signs indi
cate mineral, vegetable and animal kingdom in cyclic order. But 
in feminine signs, one is to reverse lhe order. So note whether 
tfie ascendant is masculine or feminine, find out the navamsa in 
which lagna rises and predict the nature of the query.

Chapter II

Sloka I If Taurus. Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius is the 
ascendant at the time of consultation, one will acquire a place or 
position. This docs not indicate any journey and return to 
home; it docs not indicate death or any loss. It does not 
show cure or failure (as the above signs are fixed ones).

Sloka 2: If the ascendant falls in a movable sign, just 
opposite results are to be expected. If the ascendant falls in a 
dual sign, the result will be mixed. If cither the Lagna or the 
Moon receives aspects from benefics, one can predict success in 
one’s attempts. If the ascendant receives aspects from evil planets, 
success is not promised.

Sloka 3 : If evil planets are situated in the 5th or the 6th 
house, the opponent or the enemy will return home (it may be 

•interpreted as follows: The opponent withdraws the case in 
the court). If the fourth house is occupied by malefic, the oppon
ent will be defeated ultimately.
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Sloka 4: If the fourth house be Cancer or Scorpio or 
Aquarius or Pisces the enemy will be defeated and he will return 
with his cavalry.

Sloka 5: Success to a person is to be predicted if the 
ascendant is in a movable sign, occupied by a benefic. Failure is 
to be expected if malefic occupies such an ascendant. If the 
ascendant is a fixed one, and evil planets occupy the ascendant, 
the result will be very advantageous.

Sloka 6 : If the ascendant is in a movable sign and lhe 
Moon is in a fixed one, the arrival of the opponent is doubtful. 
But if Ascendant is in a fixed sign and Moon is in a movable 
one, the opponent will arrive.

Sloka 7. If the ascendant be in a fixed sign and the Moon 
is in a common one. the opponent will come a long way but 
retrace his own step.

Sloka K : If the Moon be in a movable sign and the 
Ascendant be in a common one the opponent comes half the way 
and returns home. If the Ascendant is in a movable sign and the 
Moon is deposited in a common one and both are aspected by 
malefics, there will be the fight (or war or litigation) and there 
will be loss for both.

Sloka 9 : If the Ascendant is in a movable sign, and if 
cither Sun or Saturn or Mercury or Venus be in the Ascendant, 
the opponent will march on speedily. But if Saturn, Mercury 
or Venus be retrograde the enemy will not leave his permanent 
place.

Sloka 10: If the Ascendant at the time of question be in a 
fixed sign and receives aspects from Jupiter and Saturn the oppo
nent will not leave his place: but he will arrive, if the ascendant 
is in a fixed sign and is aspected by Jupiter and Saturn; and if 
evils arc in three, five and six there will be the fight. Evil planets 
in the fourth house indicate that the opponent will retreat.

Sloka 11: If Sun and Moon are in the fourth house, the. 
opponent will not come. But if Mercury, Jupiter and Venus are 
in the fourth house, the opponent will come quickly.
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Steka 12 : If Aries, Taurus, Leo or Saginanus happens to 
be the fourth house counted from the Ascendant, the enemy will 
return to his home whether these signs are occupied by planets 
or not.

Steka 13 : If Jupiter or Saturn were to be in the Ascend
ant, in a fixed sign the‘enemy would have left his place; he 
would have halted on his way; if movable sign is the Ascendant, 
and Sun or Jupiter were to be in the Ascendant, tbe enemy will 
surely arrive

Steka 14 * Find the strongest planet and note in which 
house. it is deposited. One can expect the return of a person in 
so many months as is shown by the number of the house occu
pied by the wrongest planet.

Sinks IS * 11 the strongest planet tv vitunled ia the 
Navamsa. in a movable sign, the above calculation ia to be 
made But if the navamsa sign r» an immovable one, the 
duration is to be doubled If the Navamsa sign is a common 
one, the period will be trebled

Steka Ik' The return of* a person is to be expected when 
the lord of the 7th house begins to retrograde (if Capricorn or 
Aquarius happens to be the ascendant thia rule is not applicable 
ut all).

Sloka 17 ■ If there is no planet brween the lagna and 
the sign occupied by Moon, tbe opponent will arrive within so 
many days as is indicated by the number of the sign occupied by 
Moon counted from the Ascendant

Ch Arm III

Success or Full uro

Steka 1: Even when a rukr of a place is opposed or 
attached by another, if either in the lagna or in tbe 7th ot m the 
IOth bouse, benefits are deposited, ooe wifi wa and come out 

successful. Jupiter, Venus and Mercury in the 9th home also 
brings victory. But Man and Saturn in the 9th house threatens 
failure.
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Sleka 2: The booses 3 to 8 ooimtad from the Ascendant 
indicates the people in the place who are attacked if benefice are 
deposited in these bouses; victory is certain for the people. The 
houses 9, 10. II, 12 and I. 2 if occupied by beneficial planets, 
there will be success. But, if in the 10th. llth and 12th bouses 
evil planets are deposited then the people in the place will lose 
whereas those who attacked will win.

Stokes 3 A 4; A compromise will he arrived at or a treaty 
will he the result if benefits occupy I or 11 or 12 and these 
houses happen lo be two-legged-biped. If evil planets occupy 
common sips there win be war to the end. In I or 4 
or 7 or 10 if benefics are deposited and aspected by benefits 
they will come to a compromise and the war will end in a 
treaty But if the Kcntbra houses are occupied by the malefic* 
and also aspected by malefic* war will go on to the last.

Sleka 5: If in lhe second or third house, Jupiter or Venus 
or both arc deposited, lhe enemy will go back very soon. Under 
ihe same circumstances, anyone who would hate pone abroad, 
will return heck soon without any doubt.

Ch aft Fa IV

SMi I : If evil planets du not occupy I, 4. 7. X or IU 
the benefits are in I. 4. 5, 7. 9 or 10 one will rcalfec first ambi
tion. If not, lhe result will be just opposite.

Sloka 2: There » success or progress if in the 3rd or 
Sth or 6th or I Ith or 12th benefics arc depouted. If the ascen
dant falls in Gernim. Virgo, or Aquarius and at the same time 
beneficial planet* are also deposited therein, one is to expect 
desirable results.

Sloka 3: Improvement in status and achievement of cue’s 
aims are promned by beneficial planets, occupymc the houses 7 
and 10. If they arc in the 1st or 2nd or Sth cne can expect 
prestige, power and money. Evil planets occupying the 11 th or 
the 12th cannot reduce any advantageous results. Moon in the 
ascendant does no pood. But if it is 10th house, it is beneficial
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Sloka 4: If Jupiter aspects Moon deposited in 2 or 3 ar 
6 or 7 or 10 or II one can be happy, sake gains, etc. through 
other sex But evil planets inlor3or$or8or9 bring tarn, 
came fear and also failure m one's attempts or busmens. But 
bcncAcs in these houses arc advartlagoom.

Sloka 5 : Bcneftnal planets in I or S or 7 or B receiving 
aspect from other benches and moon m Upachayasthaaa promi
ses recovery from disease if the person h ill-

Chatter V

Tomon in tar off place.

Sloka 1: If all planets occupy 2. 3 and 5 the pcraon win 
return home early. If benches occupy these bouses the person 
whom it would have been thought to be lost, will return and abo 
the musing article will be recovered. If Juptter aad Venns 
ticcupy the abuse 2. J or 5 the person will return shortly.

Sloka 2: The person will icturn home early if Jupiter is 
in a Kendra sign and if planet occupies the 6th or the 7th bouse. 
If Venus and Mercury were to be in 5 or 9 the person will 
return quickly.

Sloka 3 : Moon in tbe Uh house and Kendia sign imoc- 
cupied by evil planets show that tbe person will return safely. 
Also he will return with gams if in tbe Kendra sagns benches are 
found.

Sloka 4 : If the ascendant is a Prnhtodaya sign aad evil 
planets aspect it, the person is undergoing kx of trouble tap 
may be imprisoned. If evil planets arc tn tbe third bouse and 
they are not aspected by benchcial ones, that person would have 
started from his place to a foreign land. If in the sixth bouse, 
evil planets are deposited the person will be other dead or mis
sing. He would have been kidnapped by robbers if the malefics 
are in the Kendra signs (1.4. 7 or I Ok

Stekn 5 : Nott the planet whkh is m direct motion next 
to the lagna; calculate bow many rasis away from lagna it is.
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Multiply n by 12. la so many days be win return ; if the planet 
next to lagna n retrograde, then be will return ia as many dayt 
81 the number of signs in between tbe ascendant and the sign 
occupied by the retrograde planet.

CHAPTER VI

To Regain The Lost

Sloka 1 : A penon related to the consultant alone, would 
have taken the missing article and it n there only, if the lagna 
falls in a tied sign or the Navamsa lagna is in a fixed sign or if 
the lagna n Vargothama.

Steka 2 : The artKle which is considered to be lost, will 
be near the gate of tbe house, if the first 10* of a sign will be the 
lagna But if the lagna n between IO1' and 20. the misted 
article will be in the middle portion of the house, if the lagna 
falls between 20 and 30 , it will he in the hackyard of the house.

Steka 3. Strong Moon in lagna or the lagna is wersho- 
dhaya, occupied or atpetfed by .beneficial planets, indicates that 
one »nll recover the property, considered to be lost. If the I Ith 
house is occupied by a strong benefic. the property will be 
recovered.

Steka 4 Planets situated in the houses I. 4. 7 or 10 
indicate where the property that had been mmed. would be. 
It indKales the direction by which it is taken. If there is no 
planet ia the Kendra bouse, then tbe lagna indicates the direc
tion The distance by which the musing article is taken is to be 
ascertained by considering the Navamsa lagna. Tbe tature of 
the property lost n judged through the navamsa lagna :

(a) tbe rising decanale describes the robbers.

(b) the ascendant indicates the time, when it was lost 
and also tbe direction by which and the place to 
which the missing article is taken. The age, caste, - 
and other particulars of the robber it judged from* 
the lord of the ascendant.
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CxArm vn

Sloka 1: Predict that a male driM will be bora if Saturn 
u deposited in the houses 3, 5, 7, 9 or 11. If not, a fir! will be 
bora. As regards marriage, if Saturn is io even bouses, one will 
be successful, otherwise, no

Sloka 2 : If Moon is in 3 or 5 or 11 receiving
aspect from Jupiter and Mercury, ma I take place. If 
benches occupy Trikona or Kendra homes, tnen also mamage 
will come up.

Sloka 3: If Venus is 7 to Moon and Saturn is in 7 to Sun 
or if Venus and Saturn arc in 4th and 8th homes, there will be 
the rain during the rainy season.

Sloka 4 If benches arc found in the boutes I, 2, 3. 4, 7 
or 10 and such a home is a watery one, there will be ram. If 
Moon is in the ascendant in a watery sign predict that there win 
be the ram

Sloka 5. A mak child will be born if the lagna be tn a 
irursculine sign and also aspected by male planets. If the ascen
dant be a femak sign, ravening aspect from feminine planets, 
the child will be female If Mercury H situated in the ascen
dant, the lady will be pregnant-

Sloka 4: One would like lo know about a girl if Mooo 
or Mercury cither occupies or aspects the lagna. If Saturn 
occupies or aspects the lagna. the query will be about an old 
woman. If Jupiter or Sun a situated in lhe ascendant or if they 
aspect the ascendant, the lady in question would have recently 
delivered. The lady will be maintaining strong health if Man 
or Venus occupies or aspects the ascendant. The above princi
ple is aho applicable for males.

Sloka 7: Strong planet in the lagna lodcatcs that the 
consultant would bke to know about one with whom he is 

' closely comrcted if the strong planet is in the third bouse, 
’the matter will be about one’s youngster. If it oc- pirn the 5th. 
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it rdatcs to one's ofispring. If the suong planet it in 4, the 
natter relates to the mother or srster. If it is in 6 the query it 
about the enemy.

Stoka S: If it it ia 7, about one’s wife, if in 9, it wiO 
be about a virtuous person doing meritorious deed. If it it in 
10 it relates to one's Guru. If the Lord* of the Nsvamsa lagna 
n strong in tbe Horary lagna one will put queadoat about him
self. If the Lord of tbe Navamsa lagna it strong and it a friend 
to the Lord of the Horary Lagna, the question will be about 
one's fncnd. If they arc enemical, tbe question will be about 
one's enemy.

Stoka 9: If the lagna falb in a movable'sign and also 
tbe navamsa lagna, the question will be about one who hat left 
tot place and gone overseas If a planet has moved away from 
che 7th house and it is not retrograde, he, who has gone 
out, wil. return. But if the planet is retrograde he will not 
return.

Sloka IB: One will enjoy another man's wife if Sun. 
Venus or Mars n situated m the 7th house One will enjoy hh 
own wife if the 7th bouse is occupied by Jupiter. One enjoys 
a prostitute if Moon or Mercury is in 9. One enjoys a woman 
of a very low caste if Saturn is ia 7. From the nature of tbe 
Moon, ascertain the age of the woman.

Stoka 11 He who has gone out will fall ill in a foreign 
land if in the 9th bouse Saturn and some other evil planet are 
deposited He who has gone out will not return, but will die 
there itself, if Saturn is m 8.

Stoka 12; One's father who had already left his place 
will further move on to another country if Sun or a benefic or 
both are in the 8th bouse, receiving aspect from another 
beucnc.

Thus Pnthuyasas has given various principles in his book, * 

** Shstpanchasika **.
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One should approach an astrologer with meh a devotion 
aod affection sunihr to a devotee of God and the pet child of 
a mother. Unless one is sincere, even Veda is not useful to 
him. Whenever one approaches a manthravadi, or doctor or 
an astrologer, one should never go empty handed

Scan : Sun, Man. Mercury and Jupiter give marks on the 
right side, whereas Moon, Vcnuv, Saturn and Nodes cause 
moles aod marks ca the left side.

Cancer and Scorpio indicaic reptiles: Capricorn and Puces 
vhow birds. Other signs denote two-legged or four-legged crca- 
immiv of God. Moon and Noda indicate the reptiles and aho 
those who do not have legs; Mercury indicates birds; others 
denote human beings and snimah Saturn indicates Lune or frac
tured or amputated leg.

Ar<c< and Sagittariir denote forest; Taurm- agricultural 
land; Gemini and Virgo-village; Cancer -canal; Leo -Hill 
and Mountain; Lihru and Capricorn -river; Scorpio—well; 
Aquarius- water.

Arres- forest; Taurus- agricultural land; Gemini- vilage; 
Cancer-canal; Leo--bill; Virgo—water ; Labra—village; 
Scorpio--well, Sagittarius—garden ; Capricorn--dry canal; 
Aquariuo—lake; and Pncrs Ocean

Sun. Man and Saturn forest; Moon, Venus—waler ; Mer
cury, Jupiter—village: Nodes--bush; Sun and Jupiter—poopi 
room ; Moon aod Venus—water. Mare—earth, Mercury—rat
ing place ; Saturn- the area where rchgiota functions arc done, 
or kitchen ; Noda the hole in the tree, or anywhere there is the 
bole.

Saturn aod Noda indicate one year; Sun denotes six 
months; Mercury two months; Jupiter one month; Venus 
15 days; Mare one day and Moon I J- -hours. This is to find 
out the time needed to materialise.



Haatati— Soo-wes; Man—pnxtooe from dryland. 
Mercury and Venus—produce front wet land: Jupiter tod 
Venue—sugarcane end same species; Saturn and Nodes—thorny 
cnee

Leo and Sagittarius—trees. Taurus, Cancer and Libra—cree
pers ; Aries and Scorpio—produce from dry land; Pisces— 
sugarcane; Gerami and Virgo— plants dithout thorn, Capricorn 
and Aquarius- thorny trees

Suo- -trees m the forest; Mooo—planing trees; Jupiter— 
Coconut trees; Saturn and Nodes- palm trees; Mercury and 
Venus- domestic garden; Mars -plants etc., Saturn indicates 
giagrr. Safron and such bulbs which grow trader the ground.

Sun indicates barks; Moon- -bulbs; Man—do wen; Mercury 
leaf. Jupiter and Venus- -fruit; Saturn—root; and Nodes—cree
pers

Sun, Moon and Saturn indicate dry trera and other* *hOw 
frwt-bcarmg ones The colour of the fruit will be uratlar to the 
planet Sun mdicaics beans (wheat); Moon- white sesame. 
Mars Aall; Mercury green dhall; Jupiter -Bengalgram; 
Venue- -all white ones and Saturn- sesame, Nodes Mack dhall. 
horsegram, etc

Sun indicates tiger. Mooo—milking ummah. Mara—goat; 
Mercury—rabit; Jupiter—horse; Venus—cow ; Saturn and 
Nodes—buffaloes.

If Sun and Jupiter signify the animal, then it will be preg
nant. Mooo and Venus indicate that they will gise plenty of 
milk. Saturn and Nodes indicate that they have no calves. 
No more issue Mars indicates that they arc dry and aho 
cunning.

Thus Horary Astrology has been described in this book 
and variou* other rules which are found in Smendhramala arc 
similar to thoee already furnished in this book. Those which arc 
not found in tbe other text-books had been pubnshed for the 
benefit of the readers.
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Ari PADMAFRAPUSURI

He prays to Lord Gaaesh aad describes the fundamcatah 
like the names of 12 ugg,; planets ; the esakation. dcbdnation; 
etc.

According to him. morning t* indicated by Jupiter and Mer
cury Evening B indicated by Moon and Venus Tbe day. by 
Sun and Man whereas Rahu and Saturn denote lhe time of 
»unset.

Jupiter and Vcnu> denote two-legged <x», Sun aad Man 
represent four-legged one. Saturn and Mercury denote birds; 
Moon and Rahu. the reptiles. Moon indicates large ones 
Venus flat one . Sui. and Man square: Mercviy and tapster 
round ; Rahu and Saturn tall (Hmdu author* pne different 
versions I

Man indicate* red colour; Mercury green; Jupiter golden; 
Moon handsome. Sun brilliant red . Venus white; Saturn 
and Rahu. black.

Mercury iwhcatm child . Man young man; Moon aad 
Venus adult*: Sun. Jupiter. Saturn and Rahu mdicaws aged 
people

Then, he describes what the twelve bcma indicate

He also gives the method, by which one ha* to measure 
out the shadow and calculate the tune of query. Thu is not 
at all applicable to different Latitude*, since in many latitudes, 
shadow is so long, that it cannot be measured at al. And this 
method may be med by people living close to the Equator 
Application of this rule t* limited Only day time »to be pm 
(erred -Cloudy days are out of question. When time-piece is 
available, there is no use for this method. Then, be gives tbe 
method by which one is to find out whether tbe lagna n strong, 
and alto the bhava to be judged, is strong. It is general, and 
it can never coma and it will mostly fail. Then, be deals with 



ecbpee planet. He daima that when lord of lagna aspects the 
lagna which n to be judged. then the promotion of the bhava 
of the succm it to be predicted. This b also not correct He 
give* hit opinion that if lord of lagna or lord of 11 b situated 
ia the II th houae, one wiD gain. Stellar Astrology dbproves 
thb rale. Again, hie opinion about the houses 6,1 aad 12 b 
not correct

In Stanza 87, he diictmea whether one will have safe deb- 
very or not. He mys that If lord of 5 b depotbed or b 
expecting the Sth, then tbe deh very is not easy: if an evil planet 
M tn 5, or aspects S. one »to predict miscarriage But, m 
practice, it was found that lord S ia S, deposited in the conrtek 
buoo of lord of S ia I, has caused cwariaa operation. Cons- 
teDatioa theory alone, will prove to be MKOcarful He says that 
twin birth is to be predicted, if 8 phnett are deposited in 
4 bouses, 2 in each. Such a combination will be very rare. 
(So, rmarch cannot be successfully door in one's lifetime.) He 
says that tbe age of the intra-uterme life of the Foetus is. as 
many number of months a* the number of houses, where Venus 
m situated from the lagna Thus, he goes on dealing in his 
book.

My opinion m that the whole thing is general and b not at 
all helpful to exactly pin-point the nature of the event and the 
tiam of the event.

As regards dheaie. he says Vayu; Pnha; slrshma like that 
AU our of date—Anyhow. I have to my that it b not useful 
for modern times.



SECTION in

horary astrology

WESTERN SYSTEM

WISTIBN SYSTIM

Many authors have pubiwhod many book* on Horary 
Astrology. It has been widely practised by great sdemats aad 
very learned scholars. The western vpttm IN tiplftiftcd tDOSt 
scientifically and their argument* convince the render*

It has already been said in this book that in the weseein 
vystem. the commencement of the zodiac, differs from that of 
ihe Hindu system: thereby the signs gn changed . hmm of the 
planets are considered to occupy different signs; so. the lords 
of the sign* and the qualities as well as characteristics attributed 
to the'signs get changed The westerners erect the boroscopes 
according to Say ana system whereas we erect according to Nira- 
yana. They do not include the Nodes, while offering prediction, 
whereas they take Uranus, Neptune and Piuto for yudgrnem.

The following extract is taken from the book “ Horary 
Astrology ** by Dr. W J. SIMON1TE m D. Ph D . with addi
tion* by John Story and edited by ERNEST A. GRANT.

I. ** The time af erecting a horary figure **

a. Many disputes have amen about the proper time foe 
the figure of a horary question to oc erected. Some think the 
moment when the querent is first seen by the artist; others when 
he salutes him, others when he inquire* of him. etc. But the 
proper time i* the bout aad the minute when the querent feeb 
ihe moet anxious about the nmtisc
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b. If • person apply to the Astrologer the figure must be 
erected for the minute the querent proposes the question.

c. If a letter be tent to an artist the time of the letter 
being received ■ not taken notice of. but the moment the artists 
rends the very questions.

d. In sickness the time must be taken when the person 
first spoke to the physician concerning the disease, whether the 
querent is the aflheted party or not

e. If a parent bring the water of a child, though the child 
cannot speak, the 1st home represents the child, and not the 
Sth. and so of the rest.

f. If it be not a quesuoa but a sudden cvuit. take lhe 
moment of its commencement, as the selling off on u journey, 
beginning n letter, or any business, etc . or when you first disco 
rer the loss of an article. In all these cases the first impression 
on yow mind is the time and moment for the figure

2. The following extract is taken from lhe book *' Modem 
Tax-book of Aurolcr" by MARGARET F. HONE 
(pegs 272)

If tbe question comes to an astrologer's mind, he casts the 
chart for the moment of his thought, using tbe latitude and lon
gitude of tbe place where be it If a person comes to an astro- 
lopw and puts his request, the lime of the request is taken.

Diversity of opinion exists as to tbe procedure to follow 
when there is delay through the post Some astrologers say that 
the lane of opening the letter should be taken, others stating 
that the querent should give the lime when tbe idea came to 
birth in hss own mind. This seems the more reasonable way.

The chart having been cast, the niter of the sign on tbe 
first cusp is reckoned to represent the querent, aad the ruler of 
tbe sign on tbe cusp of the house connected with tbe affairs of 
the question m taken as its sigmficator. Judgment depend^ 
mainly on the aspect formed between these two, but many minor 
rates to be followed have bearing on this 
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top and corner room; as the raler of the Aaecwtent i* in good 
aepect to Uranus, ruler of tbe second (the valuable in quectionj 
you can recover it by adopting unusual methods **. Tbe lady re
cognized one of the maids from this description who hod a 
comet, attic room, was middle-aged and quite eccentric. Instead 
of accusing her of theft the lady said, “ I left my natch on the 
table; I presume you* put it away for safe keeping ?“ The 
woman was speechless for a moment then said, “ Yea. madam, 1 
took it upstairs and put it on the top shdf of my closet where no 
ooe could see it”. This incident proves the practical value of 
astrological knowledge

Mr. Zsdfclei ttys in the book, “An Introduction to 
Astrology" William l-ifly and “ A grammar of Astrology" by 
Zadkicl. Thus:

“ This to the ago of enquiry and yet prejudice continues to 
press down her leaden foot upon the neck of examination m the 
matte.'. 1 can only attnuute the pmable fact to the circumstance 
of there being no recent publications on those parts of Astrology 
which are the most easily acquired The art of nativities requires 
many yean of patient experimenting before it can be well under
stood and practwed with certainty and satufactioo. The art of 
atmospherical astrology and atoo that of Mundane Astrology 
alike demand much time to penetrate then arcana and a good 
education to follow tbeir practice We may account for their 
comparatively confined study: few have either the abilities or the 
opportunity to wrote with their difficulties.

But Horary Astrology, may be speeddy learnt by any person 
of even moderate abilities; and may be mastered in a few day's 
study. It may be • «U understood and reduced to constant prac
tice tn tern tlmn a quarter of an year, and no one will be at a lorn 
for occasions to test its rcahty or its utility ; for his own avoca
tions. and the affairs of his friends will offer these almost 
daily............He may thus in 5 minutes learn Walhbty whether the
affair will succeed or not "■
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WHAT 1ACH PLANIT SION IH Eg

Neptaas cu produce ideal people with religious beat of 
mind end prychic powers It caa also produce lethargic, laxy, 
irresponsible. and immoral people who will cheat other* aod be

It indicates poets, anaethcuatt, cheflfist*. detective*, liquid*, 
oil*, aad those who work n oil field, gas, fish. sea. hospital*, 
jatb, cava, submarine, etc.

Uraaae indicate* intelligent or eccentric people, fortune, 
violence, sudden changes, tnveatxxi, novelty, harmony or 
divorce, astrologer*. teacher*, lecturer*, sculptor*, those who 
bypootrtc, meamentc, those who work in railway*, bank*, fa* 
plaat*. asylum. dispensana. research laboratories, aerodrome 
etc.

Saturn imaginative, cautious action, silence, reserved 
nature, patience, preserving, studious. sincere, faithful; or 
envious, jealousy. untruthful, lazy. liar, ditcontentmcnt. dis- 
bonaat; abo those who work in wood*, unfrequented places, 
old churches. dclabrtated buildmg*. cess pooh drains sewerage

J epi ter produce* magnanimous. noble, honourable, true, 
rehabte people, with ambition and hopeful deposition Their 
dealing* will ever be fair and their mind wilt be to help other*. 
They are religious and god-fearrag They try lo Mick on to 
tradition They lead a very happy family life with their 
children. they are charitable aod sympathetic. Jupiter indicate* 
judge*, advocate*, professor*, priest*, minister*, administrator*, 
chancellor*, civilian*, banker*, revenue depts, etc; abo those 
who work in palace, gardens, law court*, etc., those who deal in 
honey, oil. silk, clothing. hone, domestic fowl* eic

Mar*. Brave, v ideal. unyielding, taking chance*, pleasure 
in fighting, over liberal, extravagant. It show* captains, soldier*, 
surgeons, chemists, barber*. butchers, thieve*, smith*, tailors,■ 
carpenter*. masons, etc. It also denote* those who work in fire, 
furnace*, ovens, or deal m blood, and so on.



tea: produce* liberal, noble, aad lynpaibetic people, 
reliable, proud aad gaxrous. They ate fond of dree*, jewels, 
iaternal decoration*, and also oteade ; ihrwr who work ia the 
Government ia any capacity. omgistratn. Ocwards. goldsmith*, 
copper-smiths. mini, nmmcipahtx*. corporation, etc.

Veaaa: Cate, levg I headed, curr nailing. pteaaiag. never 
irritating. tweet, cheerful. dance, antic, till, linen. paint jewel, 
embroidery women. perfiancry. cagraving. bed. dance. banquet
ing hall.

Mercury - Intelligent, togKiaa. 'tudaom. iadmtnom, 
*esearch minded, witty, learning without an inMructor. traveUcn, 
pood know ledge in oocuk tcicocn, astrdogen, mathcaaMiaa*, 
traveling agent*, poet*, advocate*, drew, pnnten, pubiithcrs, 
orator*. ambuswdnr*. clerk*. mesrengen, tchooh. asKmhbc*, 
hbrariev

• Moon Ever changing habit*, umseady. thmks of the 
praent alone, timid, trice to lead a peaceful life, the* to avoid 
anucty, worry, etc. traveUa, fab. breweries. mid. me*- 
tengrn, marine, navy, those who deal m bmnd*. (They do not 
take Rahu or Kcthu)

SIGNS ANO PLACfS

Arlee : Sandy or paM«c ground, semi hdL there when 
thieve* nay, stables.

Taaraa. Cow-shed cattle-shed. furnrtiwc. patfare ground 
away from the house. agricultural had

Gemini Bom, tranks, hii*. amunum*. ptayiag grotad^ 
school*, nuncrie*. hbcatie*.

Caacer; Rivers, lakes, ten. tponp. marshy area.
Leo: Forest, down, rock. fon. castle*, palace*, faranocs, 

uveas, kitchens.
Virga Libearim. hooUbeht*. honks, cintets, com 

fckk
Ubn. Out-boose, bed-room, moer-chambcr. wtndmiO. 

top of the ■nountaia. side of tbe hdL wcl ventilated ptace
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Seoaple: Drain*, ocaapools rums manky area, wetbbann, 
laundry and placet where rubbtab it thrown.

Saglttarini: Stable, lull, high land, pooja-room, temple, 
cub-box, moacy-purec

Capricorn: Cow-rbed, lumber-room, itore-room, thorny 
placet, low lying area.

iqaariwe: Miao, metah. qu*>■•'-*. conduits tunnels 
lecture room, or reaearch laboratories

Piaeeo: WeUs riven, ponds flak water-mill. pumps 
ciacerm

SIGNS: COUNTRIES AND CITIfS
Arlee: Britain. Galatia. Germany. Lithuania. Lower 

Poland. Paletrine, Denmark. Syna. India (Lebanon). Rurgandy. 
Domains

Verona. Naples Florence. Capua. MonmUea. Bum* wick. 
Padur. Saragoeaa. Ldcnter. Cracow. Utrechl. Madre*

Tmtw Pema. Modu. Mozendaram. Aeebtyan. Caucuwa. 
Georgia. Cyprus Ana Minor. Poland, the Archipelago, Holland. 
Whiao Ruaaia and Ireland.

Rhode*, Mantua. Dubta. Derma, La png. Prancoaia. 
Palermo, Bhadra. Marwar. Gboaba, the Yamuna, Matahya, 
Mathura. Suraaena. Panchala. Ayodhya. Kara. Pariyatra Moun
tain. Kaptthala and Haatmapura

Gemlal. Tbe Wen of England, tbe United State* of 
America. Africa (nortboaat of Tripoli). Lower Egypt. Slanders 
Lambardy. Belgium. Wale*. Canada, Armenia. Lower Egypt. 
Flanders Sardinia. Brabant.

London. VenaiUc*, Nircmburg. PfytnouUi. Melbome, 
San Franciaco. Merrtz. Loraine. Bruges Cordovc and Nurem- 
burg.

Cao car. Holland. Scotland. New Zealand. North and West 
Africa, Manritm, Anatolia near Constantinoble, Paxppmy. 
Stockholm and Medenburg.
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St Andrew*, Deptford, Manchester, Rochfele, Yort, New 

York, Algiers, Amsterdam, Berne, Cadiz. Constancinobia. 
Genoa, Lubeck, Mapfcbwg. Mihm. Tmus, Venice. Vcncentia 
and Medenburg.

Loo: France, Puglia, Italy. Stoly, Bohemia. lhe Alps. 
Chaldea, the coast of St^on and Tyre. Capadooa. Apuba. Lan
cashire. California, the North of Rumania. Rome. Bristol. Bath. 
Prague, Taunton, Damaxnd, Ravenna, Dahon-te-Mooci 
Portsmouth, Philadelphia (Chicapol.

East of Narmaode, Orissa, Bengal. Gan>ain dntnct, Kaam- 
iup in Assam. Puhmda Hi 11. Eastern half of Deccan. Eastern 
bank of Jumna, the Bindha Hill, Golangnl. Burdwaa, Sreo 
mountains, the Mikal hill. South Bihar. Kirata, Vitaka, Champa 
Udumbara. Cbedi. river ikthmaiec. Vangu. Katanga, ttc-

Vlrgo : Turkey, Croatia. Mesopotamia. Bobytoa, Aasayna. 
ths locality between lhe Tibet and the Eurpbate*. Greece, Livadia, 
Thessaly, Corinth. Morea. Condia. Switzerland. Lower Sileaia, 
Brazil, Virginia and West Indies.

Jerusalem. Navairt. Pans. Brazil. Padua. Lyons, ToBno- 
use. Reading. Bagdad. Chetanham- MaidMonte. Norwich. 
Todmordan, Boston. Bnndtu, Conmh and Lm Angela

Libra : Northern Province* of India. Burma. Indo-Chma, 
China. Argentina, Republic part* of Tibet. Upper Egypt. Ubya, 
Uzback, Savoy. Austria. Bactrianna and Livonia

Antwerp, No tun gam Leeds, Frankfort. Lnboo. Vienna 
Charles Town. Petrograd. Copenhagen. Spme*. Playetqm 
Fribourg. Suesie. Johannesburg and Gaeta.

Scorpio: Sweden. Brazil. Morocco. TiaosvaL Norway. 
Syna, Bhvana. Alpar*. Barbay. Syria. Catalonia. Jndea. Fez, 
Jutland. Cappadocia. Queemland

Liverpool, Delhi. Frankfurt. Baltimore. Stockport, 
^m*gton, Newcastle, Manna. Dover, Oregon, Gbeaft, 
Gloesop. Halifax. Hull. Vatentia. Portland.
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Seghtartas: Australia, Arabi*, Felix, part of France, 
Madagascar, Hungary. Scleroma. Tuscany, Spain, lama, Dal
matia, Italy.

Naples, Naibonoc. Stutland, Avignon, Sheffield, Rotten- 
berg. Cologne. Buda. Bradford. Weal Bromwich. Torouts- 
Toledo. Portland. Nottingham

Capricorn ; India, Punjab, Circram Macedonia. Macian 
Illyria, Thrace, Bowua, Morea, Bulgaria, Romandiota, Alba
nia, Suun, Syria, part* of Perna. Afgantstan, Mecklenburg. 
Hesse. Mexico. Orkney nlandi.

Keighley, Salisbury, Brucseb. Oxford. Bradcnburg. Prato 
Fayence, Tortano, Mayence,

Aqnarias: Arabia, Abysamia. Prussia, Rod Ruwa, Cir
cassia. Lithuania, Poland. Tartary, Sweden. West Phalia. 
Unbech. Wallachia. Piedmont. A/ania. mainly Rumia. 
Salisbury

Phene: South of Aaia Minui. Calpria. Portugal. Not 
maady, Ferree, Egypt, Gallaaa m Spam, Zara dcarrt- Nubia 
Ceylon.

Bournemouth. Grimsby, Christchurch, Famham, King's 
I yum. Lanceater. Alexandiia Preston. Southport. Comportella. 
Regensbnry. Rati bon. Seville. Chicago

HOW WESTERNERS JUDGE A HORARY CHART

Westerner* do not ask for a nianber, but they erect a boros
cope for the moment of judgment and they read out resulb 
according to the aspecu which are be mg formed (applying) and 
aho the aspects which arc separating

Aspect* They do not indude minor aspects as they 
consider that they are not of any significance. But they take for 
judgment only the following aspects. These aspects may be 
other between a planet and a cusp of a bouse, 01 mutual aspect* 
between two planets. The aspects which arc included are: the 
conjunction; the senu-eextile; semi-square. sextile; square; trine. 
sesquxpiadrate and opposition. When two planets have the
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same geocentnc latitude, it is said to be m coajnacrioa. Tto 
is considered to be good if beneficial phnets conjoin. But if 
malefic planets conjoin together. it is countered to be evil 
semi-sextile aspect is moderate in strength and it is advanta
geous. The longitudinal distance nil be 30*. The Srod- 
sgaare aspect is ever evil whether it is among the benefics or 
among the makAcs. It » of 45*. The sextile aspect at 6CT ■ 
considered to be more favourable than setw-scxble. But much 
leu than tbe trine. The sextile is of W. The square aspect of 
90* is very bad, and very evil. The aspect may be among two 
benefics or among two malefic* Whatever it is, thss aspect a 
very detrimental Tbe trine aspect ci 120* a very strong in 
offering most desirable results Whether the aspect is among the 
benefics or among lhe malcfics, or between benefic and malefic, 
tbe scsquaquarjie aspect is of I J? and it is aa unlucky one The 
opposition of 180* is considered to be malefic if cither of the 
iwb planets happens to be a malefic But if both of them 
happen to be benefics then, even though aspect is caNrd opposi
tion. yet the results will be agreeable

Of bo* In a horoscope (whether natal or horary) the 
planets will not be abpays m the exact number of degrees as 30. 
45, 60 and so on Vlt is to be remembered that every planet has 
pot an influence round its body Uranus has T, Saturn 9, 
Jupiter 9*. Sun 15", Mars 7*. Venus 7*, Mercury 1* and Moon 15 .

If one wants to know' whether tbe planets are forming an 
aspect, taking into consideration the orbs, then one has to add 
the orbs of both lhe planets and divide by 2 So take half of 
the sum If lhe aspect which is to be formed is within the 
actual distance plus half of the sum (half the orb* of tbe two 
planets) then they are said to be forming the aspect Tbe 
results also should be given as though they arc having the a^iea 
(applying aspect).

Description of the person
Please refer to Krishnamurti Padhdhati where the physical 

features and characteristics of tbe person arc given .cry dabo- 
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rateiy ia the Ik volume Aho the readers are advised to go 
through the book aad note down what each planet signifies aod 
also each house

What the 12 Hrasi SlgsMsi
I House: Health. one's trend. (physical feature of the 

ooasuhant; the condition of the ship ia the sea ; Ailment of 
rarnurs ; journeys of chiidrca; frauds of brothers

II Haase: Money that had been lent; one's wealth; 
Prosperity or otherwise, Ices or profit; money used m specula
tion ; death of wife and public enemies.

HI Haase - Brother's, neighbours, short journey; letters.

IV Hsusi. Father. Home. Estate. Treasure.
V Haase. Children, their health, speculation, racing, 

games, music sad dance.

VI Honor. Disease, debt, dtfflculu pet animals, cattle, 
tenant

VII Hems; Marriage, law-suit, parinci. whether lhe lost 
property can be recovered.

VIII Hems Death. Will, legacy, money of the partner, 
dowry.

IX Haase Safer y, Voyage, Church. Rdigioo. Socdcc

X Reuse : King. Magistrates, business, profession, repo- 
tatson.

XI Heaia: Friends, hopes, adnsors, reahsauon of ambi
tion

XII Houee: Trials and tribulations, depression, fraud 
imprisonment, secret enemies, deception and lorn.

Whoa will the avsat happen!
They confess that it is very dificult to judge, accurately 

They hnut the time by taking either the home or the sign or by 
aspect To find out the Dumber of days, weeks, months and 
years, they consider the actual distance between the planet and
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the cusp of the home or among two planets and drpenduig upon 
the number of degrees tn between their aspect, they predict the 
days, weeks, the months and yean. Abo, they i octode m their 
prediction, in which house the planets are deposited If the 
houses are suocedcnt ones, the result will be in so many months 
or yean according to the sign, being movable, common or fixed. 
But cadent bouses give in months m movable signs; yean m 
common ones and far beyond ia fixed sign. South latitude 
increases the duration, whereas north latitude reduces.

They also take the transit mto cortsideratrou aad from the 
transiting position, they offer the prediction bow a matter wil 
program

Distance * To find out the dmance. they select the plaaet 
which signifies the matter. If it b without latitude, the distance 
is short But if it is in North Latitude, it will be tn furlongs 
whereas if it is in South Latitude, it will be in miles. They calcu
late the number of miles taking the tnanber of degrees and 
minu'xs between the planet and the sipwficator and accotdmg to 
the distance in degrees and minutes, they mention the same 
number of nukes

Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn show two mslrn for 
every degree. Taurus. Leo. Scorpio and Aquarius for every 
degree indicates two furlongs, whereas Gemini. Virgo, Sagitta
rius and Pisces denote four furlongs for every degree. Therefore, 
from the number of degrees aod minutes, we have to multiply 
and give out the answer. Their principle of jodgmmt depends 
only on the atpecti and the longitudinal dniance

Honestly speaking, however, much one may master thmr 
system, one cannot give such a dear and preoee answer as one 
who follows Krishnamurti Padhdhati. Tbe most scientific way 
of approach to this subject is Krishnamurti Padbdhati aad 
Krishnamurti Padbdhati alone.

A few examples of the method followed by the westerners 
trill be given, when certain queries are answered using Krishna
murti Padbdhati.
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HORARY ASTROLOGY 
KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATT

ADVANCED STELLAR ASTROLOGY

HINDUS—UNSCJt NT IHC - KRISHNAMURTI 
PA DM DM ATI—SCIf NTIFIC -

Hotaty Astrology (oUuwwd by the Hmduv «v oat mcouAc. 
Than arc two methods.

()) Aik for a number withm 10b and divide by 12; uke 
lhe icmamdn and counting I ram Arrv depending on tbe reaua- 
dee, we t* a ugs at lagna We take tbe whole sign aa lagna 
bhava. the next ngn h mound bhava and so on. Hence the 
longitude of each bhava win be W Only when tbe number 
pvea happen* tobe6orlloc30or42orMor66or 7g or 90 
or 102, aecendaat Virgo vnO tat fat latitudes 14* to II’ N. tbe 
iongrtude of each home «iU be more or lea* tbe same, each 
being KT. Otherw*. the longitude of anch Room must be 
ddlarnoL

(2) We ask (or number wrtlna I OR and divide h by 9 : 
coatf from Anea. as many signs ** the quotient a. then the 
remainder iDdsaKi the Navamsa in tbe next sign. So the num
ber given by the consultant give* tbe navamsa. tbe loagitude of 
whxh 3* 20 Tbe house division ii not suggested by tbe author 
■ Uthrakaiamndha So, one ia to take, naturally. 30*. 30* from 
that Navamsa at 15* behind and I S'* in advance according to the 
Hindu system of home diviseon Tbe author has no* advocated 
m to which method is to be followed. But if we follow cusp to 
cnap, just like Westerners, then alao we have to take 30*. as tbe 
locptnde of each house. The longitnde of each house wfl be
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30° only when the number given is 47, aod that abo, will be 
ocanng correctness only for 200 yean to come as from 1st 
January, 1970, Ayanamsa is 23* 20*; one may refer to Raphael's 
Tables of Houses. Then one can find chat, for Latitudes 14* to 
18° N when Libra 01 rises in the East, the other cusps are all in 
0* in the next, next sign (The sidereal tune will be 6 bn. 
0 mt*. 0 sec*.) Therefore only for the latitudes 14* lo 18* N, 
when according to Sayana 0* Libra rues in the East, the houses 
will be of 30°. Otherwise, the loognnde of each most vary

But in Krishnamurti Padhdhati, the number indicates the 
sign, the star and the sub. And the sub commences at a parti
cular position Ttus is taken as the ascendant and accordmg to 
the latitude of the locality, where the horoscope is judged taking 
into account the Ayanamsa on the day of judgment, the cusps of 
the other bouse* arc calculated Therefore. Krishnamurti 
Padhdhati is alone scientific. wherea* the Hindu system is, ia 
fact, unscientific

Regarding Westerner* they lake the time of judgment; they 
erect the horoscope, for that time taking mto account, the tetr 
lude of the place of >udpmenl So, H »» very scientific.

Number preferred
But the defect in. that system is that certain questions can 

never be answered using the boroscope erected for a particular 
moment of judgment Suppose two people come and ask. 
within an interval of a few minutes. The boroscope, ths aspects 
between the planets and the cusps of the bouses, the mutual 
aspects among the planets themselves, will remain more or less 
the same, and therefore one has to predict lhe same result for 
both of them. (Time of event and the nature of the resuk). 
Supposing A and B stand for election in lhe same locality and 
both of them visit the house of an astrologer at an interval of 
5 minutes, the astrologer has to necessarily offer the same 
prediction to both of them.

But if the astrologer were to ask for a number aad accord
ingly be erects the horoscope.
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ccrtamiy (a) the position of the ascendant and the other cusps 

of the bouses win van. en though tbe planets 
nay be io the same sign. same star, and same sub;

(b) the houses occupied by the planets will vary ;

(c) the signdcaton will vary and hence one can 
correctly predict the diametrically opposite results.

Therefore. Krishnamurti Padhdhati—Horary Astrology— 
is asost scientific and most useful for any question, and this 
gives precisely tbe correct answer and also the accurate date of 
(nation

KrMmamnrti PadMteati Repteeas Traditional Astrology

Astrology is a divine science. It has been practised by 
many astrologers, who followed either the traditional Hindu 
System or the Western System. Honestly both of them find it 
difficult to pinpoint the nature of the event and the time of 
event. The latter ■» more important to the consultants

Tone of event must be found out io tbe tnmute Such a 
method alone is useful. With all humility, let me uy that Lord 
Ganesh has given through me a particular technic to decide (he 
event It is popularly known as KRISHNAMURTI PADH- 
DHATL

Al the creations of God must die cither io the intrauterine 
life or born dead, or in the infancy or in the youth or in the old 
age. Death * a certainty; it is inevitable; at winch time it 
cornea, none knows Pages after pages one may write, methods 
after methods, one can pubbsh; symposium after symposium 
one can collect; but people with open mind will say that nothing 
serves iwefui purpose.

Let them follow K.P.; they win say after thoroughly 
undemanding the subject, explained in a very simple way, 
applying strictly Krishnamurti's method as instructed by him, 
casting tbe horoscope using KRISHNAMURTI EPHEMERJ^. 
KRISHNAMURTI AYANAMSA. and RAPHAEL'S TABLE 
OF HOUSES, and also the HORARY SYSTEM—KRISHNA-
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MURTI PADHDHATI—one can confirm the date aad the tone 
and dednre the resuk which will prove to be correct

99% of the people get named. Which is important ? To 
live the dale of marriage. if fate a to sufler, then to give the 
date of divorce; if hid a there, lo give the date of birth of 
children, etc. Is it not ? ,

A few percentage of the people alone own bouaes. to natty 
have to live tn rented buildings or in Government quarters, or tn 
office accommodauons. At moat of then do not own, will they 
have any of their own at all, if so, when they can have, it to be 
clearly and correctly predicted

Nowadays most of the students aod those employed, desire 
to know whether they would pct scholarship to po overteas, and 
persecute higher studies. Actually thu question was not tackled 
by our ancients K.P alone is useful.

When the old scholars expounded the theory of Astrology, 
they were living in a land when Pakatan and India was one. 
They said that Capricorn represented India. They have not given 
separately which sign wiR represent Pakistan; therefore the 
difficulty arises for a student to know whether Capricorn rods- 
catcs Pakistan or India But if one follows the Horary System 
of Astrology—KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATI—he need not 
porn such a problem. Horary answers.

Thus there are hundreds of problems for which we have to 
guess if we follow only the traditional system. But K. P. deals 
with each problem, gives roost satisfactory and scientific expla
nation, calculating on simple and smgk method and it offers 
straight answer, solving the problem. K. P. can be followed 
by even a layman not knowing, previously, aaythmg about 
astrology.

ZODIAC

( Division of the ZodiacThe Zodiac s divided into twelve 
equal para; each division is called a Sohr mansion (or ram, 
or sign.)
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They are Aries Taurus, Geaami, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, 
Libra. Scorpio. Saghtarioa. Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces.

The Hindus have another division also. Tbe Zodiac n 
divided into t went y-seven equal parti ; each measures 13*20'. 
They commence from Ariea 0" and end by Puces 30*. The 
27 divntons are caDed Lunar Mansions /Nakshatras, Asterisms, 
Scars—Constellations). They are called Aswmi, Bharani, 
Karthikai. Rohiai.............. Uthrapathrapada and Rcvathi.

The explanation that 1 can offer why they have taken 
9 planets and divided the Zodiac mlo 27 Nakshatras is as 
follows

The Zodiac l» 360* in longitude. What is the sanctity in 
the number 360. Probably, Sun moves in between the stars, in 
ns path lhe Ecfcptio- daily on an avctagc. about ,!« of the 
cirda So, every day. ia 24 hours. Sun moves I' Further, 360 
is divisible by I. 2. 3. 4, 5, 6. 7. 8, 9. 10. 12. etc. when it will be 
aasy for other calculations

It ts first divided into 3 equal pan* of 12tr each I he four 
Mgn« Aries, Taurus. Gemini and Cancer nuke up 120*. The 
next four signa Leo, Virgo, Libra and Scorpio form 120*. Sagn 
tanus, Capricorn. Aquanus and Pisces are the last 4 signs 
measuring 120*

All planets moving from Vernal Equinox Aries—Mcsha 0* 
according to Nirayana System—pet their results modified as they 
move in the Zodiac In the first 13* 20', Le., 0* to 13* 20* any 
planet traoutting in Mcsha (Ancs) will be influenced by Kcthu. 
and the constellation is called Aswfai Then when it passes on. 
between 13* 20' and 26* 40*. Venus influences it; this area is 
caDed Bharani. Between 2Sr 40' and 30“ of Aries and from 0* 
Taurus to 10* Taurus, the planet's results will he modified by 
Sun. Karthikai is the name of the star, or constellation which 
1 call as Zone. Theo from 10* Taurus to 23* 20' Moon modi
fies the results of the planet occupying this Zone or Lunar Man- 
won called Rohiai Between 23* 20' in Taurus and 30* Taurus, 
as wefl as 0* Genum to 6’ 40 ia Gemini. the Zone or mansion 



called Mrigasinsha n ruled by Man and the planet m thia Zone 
will be under tbe control of Man.

Tbe nett 13® 20. called Arudra, is governed by Rahu. 
next Punarvasu is ruled by Jupiter (Guru) It is followed by 
Pushya and Ashtesha governed by Saturn and Mercury rcspecti- 
vely.

Similarly, from Sinha O (Leo) upto the end of Scorpio, 
the four signs arc divided into 9 lunar mansions (caDod 
Nakshatra, Sun or Constellations). They an caBed Makam. 
Poorvapalguni. Uthrapalgum. Hastham. Chithrai. Swathi. 
Visakam, Anuradha and Jycshta which an ruled by 9 planets 
in the tame order, viz. Kethu. Venus. Sun. Moon, Man 
(Sewai, Mangat Angaraka. Kuja). Rahu. Jupiter (Guru) 
Saturn (Sani), and Mercury (Budha)

, The remaining 1/3 of the Zodiac contains the 4 signs Sagit
tarius. Capricorn. Aquanut and Puces; and the nine oonsteUa- 
tion» m it arc Moolam. Poomashada. Uthrasbada. Sravana. 
Dhanishta. Sathabnha, Poonapathrapada. Uthrapathrapada 
aod Revathi. The planets Kethu. Venus, Sun. Moon. Man. 
Rahu. Jupiter. Saturn and Mercury rule the stars in the tame 
order.

Hence, pianos in between 0 and I)" 20 in Ante (Aewim), 
(T and 13° 20 in Leo (Makam). and 0* and 13* M m Sagitta, 
nus (Moolam) will be under the sway of Kethu; 13* 20* in Arias 
to 26s 40 Bharani. 13* 20 to 26* 40r (Leo) Poorvapalguni; 
13* 20 to 26' 40 in Sagittarius (Pootvashada), these three rooa 
art ruled by Venus and pbnets tramming in these zones arc 
under the influence of Venus and the results of Venus wiB be 
offered by the planet, transiting in this Zone.

Thus, each planet governs three tones m the Zodiac.

If a planet were to be in Aswim, another in Makam and 
tbe third in Moolam. all arc under the influence of Kethu aod 
in Kethu’s zone. If the astrologer says that a planet is modi
fied by the lord of the coasiellarion Kethu. then ±c statement is 



not ocenptete aod dear. He hat to add, whether it ia ia Arica, 
or Leo, or Sagittarius, otherwise om cannot locate the position 
of the planet correctly. That . why 27 different names are 
given to the 27 cooetdlaboas.

I. 
1
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. 
t, 
9. 

IOl 
II. 
11
13.
14.
15.
16.
17. 
It.
19.
20.
21.
22. 
23 
24
25.
26.
27.

Aswtni — Arietus — Stan 3 
Bharani — Anebsa Mui —3 •
Krithika — Tauri Aloyoni — 6 
Rohini — Tauri AJdeboran —5 
Mngaara — Ononis 3 
Arodra — Onoari I 
Punarvaau— Gemini PoDnx 5 
Pushyami — Caacri — 3 
Aaleaha — Hydrae — 6 
Mak ha — Leonis Regular 5 
Pubb< i -Loon. -4 
Uuara ’
Haeta— Corvi- - S
dntra — Vtrgmia Speca - -1 
Swathi - Boothit Aretan. - I 
Viahaka- Librae- 3 
Anaradha - - Scorpionu 3.
Jyeshta - Anurat ■ 3 
Mode - Scorpion. ■ 6 
Pun'"l“'’* 1 -SWur^< 
Utharashada ’
Sravana— Aquilate — 3 
Dbaahhta — Delphini — 4 
Satabhisha— Aquari— 100 
Purrabbadra—Pegasi I
Uttarabbadra — Pegasi and Andremedae ' 
Revathi — Pidum - - 3

Therefore, these 27 stars are to guide us, so that we can 
calculate and ascertain the poutkm of the 27 rones in the Zodiac, 
each meaiunng IT 20'.
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married ; Venue Data, Sun BtarirtM he ittrti badness; Venus 
Data, Moon Bhukihi be goat overseas. Venus Data. Mars bhukihi 
he has a ton. Venus Dasa Rahu Bhukihi some elder member in 
tbe family pastes array; Venus Dasa Jupiter Bhukthi there n 
expansion in the business and he bat another child. During 
Venus Dasa, Saturn Bhukti there is some labour trouble and 
minor losses. In Venui Data. Mercury Bhukti be opens bran
ches, taken up sgenoes and during Venus Dasa Kcthu Bhukihi he 
visits various pilgrim centres. On lhe whole. no doubt, the 
person got married, started business, went overseas, expanded 
business and stabilised it Aho one should not forget that he 
had lost a member of tbe family, had labour trouble. usBeeed 
some loss and bad worries for some time If a person is 
informed that in these 20 yean. Venus will cause Rajayoga it 
will not help him much. But indeed, it would be useful only 
when he is informed both the tune of event and also the nature 
of event, both good and bud So. the dasa of 20 years is sub
divided into Mib-periods otherwise called bhukti.

On the same analogy, I established that lhe divwion of a 
constellation was necessary if correct results arc to he forecast.

Suppose a person is reformed that he will have very good 
business and profit on a particular day He feeb depressed tin 
2 pan., as there was no business till then and in these hours he 
loses his faith in astrology; hut the planets so adjust that a few 
marriage panics enter Ms shop and make purchases from him 
for an amount much greater than what be had been normally 
collecting daily. If the tame astrologer could tell him that only 
between 2 and 4 p.m on that day be would do excellent busr 
ness, it would have been advantageous for both Then the 
method is scientific so the sub-divisions of the constellation are 
an imperative necessity to predict exact time of event

Again, as a result of intensive research it has been posable 
to find out why a person receiving a few letters on a day in a 
particular moment, feeb very happy wben be goo through the 
contents of a letter, next feeb dejected and depressed, when be 
reads the other, gets irritated when he goes it., uugh the thud 
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and k ot. It wm found that tbe attendant and the cusp of the 
houaei move faster than the planets and it is the ascendant and 
the cusp of the bouses which explain nich rapid chsnjn due to 
occupation of the star aod sub.

The ascendant can move in a sign for about 2 hours; but 
in a constdlauoa. it can osdy be for pbout 5*o 58 minutes. 
But certain events may happen within an interval of 10 or 15 
minutes. Therefore, there should be some other minute factor 
which brings about varying result* m a very short lime. So, it 
was found that tbe ascendant m that constellation (star) showed 
that he would receive letters. But to indicate which moment he 
would read a pleasant letter, which moment he would read that 
letter which would irntate him aod so on, further divisions of 
the constellation was necewary This method was found in 1951 
and it is coovindag. and most scientific

Let us take another example Suppose, we judge the icsub* 
according Ip the transit of the planets. It is generally stated that 
Saturn while tranernng the I Ith houac will produce most desir
able result*

Saturn will be punung through the I Ith houtc. roughly for 
a period of two and a half years Saturn signAes certain matters 
to tbe person according to hi* chart and only meh of those 
matters alouc will be expected by him. It is not uncommon (II 
that for a long time after the entry of Saturn into the I Ith 
house, the person continues to suffer and is not able to reconcile, 
(2) some actually suffer all the time wherea* they enjoy when 
Saturn transits m the 12th Mgn. When Saturn is in II, what 
actually one will enjoy, or experience depends oa tbe lord of the 
oonstdlatioa and the lord of the sub, according to Knahnamurti 
Padhdhati and this would explain why the Traditional systerh 
fails miserably

First of all, 1 would like to say emphatically that all persons 
having Saturn in 11 can never expect favourable result* because 
the ascendant may be different and the lords of tbe constellations 
io the I iy> bouse may be ruling evil houses to that lagna-born. 
Thereby the person will and must experience difficulties through 
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the source inchested by Satofm (the trusting planet). Bat, 
according to my technique, when Saturn it passing in a 
constellation. throughout that penod, he neither enjoy* nor 
udlers uniformly, but during certain period* be find* beneficial 
remits compensating for the difficulties The method which 
I advocate is aery correct and it will never fail, because, I 
take lhe mfiivirion‘of the constellation. The concaeUa- 

uon indicate* the matter* signified by its lords; the planet 
transiting influence such result* denoted by the lord of 
the star through the source denoted by the transiting planet (by 
nature, lordship and occupation etc.) aod it n the sub-lord which 
decide* whether the result ts favourable or unfavourable. The 
lord of the constellation w similar to the lord of a data of the' 
Vimshothari system, whereas lhe sub is the lord of lhe sub- 
pffto<r"orUhukti. So, I have evolved a method to divide the 
cdosicllaiioo based upon the sound principles of astrology- which 
will appeal to one and an.

Suppose, Moon cater* a particular coastcllatsoo, my 
Bharani (the second star of the 27 stars), the longitude of which 
extends from 13* 20 lo 26* 40’ of Aties (Mesha) and a child to 
born al that moment. What do we say ? to it not that the 
child it to ran Venus Dasa and it will have 20 yean of Venus 
Data left over at the tune of lhe birth ? The child t* having 
Venus Dasa. Venus Bhukti at the time of the birth If Moon 
move* a little further, say I' (Lc. 14* 20 in Anes— Mesha), we 
say that the child has a balance of 18 yean 6 months and atoo 
that the child will have Venus Dam, Venus Bhukti at the time of 
the birth. But. when Mooo ha* moved 20»l 20 of Bharani and 
a child to born then, we say that the child has a balance of 16 
yean 8 months and that the child is having Venus Data, Sun 
Bhukti, just surfing. If Moon further moves by 6^120 of the 
star, and a child to bom. we say that the child commences with 
Moon Bhukti If further Moon moves by 10,120 of the star, we 
jay the child wiD be having Venus Dasa, Man Bhukti Moon 
move* further by 7 | 20 of Bharani So. Man sub to atoo over; 
Rahu sub starts. Let it go on. When it comp1.: xs 18/120 of 



thm tur. Rabu sub t» over aad Juprter starts. That, it will be 
Maa that the Moon ia influenced by the exact posnioa which it 
occupies m the oocstdbbori Therefore, Moca h tbe beginning 
a under tbe sway of Vena aad the sub of Venus. Then. Moon 
a ia the comseOatxm of Venus and the sub of Sun Next it 
posed in tbe sass coastdblion belonging to Venus but in tbe 
sub of Moon It is followed by tbe tub of Man, then by Rahu. 
Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, aad last)) by Kcthu. So according to 
Krishaammti Padbdbati each eonatdatioo is sub4ivided into 
9 parts. They are not equal ia the longitude but the longitude 
of each sub u io tbe proportion tn which they are aborted the 
total number of yean s Vimshothan Data synem

The longitude of each cootlelbboo is 13* 20 equal to NO 
minuMk Therefore, in every contfeiktiou of NO minutes each 
planet wil have an area equal to the number of yean alotted 
to each in tbe dasa multiplied by 6 and 13 minutes. Therefore. 
Sim's mb extends to 40 asauto whatever be the consteUaboa. 
Man aad Kcthu extend for 46-13 minutes. Moon extends fo< 
T 6-2 J. Rahu extends for exactly 2* Jupiter has an area of 
I* 44 40*; Mmmy I 5J 20*. Saturn 2* 13 20'.

Even though the area aloticd to each planet n tbe same in 
each star, yet tbe order m wh<h they occupy the consteilabon 
diflen To note tbe order, one has to And out which planet 
rules tbe comtelabon. then the beginning of the considbuon is 
ruled by the lord of tbe star. jurt like in any dasa, the first sub- 
period or bhukti a ruled by the dam lord. The second sub » 
ruled by tbe bhuku lord who will follow tbe dasa lord. Then 
ia the same cyclic order tbe mbs will be ruled as in the bhukbs.

la Aswim. the first sub ts alotted to Kcthu, the second to 
Vcnua, the third to Sun, the fourth to Moon and so on till the 
bat sub s given Io Mercury. Aswim b ruled by Kethu. So the 
first sub is aBotaad to Kethu.

If tba star n Rohms. note tbe lord of the star. H n Moon. 
Hence, allot the first rub to Moon. In tbe cyclic order, who' 

wtfl folow Moon ? It is Man So tbe second sub is given to
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Man, tbe third to Rahu, tbe fourth to Jupiter aad to ou uB tbe 
left tub it governed by Sun.

If the star h Punarpushyam. otherwise catted Punarvasu, 
the first subdivision n governed by Jupiter, next by Saturn and 
the laat by Rahu

If tbe star is Pushya. tbe lord it Saturn. Therefore the Im 
sub is governed by Saturn, tine second tub is ruled by Mercury, 
the third is allotted to Kethu and so on till the last sub is under 
the sway of Jupiter.

If the uar is Mlctha. otherwise catted Ayilymn, the first 
subdivision h governed by Mercury, tbe next by Kethu and to 
on. till the last subdivision is allotted to Saturn.

Thus all the twenty-seven stars arc divided among the hoc 
planMt. It may appear as though tbe whole Zodnc ■* divided 
into 27 multiplied by 9 paiu Actually, the lord of tbe sign. the 
lord of tbe star and tbe lord of the sub wiD be 249 instead of 
243. If one can refer to tbe table, it is easy for one to know 
how the ttan 27 m number even though each • divided into 
9 divisions, totalling to 243 divisions yet due Io the change in 
the sign lord (lord of the sign), as certain subs are found in 2 
adjacent signs, they arc 249 m number. (Furthermore one 
can subdivide and record the results.)

CONSTILLATION ANO SUB

The zodiac » divided into 27 equal parts. Each is called 
an asterism, Nakshatbra. star or constellation They arc equal 
in longitude. Each constellaiioo is 13*20 or 800'. It nom- 
mences from Mesha Aries O which m ever IW opposite to Spica 
Star and the 27 stars ruled by Kethu. Venus. Son, Moon, Mars, 
Rahu. Jupiter, Saturn and Mercury in the above order make up 
the Zodiac of 3W. After these 9 planets in the above order 
extend from Aries O’ to Cancer 30s, again they, in tbe same 
order extend from Leo O’ to Scorpio MF *. again they follow the 
same order Kethu to Mercury from Sagittarius 0 to Pbces Xf. 
Thus Kethu has 3 rones. Next to the zone of ~ethu. Venus 



n
ha 3 zones ; am to Venus, Son rates 3 stars. Nest to 9m. 
Mooo governs 3 stars. Thue each planet rates 3 start.

Therefore

Kcthu rates Aswiai, Maks aad Moola. (1-10-19)

Venus rates Bharani, P. Palguni aad Poorvashada, 
(2-11-20)

Sue rates Karthik, U. Palgani and Uthraahada. (3.12, 21) 
Mooo rates Rohmi, Hatha aad Sravana. (4. 13, 22) 
Man rates Mrigaewa, Chitra and Dhanuhta. (5, 14, 23) 
Rahu rates Arudhm, Swalhi and Sathabuha. (6, IS, 24) 
Jupiter rates P. Vasu. Vtaaka. P. P. Pada. (7,16, 25) 
Saturn rates Pushya. Anuradha, UP. Pada/ (B, 17, 26) 
Mercury rate* Ashtesha. Jyeshta. Rcvathi. (9, It, 27)

Since the Zodiac t> of 360* and it is equally, divided into 
12 tefos, each extending to 30* exactly, in each tefn there will 
ha, on the whole 2-1,4 cooMeflation

In Aries. Aswmi, Bharani and 3 20' of Karthik, in 
Taurus. Karthik remaining KF, Rohmi aad Mnganra 6" 40 . 
ia Gemini Mrigasira remaining 6” 40 Aradhra and P. Vasu 10*.

la Cancer icmammg 3* 20 P. Vara, Pushya and Ashtesha. 
Thus ia Leo Make. P. P. Guni aod 1/4 of U.P. Guni; m Virgo 
3/4, U.P. Guni, Hastha, Chitra 1/2: to Libra Chitra 1/2, Swathi 
Visaka 3/4. ta Scorpio Vimka I >4 Anuradha aod Jyeshta. In 
Sagittarius Moola. P. Shads sod U. Shads first 14; io Capri- 
com remaining 3/4 ; U. Shads. Sravana. Dhaaishta 1/2 ; In 
Aquarius remaining 1/2 Dhaaishta, Sathabisha P.P. Pada 3/4. In 
Piece* P.P. Pada remaimag 1 /4. U. Pada and Rcvathi.

The sign is not as important as the coosmOatioo. The sub 
is more important The agn gives an idea about the strength 
of the planet. Planet occupying a house is strongs than the 
owner of the sign. Tenant is stronger than the odner. Here 
there are two manaioas. One is the sign, i.e., one of the twelve 
equal dmsioas of the zodiac. The other is the equal divisions 



of tbe zodiac into 27 equal pan* which a 13 decreet 20 BioaMt 
each, called comteflation. Therefore, the tenant ia a wgn it 
ttraager than the lord of tbe ugn and the teaaat ia a ooaetelte- 
t*on m Mronftr than the lord of the coaMtUauon.

Heoce a planet ia a tign will give to a greater extent the 
rceuht of the boute n , which ite pontioa b. The planet ia a 
cotulellation will offer the retain of the Bbava-bouee occupied 
by tbe lord of tbe ooosielladoa.

All planet* mutt be tn a home aad alto '■ any coanriH- 
tion Concttllatioa b (trooper than tbe tiga.

Hence tbe planet which a ntuated in the ootneefletioa n 
the ktrongtat to offer the mult* of the boute occupied by tbe 
lord of tbe conttdlatxM.

Then the occupant of e boute b strong to gm tbe retain 
of tbe boute occupied by it.

Next cornet tbe planet deputised in the cowtit Kat ioa of the 
lord of tbe Rgn were tbe cutp of a home fan*.

Thea only the lord of then go where the c«np of a houee talk

Planet* which arc conjoined with or aspected by three ngni- 
fiction aacertained by the above xaalywt abo are to offer the
reeuln of the bout* indicated by tbe Mgntficaton Tbtn one *
to find out the rate of 
tigs, aad star.

Thw b the finding after 
many yean of reeearch

A planet it ia 12tb 
Bhava. It b s|id that il 
tbould cauee tepantioa, 
lore, beue of cheque, etc. 
Bui actually there b 
ruumoa, ga*. leceipt of 
chequer. Exaapteb given 
beiow:
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Jupiter Dasa 3 yean I month 6 day*.
This geotlemaa had (ant. fortune aad success during 

Saturn. Man and Sun sub periods; desirable benefits durins 
Jupiter aad Mercury sub penoda. . But Kcthu la 10. Venus >n 
11 aad Rahu tn 4 gave untoward aad undesirable results.

Aooordmg io traditional system, Ssgurn and Sun must be 
the wont hipster also will fall-in 12th Bhava aad ought to 
have been very bad Venus aad Budha causing Dharma 
Kanaadbipathi Rajayoga should give bnUiaot results. Rabe 
raprescstfiag Venus oast cause Rajayoga. Man should be 
dangerous This person was my friend for a long number ct 
yean aad ssreA rtnln tint aty ayat.

ia 1939. whan t visited Coimbatore. 1 heard one Nadi 
reader reading tic lasuk* of a few persons m his cotaagc I 
understood that planets* remits were rend os they were found in 
ths Bhatia Thon I heard many Nadi renders bene mode 
usr •/ the ronerr/torion. While reeding the Nadi. 1 under- 
slodd that without assigning the reason, the results wore read 
and they wear anoundtngly meticulously correct Foi 
the fixate they gave the leasoo* taking the traditional methods 
of the Bhavas and the future proved to be moody a failure' So, 
I started the research ooilecnng tbs horoscopes of old people 
with pant eveati.

Sueb horoscopes as shown above threw tbe light. What is 
k ? A ptoact * A * oflen the results of the house occupied by 
the lord of tbe star * B * wherein this planet * A * is deposited

Again trouble arose wbea 2, 3 or 4 piaoeu were found ia 
the same ecxntcQatsoa. at all tha flueti la tin tama ttar, 
tkangh rtfrrriag the sow oserren. yat gara Maamrtcally 
afpatita mailt. Lc.. if planets A. B, C and D are to one 
cooew Da bo a. ia the same house. A aad C gave piaaaaat 
rtsuib wbcraas B and D gave just opposite reeaks This made 
me think farther. I found that a particular Ask (s to cams 
Rajayoga. But yet. be pass moot desirdbto remits to some Bek-* 
ties and inupairahie dmadvantagsous resuIMn some Bbuktim
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Then I started doing research and m al cases 1 found that 
planets, though they are in the sane constcllauon, yet a few 
of them alone can be beneficial and a few must be unfavourable. 
Thh caused me to further carry on the research. 1 found that 
every constellation must be divided in the manner, I have said, 
into • subs and each sub having that area in a constellation m 
the proportion in which they are allotted the number of yean in 
Vnmodhan Data.

I proved that planets occupying any one CMsseUatson has 
connection with the bhava occupied by the lord of lhe constella
tion These planets in that constellation are termed as the 
•• Signifieaton ” of the Bhava occupied by the lord ot the cons
tellation Thus if one works out. for all the planets, thru each 
planet is fojnd to signify the matter* of a few homes

Then judge each planet. Tbs planet *sgn>fies a mauer 
Whether it voaas for the progress and prosperity of that matter 
depends on the tub lord. it it not capable of domg good, but. it 
docs harm to that bhava signified by the planet, if the sub ford 
K detrimental to that home matters

Thia discovery has crowned me with iuocsn.

I say. ** If a planet » the significator ot lagna bhava, d 
gives long hfe. success in attempts, it helps co maintain good 
health, if lhe sub lord is not also the significator of 6 or ft or 12. 
If the sub-lord ot the planet signifies 6<h home if the planet 
signifying lagna results occupying the coosteOation of a 
planet fa Lagna Bhava occupies such a sub ruled by the signi- 
ficalor of 6. be falls in. The constellation refers hts health, sub 
signifying 6 gives disease If a planet signifies lagna bhava and 
it ia in the sub of the ngnsficaCor of X he meets with danger.

If the sub-lord signifies 12th house aad the significator of 
lagna is in such a sub, one rum away, or imprisoned, or 
hospitalised.

ThercforewoosieUatsoo lord shows whom or which mattec 
il refers. But the deciding factor, good or bad. succeas or 
failure is shown by Ae sub occupied by the dgnsf c.tor.

H. A.-7
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Suppose a planet A to the significator of second bhava and 
it ia ia the sub of 6 one borrows but if it is in the sub of I or 12, 
he teds or repays loan. Second shows finance Do you receive 
a cheque or issue a cheque is shown by the sub-lord.

If it to ia the sub of 11, there u fain of arhat? Either 
money or soo-ia-law or daughter-in-law or child birth to the 
person. Because 2nd home shows family, 11th indicates the 
above rdatiom If the agnificator of the second house is in the 
sub of the significator of 3, through brother one gains, brother 
loses or gives away: if it is ra the sub of 4, one may have car 
or bouse during the period of tbe significator of 2nd house 
deposited in the sub of 4di house significator, in their conjoined 
penoda If the agnificator of the 4th house rules the sub and if 
it to ate the significator or 11, be purchases and acquires: if 
the sub-lord who is ate the significator of 12 other than 4, he 
sells aad converts the permanent possession as bquid cash and 
his bank position improves by losing the car or bwkfiag If 
the sub-lord of planet signifying second house is tbe significator 
of 10 and 12, then he lets his land for tenancy or lets the bouse 
for rent. Why 7 10th house n the 4th to the 7th which whom 
you transact: So, that which be takes, is given by you (12) and 
he m indebted (6). 10th being 4 to 7, 10 denotes other's posses
sion aod it is your business

Suppose a pianct is the wgmficator of ?th house and if it is 
ia the sub of 2 or II one gains, there is reunion, one gets 
nmmed, etc Ifittointhesuboftbs significator of 12, sepa
ratee or iD-bcahb to wife If it to ia the sub of I and 2. 
danger to partner's life. There can be 3 or 4 or any number of 
s<nificalors for tbe 7th. Therefore, during tbe period or sub
period of a planet in such a sub whose lord signifies 12th house, 
wife fals ill or the native goes away and separation to caused. 
If the sub-lord signifies 6th house, the wife goes away, thereby 
there to separation.

If the planet is the significator of 7th bousemad sub of 4, 
partner gains, makes money, aod earns Damn If tbe significator 
of 7 to ia the rob of 5, partner makes money, friendship and 
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enjoy* pleasure. If the sub is ruled by the ngaificalor of 
Sth house, there is either income or danger to fife. If that 
significator of Sth house is also tignificacor of 5, partner gains. 
But significator of I is also significator of 1 and 7, it means 
death to partner at S aad I arc maraka houses to ths 7th.

Thus one should Mpe separately whet each planet Rgnifi—

Thea m which sub each planet is posited.
Finally one should take each bouse and judge to which 

bhavas the planets are tbe ugnificaton aad tbe tub-lord*. Judge 
calmly how each bhava n receiving good results from a few aad 
advene from the rest.

Say, mother, father, child, esc Mother is shown by 4th 
house: father by 9th house child by Sth house.

So, note the tignificaton of 4 : so also the dgmficaton of 
9 and 5.

Let ut take the following chan -
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Kethu Dam balance 
0-5-23.

The corutellatxm ruled 
by a pboet indicate* the 
malttn signified by the 
bhava occupied and 
owned by it.

The sub-lord occupied 
by a planet denotes 
whether it it mspidout 
for the progress of that 
bhava or inauspicious so 
that one meets with

obstacle or faces disappointment or negation of the matter.

This applies to all bhava results. If lagna is occupied by a 
planet or owned by owe and if a planet aider tbe tame lagoa- 
dtepathi or any other planet it deposited in tbe occupant's or 
owner's star, then they indicate first house tamers. If the 



depositor h that consteliatioo to in the favourable sub, matters 
indicated by lagna wiD thrive. If the depositor ia that oonsral- 
totxm to in unfavourable sub, the matter to indicated by the lord 
of the coostellatioa as per its occupation or ownership wiD 
suffer: must suffer. There to nothing as * Tendency.' one's Free- 
Will can never play.

Lord of lagna to Sun: no planet is in lagna. Sun's stars 
arc Karthik, Uthrapalguni and Uthrashada. Planets, if deposi
ted m these stars will refer the matters signified by the first house. 
If there to no planet Sun gives lagna bhava results Secretary 
has J Deputy Secretary* arc given 3 rooms to carry out the 
attractions of the Secretary If all 3 rooms arc vacant, if no 
Deputy to found. Secretary does the job. even when they arc 
there. Secretary can do other than what the Deputys do.

There is no planet i» Sun's star. Hcrax Sun gives lagna 
results Sun is in Moon's star Moon u in 9 and owns 12. 
Hence Sun mostly refers io thematters signified by 9 and 12. i.e.. 
long journey. staying outnde-. loss of father. permanent 
pceeession of father, xparadoo from father. Ixt us judge the 
death of hn father.

Note the sub occupied by Suu. It to in Jupiter's sub. 
What can Jupiter do to the 9th house ? What can Jupiter do to 
the 12th bouse?

Jupiter tt in Satum star As Saturn i» the Bbadhakaachana 
Adhipathi to 9. Juptoer radicates Bhadhaka to father. There
fore, if a constellation radicates father, then the sub of Jupiter 
tn that coosteUatioo radicates danger to the father.

Therefore Sun in the coruteUation of Moon in 9 and sub 
of Juprter—the Bhadhaka to father, promises danger to father.

9th house is owned by Mars. It governs Mngasira, Chitra 
and Dhanishta stars. Rahu and Mercury arc ir Man star. 
Rahu is in the sub of Mars who denotes longevity to father. 
Mercury is in the sub of Satwn, Bhadhaka to father. Hatofie 
Rahu to a benefic whereas Mercury to evil.
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To th* longevity of father boom 2 and 3 coanted from 9th 
is evil. Both are owned by Veum Rabe occupies 2 to 9; 
Mars occupies Venus star. none in Rahu star. Man is m the 
sub of Venus So it is harmful; Rahu is m the sub of Man. 
It is good.

Therefore Sun. M^pcury and Man are evil Venus is ia Jupi
ter sub. Venin i* also evil. (Venus is m the consieHatum of 
Kethu who represents 4th aod 9th houses. TherWore Vcnm 
indicates the houses 9. 10 and 3 danger to father.)

His father died during Sun Dam. Mercury Bbuhti Vewus 
Anthra in July 1932.

Let us judge 4th bouse. It a occupied by Sam aad Kethu. 
It is owned by Mars So planets in Saturn's stars, Kethu stars 
and Man stars are those which refer 4th house matters.

Venue m Kethu star. Jupiter in Saturn star. Mercury ta 
Mars star indicate 4th house matters

Venus a m the nib of Jupiter. Marakaathana adtepathi 
and Venus a in Marakasthana to 4.

Jupiter is ■ Venue sub. It is cmL Mercury is ta Saturn 
sub. As Saturn a in rapt conjunction with Kethu aad Saturn a 
in the constellation of the Ith from 4th. Mercury is evil. Saturn 
is also evil.

Now Venus, Metcury. Mars. Saturn. Moon. etc. refer 4<h 
house matters. It a the lord of the mb which indicates whether 
4th house matter win thrive or not.

Venus in 2 in the mb of lord of 2.
Mercury in the coestritation of planet in 2 to 4, owner of 

4 and in sub of evil in 4.

Saturn in the sub of Jupiter and Kethu in tbe mb of Jupi
ter, both occupying 4th boose arc evil Hence he hat hie 
mother during Venus Dam Mercury Bhukti Saturn Anthra 
oo 27-447.

Fifth bouse. i4., tbe second to tbe 4th house by occupa
tion aod it refen the fourth house being the onxer of tbe 4th.
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Hcaoe Man inchcase about health aad causes death during the 
nib period of the planet in the star, if any, and which is in the 
sub of one referring the 4th or Sth or 10th (Sth and 10th are 
Monks houses to the 4th). Mercury is m Man star and sub of 
Sani who signifies to the 4th.

Let us find out the date of the death of his mother. It was 
oa 27-4-47 when Venus Data (in the constellation of occupant 
of 4 aod sub of the occupant of 10) Mercury Bhukti (constella
tion of planet in 2 to 4 aad sub of planet in 4) and anthra of 
Saturn which refers the 4th house (to give life or cause death 
depending oa the sub which Saturn occupied) aad it is in the 
sub of Man and Sbookahma of Rahu in 10 which is abo in the 
coMttlbtioo of Man in 2 lo 4 and sub of Man.

Day of demise—Friday Star Moolam where Daaansths 
was (Jupiter rasi—Jupiter stgmficalor of 4 in Saturn star and 
sub of Venus ia 2 lo 4) at night which lagna was in Poona- 
shada 15* in Dhaaus.

Death of chIM . Happened during Moon Dasa Jupiter 
Bhakti Rahu Anthra Moon is m the constellation of Kethu and 
mb of Mercury. Kethu has to give the results of planet with 
which it is conjoined, as it is a node. Saturn is lord of 2 to S 
aad situated m 12 to 5. Hence Mooo n definitely evil as it 
b io the constellation of the node representing the second bouse 
to the Sth and ia the sub of lord of 7 to S. situated in 2 to 5.

Jupiter n m the constellation of Saturn, lord of 2 in 12 to 
Sth bouse and sub of Vena, which is the occupant of S in the 
coostellatioo of node in 12 to S. Venus itself is evil to S. Man 
in Venus star aad Venus sub b abo evil. Rahu m Venus sign. 
Man star aod Man sub is definitely evil.

Hence. Mooo Desa Jupiter Bhukti Rahu Anthra was evil.

Let ta take pleasant functions.

Marriage: Judge houses 2, 7 aod 11 counted ftosn la^a.
2, 7 aod 11 are vacant 2 is ruled by Sun. 11 ruled 

by Mercury. 7 is owned by Saturn.
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Saturn and Kethu are m Mercury star Jupiter b fat Saturn's 

ttr. Kethu ia stronger than lord of 7. Moon aad Venn arc in 
Cethu star. Sun n alto strong as there ia no plum ia Sim's Mar.

Marriage took place during Venn Data Kcthu Bhukti Venus 
tathra Moon Shookshma on 6-7-1947 on Sravanam atar day. 
/onus b in Kethu star., Kethu b stronger than Saturn, lord of 
/ 7 (7th house vacant). Kcthu b tn the star of Mercury (lord 
»f I aad 11). Both houses, vacant. Moon n m Kethu atar. 
Cethu stronger than Saturn, lord of 7. Kethu has to predoori- 
lanliy indicate Saturn's result: then only that of Mars. Moon's 
tar >s not m Mars sign Hence. Sravanam star governed by 
>4oon in Saturn's sign gave marriage.

Normally when one finds Saturn and Kethu in 4 aad 9th 
louse occupied by lord of 12, one following traditional Astro 
ogy must say that the native wiU ha«u no tendency towards 
^ucatioo. Also that he cannot come up nicely m studica. 
4ot a word can be mentioned about marriage.

But according to Kmhnamurti Padhdhati, Saturn and 
Cethu in 4 arc in the constellation of Mercury, lord of 11 aad 
ub of Mars, owner of 4 education 9 higher education.

According to Prof. Knshnamurti, if the dasanatba ■ coo- 
looted with houses 4 and 9. they will give education. Venue in 
he constelbtton of node in 4. gave studies throughout Ven* 
Tesa. Sun in the comtcOauon of Moon in 9 gave higher studtaa. 
Ks Moon is also sigmAcator of 12, Sun in the constellation of 
doon, gave the break and ended his studies. He dacontmued hb 
todies after succeesfally completing Medical College course 

during Sun Dasa Satum Bhukti Sun Anthra in December. 1952.

iUCTION OF HORARY H OROSCO PI

Benko Needed: (1) Raphael's Table of houses and either 
(2) Krishnamurti Ephemeris or Raphael's Ephemeris for the 
year when the chart b to be erected. (3) The Tabic showing 
the commencement of the sub according to the number given by 
the consultant. (4) Correct time when tbe astrologer begins to



Tbe Hase to he taken for Horary Chart; Whether one 
hat the boroscope or not, whenever there is aa immediate prob- 
lam, ooe would like to know or confirm by horary astrology 
also. So, one may visit tbe Astrologer's place and the astro
loger may also start attending to one's problem, or one may send 
it by poet or send a messenger to consult or ask by phone. 
Now, the doubt sneer whether one has lo tabs the time when a 
person begins to write a letter to * the astrologer; or when he 
poets it ta his locality; or when tie astrologer receives u from 
tbe postman, or when the astrologer begins to judge. We mtut 
uke enfy rhe time of judgment The time at which the urge 
comes ia mind of tbe ooostulant may be compared to tbe urge 
of a expectant mother needing a midwife's assistance. Posting 
the letter a wmlar to getting a conveyance to go to the nursing 
borne. Postman delivering tbe letter is similar to tbe expectant 
mother getting admitted into tbe labour ward. Bat the moment 
when tbe astrologrr irti for judgment is similar to the moment 
ths whole body of ths child has got separated from that of the 
mother. If one were to erect a horoscope for tbe moment when 
ths urge *** m tbe ““d of the oonsukaat. it will show whether 
tbe astrologer would answer at aU or not; whether the astro
loger would take long tunc to pise the reply; aad also whetbei 
the letter was mts-canied or delivered properly to the astrologer 
For tbe tunc when the postman debven the letter if the boros
cope is cast, it wiD show when the astrologer will take it for 
jprtgmrm But if one takes the time when the attrologer erects 
a horoscope for the moment of the judgment, then tbe planets 
will be occupying such a position which gives a dear pscaure to 
tbe astrologer. The truth win dawn in his mind. Therefore, 
the time of judgment alone must be taken to pre the results for 
tbe query put by the consultant and the number which he had 
written should remain the tame.

Accordingly, for tbe past II yean, work bad bees done 
and uniformly everywhere tbe results had come vary true. The 
results had proved to be marvellous aad very helpful to tbe 
customer. Therefore, readers must take only tbe time of judg
ment whatever may be tbe tisne of query by tbe exmsuitagt
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No. Sigs bed Stsrbed Subbed DM8 DM8.

396 Jupiter ifamra Vaa a ego 109000
m Hu 103000 >10000
337 ■ Moca 110000 19 440
334 US - Mars It 640 19 33 90
339 M

a Raks 136330 14 6390
340 ■ • Jsprtar 14 63 9) 16 4000
341 m Msrcury Mm wry lesnoo 1633 90
343 ■ - Keths 14 33 90 19*100
341 V Verna 19.9000 91 3390
3H m 8m 3133 90 991390
340 m Moon 931390 93*100
440 ■ Man 33 » Ou 14 6 40
34? to — Rahs 4t 6 4u 96 4 40
J4M w * Japstor 96 <J4U 37 33JO
.’49 - Saturn 47 S3*, rvonoo J w

F.miplt I.

Calculation : Suppose a oonsuhaai gives a number, my, 
48 withm 1 and 249. referring to the Table of Krnhnamurii Padh
dhati. one can find, that number 41 refer* to Mercury sign. Rahn 
star, Jupiter sub, which commences at 1* 40 tn Gcmmi-Mithima.

Since Krishnamurti Padhdhati w the advanced nelhr astro- 
togy, the zodiac is N IRA YANA one. But for finding out the 
position of the cusps of the houses. we refer to Raphael's Table 
of Houses, which is in Sayana system. Therefore, it is necessary 
to add the Ayanamea of that date of Judgment to the position of 
the Ascendant, arrived at for the number given by the con
sultant.

Hear, the consultant has given number 41. It means, the 
hefmning of the sub of the ascendant is in Gemini in 1* 40. 
Today, being UthDectmbcr, 1969, and the Ayanamsa is 23*20. 
he have to add 8° 40' in Gemini and 23‘ 20' and we get 32*. It 
means, the second degree in Cancer will be the S»-.ana Ascendant.

H Az-4
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The question is judged at Madras. One it to toko the lati
tude of the place tehtre the ottrologer Jvdget the horoteopt 
even though the cofualtant teould have orltm fnm oxy part oj 
the *ortf. Therefore, the latitude of 13* 04'N latitude for 
Madras m to be taka up. #

Referring to Table of Houses, we 0nd that the position of 
the cusps are giva for 13* or 14°. Since 13* 04' is nearer to 
13, we an refer to the Table of Houses given for 13* latitude, 
b that Table we have to find out where 2* Ascendant in Cancer 
is giva. So, we will find that he has given, for 1* 34' in Cancer, 
and 2* 45* m Cancer. But we should find out the cusps of other 
houses if 2* Cancer is to be the Ascendant So, work out pro
portionately.

Then, we will get that 28* 7 m Cancer is the second cusp; 
23* 7 in Leo will be the third cusp; 26* 7 m Pisces will be the 
tenth cap; 29* T in Aries will be the eleventh asp: 2® T in 
Gerami will be the 12th cusp.

All these art u> Sayana position We have to convert them 
to Nirayana. Therefore, deduct 23* 20 Then 8* 40 tn Gemini 
will be the Ascendant 4* 4T in Cancer will be tbe 2nd asp ; 
1* 47 in Leo will be the 3rd asp, 7 47 in Pisces will be die 
10th; 5* 47 in Aries will be tbe 11th: 8* 47 In Taurus will be 
the I2lh cap.

We have to add 180* to aD these 6 asps, so that 180° added 
to tbe ascendant gives the position of the 7th cusp. 180* 
added to the second cusp gives the position of the 8th crop ; 
180* added to the 3rd asp gives the position of the 9th cusp; 
snlariy 180* added to the meridian (10th cusp) will give the 
cusp of tbe fourth. 180 added to the 11th cusp will give tbe 
position of the Sth cusp; 180* added to thri2th asp will give 
the position of tbe 6th cap.

Therefore, the map showing the 12 asps, will be as 
fabowa:
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We have already noted 
the tune when we have 
started to judge the horos
cope for a particular 
query. To that particular 
tune, we have to work 
out the posinoa of the 
planets and eater them in 
the nap.

VI! S-40 VIS-47 V J47 IV M7
Nou the position of 

Moon aad calculau the 
balance of the Vimsbo- 
dhan Data depending

upon the portion which Moon has to cover in that cooueUatioa.
Then thia horary horoscope » ready for lodgment

[Suppose ear erects a chart with the idea o/ reading It 
Due to some cause, he cannot at one stretch do II. He learn 
his calculation : ettendt to some other Job and then tiu down 
again after tome minutes or heart or days, then the position of 
planets should be worked out for the next tilling time, though 
the 12 cuept foe that latitude 'emauu the tame, tut if one 
starts calculation, then goes away to another locality, the 
latitude of the place it different, he has to refer to the Table 
of Houses for this new locality, have the some position for 
ascendant [It means 7th cusp alto} and-celculote the eusps for 
this new place and also the potition of planets for the second 
tilting.]

Example 2.

Sir, your etvdeats say that predictions based on tbe horoa. 
cope of a person may or may do< be correct AU the powtioa 
of the 12 cusps depend on tbe moment of tbe birth bam taken, 
fnd you decide whether there is fulfilment of one's deem or not 
only from the sub-lord of tbe cusps to be taken for judgment. 
Hence, it seems you prefer Horary to Natal C*^rL "
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** Yet, undoubtedly. I reiterate that Horary it the beet to 
pt correct and amazing results **.

For Horary an I to five a number?

- Yet, ptatie mention any number between 1 and 249.

la it numerology. Sir ?

No—Only ignorant people or incapable people may do a 
propaganda that it it numerology. Not at all. It b pure, 
genume Astrology.

Suppose I give number 74 within I and 249 and the query 
it judged at Delhi at 7-30 A.M.. I.S.T.. how to proceed.

By 74 it it meant that Moon sign Cancer, Saturn Mar Pusbya 
and 14* 5J and 20* ruled by Jupiter it the commencement of 
the lagna. (Ascendant)

“ Then we have to find out the cutpt of the other 
houses **.

** Will not the cutpt vary from one place to the other T*

M AU placet m the tame latitude will have the tame cusps 
oven though thar longitude may be different. Therefore one is 
to note the latitude of the place of judgment and not the place 
from which the query it putM.

** So, we have lo take the latitude of Delhi *’.

Yea. It m for Ddhi we have lo tee. The latitude it 24* 3b 
North.

Which table of Houses do you recommend to refer ?

TiB the table of HOUSES prepared by me comet out, one 
should refer only the Raphael's Table of Houaet and not any
thing dee ; we thould avoid calculations. It it not uncommon 
that he who daimt to be good in Higher Mathematics fails 
miserably in Ehmentary Mathematics. One mav be M.A. y«‘ 
be can err. Therefore, at far at possible, avoid calculation 
when ready reference Table it available. So refer to Raphael'» 
Table and when mine it released refer to mine*'.
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“Sir, the table of houses ■ ia Sayana position. b it

“ Yea. So you have io nose the ayaaasaa on the fey of 
judgment **.

Which ayanamaa am 1 to folio*?

Follow Krishnamurti Ayanamaa atom Forget al others. 
When Kriahnamnrti Ayanamaa m used and by using the mb- 
diviaion of a comteDauon you come correct in minute dataite. 
it goca without laying that the other ayanamam an not Io 
be followed. eapccuUy if it vanes by drgreet? Fohow only 
mine.

What n the Ayanamaa now ?

23 degrees 20 minute*. So you add this figure to the mra- 
yana position you got for the number you gave, i.c 74. Hence 
add 23* 20* to 14* S3' 20*. Then the Sayana position of tbe 
lagna would be 8* 13 XT. Tara over the page whan lhe 
cusps of venous houses an given for Delb latitude. Theo you 
will get that Virgo 9* 32' is lhe second cusp. Libra t* 32* is 
lhe third cusp, fourth will be 10* 32' Scorpio; fifth will be 
13* 32* Sagittarius; tilth will be 13* 32* Capricorn and the 
other 6 cusps arc IW degrees oppodte to ibaae.

Now we have got the Sayana poutioa of the 12 cusps. 
Deduct the Ayanamaa and convert them to Nirayana. Tbe fol
lowing figure is the map for the query and hereafter we have to 
note down the posioou of the planets

For which time arc wt to note the position of the planets ? 
If you judge a cfen mmedmtely after calcubtioa, then you 
have to note the position of the ptancts at which you started 
tasting of the boroscope for judgment. Cusps fo' each number 
can be done and kept as a ready reckoner You may keep a ready 
reckoner for any single locality for every number between 1 and 
J49 if you ever stay there. One may note tbe position of the 
planets and m cootmuation judge That time alone femld be 
taken for the position of the planets.
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Then are we to not* for 7*30 AJU. LS.T.?or are we to 
convert the tine to I~M T. , *

'it is only to find the cusps of the bouses one b to And out 
the tine ■ L M T Bat to calculate the position of the planets 
you have to take tbe Indian Standard urns. Because tbe position 
of tbe piaocti m Raphael Ephemeris arc Tor 12 noon Greeowfh. 
That is why I have given m my Ephrennb the position of 
the planets for S-30 PM 1 S.T. I could have given the 
position of the planets for 12 noon I3.T But you cannot 
verify easily with that of Western Ephexneris aad confirm 
that mine gives exactly the same position and b correct. 
So one can wort with confidence Doubt should never be 
there. Therefore you calculate and insert ■ the map after 
deducting ayanamsa from tbe figures obtained. Thea the 
following is the horoscope for judgment:

0C it*i> tat 1S*M 
X 17*12

viwk.il '<•» Xl»ll xtl Z2 12

MSv
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nu*i2 
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V 24-12
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Sim and Moon ntr direct, never retrograde. Kila and 
Ktlhv move In opposite direction; they never retrace', their 
pathway and movement are fteadv in if r own direction ; hence 
treat Kahn and Kethu as never retrograde The other planet* 
alone can be either direct or retrograde This i> applicable to 
Krishnamurti Padhdhati.

Thus I used to pose such questions. erect the boroscopes 
for the moment at which lhe matter was given, allow the tine 
lo pass aod noted down the time when exactly the matter materia
lised. Calculated and found out the ascendant rising then and also 
the cusp of houses signifying the matter, gave correct indication.

Thus, on minor events research was done on hundreds and 
hundreds of occasions, and WHEN EVERY QUESTION HAD 
COME VERY CORRECT, it gave lhe menial strength to pro
ceed further and apply lo mayor problem. la Astrology, 
whether lhe problem is a minor one or a mayor one, the princi
ple remains the same Using one's vornmonsense one should 
proceed scientifically.

This is the way how I started research on Horatv Astrology 
after deciding that I should take lhe number between I and 249.

Whenever there was none lo mention a number and the 
question pertained to me. I med u open a hook of 400 pages and 
then vcc the number of lhe page printed or. the right wdc of the 
book. I worked out for that number, erected a horoscope, 
posed myxlf some question and read out the results This 
worked oul scry satisfactory. If- by chance, lhe number of the 
page which I noted down arts above 249. lhe mater which 1 
thought of. never materialised. Deciswm of God is known at 
once. I never divided by 249

For example, (III want lo meet a friend of mine To find 
out whether he is m the headquarters, so that I could meet him, 
for some favour. I used to open a hook and whenever the 
number was above 249. I found other he had gone overseas or 
he was in Delhi to attend some conference.

(2) On occaswns when I tried foe reservation of a berth, 
on a particular date, and when vuch a number beyond 249 was 
noted, in spite of all my influence, it was impossible to reserve
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one berth. Thus h matters where it could ta immediately verified, 
I found that if anybody were to give a number beyond 249; then 
owe can mmxdiaidy say that the consultant cannot have hit 
denre fulfilled without taking further pain* for calculation. etc.

Agnm. to find out the method whether it is the right ode 
or left side of one’s body is affected. right leg or left leg frac
tured: right hand or left hand amputated, etc., 1 used to P* 
two drop* of honey on the floor and I used to observe the flies 
tasting the hooey I used Io open a book, nett the number. 
1 found sub-lord of the Mb gave clue. The fly which was cither 
oo the nght or the left, first flew away. 7th house shows flics; 
They, to fly assay means 12 to 7, i.c., 6th home. When I came 
very correct. I began to find out which side of the body of a 
person (whether the right side or left s.de) n affected. I noted 
the oumbn from a book and look 6th home indicating defect to 
tbe consultant I did experiment on the numbers given by the 
persons also when I look 12th cusp Since honest attempts 
were made by me. I used to ask my friend to sit along «4h me 
and face the same direction. observing lhe Acs. I used to 
predict in advance and on all occasions I came correct. But 
if I would have been otherwise like a very few (which is not to 
ta ruled out) then I would have asked the friend to sit on the 
opposite side, facing me. Without any working. I could say 
that the By m lhe left will lease first. If that which flew away 
is left to me I will tell him ” Sec. I am correct." And if that fly 
which » on the nght to me. goes away first, I wifi tell him. “ You 
see. I am correct", you arc tbe consultant; you have to observe 
that which was in the left to you. had gone away, first Thus the 
dishonest person can twist, but Krirknomurfi Padhdhati it only 
/or one answer and there it k room to twin. The answer is 
invariably correct, whatever ta m the rmnd of the constant If I 
said that which was on his left would fly. even if he had in his mind 
the right one KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATI never failed.

Owe of the greatest achievements is the success m finding 
out that tbe Ruling pleneti reiral ike troth and gwidet one to 
correctIg predict Ths truth was never expounded by Hindu 
sages or Western savants.



Twelve signs of the zodiac
Classification and Influence

Classification

Positive and Negative; Northern & Southern; Equinoctial, 
Tropical; Fiery, Earthy, Airy & Watery; Movable, Fixed 
& Common ; Fruitful or barren ; Mute ; Violent; Human ; Voice; 
Bestial or Four-legged ; Dual; Bicorporeal or double bodied; 
and short as well as long ascension signs.

Positive and Negative Signs: The odd signs, namely, 
Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius and Aquarius are positive 
or (Masculine); the even signs, viz, Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, 
Scorpio, Capricorn and Pisces are negative (or Feminine).

The positive signs: Assertive, bold, expressive, active, 
offensive, determined, more self-expressive.

The negative signs: Passive, receptive, defensive, more 
self-repressive.

Northern and Southern signs: Aries to Virgo are called 
Northern signs; Remaining six signs (Libra to Pisces) are sou
thern signs.

Equinoctial signs: Aries and Libra are two equinoctial 
signs.

Tropical signs: Cancer and Capricorn are the two tropi
cal signs.

Fiery, Earthy. Airy and Watery signs :
Fiery: — Aries, Leo, Sagittarius ;
Earthy — Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn;
Airy — Gemini, Libra, Aquarius;
Watery — Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces.

Fiery signs: Assertive, independent, courageous and 
enthusiastic. Activity and ambition, vigour and vitality, energy 
and push.

Earthy signs: Stability, material welfare, wealth, power, 
position, health, cautious, premeditative, prudent and prac
tical ; secretive and auspicious; stubborn and self-protective ; 
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slow and steady ; reserved and restrained ; methodical and 
economical; plodding and perservering.

Airy signs: Cheerful, gentie, amiable, courteous, sympa
thetic, refined, humane. Good intellect, fertile imagination, 
idealistic and artistic, well-informed, fertile. Musical, level
headed and tactful.

Watery signs : Fertile imagination ; constitution—weak ; 
timid, inert and unwilling to act. Receptive, contemplative, 
sensitive, sentimental and psychic. 1

QUALITIES: Moveable, fixed and Common signs'. Aries
Cancer, Libra and Capricorn are movable signs. Taurus, Leo, 
Scorpio and Aquarius are fixed ones. Gemini, Virgo, Sagitta
rius and Pisces are common signs.

Movable signs : Enterprise, enthusiasm, love of ambition, 
forcefulness, and go-a-head spirit; fame, recognition and popu
larity : loves changes and reform.

Fixed signs; Stamina and persistence in action. Very 
strong: and determined will. Keep on working, patience and 
persistence ; practical; firm.

Common (dual, mutable) signs: Dual, fluctuating, flexi
bility, plasticity, intellectual, sympathetical sensitive, subtle, 
versatile, changeful, inconstant, indecisive, vacillating and restless.

Fruitful signs show success: realisation of ambition: 
Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces—fruitful.

Taurus, Libra, Capricorn and Sagittarius—semi-fruitful.

Barren signs: Attempts not successful; No desired results: 
Aries, Gemini, Leo and Virgo are called barren or sterile signs. 
These are not fruitful.'

Mute signs: Cancer, Scorpioand Pisces are mute signs.

Violent signs : Aries, Scorpio—Violent signs, “no fears” 
They undertake all enterprises with courage and confidence.

Human signs: Gemini, Virgo, Aquarius and the 1st half 
of Sagittarius. Libra—Humane.

Voice signs: Gemini, Libra, Aquarius.
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Western authors—Virgo, Sagittarius and Taurus also.
Bestial signs : 4 legged: Arles. Taurus, Leo, Capricorn, 

2nd half of Sagittarius.

Dual signs: Gemini, Sagittarius and Plsces-

Bicorporeal or double-bodied signs : Gemini, 1st half of 
Sagittarius and Pisces.

Signs of short ascension: Capricorn to Gemini both 
inclusive : 90° on both sides of Vernal equinox.

Signs of long ascension : Cancer to Sagittarius both 
inclusive ; 90° on both sides of autumnal Equinox.

HOWTO JUDGE?

Physical appearance: (If the lord of the constellation in 
which the sub-lord of the ascendant is posited in)

Aries: Middle stature; lean, muscular; neither stout 
nor thick ; ruddy complexion ; long neck and face ; broad head, 
bushy eyebrows ; wiry hair.

Taurus : Middle stature ‘ plumpy body broad forehead! 
thick neck bright eyes; dark hair good complexion; well 
built, big shoulders, well-developed muscles.

Gemini: Tall, upright; straight body ; long hands ; thin 
legs; moderate complexion ; sharp eyes; long nose :

Cancer: Clumsy body; upper body barge; in; age big 
abdomen ; wide nose ; large mouth; brown hair; pale comple
xion.

Leo: Well-developed appearance; broad shoulders; 
broad forehead: Tall, well-built, muscular; full stature ; majes
tic appearance.

' irgo : Slender body ; tall, dark hair ; and eyes ; curved 
eyebrows, profuse growth of hair ; thin voice; quick walk, 
pot-belly; long nose.

Libra: Tall, well-proportioned body; slender limbs; 
strong, graceful appearance; sweet smile; attractive counte
nance ; beautiful eyebrows ; parrotlike nose.
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Scorpio: Well-proportioned body ; long nose ; average 
stature; broad face; commanding appearance ; short and curly 
hair, muscular body; good personality.

' Sagittarius: Well-proportioned, well-developed body; 
eyebrows high and bushy; long nose ; broad eyes, charming 
appearance; graceful look ; fair complexion ; beautiful.

Capricorn: Emaciated, weak ; slow growth ; slender, lean, 
wiry ; long nose ; deep set eyes; coarse hair. In old age, hunch 
backed.

Aquarius: Tall, full stature; oval face?; fair complexion; 
handsome appearance; defective teeth; brown shady hair.

Pisces: Short; plumpy, stout, muscular, spherical big 
eyes protruding, soft hair, silky.

CHARACTERISTICS:

(If the lord of the constellation in which the sub-lord of the 
ascendant is posited in):—

Aries: Active, ambitious ; bold, impulsive, rash, aggres
sive; argumentative; confidence, courage; high aim; ever 
enterprising ; dislikes subordination ; quick action ; unbounded 
confidence; executive ability; uncompromising spirit, mind 
pregnant with ideas ; no self-sacrifice ; fretful and boisterous ; 
over optimistic; over-trade; fanatic; bold, foolhardiness; 
demonstrative ; passionate; proud ; hasty, quarrelsome.

Taurus : Endurance ; Patience; never forget, nor forgive ; 
unrelenting ; slow, steady ; perseverance ; patience ; persis
tence ; conservative ; lazy : self-confidence ; deepset in tuition ; 
not verbose; stubborn ; loyal.

Gemini: Carefree; joyous: reluctant; versatile; restless; 
changeful; adaptability; intelligent; adviser ; fond of travel; 
indecisive; ever contemplating; insight waywardness, fickleness; 
generous ; or niggardly, no rule, no habit; quick grasp ; much 
retentive power; good reproductive ability.

Cancer: Changeability, timid; fertile imagination, emo
tional, sympathetic; over-sensitive; talkative; nervous irritabh 
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llty; brave In mental attitude; short temper; tenacious memory; 
diplomatic, discreet, conventional; loyal; impatient; very selfish.

Leo: Noble, large hearted, magnanimous, generous, 
furious, humanitarian, no evil thought, dignity, faith, less of talk, 
observes silence, likes flattery, enthusiastic, sports, speculation.

Virgo: Ever changeful, commercial instinct, very brisk, 
very quick ; thorough, methodical sensible, rational practical, 
discriminative, critical, self-pity, saves money, prudent, over
careful, proper, orderly, fond of horticulture, gardening, 
medicine, food, hygiene.

Libra: Level headed, mental equilibrium, dispassionate, 
compares and contracts, constructive critics foregoes, personal 
comforts, painstaking, helps others, popular, politicians, fertile 
imagination, correct intuition brilliant, Intellect, admirable 
refinement, pleasant nature, gentle and affectionate, easy-going, 
shrewd, persuasive, fond of opposite sex.

Scorpio: Very clever, hard working, overcritical, 
determined, never ideal, never mindful of obstacles, good 
imagination, sharp intelligence, intense feeling, emotion, 
good critic, resourceful, proper intuition, prompt action, 
successful bargains, self-assertion, impulsive action, independ
ence, excitement, likes and dislikes, gossip, non-interfering, 
frank, plain, blunt, revengeful.

Sagittarius: Bold, courageous; pushful, ambitious, greedy, 
aspiring, optimistic, never timid, dauntless, self-confidence, 
energy, enthusiasm, vigour, vitality, true, honest, sincere, 
God-fearing.

Capricorn : Economical, prudent, reasonable ; thoughtful, 
practical minded, methodical, plodding, persevering, patiently 
working, quick execution, careful decision, confidence, toler
ance, steady, reserved, fear of redicule, chooses friends, honest, 
sincere, reliable or conceited ; dishonest, selfish, greedy, miserly, 
criminal, underhand dealings.

Aquarius: Intelligent, careful and cautious, watchful and 
thoughtful, intelligent, slow in grasp, strong memory, broad 
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out-look human understanding, outspoken, unselfish, humane, 
impersonal, social/silent worker, new thoughts, fresh Ideas, 
research mind, steady and stubborn, inclination to science.

Pisces: Philosophical results, dreamy, contemplating, 
imagining, honest, outspoken, helpful, humane, forego, forgive 
and forget, unassuming, over-liberal, unbounded generosity, con
tradiction, in nature, sweet temper, social inclined.

HEALTH AND DISEASE

(If the sub-lord of the 6th cusp is deposited in the constella
tion of the planet deposited in):

Aries: Good health, enough immunity, fond of sports, 
energetic.

Headaches, burns, inflammatory diseases, affection of the 
brain, neuralgia, coma, high fever, colic pains,paralysis, apo
plexy, pimples, insomnia, ringworms, migraine, smallpox, 
malaria, affection of the brain, thrombosis.

Taurus: Robust health, never deficiency, slow recovery, 
tonsils, diptheria, pyorrhoea, throat, palate, neck, cold, apo
plexy, constipation, plethora, pimples and eyesore.

Gemini: Delicate health, strain, overtaxing, thereby ill- 
health, lungs, cold, running of the nose, influenza, Eosonophilia, 
pleurisy, Bronchitis, T.B. shoulders and arms affected.

Cancer i Fragile lungs, flu, cough, asthma, bronchitis, 
pleurisy, T.B. stomach upset, dyspepsia, flatulence, dropsy, beri
beri, nervous debility, fear complex, hysteria, jaundice, obstruc
tion of the bile, gall stone, boils on the chest.

Leo: Good constitution, quick recovery.

Heart disease, palgitation, spinal meningitis, syncope, 
locomotor ataxia, inflammations, sunstroke, giddiness, pestilence, 
Epilepsy, rheumatic fever.

Virgo: Good health, very active, careful about diet, 
abdomen. Hypochondria, chylifactive, typhoid, bowels, mab 
nutrition, tapeworm, intestinal disease.
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.r Libra: Normal health, susceptible for infectious disease, 
prophylactic measures needed.

Kidneys, loins, spines affected, uterus removal, appendi
citis, Lumbago, Polyria, Hernia.

Scorpio: Good health, quick recovery, generative organs, 
’ the bladder, womb, ovaries, prostate gland, venereal distemper, 

renal stone, gravel Adenoids, Polypi, Piles.

Sagittarius: Good health, quick recovery, Sciatica, 
rheumatic pain, fracture in the hip, lumbago, gout, eosonophilia, 
lung trouble, fracture of the bones, diabetes, affection of lungs, 
hiccough, asthma.

Capricorn: Leprosy, Erysipelas, Rheumatism, gout, 
indigestion, cold, melancholia, neuralgia, knees and petalla bones 

| fracture, urticaria, skin disease, eczema, dislocation.,

Aquarius: Below normal health, tooth trouble, tonsils, 
heart trouble, rheumatic pains, skin'disease, elephantiasis, eczema, 
eye-trouble, blood-pressure, insomnia, unrated gum.

Pisces: Moderate health, addicted to drinks, affection of 
the ankle, feet, dropsy, varicose veins, intestinal trouble, 
perspiration of the feet, typhoid, over-dose of medicine, corns, 
piles, deformities, T.B., deficiency of enzymes, hernia, deafness.

! FINANCE AND FORTUNE '

(If the sub-lord of the second cusp is deposited in the con
stellation of the planet situated in):

-I Aries: Can earn much, ’ spend much, ’ impulsive
| purchases, rash investments, think of today, never of tomorrow,
(start in a flash, end in a crash, act first, speak next, think last.

Taurus: Hoards money,, accumulates wealth, cautious 
spending, always keeps reserve, never risks in money matters, 
never squander, care for material status, invest on estates, agri
cultural lands, practically builds fortune steadily.

g Gemini: Either fortune or misfortune, family disputes,
' self-destruction and of changes, secret love affairs, detrimental.
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Cancer: Commercial career, trade, caterer, shops, stalls, 
nurses, careful expenses, prudent, saves by hard labour, accumu
lates wealth.

Leo: High position, deals big issues, spend-thrift, faces 
hard times, in youth lucky, gambles, speculates, cverliberal.

Virgo: Commercial instinct, careful about money, knows 
value of money, self-made, works hard, money accumulates, 
Investment nor profitable.

Libra: Business with partners, advisers, critics, story 
writers, able salesman, spend-thrift.

Scorpio: Impulsive purchases, extravagant expenses, 
makes large money, and spends much of it, no mind to save 
maximum, but fortune favours.

Sagittarius: Earns by fair means, no black money, 
satisfactory earnings, speculation not useful, false prestige, 
spends much.

Capricorn: Conservative, gains, fame and money 
resourceful, concentration, no speculation, invest on permanent 
position, industrious, saves money, no waste, no rest.

Aquarius : Makes money, inventions, discoveries, patiently 
saving, neither economical, nor extravagant.

Pisces: Very happy, helpful to others, interested in music, 
films, spends thereby, good business ability, keeps money safe, 
permanent service, successful politician.

ROMANCE (LOVE AFFAIRS):

If the sub-lord of the fifth cusp is deposited in the 
constellation of the planet, signifying the fifth house matter, 
situated in:—

Aries: Frank ; enthusiastic; charming; practical; 
freedom, adventure in love, ever-lasting affection, but dominant, 
nature, independent, or proud.
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Taurus: Loyal, true, faces an opposition, self-control 
needed, lucky, steady.

Gemini: Quick friendship, critics, finding fault with, no 
satisfaction, prefers variety, baffles others, controls, mixes with 
intellectuals, more romance-more happy, difficulty to understand.

Cancer: .No romance means no life to them, will sacrifice 
comforts, loyal and affectionate, sincere and true, yet fickle 
minded.

Leo: Romantic, deep love, keeps partner cheerful, ideal 
lover, very passionate, attracts \>thers, proud of family.

Virgo: Own ideals, so difficult, long delay to choose one, 
cares work, perfection, values the intellectuals, shy, touchy, finds 
fault with others.

Libra: Most lovable, experts in love affairs, sincere, 
present conversationalists, enjoys in full, satisfies.

Scorpio: Complex mood, energetic, dynamic, lacking 
sympathy, unsteady, expects appreciation from partner, gives 
comforts, and keeps in good cheer.

Sagittarius: Temper flares up, interest in games, society, 
family life not so important, person of integrity, and morals, 
allows freedom to wife.

Capricorn: Affectionate, but never gives expression, 
emotional, slow and cautious in selection, never bold and rash, 
Wait for the consent of the other, true and faithful.

Aquarius: Intelligent, prefers- educated partner, strong 
attachment, permanent one, unassuming, free, and social, sympa
thetic, and accommodative.

Pisces: Prefers beautiful partner, also intellectual, fond 
of fine arts, suspicious nature, dreams much, gets delayed, slow 
development.

(If the sub-lord of the 7th cusp is in a constellation, the 
lord of which is tenanted in Aries etc., the above results are to 
be given.)
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WHAT THE TWELVE HOUSES SIGNIFY ?

Lagna (First Bhava): Physical stature, colour, form and 
shape, constitution, health, vitality and vigour, habit of 
thinking, natural disposition and tendencies, personality and 
struggle for life, success or failure in attempts. General candour, 
honour, dignity, prosperity, general well-being. Head and upper 
part of the face. People in the country, person asking the 
question. Virtues, longevity, age, suffering. Appropriating 
other's money, gambling on other's money, skin Gains and 
profit to younger brother. Name, fame, reputation and the 
patrimony of mother. Higher studies, long journey, life in a 
foreign place or connection with strangers to native's children ; 
hostel, danger to maternal uncle, demise of partner, speculation 
of father, neighbours to elder brother and his short journeys.

Second house: Money matters, fortune, profit, gain or loss, 
one's power and resources, wordly attainments possessions of 
extrinsic value, jewellery, precious stones and metals, documents, 
bonds, securities, stocks and shares, promissory notes, mortgages, 
bank balance or negotiable or exchangeable assets.

Ability to express his thoughts. Second marriage, vision 
or the power of observation, right eye, memory, imagination, 
nail, tongue, nose, teeth, cheeks and chin.

Protects others, family members, law suits, extravagant or 
economical, loans, money lent, money borrowed, death of indi
vidual, national wealth, banking activities, revenue.

Money of the querist, truth or falsehood, tongue, eyes, nails, 
garment, copper, diamond, gem, pearl, trade, softness of speech, 
perfume to support others, effort in acquisition of wealth, mis
erliness or liberality, oratorical ability, gold, good silver, com, 
cereals, close dependent, pearls, ruby, minerals, clothes.

Loss to younger brother and his changes, mother's gains, 
profession and success of children, rank, position, long joumeyA 
to maternal uncle, danger to paitner, share of profits to partner,1 
common disease of the native's father, purchase of a house, or 
land or vehicle by elder brother.
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Third house : Mental inclination, ability, memory, intellect, 
inclination to study.

Courage, firmness, valour, prowess and heroism. Younger 
brother or sister, cousins, kindred, casual acquaintance, neigh
bour, short travel, cycle, bus, tram, or railway. Correspon
dence letter, papers, writings, accounting, mathematics, communi
cation, post offices, letter boxes, telephone, telegraph, teleprint, 
television, tele-communication, radio-reports, signal, airmail, 
mediator, messenger, publicity officer, reporter, editor, informa
tionofficer, Journalist. Change of residence, restlessness, Library, 
book-store, bargain, signature, signing contracts or agreements, 
rumours, carrying tales.,

Hands, throat, shoulder blade, collar bone, arms and 
nervous system.

Neighbouring countries, treaties, Roadside place, confusion 
of the mind, eating unspoiled or pure food, partition of property, 
female servant, Edible roots and fruits.

Fourth house: Mother, one’s home, residence, domestic 
environments, grave, private affairs, curious, secrets and secret 
life. Vehicles, fields, pastures, corn-fields, farms, orchards, 
mines, real estate, gardens, buildings, ancient dwellings, monu
ments and antiquities. Hereditary properties and treasures. 
School and collegiate. Mines, gardens, public buildings, crops, 
agriculture, Learning, boats, oil bath, small well, water, milk, 
trust, false allegation, tent, pavilion, pond, mansion, art, entrance 
into a house, celestial food, where stolen property is kept, vedic 
and secret texts. Herbs and caves.

Fifth bouse: Progeny, inclinations, pleasure; society, with 
tastes and fancies, artistic talents and gains, to wife or business 
partner’s luck, recreation, entertainment, amusement, sports, 
romance and similar interests, games, cinema opera, drama, music, 
dance, banquets, merriment and amusements. Cards, crossword 
puzzles, dice, horse, shares. Lottery, gambling or betting and 
stock exchange. Love affairs, courtship and licentiousness, 
kidnap, rape. Envoys, ambassadors, banquets. Good morals, 
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mechanical art, discretion, discrimination between virtue and sin 
chanting of vedic hymns, religious mindedness, profound learn
ing and wisdom, enormous riches, festive occasion, interne 
satisfaction, liasions with courtesans. Chanting of mantras and 
spiritual practice.

Sixth house: ‘House of sickness*. Disease, nursing 
food, dietary habits, service exhaustion, employees, subordinates 
or servants, debt or borrowing pet animals, small cattle, tenants, 
enmity, dress, and hygiene, sanitation, herbs, food and 
clothing. Favourable result in competition. Obstacle in any 
undertaking, maternal uncle, insanity, enmity, miserliness, intense 
anguish, incessant eye trouble, untimely meals, theft, calamity, 
prison house. Industries, sanitation and public health. Purchase 
or sale of conveyance, by younger brother or sister, short 
journeys of the mother, the bank position and profession of the 
first issue, and his family, loss to the partner, investment or 
purchases made by the partner, the secret enemies of the partner, 
separation from the partner. Occupation or business of the 
father. Danger to one's elder brother.

Seventh house: ‘House of the union or earthy ties', legal 
bondage, partner in trade, those with whom the native transacts, 
litigation, duels. Mix up freely in society. Fines, divorces, 
legal bondage, contracts, break of journey. Influence in foreign 
countries, honour and reputation achieved there, danger to 
longevity. Recovery of lost property, describes the thief, 
international relationships, arbitrations, war and foreign affairs, 
international trade, public meetings, open warfare. Self-acquisi- 
tion of the native's servant, mother's immovable property 
vehicle, adopted child. Secret enemy's danger, difficulties, 
death, associates and friends of father, partnership with his 
father's friend.

Eighth house: Longevity or span of life. ‘House of 
death', inheritance, legacies, wills, Insurance, gratuity, dis- 
incarnation, death—natural or unnatural, drowning, fire, accident 
or suicide. Mystery and misery, misfortune, sorrow and strife, 
worries and privations, delay and dejection, disappointment and
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defeat, loss and obstruction, blame and ill-repute, accident, 
danger from enemies. Wrong actions, crossing river, theft, 
robbery, siege of a fort, fighting. Dowry, unearned wealth, 
share of profit. Surgeons, medical officers, health inspectors, 
slaughter houses, butchers, comers and so on. Public mortality 
the death rate, suicide, serious accidents, infection, flood, fire, 
famines, disease, earthquake,.national calamity or grief, financial 
relation with foreign countries, the nation’s exports and imports 
debts due to foreign countries, surrender or loss, territory of 
another country, public loans, debts and interest rates, deficit 
budget, estate duties and public sales. Insurance, money of the 
deceased. Difficulties in journey, sufferings caused by enemies, 
corruption, mother may gain by way of lottery, prize bond or 
in speculation.

Ninth house: Faith, wisdom and divine worship, fortune, 
philosophy, religious and philosophical beliefs, devoted, ortho
dox, methodical meditation intuition and forethought, 
temples, churches, mosques, spiritual welfare, pilgrimage to 
holy places, circular reservoirs, sacrifices and charity, research, 
invention, discovery, exploration, the father-spiritual-preceptor: 
or gum of the children. Law, legal arbitration, teaching, 
dharma, dreams and visions, communications with spirits, long 
journeys, sea voyage, air travel.

Publishing books of intrinsic value, international affairs, 
reverence and devotion to God, communication, sea voyage, 
shipping, air and land travel, legal departments, matters relating 
to religion, temples, churches, science, Universities, emigration 
and immigration, import and export of the nation, national trade, 
shortwave radio, long-distance communications, cables and 
wireless.

Charity, visits, to holy places, vedic sacrifice, purity of 
mind, penance, good conduct, mythology, horses, elephants, 
buffaloes, coronation hall, circulation of money.

Wells, lakes, tanks, water-sheds, temples, monetary vows, 
pilgrimage. Short travels of the wife, servant’s vehicle and 
landed property, child’s speculative benefits and pleasures, 
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mother's illness, younger brother's wife, friends to the elder 
brother.

Tenth house : Lordship, honour, dignity and public esteem, 
name and fame, power and prestige, credit and 'conduct, success 
and status, rank and renown, respect and reputation, ambition 
and authority Worldly activities, responsibilities.

Permanency promotion, advancement, appointment Pro
fession occupation or business ‘Karmasthana'. Last rites, to 
one's parents, religious functions, employer, superior, master, 
judge and the Government.

Pilgrimage to holy places, Honour from Government, 
honourable living, permanance, pre-eminance, seal of authority, 
horse riding, athletics, service, sacrifice and the like, agriculture, 
doctor, name, fame, depositing treasure, talisman, morality, 
medicine, thigh, prosperity, adopted son, teaching, intellectual 
command mantras.

Rain, retirement from the world, one's valour, prowess 
learning and fame, substances taken away by the thieves, judges, 
stewards, president in the race clubs, aristocracy of the owners 
of the horses and the trainers. Head of the State, national 
leaders, national trade, father's self-acquisition, maraka house to 
both father and mother permanent possessions or conveyance 
of the business, or married partner, pleasurable pursuits of 
servants, ill-health to children, debts incurred by them, litigation, 
election, Danger to younger brother, mother's opponents, loss 
and secret inimical activities to one's elder brother.

Eleventh house: House of friends, society community, 
favourites, flatterers, admirers, associates, advisers, adherents, 
supporters, well-wishers, close acquaintances, hopes, wishes and 
aspirations and their realisation. Success in all undertakings, 
foreign collaboration, election, litigation, speculation, writings, 
health. Profit, incoming wealth.

Principal and interest, pleasure, prosperity, profit, progress 
in attempts, peace after achievement of aspirations, partnership 
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and permanent tie of friendship, reformative, unconventional 
activities. Elder brother, cure of the disease, “Trusts”.

Left ear, the right foot, the left hand and the two shanks, 
prosperity and wealth. One’s influence, eldest brother, paternal 
uncle., devotion to God, luck, easy gains, brother-in-law, mothers 
longevity, the knee, happy news, ministership, dawn of fortune.

Bhadhakasthana for persons bom in movable sign. Know
ledge, income, horses, elephants, vehicle, chariots, furniture, 
ornaments, swinging cradles, decoration, sovereign, money, son- 
in-law, daughter-in-law.

Jewels, parliament or equivalent legislative branches, Lok 
Sabha, Lower House of State Assemblies, Corporations, Munici
pal Bodies, District Boards, Panchayats.

Government policies and planning, international friendships 
and exchange of amenities, companies, stores associations, 
societies, in horse racing the committee under the control of the 
stewards. Number of the winner is shown by this house.

Government loans, electric companies, gas, museum, 
agriculture, estate, irrigation, silk. Hopes and desires, father’s 
short journeys, gains through correspondence, birth of children, 
partner’s pleasurable pursuits, speculation. Recovery from ill- 
health and victory over enemies. Children’s competitors, danger, 
younger brother, long journeys, Lreedom from misery and' pain, 
discharge from hospital.

Twelfth house: Loss and impediments restraint and 
limitation, waste and extravagance, expenses, drudgery and 
deception.

Purchases, investments, donations, charity and association 
with philanthropic institution. Separation from family and going 
to a place far away, sorrow .and sin, sedition and segregation, 
obstacles and impediments, misery and misfortune, poverty 
and persecution. Intrigue and imprisonment, secret toil of mind.

Pear, inferiority complex, solitude, secret, silent suffering 
and self undoing. Greatest self-sacrifice, unselfish deeds, 
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seclusion and social barriers, limitations and restrictions, 
unseerf or unexpected troubles.

Secret plots and schemes, conspiracy and cunningness, envy 
and malice, fraud and treachery, intrigue and deception and 
suicide, murder or assassination. Exile and extradition, secrecy, 
mystery, mediumship, psychic research, occult investigations, 
detective work, confinement in hospital, nefarious scheme, decep
tion, fraud, scandal, disgrace and secret sorrows.

Success through occult affairs, invention of chemical 
processes, danger from animals, disgrace, laborious occupations, 
bruises through animals, success in places remote from the place 
of birth and with large animals. Aid from charitable institutions. 
Banished persons, malefactors, lost goods never recovered, long 
hidden wrath, vile persons reproaches and disobedience. Hidden 
house, hidden side of life, sound sleep or not (third house show 
one's awakening from sleep), the 6th house signifies trance, the 
9th relates to dreams, Mental pain, agitation, the feet, the left 
eye, fear from enemies, mutilation of a limb, bodily injury, 
harm, wretchedness, imprisonment, anger, termination of 
appointment.

Comfort of bed, unexpected demands, pressure of money, 
uncommon expenses, gift, charity, donation, segregation as jails, 
asylums, invalid and the prisoner. Sanatorium and nursing home, 
Mental Hospital.

Life in a foreign place, trials and tribulations, sorrow and 
self-undoing, arson, loot, rape, poisoning, boot-legging, smuggl
ing, blackmailing, the limitations and restrictions brought on the 
owners of the horses, the barring of jockey's from riding, fraud 
and deceptive action, sedition, treason, assassination, Philan
thropic, charitable or reformative institutions, jails, asylums, 
crime in general, spies, underground movements, secret and 
occult societies, father's permanent possession, vehicle, sickness 
of wife, the litigation, danger, difficulties and disappointment to 
children, long journeys to mother, younger brother's profession, 
popularity and his prosperity.
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RULING PLANETS

By ruling planets, it is meant that a particular moment is 
ruled by a few planets. That is, one is to note (1) the exact posi
tion of the zodiac which would be rising for that moment for 
that locality on that day, the name of the day, (3) the con
stellation in which Moon would be passing then, (4) the sign in 
which Moon would be.

Everyday has its lord as follows:—

1. Sunday is ruled by Sun, 2. Monday by Moon, 3. 
Tuesday by Mars, 4 Wednesday by Mercury. 5. Thursday by 
Jupiter 6. Friday by Venus and 7 Saturday by Saturn. If Rahu or 
Kethu were to occupy a sign then Rahu and Kethu will act as an 
agent of the lord of the sign Suppose Rahu is in Aquarius or 
Capricorn then Rahu also should be taken as a ruling planet for 
Saturday or when Capricorn or Aquarius is the lagna or the sign 
in which Moon passes. Kethu in Leo will represent Sunday. If 
Kethu were to be in Cancer it indicates Mondays. Kethu in 
Gemini represents Virgo also. If Moon or Lagna is in Virgo, 
Kethu should be included.

The lord of the star in which the Ascendant rises in the east.

The lord of the sign rising in the east, i.e. the lagna. If a 
planet owning two houses, rules this sign and either Rahu or 
Kethu were to be in either of the two signs, node must be 
included. The lord of the star in which Moon passes comes next.

The lord of the sign in which Moon is at that time. This 
lord may own another sign and a node may be in either of the 
two. Node should be taken for judgment. All the above lords 
are called the Ruling planet/.

Among these, these deposited in the constellation of a 
retrograde planet should be rejected. Those which are retro
grade will cause delay till it is retrograde and they will be 
fruitful, after they in direct motion reach a particular sub. 
Planets which are in the sub of those who are detrimental to the 
matters of a particular Bhava, indicate when the matter will fall 
through. Those which are in direct motion and which are the 
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significators of the matter under judgment, they give the desired 
results.

Many instances are given how to judge and how they are 
helpful.

I

WHEN WILL THE TRUNK-CALL MATERIALISE?

Consider the houses 3, 9 and 11. Take the sub-lord of the 
11th cusp and find out whether the lord of the constellation in 
which the sub-lord is deposited, is not retrograde. If it were to 
be retrograde, no purpose will be served by that call. If the lord 
of the constellation in which third cusp sub-lord is deposited is 
retrograde, the call will not materialise. If the sub-lord of the 
9th cusp is retrograde, the other party cannot be contacted. But 
if they are in direct motion find out the significators of the houses 
3, 9 and 11 as it will materialise.

Since the call is to materialise in minutes or in hours one 
need not work out dasa balance, one has to note only the move
ment of the ascendant and calculate when the ascendant will 
come to the position in the zodiac which is governed by the 
ruling planets and also the significators of the houses 3, 9 
and 11.

A planet which is the significator of 3 should also be the 
significators of 9 or 11. Similarly the significator of 9 also 
should be the significator of 3 or 11. The significator of 11 should 
be the significator of 3 or 9. Such of the significators alone must 
be taken. If a planet is not the significator of 9 and 11 but is 
the significator of 6 or 8 or 12, one can take it that, that parti
cular planet is not the significator for this trunk-call, even 
though it is the significator of the third house. Similarly if a 
planet is the significator. of the 9 and it is also the significator 
of 6 or 8 or 12, and is not the significator of 3 or 11, then the 
party in the other end will be absent, only when significator of 
the 9th is also a significator or either 3 or 11, then alone he wil[ 
answer the call. If a planet is the significator of the 11th 
house and notihe significator of 3 or 9, but is the significator of 
other houses reject this planet. Select those planets which are 
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the significator of the 11th house and also the significator of 3 or 
9 or both

On 2 -9-69. 
at 9-00 A.M. As

a telephone trunk call to Kandy was booked 
i’ was an urgent call and Kandy was about 16

VI is0 55'
Sat. 

14* 48' 
VII 20’22'

VIII 
18’ 55' IX 16’ 55

Rahu 
27* ‘5' 

V 17° 55'
9-00 A.M.

X 16’ 55'

IV If 55'
Moon 
1" 52'

21-9--1969 Venus 
4’ 14' 

XI 17’ 55 
Kethu 

27’ 21'

III 16* 55' 
Mars 

6’ 29'
II 18’ 55' I 20’ 22'

Sun 4* 38 
Jup. 19’1' 
XII 19’ 55

Mercury 
20’ 15'

miles away from Matale. 
I expected the trunk call 
within an hour or two if 
the line is in order. 
Before I could get the 
call I worked out the 
time of fructification of 
the call according to 
Krishnamurti Padh
dhati.

Time of judgment: 
9-00 A. M;21-l-f9;

7° 28'N ; 80’ 27'E.
Lagna; 20-22' Thula

Ayanamsa used : 23° 20' (Krishnamurti)
Ephemeris used: (Krishnamurti.)

Planets Lord 1 of Constellation Lord of sub.
Sun Sun Saturn
Moon Sun Jupiter
Mars Kethu Rahu
Mercury (R) Moon Kethu
Jupiter Moon Mercury
Venus Kethu Moon
Saturn (RJ Venus Venus
Rahu Jupiter Venus
Kethu Sun Moon

For the fructification of telephone trunk call, houses 3 and 
11 have to be judged.

The third house is occupied by the Moon. Mercury and 
Jupiter occupy the star of Moon. Jupiter is the lord of 3rd. 
Rahu is in Jupiter star. So the significators are Mercury, Jupiter 
and Rahu.
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The eleventh house is occupied by Kethu, Sun and Jupiter, 
t ' Mars and Venus are posited in the constellation ruled by Kethu. 

Moon, Sun and Kethu are in Sun’s constellation. Rahu Is in the 
star of Jupiter ; So the significators are Mars, Venus, Moon, Sun 

| and Rahu.

I Now the significators that contribute to the fructification of
the telephone trunk call are Mercury, Jupiter, Rahu, Mars, 
Venus, Moon and Sun.

The 3rd cusp is in the star of Kethu and sub of Moon.

The 11th cusp is in Venus star and Mars sub.

As the sub-lords of these cusps happen to be strong signifi
cators, the fructification of the call is assured.

In order to fix the significators which will rule the moment 
when the call materialises, take the mling planets at the time of 
judgment:—

f'
1. The day was Sunday whose ruler is Sun.
2. The star in which Moon was transitting at the time 

of booking was ruled by Sun.
3. The sign in which Moon was transitting was Makara, 

ruled by Saturn.
4. The rising at the time of b oking was Thula, 

owned by Venus.
5. The rising star in which lagna falls was Jupiter.

So the ruling planets are Sun, Saturn, Venus and Jupiter.

The common ones found among the significators are Sun, 
Jupiter and Venus. These planets conjointly indicate the time 
of fructification of the trunk call, irrespective of whether it is a 
minor or major event. As the call will be realised within a few 
minutes or hours, the transit of the lagna is to be considered. 
So 1 calculated the position of Zodiac to rise in the East. It 
can be Venus sign, Jupiter star, Sun sub, Venus sub sub. So, as 
stated above, the rising lagna will be 29° 20' Thula.

The correct time of fructification of trunk call was calcula
ted taking Nirayana lagna as 29° 20' Thula. The Ayanamsa 
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adopted was 23° 20'. Sidereal time for the Moon at Metale on 
this date is 11 hr. 59 mts. 52 sec. When calculated, the result 
arrived at was 9-41 A.M. So I declared the trunk call will 
materialise at 9-41 A.M. only.

As predicted the telephone trunk call came through sharp 
at 9-41 A.M.

FRIENDS’ ARRIVAL!

On 9th February, 1969, a certain function was arranged at 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. I was to go there with my friend. 
My friend was expected to arrive before 1 P.M. I waited for 
some more time but even at 1-10, he did not come. My wife, 
being anxious to know whether he will come or not, asked me 
to predict his time of arrival.

Immediately, I took the ruling planets as the significators, 
and calculated. I found out that my friend would surely arrive 
and it would be around 1-47 P.M. to 1-49 P.M. Why? The 
calculation is as follows :—

The ruling planets were
(1) The day was Sunday ; ruler was SUN
(2) The star in which Moon was transitting at the time 

of query was Swathi; ruler was Rahu.

(3) The sign in which Moon was transiting was Libra, 
ruled by Venus.

(4) The lagna, rising at the time of query was Taurus 
ruled by Venus.

(5) Rising star in which lagna falls was Moon.

So, Ruling planet was SUN, RAHU, VENUS and MOON.

The mling planets indicate the nature of query and time of 
fructification of query. Lord of one in the 11th house promises 
the meeting, i.e., his coming. So his coming to our house is 
definite—vciy certain—When, is the question ? Since the matter 
relates only to minor event, which is to take place with a few 
minutes or a few hours, the transit of the lagna is to be conside
red and I calculated the position in the Zodiac to rise in the 
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East. It can be Venus sign Moon star Sun sub. So, I said 
1*55 P.M. Then my wife asked why it should not be Rahu star 
Sun or Moon sub.

I replied “Rahu star is in Mercury sign, Mercury is not 
one of the ruling planets.”

“Then, why not Mrigasira in Venus sign,” asked she. I 
said Mars is the lord of Mrigasira and it is not one of the mling 
planets. Then she tried and thought loudly PunarvasU can’t be 
as Jupiter is not one of the ruling planets. Pushya can’t be as 
Saturn is not one of the mling planets. So also Alesha. Thus 
she thought one after another and said “Why can’t he come 
when lagna is in Venus sign, Rahu star, Sun or Moon sub. I 
said the function is at 3 P.M Lagna can be in Venus sign Rahu 
star after 10 P.M. Where will young men go after 10 P.M. ? 
Not to a colleague’s house. So you have no alternative. This 
is the only answer.

Actually when my friend arrived, the lagna was transiting 
in the sub sub of Rahu in the sub of SUN in the star Rohini 
ruled by Moon in the sign Taurus (22° 50) governed by Venus. 
The time was a few seconds to 1-48 P.M. I.S.T.

As, invariably in all cases, without any single failure, using 
ruling planets one can decide correctly the nature of event, and 
predict precisely the moment, what can one understand. The 
Ayanamsa given out by the Editor alone is correct. If you take 
any other Ayanamsa, you will get wrong timing using ruling 
planets, judge thousands of cases. Verily then and there. 
Not only ruling planets are very useful to offer correct predic
tion, but also this proves beyond doubt that Krishnamurti 
Ayanamsa is alone very very correct and any other figure used 
is never correct. Ayanamsa or any problem is not a vexed one, 
if intelligent research workers with open mind, forgetting the 
number of years of so-called experience in wrong lines, honestly 
work. Solution comes. A boy calls that he has more than 
3 years’ experience in one particular class, say, VIII Standard. 
For the fourth year, he studies in the same class. Another 
talented boy comes and joins in that class. The longstanding 
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student again fails ; The new entrant scores distinction, bags 
prizes and is respected and regarded. Similarly K. P. followers 
win the appreciation of the consultants by offering uncanny 
predictions ; credit goes to my intelligent student's making correct 
calculations and honest attempts. There is nothing as Tendency. 
You may desire to have anything in a few minutes. You can 
get only at the time predicted by K.P. K P. unfolds the 
destiny correctly.

1. When will the servant sent to the bank, return 
after cashing the cheque ?

As the native is to receive the cash, judge the second 
house. Since he is a servant, consider the sixth house. If he 
knocks away and does not return, the 12th house will indicate. If 
he returns, it will be a reunion and also the legitimate gain of 
cash which is your desire. So include the eleventh house. 
Therefore one is to judge the houses 2, 6 and 11. This is to 
calculate on a number given or chosen and work out to find the 
time of the return of the messenger.

When the urge is there, note the ruling planets and find out 
when that position of the Zodiac will rise in the east for that 
locality on that day, which is governed by the ruling planets.

A cashier sent a messenger to the treasury to get the cash. 
Then messenger left the office at 11-00 A.M. on 13th December, 
1968. The day was a Friday. Star was Uthirapalguni. Rasi 
was in Virgo. The lagna fell in Aquarius. Hence the Ruling 
planets are Venus, Sun, Mercury and Saturn.

On that day the signs which are to rise are Pisces owned by 
Jupiter; Aries governed by Mars and then Taurus, the lord of 
which is Venus. As Jupiter and Mars are not the mling 
planets reject those signs. Then consider the sign Taums owned 
by Venus There is no Saturn star in Taurus; no Mercury star 
in Taurus; but there is the Sun’s star, Karthik. Hence Taurus 
sign and Sun star; 0 degree Taurus to 10 degree Taurus. In 
that, we have to take the sub-lord. As Saturn is the lord of 
lagna al the time of judgement and Mercury is the lord of the 
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sign where Moon was, and since the lord of the lagna is stronger 
than lord of the rasi, take the sub of Saturn and sub sub of 
Mercury. That is 3° 30' must rise in the east to Madras on that 
day. After calculations it was found that the messenger would 
return exactly at 4 P.M.

Actually he returned at 4 P. M. instead of 2 P.M. at which 
time he used to return. This calculation offers peace of mind 
to the accountant between 2 and 4 P.M,

2. Child’s return from school

To find out the correct time, note the mling planets at the 
time of judgment. Find out the sign which is rising and which 
is to rise next and so on. Then that sign which is governed by 
one of the ruling planets should have the star governed by 
another ruling planet. In that you have to find out the sub-lord 
of which is one of the ruling planets. When this position in 
that sign would rise in the east, the girl will return.

You also ask for a number to be given by the mother of the 
child. Erect the horoscope having the ascendant at the position 
as indicated by the number of the mother. Note the 11th cusp. 
If the sub-lord is deposited in the constellation of a planet in 
retrograde motion, the child will not return home. But if the 
sub-lord is in direct motion, note the significators of the 5th and 
the 11th houses. Find out which position of the zodiac is 
governed by the significators. Calculate when it would rise in 
the east. That will be the time when the child will return home.

3. Railway receipt received. Parcel not yet come, 
When?

Note the time when the urge is there to find out the time of 
taking delivery. Immediately work out as follows. What are 
the ruling planets then? Find out the position of the zodiac, 
from the position of the Sun at the time of judgment.

As this question suggest that it should be received in a few 
days, the motion of the Sun is to be noted. The Moon must 
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reach the position governed by the ruling planets conjointly 
Need not be New Moon ; 2 or 3 positions in the Zodiac are 
ruled by the same group of planets. Reject those mling planets 
situated in the constellation of the retrograde planets Select 
those deposited in the constellation of the planets in direct 
motion. Note from the sign occupied by Moon and be proce
ding. When it touches that position in sign, star and sub
lords of these being the ruling planets tenanted in the constella
tion of planet in direct motion; Similarly, note the Sun’s 
position. The parcel will be received and taken delivery.

A person may receive advice from a foreign land saying 
that th: machinery had been shipped. Yet one would like to 
know when it would be received. The above method is to be 
followed. Similarly if one wants to know the moment when 
the astronauts will return after landing in the Moon, the method 
is the same. Hence the principle remains the same. Ruling 
planets will reveal the tmth.

N B— If a matter is to be materialised in days and within 
a month you take the position of Moon and therefrom you 
calculate. But if it would take more than a month, move the 
Sun from the present position of the Sun. If the matter is to 

fructify in some years move Jupiter from the position occupied 
by Jupiter at that time. If one asks which month I can celeb
rate the marriage of my daughter in that yew, Su i must reach 
the position governed by the Ruling planets. But if one a ks 
in which year one will build a house, move Jupiter. If one 
wants to know wh ’n his fever will subside move Moon. If 
one wants to know when his wife would deliver and adds that 
it is the fourth month, then move the Sun. If it is the same 
month for delivery, move Moon. If expected on the same 
day, take lagna If one says that one would like to start a 
business in a few years, then move Jupiter. This is the way how 
one is to make the best and most correct method of using the 
Ruling planets.

Also one can a’k for a number within 249 and work out-
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RECEIPT OF DRUGS

On I5-9-’69, friends at- office had gathered together at 
9-06 A.M. It was a time for ridicule and laughter as the predic
tion appeared to have failed. It was predicted that certain 
dangerous drugs could come on 13-9-’69 at 2-39 P.M. Predic
tion was given on 13-9-’69 at 1-15 P.M. K.P. was applied with 
full confidence. These drugs were expected from Colombo. 
The morning train from Colombo which brings mails andtparcels 
had come but the drugs did not come. The railway station and 
the post-office were contacted and it was a disappointment. 
There were no reasons to expect the drugs on this day any more 
and thus a critical situation was create. Action was taken so 
that they reach our hands atleast on 16-9-’69.

I was worried over this prediction and I wanted to check
up the same when I 
returned my home for 
lunch. I went through 
my workings and found 
that it gave the same 
result. The result is re
produced here as follows: 
Time of query 1-15 
P.M. Place: Matale

7"N 28' and 80° E 
37') Date 13-9-’69.

Lagna for the mo
ment 11° 57’ Dhanus.

IV 16° 28'
V 14° 58' 

Saturn 
15° 03'

VI 13° 27' VII 11’57'

Rahu 
27° 46' 

in 14° 58'
Time: 1-15 P.M. 
Date: 13—9—’69

VIII 
13° 27' 
Venus 

24’ 42'

II 13° 27'

IX 14° 58’
Sun 

26° 55' 
Kethu 

27° 46'

I 11° 57' 
Mars 
1’ 48'

XII13° 27' XI 14° 58'

Moon 
14° 27'

X 16° 28' 
hip.17° 17' 
Mer.20°54'

Xth Cusp to 16° 28’Kanya. Ayanamsa used 23° 20’.

Planets Lord of the 
Constellation

Lord of Sub

Sun Sun Sun
Moon Moon Jupiter
Mercury Moon Venus
Venus Mercury Rahu
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Planets Lord of the Lord of SUB
Constellation

Mars Kethu Venus
Jupiter Mercury Mercury
Saturn Venus Venus
Rahu Jupiter Venus
Kethu Sun Moon

The drugs arriving at the institution means reaching the 
correct destination or place. So one is to take the 4th house 
and find out the ruling planets. It is the wish of one and all 
including the patients to receive the drug in time. So include 
the 11th house. So consider the houses 4th and 11th.

The fourth house is vacant. Jupiter is the lord of 4th and 
aspects its own house. Rahu is in the star of Jupiter. So Rahu 
and Jupiter are significators.

My Guruji says that significators show chances of success, 
and whether they are promised or not are found from the sub
lord of the respective cusps. The 4th cusp is in the star of 
Saturn and sub Jupiter. The 11th cusp is in the star of Rahu 
and sub of Kethu. In this case, it promises success in receipt of 
drugs. As it is expected within a few days, consider the transit 
of Sun. He is in Simha and does not transit in any star of any 
of the significators. So consider the transit of Moon. She will 
transit in the sign of Venus (Thula), star of Rahu and sub 
Jupiter within a few days. Further, it is found that she transits 
on 15-9-’69 (in Thula) in Rahu star, Jupiter sub and Venus 
Anthra.

Planets posited favourably with the major lord will always 
help, assist and co operated with the major lord in giving 
the expected result. Planets inharmoniously disposed with the 
major lord will bring obstacles and cause delay.

So for another lord, the immediate major lord is the bukthi 
lord. As such, consider the positions of Venus and Saturn. 
Venus is better disposed than Saturn to the bukthi lord Jupiter, 
as it is in the 11th while Saturn is in the 8th from Jupiter. So 
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in Saturn Anlhra, the drugs may come but will not come to 
band. In Venus Anthra, it will come to hand. So the drugs 
will be had when Moon is in the star of Rahu, sub of Jupiter and 
sub sub of Venus, i.e., 9° 32' 21* Thula, and the correct time 
will be 2-35 P.M.

Lastly, I checked up with the ruling planets too, at the 
moment of query. The day was 13-9-’69 Saturday, ruled by 
Saturn, and Rahu acts as Saturn’s agent being in its sign. The 
lord of lagna was Jupiter, Moon was transiting in its own star 
in Kanya. All these satisfied me in arriving at the conclusion 
and the day of receipt would be Monday (15-9-’69> ruled by 
Moon. So like a school boy, I was expecting to see the result 
at 2-39 P.M. 1 was hoping against hopes. The hour was 
approaching closer and still there was confidence to check up 
the result. At 2-30 PM. I personally went to the railway 
station and was disappointed. In the meantime, the administra
tion unit was informed by the postal authorities of receipt of 
three registered parcels addressed to the Head of our Institution. 
They promptly took action and when those parcels came to my 
hand for checking and necessary action, the time was 2-39 P.M 
sharp. It was a wonderful experience and the prediction was 
very very correct. Later, on inquiry, I found that these parcels 
were delayed at Kandy on changing them from one train to 
another.

All my friends were stunned at this incident and the correct 
prediction. This perfectness was due to Prof. K. S. Krishna
murti’s fruitful research and his system of Advanced Stellar 
Astrology.

TRAIN RUNNING LATE: TRACK DAMAGED; 
WHEN WILL IT REACH HOME?

I. It is necessary to note whether we will reach our home 
at all. So, we have to find out the sub-lord of the 4th cusp. If 
the sub lord of the 4th cusp is in the constellation of a planet in 
a movable sign and unafflicted, we will reach the destination 
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shortly. But if the lord of the constellation in which the sub
lord of the 4th cusp is in a fixed sign, the passengers may have 
to stay in a place for long duration. But if the lord of the con
stellation in which the sub-lord is deposited, is in a common 
sign, then there will be delay. If the sub-lord is afflicted by a 
natural malefic like Saturn there will be undue delay and also 
the passengers have to undergo much of sufferings. If it is Mars 
or Rahu, some repairs also may be needed. But if the lord of 
the constellation in which the sub-lord of the 4th is deposited, 
is conjoined with a benefic, then after delay we will reach our 
home safe. If the question is whether we will make a journey, 
we have to judge the 3rd house. So, for this question we have 
to judge primarily house 4 and then the house 11.

II. An example is given below :
Reaching Destination

“What is the time now, please ?”
“Half past six.” It is early morning)
“What is this station?”
“Sholapur Junction.”
“Oh God ! If the train runs like this,* I am afraid we can’t 

reach Madras today.
‘‘Wherefrom are you coming?”
“Andhra”.
“Good: Please mention any number between 1 and 249.”
“You know Astrology, Sir : Canyon tell me something” ?

“That is alright. You can consult later. First give a 
number.”

“Nine, Sir.”

Another passenger said “I am not worried about the time 
of arrival of train at Madras. But we should thank our stars, 
if she runs safely under these disturbed conditions.

His wife said since a few days, it is not so bad. “ I 
will not take so much time as those passengers who left
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Delhi on 15th May. 1969 and reached

XII 6-09 
Rahu 
3-26

Ven. 0-11 
Sat. 10-12 

Asc. 
11-26-40

Sun. 14-09 
Merc. 
14-43

II 16-09
III 14-09

XI 6-09 IV 10-09

X 10-09 V6-09

IX 14-09
Mars
17-32

VIII 16-09

Moon 
9-37 
VII 

11-26-40

Jup. 2-50 
Kethu 

3-26 
VI 6-09

Mercury sub 11-26-40 to'13° 20'.

Madras 192 hours after
wards.”

“True : This was the 
same time
Astronauts
Moon and
America.”

taken by 
to go to

return to

Horoscope for 6-30 
A.M. on 28-5-1969 at 17° 
40’ N Sholapur is as 
follows :—

Number 9 means Aries 
—Mars sign :

Aswin—Kethu star—

For events which are to happen in a day or two. there is no 
meaning in calculating dasa balance.

JUDGMENT

Arriving at Madras means reaching home. So one is to 
take the 4th house and find out the mling planets. It is the wish 
of one and all to reach home. So include 11th house.

Find out the significators. Fourth house extends from 
Cancer 10° 9' to Leo 6° 9'. No planet is deposited in the 4th 
house. Ruler of the sign where 4th cusp falls (i.e.. Cancer) is 
Moon. Lord of the constellation is Saturn and sub-lord is 
Venus.

The 4th cusp falls in 10° 9'. It means it is in Venus sub; 
the lord of the constellation in which Venus is deposited, is 
Kethu; Kethu is conjoined with Jupiter. It is not afflicted by 
Saturn or Mais by conjunction or aspect.

Therefore, reaching home safe is promised. Let us find out 
when?

4th house lord Moon governs Rohini, Hastham and 
Sravanam ; Mercury and Sun are in Rohini.
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11th house is occupied by Rahu and its constellation is 
occupied by Moon.

In Sun’s sign there is neither Moon’s star nor Mercury star. 
But in Moon’s sign there is Mercury star. So, the third significa
tor Sun can be the sub-lord.

Then the point in the Zodiac to rise in the east, at the time of 
arrival at Madras should be Moon sign Mercury star Kethu sub.

Why?

Moon fulfils the desire. It has only one sign. Mercury and 
Sun are in the constellation of lord of 4. There is no Sun’s star, 
nor Kethu's star (Kethu represents Mercury) in Cancer. There is 
only Mercury star. So the lagna at Madras on 30-5-69 should be 
above 16° 49’ Cancer-Nirayana, i.e., 10°00’ Leo Sayana.

(If one goes by air to another country and a city therein, 
then to the place of destination one is to find the time when such 
a position in the Zodiac would rise. 10° Leo Sayana is rise at 
13° North and 80.15E.

It will be 10 hrs. 15 mts. A M. I.S.T. on 30-5-69.

“Why should it not be 10-15 A M. today?” If some one 
asks, we have to reply it is the train by which we travel. 
Hundreds of miles cannot be covered in 4 hours. We should use 
commonsense. Scientifically the Moon at the moment of query 
is in Libra owned by Venus and the Ascendant is in Taurus 
owned by the Venus. So day of arrival can be Friday.

Why should it not go on Saturday, another 24 horns later?

Saturn is neither a ruling planet nor a significator. So, 
Friday 30-5-69 at 10 15 A M. must be the time.

Readers will be pleased to understand that G. T. which left 
Delhi on 27-5-69 reached Madras on 30-5-69 only at 10-15 A.M.

Correct time of birth

Nowadays, even though we have got watches, clocks and 
learned medical attendants to attend upon the labour case and 
note down the exact time of the birth, yet the parents fail to
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keep a record of the correct time of the birth in many cases. 
Further, nowadays, there are many refugees who had left their 
belongings in the countries where they were and had come here; 
a few Jost their parents during the disturbance; most of them 
lost their horoscopes. Therefore, it is not possible to know lhe 
correct time of the birth, even though they may be knowing the 
date of birth. To find birth time, there ate various rules given in 
Hndu Traditional System; the Westerners follow pre-natu! 
epoch. All th tit methods ure useless for such customers. Only 
the ruling planets at the moment of judgment will be useful and 
innumerable instances arc given in the magazine “ Astrology & 
Athrishta

Procedure :—Note the constellation in which the lagna at 
the moment of judgment falls; then the lord of the sign where 
the ascendant is; find out in which constellation. Moon is pas
sing and know the lord of the constellation and lord of the rasi. 
You should, for astrological purposes, take that sunrise to next 
sunrise is a Day. Therefore, know the lord of the day. Hence 
these five planets happen to be the ruling planets.

Write down all these ruling planets. Note which arc 
deposited in the constellation of lhe planets in retrograde motion. 
Reject them. Then take those planets which are in the constel
lation of the planets in direct motion. You have to select the 
ascendant.

It will fall in a sign and in that in a star and iu that star in 
a sub and in that sub in a sub sub. The lords of all these must 
agree with the ruling planets at the moment of judgment.

If you get some three positions in the Zodiac, you enquire 
lhe consultant whether he was horn in the morning or day time 
or night; according to the date of birth find out in which sign he 
could have been bom. Then in that sign select the constellation 
and sub governed by the ruling planets Then, this is the exact 
position of the lagna

Above rule had been tested by mo»l intelligent students, 
highly qualified, very well placed in life who used to put the 
query in the class and used to ask the correct time of their birth.



,\l ready they know their correct lime. hot to aamu whether 
ibis method work* out correctly hundred* and hundred of tte 
student* have tested, verified aril were very happy Reader* 
will be pleased lo understand that everywhere I came very 
correct They were also very much impreiKd, convinced and 
absolutely *ali*6ed I had already pnblrhed m the magar 
“ Astrology & Athr.vhtfl” how without icemg lhe nauvr I had 
given lhe correct tunc of birth, the nakshathra of t ..th. the ran 
of birth, etc., to the interested party who had the real urge. I had 
rux tc led only with people who are not known to many, but with 
people holding such a position which will be even u>-da) from 
I to 10, in India Therefore, the above method alone is to be 
followed lo find out lhe correct tune of birth and abo correct 
po* ‘ion of one’s lagra

A gentleman my* that he a bora bet worn 4-30 and S-30 
A M on 16-I0-I9I9 at 21 r N 73" 40 I'. He wants lo know 
lhe correct time of birth

Note the lime when it » taken (or judgment Actually, 
the moment he pul the qu.*n. it wns taken fur judgment It ia 
1U30 A M on 2I-1-I94M ; Sunday. Moon in Virgo: in Hastham 
vtar. Therefore lagna it in Sathabiiha star ruled by Rahu; 
Moon m in it* own star aad Mercury ugn. Day n governed by 
Sun So. the ruling planets are Rahu. Moon. Mercury, Sun aad 
Saturn. The poution of the zodiac that would have men ■ the 
Fast on 16-101919 between 4-30 A M. and 5-30 A M at 21'7 N 
and 73- 40 I would be as follows:

Hr Mt*. Secs

Sidereal tune al noon on IS-HM9I9 13 31 52
Deduct Cor. for E long. 73“ 40 0 0 49
Sid time at noon at thh place
II 4-30 AM •» birth time m 1ST., then 

the L M.T will be 3-54-40 A M Inter-

13 31 i

val between pre-noon and this Urx IS 54 40
Correction for Interval add 0 2 39
Therefore S.T. al lhe time of birth 
If birth time b 3-30 A M LS.T the S I at

5 29 22

Mrfh 6 28 32
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Therefore according lo Raphael's Table of houses 22 49 
Sayana Virgo r.ves for this latitude of 21* for 5 hours 28 minutes 
22 seconds and 6 36 Libra Sayana for 6 hour- 28 minutes 32 
seconds Kruhnamurti Ayanamsa for 1919 is 22 38*. There
fore. acceding lo Nnayana System (i 2 Vugo to 13 58 
Virgo.

I select Mercury sign Moon star, Rahuwub as the gentle
man gave the number 96 within 108 and it falls in Rahu's star 
Rahu m Mcena denotes Jupiter i Why I rejected Saturn and 
Sun If these two would have been the planets governing the 
position of lagna. he would have asked on Saturday rn Uthra- 
palguni tar ruled •*> Sun Therefore, theve two are weaker 
Yet. one must lake Saturn sub sub m tbe sub of Rahu in Moon's 
star Virgo ■» between ISO and IW Hastham is between 
160* and IIT 20 Rahu sub is between 161* 53 20* to 163* 
53 20* Saturr Mib sub is between In2* 38 If 162' 37* h 
Nirayana position, then 1*5 15' will be the Sayana position

To the Lititudc of 21 , at the Sidereal time 6 hours 22 
minutes 22 seconds 5 15* l.ibra w.ll rnc.

If 6 hrs 22 mis. 22 sec* n the Sidereal time al the tmu ol 
birth on 16-10-1919 then lb. actual lime of birth in L.M.T. I 
hr* 48 mi» 30 vcr>

The East lonb'tudc being 73 40 . the lime in I ST will be 
5 23* 50 Therefore actual lure of b«rth h> 5 hr*. 23 mt* 
50 sec*

If om Follows traditional system:

(el One it to convert the approximate time of birth to 
Vikaues multiply by 4 and dnidc by 9 The remainder should 
be the Nakshathra counted from Aswini or Mak ha or Moob 
When the appremmate time ranges by one hour. i.e., ISO 
Vikuties. if one works out. be will pet 16 time of birth in 
Vikadei; satisfying the above rule.

(6) If one follows the other rule i c , convert the time 
lapsed from lhe tunc of Sunrise lo the moment of birth in 
Vikatm and divide by 225. If the 'ctnainder is 0-15 Male ; 15
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to 45 Female; 45 to 90 Male and so on, for a range of 225 
Vikaties, there will be 5 timings satisfying this rule.

Thus one can find that there is no method to fix the exact 
time without any alternative. When an alternative comes which 
are we to take? The astrologer should not use his discretion.

If we take prenatal Epoch, 20th or 21st January, 1919 will 
be the day of Epoch and we do not get a single answer. It is 
also not useful.

The rule is this. The ruling planets at the time of judgment 
will rule (a) the sign, star sub and sub sub of the position of 
lagna, (b) if one wants to position of moon, or one’s star or 
any cusp, then also, according to the question, the ruling planets 
will answer. If one wants to know the position of 7th cusp, 
then also the ruling planets of the moment of judgment, will give 
correct clue. Whichever cusp one want% they answer.

Correct position of lagna and time birth

I would like to know the exact position of the lagna of this 
horoscope. I have 4 charts and though all have mentioned that 
the lagna is in Virgo, yet one has shown as 13°, one 18° one 22° 
and another 25°. I give you all the four charts. Which is 
correct ?

When a doubt arises, it gets cleared at a moment which is 
conjointly ruled by the planets. So, what are the ruling planets 
at the moment of query at 6-45 P.M. on 24 12-67. It is a 
Sunday ruled by Sun. The star is Hastha governed by Moon. 
The sign is Virgo. The lagna now is Gemini owned by Mercury. 
Therefore one is to take as Mercury sign Moon star, Sun sub 
and Mercury sub sub. It is 23° 10’ in Virgo. Date of birth of 
the person is 13-11-48 at 17° 44' N and 83° 23' E. (12/13-11-48 
Friday/Saturday) If 23° 10’ Nirayana Virgo is to rise, it means, 
16° 12’ Libra. If 16° 2’ Libra is to rise at 17° 4,’ N, the sidereal 
time should be 7 hrs. 8 mts.

Sidereal time at noon on 12-11-48 = 15-26- 5
Deduct correction for East long. 83-23 = 0- 0 59
Sidereal time at noon at 83° 23’E =■ 5-25-6
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If the sidereal time is to be 7 hrs. 8 m. it means it is 24 hrs. 
+ 7 hrs. = 31 hrs. 8 mts.

The difference is 31 hrs. 8 mts. minus 15-25-6 = 15-42-54. 
Correction for interval being 10 seconds per hour and this figure 
is 1 hr. 10 secs, for every hour, the actual difference in L.M.T = 
15-40-17.

The horoscope is as follows :—

Moon Rahu 
11-1

13-11-48

Saturn 
12-08

Jupiter 
6-28

Mars 
26-30

Sun 27-15
Kethu 
11-1

Budha
10-56

Ven. 20-59 
Lagna 
23-10

minus 6.8 = 21-32-17 = 53G 51 V.

As the longitude is 83° 
23'E, I.S.T. = 15-36-45.

Therefore time of birth 
in I.S.T.=3-36-45 A M. 
on 13-11-48;

Sun rise L.M.T. on 
12-11-48 at 17° 44' N = 
6-08 A.M.

Birth time is 15-40-17 
afternoon, i.e., 3-40-17 
A.M.

Difference = 3-40-17 
minus 6.8 = 27-40-17

Correct date and time of birth.
A very influential and powerful politician wanted to know 

his date of birth. He fixed the time of meeting as 8-15 P.M. 
I.S.T. on 9-10-1967. He cannot afford to give interview to any, 
for more than 5 mts. So, I worked out the lagna for 8-15 P.M. 
on 9-10-1967 at Delhi. It was in Sun’s star in Taurus at 6°. 
As the day is Monday and he has fixed this day, Moon must be 
his ruling planet and not Sun as on Sunday even though he 
wanted, I could not meet him, as I was in Kanpur on 8-10-’67. 
So I worked out that I could meet him only after Rohini (ruled 
by Moon) rises in the East for Delhi on 9-10-1967. Then, I 
said to his Private Secretary, that I could see the gentleman only 
when Rahu sub rises in the East as Rahu in Aries denotes his 
present portfolio. As sidereal time at noon at Greenwich on
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9-10-1967 was 13 hours 9 minutes 40 secs and Krishnamurti 
Ayanamsa was 23* 18', I sail that I would meet him only at 137 
P M even though he has given the time as 8-15 P M Mr. Sun- 
daram. one of the intelligent and learned students, of Astrology 
who accompanied me noted down the time, 8-37 PM aad gave 
it to the Private Secretary Readers are assured that our watches 
were at once set right b\ dsalkna No. 174.

Actually, he called at 8 37 P M and we met only then on 
9-10-1967

So lhe lulmg planets arc Venus. Moon 
we should take Kethu, insleid of Venus, as 
star Moolam Jupiter also ■« a ruling pU rt

and Rahu Here 
Moon is in Kethu

When one asks lhe date, one should I iL. the positron <rf 
Sun (a) Sun muvt be m Venus sign. Moon star, Man .uh, II* T 
in Taurus As the year h given as 1913, the date should be 
26th May, 1913 Thia gentleman was informed by his parent* 
lha. he was born around sunset So take the lagna m Mars
sign. Jupiter star. Rahu 
sub and Venus sub suK 
i.c., 3* Scorpio, birayara 
23’ 33 Scorpio i.e.. 10 !' 
Sidereal time at birth 
S>derul lime al noon was 
4 hours 13 mts 48 sec*. 
Hence lime of birth in 
L M.T after deducing 
correction for intt'vn’ 
between noon aod birth 
time at 10 secs per hour 
is 5 hours 46 mts. 14 secs
L M T As tbe place of 
birth is 74" E, time of birth would be 6 hours 10 mis 14 sec*

1ST. P.M.
* The chart k a* above ■—

Mari Dasa balance 6 years 1 month 18 DAYS
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STRENGTH OF PLANETS

Western: Westerners consider that a planet situated in its 
own sign is the strongest. The signs are in Sayana system. 
Next in strength is the essential dignity i.e , exaltation. Accord
ing to them Sun in 19 deg. in Aries, Moon in 3rd deg Taurus, 
Mars in 28 Capricorn, Mercury in 15 in Virgo, Jupiter in 15 in 
Cancer, Venus in 27 in Pisces Saturn in 21 in Libra and Rahu 
in the 3rd in Gemini and Kethu in the 3rd degree in Sagittarius. 
What we call as debilitation or neecha, they call as FALL and 
hence these planets are debilitated in the opposite signs of their 
exaltation ones. They consider that a planet is very powerful 
in the elevated position Meridian is the most elevated one. 
They term a planet in its own sign as Domal dignity. Detri
ment is the term used when a planet is in a sign opposite to its 
own. They have nothing as Moolatrikona, Shadbala, Ashtaka- 
varga etc.

If a planet is dignified, it will manifest good qualities where
as planets without dignity will manifest the lower side of the 
nature. They give importance more to the aspect than these 
dignities.

Hindu system: They have their method of calculating the 
sixfold strength of a planet to ascertain whether it is strong and 
do good to the native. They are Kalaja, Chesta, Uchchaja, Dik, 
Ayana and Sthana. Also it is said that Moon, Mars and Venus 
are strong if the birth were to be in the night hours ; Mercury 
always; the other planets are strong if the birth was in the day 
time.

Moon is said to be strong when it is full, i.e., waxing Moon. 
Sun is strong when he is in Northern course, other planets 
when they are retrograde.

Sun and Mars are strong in the tenth house. Moon and 
Venus are strong in the 41h house. Mercury and Jupiter are 
strong in the ascendant. Saturn strong in the 7th. Moon, Mer
cury and Saturn are strong in the southern course and the others 
in the northern course.
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‘A planet is strong if it is retrograde or if it is full and not 
eclipsed, even though it is debilitated or deposited in enemy’s 
quarters.’ If a planet is eclipsed, it loses all its strength, irres
pective of it being exalted etc. Thus the Hindus have various 
rules to calculate the strength of the planet.

Hindus are of opinion that strong planets will offer invari
ably advantageous results, were as those who have little strength 
will dobarm. In practice, it is found to be ABSURD Are there 
not people bom in Cancer Ascendant having Jupiter exalted in 
the ascendant suffered during Jupiter Dasa ? Are there not people 
bom in Aries having Saturn in 7 met with only difficulties, dis
grace and disappointment ? Therefore the nature of the result 
need not be desirable simply because a planet is strong. Further 
there are many other roles; amendments. An exalted planet if 
retrograde it loses strength. An exalted planet if debilitated in 
Navamsa it loses strength and vice versa. A debilitated planet 
if retrograde gains strength. If debilitated in Rasi but exalted 
in Navamsa it gains strength.

In K.P. no such confusion or thousands of rules. Natal 
Horoscope:—

In a Natal chart, do not worry whether a planet is in 
direct motion or retrograde. There is no difference. Retro
grade planets neither loses strength nor they are harmful.
If one takes the horoscopes of those bom in March, April and 
May, 1922, they had Rahu, Jupiter and Saturn in Virgo.
They were retrograde. People bom in the stars of Venus,
Sun, Moon, Mars and Rahu had the dasas of Jupiter follow
ing Rahu and then Saturn The lived long. They had educa
tion, they had their marriage, birth of children, purchase of 
car, house, etc. They enjoyed the fruits of life in this world. 
Have the retrograde planets denied because they were retrograde. 
No. Not at all. There is nothing as exaltation becoming auspicious 
and debilitation inauspicious.

In K.P. (a) if a planet is exalted but is in the constellation 
of a planet in debilitation, the extent to which it can do either

H.A.—21
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good or bad is limited. A container (the planet) may be big but 
the content is a cheap affair (lord of the constellation is the 
content) like cotton bundle. But a debilitated planet (small 
packet in the constellation of a planet in exaltation (costly 
gems) is similar to diamond in a small packet. The lord of 
the constellation is to be considered as one representing the 
value of the content. The container is the planet which is 
deposited in a constellation.

Retrograde—Horary chart

In Horary horoscope, planets in retrograde motion, if 
deposited in the constellation of a planet which is in direct 
motion indicates that after some obstacle and delay, the matter 
will materialise, when it is indirect motion and passes beyond the 
point wherefrom retrograde motion started.

But planets in retrograde if deposited in the constellation of 
another retrograde planet or in its own when retrograde, promi
ses only failure Never success.

Planets in direct motion if deposited in the constellation 
of a retrograde planet, one cannot have succe s (For retrograde 
motion take only Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn 
Rahu and Kethu should not be considered as retrograde, as 
these two nodes never appear to retrace the path travelled by 
them. When all planets, in direct motion moves in one direc
tion Rahu and Kethu move in the opposite direction. But they 
do not take such a direction by which the Sun or Moon ever 
travel.)

If one wants to know whether he could marry a girl in view 
and if the sub-lord of the 7th cusp is in direct motion but the lord 
of the constellation is retrograde he cannot marry her. It does 
not mean that he will never marry. If one wants to know whether 
marriage is promised at all and if the sub-lord of the 7th cusp 
is retrograde and it is deposited in the constellation of a retro
grade planet, he can never many at all. If a planet is the signi
ficator of 2 or 7 or 11 and it is deposited in the constellation of 
a retrograde planet whether it is in direct motion or retrograde, 
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that planet cannot give marriage in its period or sub-period. His 
vote is invalid in the election. If one wants to know whether 
be can divorce one ; if the significator of 1 or 6 or 10 were 
to be in the constellation of a planet in retrograde motion he 
can’t divorce her. If one courts imprisonment and if the signi
ficator of the houses 3 and 12 are deposited in the constellation 
of a planet in retrograde motion, he will not be arrested, in its 
period and sub-period. But another significator of 3 and 12 
whether it is retrograde or direct will give him prison life in its 
period if this significator is in the constellation of a planet in 
direct motion.

If one wants to know whether he will win in the races, or in 
the competition, or litigation or election, if the significator of the 
houses 6 and 11 is deposited in the constellation of a retrograde 
planet he cannot win in the period and sub-period of that planet; 
but later when the significator of 6 and 11, in direct or retrograde 
motion deposited in the constellation of one in direct motion, 
rules, during its period and sub-period he will win.

ECLIPSE—ECLIPSED PLANET—RESULTS

If any heavenly body intercepts the light of ? iother 
heavenly body and the onlooker is unable to see the farther off 
planet it is said to be eclipsed. The nearer planet deprives ihe 
light of the more distant planet. Its brilliance, the circular 
shape and splendour will be lost.

In the Solar system, Sun is taken as the Central body 
around which the planets move round and round. Each planet 
has its own orbit— its own pathway round the Sun. But the 
earth and the Moon go round the Sun, together. The one 
feature of Moon which is about 2,40,000 miles away from the 
earth goes round the earth once in 27 J days and both Moon and 
earth go round the Sun once a year.

Mercury and Venus are very near Sun. Sun is 93 million 
miles away from the earth. Mercury is 36 millions miles away 
from Sui ; Venus is 67 million miles away from the Sun, 
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Therefore, there will be occasions when Moon, Mercury and 
Venus can come between the earth and the Sun.

Suppose you keep one of youi fingers near either of your 
eyes. Close the other eye. One elephant standing 100 years, 
away is hidden by this small finger. This depends on the size of 
the finger, its nearness to the eye and the farther distance of the 
elephant. Now, your eye, the finger and the elephant are in the 
same line and plane. Suppose, the elephant is lifted by a lift, 
in the same place. Even though the elephant was hidden by the 
finger previously, as it is lifted up above the area covered by the 
finger, then the elephant becomes visible, slowly and steadily.

Thus Moon is a decently big body. It is very near to the 
earth. The Sun is very far off. It is very big like the elephant 
compared with finger. So, when the Moon comes in between 
the observer and the Sun, the Sun is not visible. Slowly the 
shadow of the Moon, covers the Sun. This is called the Solar 
eclipse. During the duration of the eclipse the declination of 
the Moon and Sun will be the same. But if the declination is 
different, but the celestial longitude of both is the same then it is 
only New Moon. Similarly, when earth comes between Moon 
and Sun, earth prevents Moon from getting the light of the Sun, 
and lunar eclipse is formed.

Just like, during Solar eclipse, Sun loss its brilliance and is 
hidden by Moon, and during lunar eclipse Moon loses its 
pleasant light and is hidden by the earth, so also the rays of 
other planets are interrupted. Because, we, on the earth, do 
not receive very bright light, illuminating the objects on the 
earth, from other planets, we cannot see, notice and realise the 
eclipse of the other planets.

The planets Mercury and Venus are called Inferior planets 
as they are nearer to Sun than the earth and they can be between 
the Sun and the Earth, just like Moon during New Moon days 
and Solar eclipse days. Moon is hidden from Sun by the eartjg 
during lunar eclipse. But earth can never came in between 
Mercury and Sun or in between Venus and Sun. Because, Sup 
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is the Centre. From Sun, Mercury is 36 million miles away. 
Venus is 67 million miles from Sun. The distance between Sun 
and Earth is 92 million miles.

The other planets are called the superior planets.

Westerners give importance only to the Solar and Lunar 
eclipse. They do not attach much importance to the conjunction 
of Sun with other planets.

Hindus pay much attention to the eclipse of the planets 
while they predict results of those planets in their dasas and 
bhukties, while giving transit results how a planet getting eclipsed 
will behave and also while selecting an auspicious time to 
celebrate marriage, or entry into a new house or for learning 
vedas, etc.

Hindus are of opinion that the eclipsed planet, whether 
a benefic or a malefic, loses its strength especially to do good 
to the native.

In Jataka Thatvam, Mahadeva says that the planet that is 
eclipsed will cause trouble and produce untoward results. In 
‘Sanketanidhi’, Ramadayalu has said if Mars and Venus 
are eclipsed and occupy the 5th house, the person concerned 
becomes one-eyed and if the lord of the rising dwadasamsa is 
eclipsed, the person’s property is insecure the also says that the 
lord of the rising Trimsamsa when eclipsed causes misunder
standing among the relatives.

Kalidas is of the opinion that if the lord of a Bhava is 
eclipsed by the Sun’s rays, the Bhava is completely destroyed 
even if the Bhava is occupied by benefics. In his work ‘Uttara 
Kalamirtham’, he adds that Venus and Saturn do not lose 
strength even when eclipsed.

Prithuyasas, son of Varahamihira, deals a little elaborately 
in his work Horasara, with the results of eclipsed planets. 
Even though the planets may be strong by occupying a position 
in the Zodiac, yet they become weak if they are eclipsed by the 
Sun and hence they do not produce the good effects which are 
declared to fructify in their dasa period, yogas and their bhavas 
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However strong a planet may be, still it will not produce any 
good effect if it is eclipsed, and during its dasa, results will be 
bad. It will apply to the results of the Bhava it owns and also 
occupies. He also mentions that planets, excepting Venus and 
Saturn, lose half of their strength when eclipsed. If the Moon 
becomes eclipsed, the native will have a fall from his position, 
will be mentally afflicted, and will suffer from jaundice and 
similar diseases. Further, there will be risk from water.

Mars, when eclipsed, will give trouble and many kinds of 
worries, and the native’s mind will be in a destructive mood.

Mercury when eclipsed, brings loss through lands and 
perpetual mental affliction. He will suffer from jaundice, sick
ness, catarrh, etc. He will also incur loss.

Eclipsed Jupiter gives misery and happiness in equal 
proportion.

Saturn in eclipsed state shows that the person’s income and 
expenditure will balance each other. He will not feel happy. 
He will have a frail body. But this fame will spread very wide. 
He will be tormented by various mental cares

Prithuyasas also mentions that one’s education will be 
spoiled in the period of a planet occupying the navamsa sign 
owned by the eclipsed one.

When longevity is calculated, the Hindu sages declare that 
one bom during the period of eclipse is very short-lived, if the 
lords of the lagna, navamsa lagna and Moon rasi are all 
eclipsed, the person cannot live long.

While the strength of the eclipsed planet is discussed, 
Varahamihira says in Brihat Jataka that planets, when eclipsed, 
contribute only one half of what longevity they can give in the 
same position in the Zodiac, if they are not eclipsed. But 
Mantreswara in Phaladeepika writes that the strength of an 
eclipsed planet is nil and a person will meet with his end in its 
dasa within a short time after it starts. Destraction to the 
members of the family and wealth is threatened. He will have 
litigation and may suffer humiliation. He says that the eclipsed
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planet ruling the 7th house shows loss of wife; lord of 5 denotes 
danger to children and lord of lagna will cause death to the 
native. If the planet is not eclipsed, good effect of the bhava 
will be enjoyed. All will welcome the lord of 6 to be eclipsed 
as it is strong to destrop the enemies.

Correct interpretation K. P:

[What eclipsed planet can do in its period or sub-period.]

Let us consider the results of the planets situated in the 
constellation of those which are eclipsed and what they signify. 
If a planet is deposited in the constellation of an eclipsed one 
and if it is the sub-lord of the lagna cusp, the sub lord shows that 
the native will be imprisoned; he will lead the life incognito ; 
will suffer from fear, disease and anxiety, will participate in 
funeral rites; incur loss and may lose position too, will be un
fortunate, etc.

Sub lord of 2nd cusp: Behaves stupidly in a public 
assembly, will be untrustworthy, will receive annoying letters, 
write bad ones or anonymous ones suffer from eye troubles, will 
be foul-tongued, spend heavily, incur rojal displeasure.

Sub lord of 3rd cusp : Demise of brother, evil advice, 
trouble through secret mechanisation of internal enemies, humili
ation, discomfixture and loss of pride thereby.

Sub lord of 4th cusp: Distress to mother, sickness to dear 
friends, danger to building, trouble due to the loss of cattle, 
danger from water and conveyance.

Sub lord of 5th cusp: Loss of a child, aberration of the 
mind, deception, wearisome, wandering, trouble in the stomach, 
displeasure of the Government and bodily weakness.

Sub lord of 6th cusp : Will have troubles through thieves, 
will suffer reverse, defeat, will commit wicked acts, will do servile 
duties, will be despised, scandalised and injured.^

Sub lord of 7th cusp : Distress to son-in-law, separation 
from beloved, untoward results due to the troubles from the 
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opposite sex, intrigues with wicked women, diseases in the 
private parts, ever wandering.

Sub lord of 8th cusp :—Excessive sorrow : want of sense, 
carnal appetite, jealousy, unconsciousness, poverty, fruitless 
rambling, sickness, humiliation and death.

Sub lord of 9th cusp:—Will incur the wrath of the deity 
or Guru or preceptor or father suffer something untoward, 
trouble to wife and children, will do wicked acts, elder's demise, 
will suffer from poverty.

Sub lofd of 10th cusp: Fruitless attempts, loss of 
honour, will become wicked, leaves his permanent place, inaus
picious happenings, will lead bad life, suffer troubles.

Sub lord of 11th cusp : Bad news, trouble to elder brother, 
sickness to children, will suffer misery, deception and ear disease.

Sub lord of 12th cusp: Various diseases, dishonour, dis
appearance of wealth, detention, bondage.

These results will be experienced by a person when he runs 
.he dasa, bhukti or anthra of the sub lord as mentioned above.

Mantreswara gives hopes by saying that a planet, even when 
eclipsed, if it occupies an auspicious sign and Navamsa, will, in 
its period, offer mixed results and finally in the latter half at its 
dasa, agreeable and beneficial results.

Transit results of eclipsed planets: Planets in their transit 
through favourable houses, (houses, constellations and subs 
wherein they have to give good effects) become void of effect if 
they happen to be eclipsed. But if the houses transited by 
them be unfavourable, then they will give bad effects in an 
aggravated form.

Election of auspicious time for any undertaking : Avoid 
the constellation in which the recent eclipses have appeared with
in six months before and after the month when one desires to do 
any auspicious work.

It is also declared that it is not advisable to celebrate 
Upanayanam or marriage or construct a building or enter into 
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new premises when Jupiter and Venus are eclipsed. It is called 
‘Guru, Sukra Moodam’ orMoudyam or Asthamanam”.

People belonging to Sama Veda should not initiate mantra 
and do Upanayana when Mars is eclipsed. Rig Veda people 
should avoid these when Jupiter is eclipsed. If Venus is eclipsed, 
Yajur Veda people should not have Upanayanam.

Westerners are of opinion that the conjunction of Sun and 
Moon is highly conducive to promote material welfare and to 
have bright careers from the time of conjunction. Sun and Mars 
in close conjunction give force of character and power of endu
rance. Great self-control is to be exercised. There will be struggle 
between one’s will and desires during one’s life.

Sun and Mercury in close conjunction give much mental 
ability, with a clear thinking of high order. It gives adaptability. 
One will have reasoning ability, memory and fluency of speech. 
The greatest orators, chief engineers, famous accountants and 
auditors are having Sun and Mercury in the same longitude 
(degree and minute) when it is combust. Only a few are per
verted and dogmatic depending on the sub-lord (K.P. explains it).

Sun in conjunction with Jupiter makes one a scholar. He 
will maintain good health, enjoy mental equilibrium and have 
professional advancement. New undertakings will prosper and 
constructive ability will be strengthened.

Conjunction of Sun and Venus shows popularity and social 
success. He will acquire competence in music, art, poetry, 
wrestling etc. He will gain through the other sex. Marriage will 
give continuous happiness.

Conjunction of Saturn and Sun gives indomitable will, 
courage and strength of intellect. It does not promote material 
happiness. Ill-health and obstacles delay one’s advancement in 
life. But it brings lot of power, authority and responsibility if 
Saturn receives good aspects from benefits. (One may become 
sanyasi.)

Thus Westerners have taken each planet, observed the 
results and have recorded them. Those who are interested to do 
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research can take the horoscope of those in whom a few planets 
are eclipsed and observe the various results enjoyed by them 
during the dasa of the eclipsed planets.

Stellar Astrological Research Institute, Madras, verified 
various charts and found out that the eclipsed planets give both 
good and bad results in their dasas, depending upon the Bhukti- 
nathas, i.e., a person bom in Dhanur lagna having Mercury 
eclipsed, had his marriage and prosperity in his profession dur* 
ing Mercury Dasa. As lord of 7, it gave marriage, and as lord 
of 10 gave promotion. A person bom in Vrischika Lagna with 
Moon in Vrischika had Venus eclipsed at the time of his birth. 
He had his wedding in Venus Dasa and he enjoyed his married 
life. He also invested money on luxurious articles, jewels and 
furniture. Thus one can see that the planet when eclipsed does 
not become a malefic and deny the results which it has to 
offer.

HOW LONG WILL ONE LIVE?

Ask for a number between 1 and 249: for that number 
fix the ascendant referring to the Table for Krishnamurti 
Padhdhati.

If the ascendant is in a movable sign, ilth house is the 
badhakasthana, if the ascendant falls in a fixed sign, 9th house 
is the badhakasthana if the ascendant falls in a common sign, 
the 7th house is the badhakasthana.

Whatever be the sign in which the ascendant falls, the 2nd 
and the 7th houses are marakasthanas. Therefore one is to 
judge all these three houses and find out the significators.

One has to erect the map and note down the dasa balance 
to find out the date of death.

According to western system, the ascendant, the Moon and 
the Sun should not be forming evil aspects with the lord of 4, 6, 
8 and 12, and at the same time the lord of the ascendant the 
Moon and the Sun must be strong. In that case, long life is 
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promised. Jupiter and Venus mling good houses and the lord of 
the ascendant forming good aspect with Moon or Sun promises 
long life But if the ascendant, Moon and Sun are receiving 
bad aspects like square, opposition, conjunction etc., from 
the lord of 4, 6, 8 or 12, only short life is indicated. This is 
how th • westerners proceed, they say that the ascendant, its lord 
and the Moon indicate the consultant’s health and longevity. 
They add that lord of the ascendant retrograde or deposited in 
8, or lord of 8 in one, or malefics occupying one and 8 will cause 
short life. To note for how many more years one would 
live, they calculate as follows : If the lord of the ascendant 
will from either conjunction or square or opposition with Sun 
or to the lord of 8, 6 or 4, calculate how many degrees he is 
away from that planet. Then calculate according to the rules 
given already.

Krishnamurti Padhdhati: Note the sub-lord of the 
ascendant. If be is deposited in the constellation of the signifi
cators of badhakasthana and marakasthana the life will be short 
after the time of judgment. It will not be for many years. If 
sub-lord of the ascendant were to be in the constellation of the 
significator of sixth house, the person will suffer from disease 
but will not succumb to it; but if the sub-lord of the ascendant 
is deposited in the constellation of the significator of the 8th 
house, he will meet with accident. If the sub-lord of the 
ascendant in the Horary Chart is the significator of the 12th 
house, he will be in bed for long period and may be admitted in 
a hospital. Death is indicated only by the significators of 
marakasthana and badhakasthana According to the strength 
of the lord of the constellation in which the sub-lord of the 
ascendant is deposited, one is to fix the dasa and the sub-periods. 
Calculate from the horoscope erected for the number (Horary) 
and work out, after how many years and months, the conjoined 
period of the significators will operate.

Predict that he will live only for so many yean and months. 
Never omit to confirm by taking the ruling planets as the 
moment of judgment.
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Number 246 is given for judgment at 5-30 P.M. on 

Saturn (R) 
14-05 
Lagna 

23° 20’

Rahu 
4-19 

II 25-25
Moon 
13-39

— 24—10—’67 
5-30 P.M.

Ven. 21-24 
Jupiter 

7-31

Mars 
7-44

Mer. (R) 
23-18 

VIII25-25 
Sun 7-05 

Kethu 4-19

VII23-20

24-10—*67.

By 246 it is meant that 
Jupiter’s sign Pisces, 
Mercury star Revathi and 
the sub of Mars is the 
Ascendant.

The sub-lord Mars is 
in the constellation of 
Kethu in the 7th house. 
Hence the death is inevi
table and by transit when 
lord of 1, the ascendant 
conjoins the node in the 

7th house, in that year, when Sun transit in Sun’s star and Kethu 
sub and when Moon transits the constellation of Rahu or Guru
or Kethu, the end will come.

Ruling planets : Day lord, Mars. Ascendant is in Aswini, 
Kethu star, sign is Aries, owned by Mars; Moon is in Arudhra 
star governed by Rahu and the lord of the sign where Moon is 
Mercury. Hence the ruling planets are Rahu, Mars, Mercury 
and Kethu. Jupiter and Mars are in Kethu constellation. Since 
Mercury is in the sign and house, where Kethu is, take Kethu.

Therefore in the conjoined period of the ruling planets the 
life must end

Analysis :

For death, we must consider the badhakasthana and the 
marakasthanas. As Pisces is lagna, it is a common sign. 
7th house from this sign is badhakasthana. For common 
sign the 7th house is badhakasthana and marakasthana, and 
Kendhrasthana. So it is trebly evil to cause the death.

According to Krishnamurti Padhdhati, the following are 
the significators of death:

(a) The planets posited in the constellation of the 
occupants of badhakasthana and marakasthana.
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(b) The planets occupying the above said houses.

(c) The planets in the constellation of the lords of the 
above said badhaka and maraka houses.

(d) The lords of these houses.

(e) Those which are conjoined with the significators 
or aspected by them, thereby having connection 
with these matters.

Now let us analyse houses 2 and 7.

The second bhava is unoccupied by any planet. Mars is 
lord of 2. Rahu is in Aries, representing Mars. Rahu
(a node) is therefore more strong to give the result. Select
Rahu. Sun is in Rahu star.

The seventh bhava is occupied by Sun, Kethu and retro
grade Mercury.

Mercury rules Ashlesha Jyeshta, and Revathi. No planet 
is in any. Mercury (R) is in the constellation of Jupiter and in 
the sub of retrograde Saturn.

Sun is conjoined with Kethu. Kethu rules Aswini, Makha 
and Moola. Rahu, Mars and Jupiter are in the constellation 
of Kethu. Jupiter is in 6th sign and aspects both Mars and 
Rahu. Jupiter is also in sub Rahu, a significator of death. Mars 
is represented by node Rahu. Kethu is also occupant of 7th 
bhava. Kethu is in the constellation of Mars (lord of 2) and in 
the sub of Venus (lord of 8), a strong significator of death. 
Finally take Rahu, Kethu and Jupiter.

If we analyse dasa system, the native is running Rahu 
Dasa, Mercury Bhukti. (Balance 1 year and 26 days).

Thus we come to the conclusion that during Rahu Dasa 
Kethu Bhukti Rahu Anthra, Jupiter Shookshma the native will 
meet with his death.

I predicted that it would be in the month of May, 196A 
(Actually this person died in May 1969.)
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What about ailment?

Health is generally good If the sub-lord of the ascendant is 
deposited in the constellation of the planet occupying the house 
1 or 11. But, if the sub-lord of the ascendant is deposited in the 
constellation of a planet which is the significator of I and 6, one 
will suffer from disease during its periods and sub-periods. If 
the sub-lord of the 6th house is deposited in the constellation of 
a planet which is the significator of the 6 and 1 and not of 11, 
then the sub-lord, during its sub-period, will give the disease. 
If the sub-lord is deposited in a constellation, the lord of which 
is connected in any manner with Saturn, the disease is a chronic 
one. Even, if the sub-lord is Saturn, the disease is a chronic 
one. But, if the sub-lord is in any manner connected with Mars, 
it is an acute disease. Mercury shows complications.

Cure When?

Generally, one falls ill at the time when the conjoined 
period of the planets connected with the 6th and the first house 
in any manner operates; but, the cure comes only when the
significator of the 5th or 11th house follows the period governed 
by the disease producing 6th house significator. One will
survive from the disease after the cure, only when his longe
vity is promised, (For longevity, one has to find out the
Bathaka Sthana and Maraka Sthana. These will give a clear 
picture).

As regards the nature of the disease, I have already publi
shed what each sign, star and sub indicates and said what it 
would be. Therefore, you have to refer to it and then ascertain 
which part of the body will be affected.

ACCIDENT

In Astrology, there is nothing as ‘Accident*. Astrological 
dictionary does not have this word because, for every result, 
there is a cause. Therefore, even that which the people call as 
‘Accident* is something which happens when least expected. 
Anything that is a surprise and an unexpected one alone is 
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classified as an accident, whether the result is favourable or 
unfavourable.

Therefore, the sub-lord of the 8th house is to be deposited 
in the constellation of the planet which is the significator of the 
8th house. If the significator happens to be also the significator 
of the 6th house, then he will have fever, etc., following the acci
dent. If the same sub-lord is in the star of a planet who is also 
the significator of the 12th, he will be admitted in a hospital. 
If the sub-lord happens to be the significator of Bathaka Sthana, 
and Maraka Sthana; he will succumb to it, provided his longe
vity is not further more promised. If the longevity is promised, 
he will get over this, and the condition of the patient would be 
threatening. Some may be unconscious; some may be given 
blood transfusion and also oxygen. Therefore we have to judge 
both the longevity and also the duration of the disease.

ABSENT PERSON ALIVE OR DEAD

Western system: One is interested to know whether the 
person who is absent, is alive or dead, generally if one happens 
to be related to the absence. If he is a brother, take the third 
house to represent him. If it is father as per Western theory 
take the fourth as his ascendant ; if it is a son take the fifth; 
if it is wife take the 7th. If there is no relationship take the 
first house itself to represent him —(I do not agree. Because 
according to me all people not related to the native should be 
judged from the 9th house. They take lord of 1 and also Moon 
to represent him. If the lord of lagna and Moon apply con
junction or any adverse aspect to the lord of the 8th, be will 
shortly die. If these two are forming separation aspect with 
lord of 8, and if there is no favourable aspect he is already dead. 
The number of degrees between the significators give the 
number of months, days etc. (Calculation Cumbersome). If 
lord of 1 is in 5 and it is squared by Moon there is the danger 
of death. If lord of 1 is conjoined with lord of 8 and is in 8 or 
4 he is already dead. This fails when lord of 1 is al so lord of 
8 and it is in 4 in good constellation.
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Krishnamurti Padhdhati: Take that house which 
represents the relationship. For father and for strangers take 
only the 9th house. Find out where the cusp falls. If the sub
lord of the cusp is in the constellation of the planet who is the 
significator of Bhadhaka and Maraka sthanas, boldy declare 
that he is dead. It will prove to be very correct. If this 
significator is in a watery sign, he is drowned; if it is in fiery 
sign he had received injuries and died. If it is an earthy sign, he 
had natural end. If the sub-lord of the cusp of the house 
representing the relative is in the constellation of the lord of 
that house or the significators of the house representing that 
relation he is alive; if that lord is also the significator of 
the sixth house counted from that house representing him, 
then he is ill.

News about the person—When ?

If the sub-lord of the cusp of the third house counted from 
the ascendant of the horary chart (to get news) is in the con
stellation of the planet who is the significator of 3 and 11, on the 
day Moon transits that (1) position of the zodiac (sign, star and 
sub) which is governed by the significators of 3 counted from 
the ascendant, (2) 3rd counted from the house representing the 
relative and the 11th from the ascendant the querist will receive 
the letter. The exact time, will be the moment when the 
ascendant on that day to the place of residence on that day 
(Latitude and Longitude) governed by the significators just 
above mentioned, rises in the east Because a consultant may 
be wandering here and there in search of the absentee. At the 
time, he hears the news or receives a letter or phone or wire the 
locality may be different. The position of the ascendant varies 
according to latitude and the time according to longitude even 
though for a particular moment Sun, Moon and the other 
planets mav be in the same position in the zodiac. Position of 
Moon and the ascendant alone is to be judged. In cas if the 
significator is connected with Saturn, find out in which month 
Sun will reach that position of the zodiac.
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When will I buy?

Rahu 
23-15 

Saturn 
27-27

Venus 
27-19

Sun 5-49 
Mar. 14-44 
Mer. 27-47

Moon 
15-47

Rasi

Lagna 
12-6-40

Jupiter 
30° 42'

Kethu 
23* 15'

Table of Cusps:

“ A well-wisher from 
New Delhi writes: when 
shall I purchase a fridge ? 
My number is 72 (bet
ween 1 and 249 and time 
is 7-30 A. M. today 
20-5-68. Please send me 
your detailed note for 
our help in studying it. 
Rest is O.K.

The following is the 
Nirayana rasi chart i—

1st Cusp-Cancer 12 6.40
2nd Cusp—Leo 5.43
3rd Cusp—Virgo 3 43
4th Cusp—Libra 5.43
Sth Cusp—Scorpio 9.43
6th Cusp—Sagittarius 12.43
7th Cusp—Capricorn 12.6.40
8th Cusp—Aquarius 5.43
9th Cusp —Pisces 3.43

10th Cusp—Aries ■ 5.43
lllh Cusp—Taurus 9.43
12 th Cusp—Gemini 12.43

Dasa system:

Rahu Dasa Venus Bhukti runs upto 17th August, 1973.

The 4th house represents pleasure, 12th house for invest
ment, Saturn for cool and 11th house shows whether one’s 
desire will be fulfilled or not. Let use analyse the houses 4, 11,12 
and Saturn.

H.A.—23
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The 4th Bhava is unoccupied by any planet. Venus is lord 
of the 4th house. Venus rules Bharani Poorvapalguni and 
Poorvashada. No planet Is in Venus constellation. Take 
Venus.

The eleventh bhava Is occupied by Mars and Mercury. 
Mars rules Mrigasira, Chitra and Dhanishta. Mercury is in the 
constellation of Mars. Kethu in Virgo represents Mercury. 
Take Kethu.

Mercury rules Aslesha, Jyeshta and Revathi. Saturn and 
Rahu are in the constellation of Mercury. Take Rahu and 
Saturn.

The 12th bhava is unoccupied ; Mercury is the lord of this 
bhava. Mercury has been discussed above.

Saturn we have already taken.

Thus Venus, Rahu, Saturn and Kethu are the significators. 
So the native will purchase his fridge during Rahu Dasa, Venus 
Bhukti, Saturn Anthra and Kethu Sookshma, i.e., around the 
third week of September 1969.

(He bought on 22-9-69

Free From Financial Worry

“Sir, When I can get over my financial trouble? My 
Mills produce fast. But the products do not move equally 
fast.”

“I understand your bank position is to improve. Probably 
your wish is that the source of income should be by disposal 
of goods. So, nature of events is getting money : Source is sale 
of proceeds. Alright! Can you give any number between 1 and 
249.”

“78 comes to my mind.”

“According to Krishnamurti Padhdhati, 78 means. Moon’s 
sign, Mer. star; and Sun sub 21° 33' 20'

The following is the chart for the moment of judgment at 
5-30 P.M. I.S.T. on 1-7-69

I-
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Sale of proceeds and 
to gain thereby Is indi
cated by the significators 
of the houses 3 and 11, 
as 4th house denotes 
possessions and 3rd 
house indicates parting 
with possessions. 11th 
house indicates profit. 
Only when there is a 
profit bank position will 
improve. But if the 12th 
house significator opera
tes, one loses not only 

IX 20-36 
Rabu 1-40

Sat. 13-28 
X 22-36

Ven 1-01 
XI23-36 

Merc 
25-47

Sun 16-07
XII 22-36

VIII 19-36
Sun Dasa 
Balance 

0 yr 0 mth 
9 days

Asc 
21° 33'20*

VII 
21-33-20 

Moon 
9-56

II 19-36

VI 22-36 V 23-26
Mars 8-41 IV 22-36

Ket 1-40 
Jup. 4-57 
III 20-36 

i

what he possesses but also sells away at a lower price.

Therefore first judge whether the significator of the 3rd 
house is connected with 11 or 12 or both. 3 and 11 means 
profit: 3 and 12, loss; 3, 11 and 12 means, one makes 
money parting with one’s possessions ; If the 3rd cusp sub-lord 
is Mercury or if the sublord Is in a dual sign or in the constel
lation of the planet in a dual sign, one sells many a time and 
makes money

3rd house commences at 20°36' Virgo and extends up to 22° 
36' Libra : The Cusp is in Moon star Venus sub. Venus is in the 
earthy, fixed sign. Hence, either there can be only loss or only 
gain depending on the significators of 11th house.

11th house extends from 23° 36' Taurus to 22° 36' Gemini. 
Mercury and Sun are deposited in 11. Mercury star is not 
occupied by any. Kethu will act as agent.

Sun’s star is occupied by Venus, Kethu, Jupiter and Moon. 
Rahu acts as agent of Jupiter.

Hence Moon, Jupiter, Mercury, Kethu, Rahu and Sun ar? 
the significators,
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He is entering into Moon Dasa on 10-7-69. The following 
sub period shows the commencement of the movements of goods 
and obtaining money

1. Moon Dasa Moon Bhukti Rahu Anthra and Jupiter 
Anthra.

2. Moon Dasa Moon Bhukti Mercury Anthra onwards the 
goods will be moving. During Mars sub-period of 7 months 
there will be stagnation.

Only from February 71, continuously there will be move
ment of goods. Money will be realised.

As Rahu is in 8, in Jupiter’s star Rahu sub, all overdraft 
facilities will be cleared and one’s own money will be accumula
ting in the bank from Moon Dasa Rahu Bhukti Guru Anthra 
Rahu Shookshma, i.e. May 1971. Thereafter, for nearly 30 
months, speedy turnover, larger profits and absolute satisfaction 
is promised.

Saturn sub-period shows labour trouble entanglement of 
money, bills remain unpaid; hence there will be pressure for 
money.

Luckily after these 19 months for many years, the 
production, the sales, the profit, etc. will be satisfactory and 
substantial.

Is there second marriage for me ?

Marriage means an addition to the family members, partner
ship, legal bondage and conjugal relationship. The 2nd house 
indicates addition to family member, 7th shows partnership and 
legal bondage and the 11th indicates pleasure and permanent the 
of friendship.

Therefore houses 2, 7 and 11 are to be judged for first 
marriage. For second marriage, houses 2 and 11 are to be 
judged.
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Second marriage is indicated if the following two conditions 
are simultaneously satisfied:

(i) The sub-lord of the 7th cusp is deposited in a dual
sign or in the constellation of a planet in or owning 
a dual sign or if the sub-lord of the 7th cusp is 
Mercury ; and

(ii) the sub-lord of the 7th cusp is also a significator of
either of the houses 2 or 11.

If any one of the above two conditions is not satisfied, then
second marriage is denied.

To find out the sub-lord of the 7th cusp and to predict, a 
number 29 is given within 249 at Bombay at 5.30 P.M. on 
6-5-1969. The horary chart showing the twelve cusps for this 
number for Bombay with the planetary position for the above > 
date and time is as follows :

Balance of Venus Dasa 7 years

Ven. 18-00 
Rahu 4-38
XI 0-04

XII 5-04
Sat. 7-30

Sun 22-26

Lagna 
10-00 
Merc. 
13-26

II 6-04

6-5-1969
5-30 P.M. I.S.T 

18-55 N.
No. 29.

Ayanamsa 23 20

III 1-04
IV 28-04

X 28-04
IX 1-04

Moon
21-22

VIII 6-04

Mars (R) 
22-55

VI10-00
VI5-04

V0-04
Jup. (R)

3.12
Ketu 4-38

11 months and 12 days.

The 7th cusp is 10° O' 
Scorpio, i.e. Mars sign 
Saturn Star, Venus sub. 
The sub-lord Venus is 
deposited /in the sign 
Meena which is a dual. 
Therefore the first of the 
two necessary conditions 
for second marriage is 
satisfied.

To see whether the 
second condition is also 
satisfied or not, Judge 

whether the sub lord of
8

The 7th cusp is a significator of either 2nd or 11th house.

The significators of all the houses, fourd out as per K.P. 
are tabulated as under:

i
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House 
significators

Planets signifying 
Houses

I Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury,
Venus, Saturn, Rahu, Ketu. Sun 1,6, 11, 12.

II Mars, Mercury, Saturn, Moon 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11.
Kethu. Mars 1, 2, 5, 7, 12.

Ill Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mercury 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
Rahu, Kethu. 8.

IV Moon, Mercury, Venus, Jupiter 5, 8, 11, 12.
Rahu, Kethu. Venus 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11.

V Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn 1, 2, 5, 6, 8,
Venus, Saturn, Rahu, 9, 10, 11, 12.
Kethu. Rahu 1, 3, 4, 5, 6,

VI Sun, Moon, Venus, 8, 9, 10, li, 12.
Saturn, Rahu, Kethu. Kethu 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6,

VII Mars.
VIII Moon, Mercury, Jupiter, 

Saturn, Rahu, Kethu.
IX Saturn, Rahu.
X Saturn, Rahu.
XI Sun, Moon, Jupiter, 

Venus, Saturn, Rahu, 
Kethu.

XII Sun, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, Rahu, Kethu.

8, 11, 12.

It can be seen from the above table of significators that 
Venus, the sub lord of the 7th cusp, is a significator of 11th 
house. Therefore the second necessary condition is also satis
fied, thereby indicating that second marriage is promised.

To find out the time of celebration of the second marriage 
tsk« out the significators of the houses 2 and 11 from the above 
table. They ate Mars, Mercury, Saturn, Kethu, Sun, Moon, 
Jupiter, Venus and Rahu. All the nine planets are significators 
of houses 2 & 11. When many signify, the best course to elimi
nate the tempors and select the beneficial ones is to go for 

13
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Ruling planets. They are the lords of the day, Moon sign, star 
and lagna at the moment of judgement.

The day is Tuesday ruled by Mars. The rasi is Dhanus, 
owned by Jupiter. The star is Purvashada governed by Venus. 
The lagna is Tula owned by Venus.

As Rahu is conjoined with Venus and Kethu with Jupiter, 
take Rahu and Kethu also.

Therefore the ruling planets are Mars, Jupiter, Venus, Rahu 
and Kethu. None of them is posited either in the constellation 
or sub of a retrograde planet. Therefore consider all.

Mars and Jupiter are themselves retrograde. But that does 
not prevent them from giving results. Only thing is that they 
are incapable of giving results as long as they are retrograde. 
Once they become direct they will give.

According to dasa-bhukti, balance of Venus Dasa is 7 years 
11 months and 12 days from 6-9-1969. In Venus Dasa, Jupiter 
Bhukti is running. Jupiter is lord of 11th. So you will have 
second marriage in Jupiter Bhukti. Jupiter Bhukti will run upto 
18-2-1970. Jupiter will become direct on 23-5-1969. So it can 
give result during 23-5-1969 and 18-2-1970. In this period Mars 
Anthra runs from 28-7-1969 to 24-9-196) and Rahu Anthra runs 
from 24-9-1969 to 18-2-1979.

To find out which of these two anthras will give the result, 
we have to judge who is stronger. Rahu is a node. It represents 
both Jupiter and Venus (i.e. lord of rasi, star and lagna in ruling 
planets). Therefore Rahu is stronger than Mars who is only 
day-lord in the mling planets.

Therefore Rahu anthra will give second marriage. To pin
point the exact date of marriage consider the transit of the dasa 
lord Venus.

Venus transits Jupiter sub in Rahu star Swathi in the sign 
Tula owned by Venus on 13-11-1969. The dav is Thursday 
owned by Jupiter. Moon transits Venus star Purvashada in 
Jupiter sign Dhanu on this day. Therefore you will surely have 
your second marriage on 13.11-1969.
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Appeal—Successful or not

If the sub-lord of the third cusp is deposited in the constel
lation of a planet which is the significator of 6 and 11 then one 
will have success. But if the sub-lord of the 3rd cuspls deposit
ed in the constellation of a planet who is the significator of the 
houses 5 and 12, one cannot have success.
Negotiation—Successful or not

“When will the negotiation mature ?”

“What for ?”

“Regarding my business. Why should you know this, 
Sir.”

“The houses which I have to take for judgement depends 
on the query. If it is for marriage, I have to consider 7th 
house other than 3 and 9: If it is for adoption of a child, 5th 
house, other than 3 and 9, if it is for business and take over an 
industry, you have to judge houses 10, 6, 3, and 9 When the 
significators promise and conjointly operate, then only you can 
take over ; prior to that the negotiation will mature.” “Alright: 
Please mention a number between 1 and 249”.

“63”.

“Good. 63 means that the Ascendant should be between 
0° Cancer to 0° 33' 20' Cancer. It is Moon's sign, Jupiter 
star, Moon sub.” Now I have to erect a horoscope for Calcutta 
latitude, presuming 0° Cancer Nirayana rises in the East. 
Raphael Table of houses furnish Sayana position. Therefore, 
add Krishnamurti ayanamsa for the Nirayana position of the 
Ascendant obtained for Number 63=Cancer 0°. Now the 
ayanamsa is 23° 30'. So for Calcutta Latitude of 22° 33' refer 
the column in page 42, left hand comer at the top. You find 
that the position of other cusps are given for 23° IT in the 18th 
line. We want for 23° 20' i.e., 9' more. The ascendants moves 
53'in about 4 minutes; for 8', one sixth time is needed. The 
other cusps move by 1° in those 4 minutes. Therefore one-sixth 
of the difference is 10'. Add 10' to each cusp given. Then 
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Sayana 2nd cusp will be 18° 10'; 3rd cusp 15° 10' 10th cusp 17° 
10'; 11th cusp 20° 10'; 12th cusp 23° 10'; Deducting ayanamsa 
to get Nirayana position 2nd cusp will be 24° 50' Cancer; 3rd 
cusp 21° 50' Leo ; 4th, 23° 50' Virgo; 5th, 26° 50' Libra; 6th 0° 
Sagittarius; 7th 0° Capricorn and so on.

So, draw a map and then insert the position of planets for
6-30 A.M. I.S.T on Sun
day 6-7-69 (Here no 
latitude, no longitude 
need be taken).

Dasa balance: Saturn 
Dasa 3 years 6 months 
6 days, i.e., Saturn Dasa 
Rahu Bhukthi is to run 
for 0 yr. 11 months and 
24 days : Venus Anthra 
is running. It has to run 
for 5 months and 8 days. 
Then follows Sun Anthra 
and so on.

X 23-50
Moon
14-12

Rahu 1-25

Sat. 23-40
XI26-50 Ven. 5-46

XII 0* 
Mercury 

2-56 
Sun 20-26

1X21-50

Rasi

Asc. 0* 
1124*50'

VIH 24-50
VII 0° 11121° 50'

VI 0* Mars 
8-24 V 26° 50'

Ketu 1-25 
Jup. 5-28 
Ura. 6-54 
IV 23* 50

Negotiation to be made by a native is ascertained from the 
significator of the 3rd house; whether it is promised or not is 
found from the sub-lord of the 3rd cusp.

7th house denotes with when the negotiation is carried on. 
The third therefrom shows whether he will conclude, i.e., the 
9th house to the native.

Giving away one’s possession is shown by 12th house. 
Now the other person is to give away his industry. This is 
indicated by 6th house.

As this is to do business later, by the native, include 10th 
house.

Moon shows the mind ; i.e., the nature of the query. It 
is in 9 : It is in the constellation of the planet, Saturn,, in 10: 
sub of Rahu in 9 who is to give the results of 1, 3, 6, 9 and 10.
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Wonderful: Note how mysteriously his mind is clearly Indicated 
by Moon.

Will his negotiation be successful ? Find out the sub-lord 
of the 3rd cusp. It is in Jupiter sub: Venus constellation. 
Both in direct motion occupying 3 and 11. So negotiation must 
be successful.

“When ?”
“3rd house: Sun and Rahu are in Jupiter star: None in 

Kethu star.
6th house; None in Rahu star; again take Sun, Rahu and 

Jupiter.
9th house; Rahu and Moon in 9 ; Take both as none is in 

their star.
10th house : Moon is in Saturn star; Saturn.”

As Saturn is one of the significators prefer the last date to 
take over, and the other previous dates for success bit by bit 
and progress in the various stages during negotiation.

(a) Saturn Dasa Rahu Bhukti Sun Anthra Moon Shook
shma 17-12-1969.

(b) Saturn—Rahu Sun, Rahu, 25-12-1969.
(c) Saturn—Rahu. Moon, Rahu 12-2-1970.
(d) Saturn—Rahu. Moon, Sun 26-4-1940.

Therefore, to agree, to pay advance, to register and to pay 
the full amount and to mn the show after re-organising, the 
above 4 dates are promised.

“You always talk about mling planets. But you have not 
taken them".

“I had in my mind while working. Alright what is today 
Sun: Who is the lord of the ascendantMoon : What is the 
star—Uthrapadra governed by Saturn: Rail, Meena owned by 
Jupiter but Rahu acts as an Agent.

Therefore Sun, Moon, Rahu and Saturn are the ruling 
planets. They are also the significators. Therefore the above 
dates must and must come correct.
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Interview

Interview means that two people have to meet and discuss. 
The consultant wishes to see the person. His desire is to be 
fulfilled.

Therefore one should judge the houses 3 (for meeting, inter
view, discussion), the 3rd to the seventh I.e., the 9th; and the 
11th houses.

The sub-lord of the 11th if tenanted in a constellation the 
lord of which is in direct motion, sooner or later he will have 
the interview. But if the sub'-lord of the 11th is deposited in the 
constellation of a planet in retrograde motion, he cannot have 
the interview.

If one takes the ruling planets and works out, the person is 
to wait till that position of the zodiac ascends in the east which 
is governed by the ruling planets deposited in the constellation 
of those in direct motion. But the interview will be denied if 
they are deposited in the constellation of those in retrograde 
motion.

Astrology being a divine science, invariably, in all cases 
both the methods will give the same answer. It is a wonderful 
science. All the scholars and students following K.P. will give 
the same answer, as mathematics. Simple and straightforward 
method producing the same results even though the astrologers 
are different. Only when there are thousands of slokas and each 
interprets as he wishes, each astrologer will vary and give 
different results and the consultant will be confused further.

Is the report true or false ?

One is to judge the third house for any information or 
correspondence or communication or report.

We have to find out the sub-lord of the third cusp ; note in 
which constellation the sub-lord is deposited. If the lord of the 
constellation in which the sub-lord is deposited happen to be 
Saturn, the report is false ; But if it is Mars then it is mischie
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vous and false. If it is Jupiter, it is true; and if the lord 
happens to be any planet connected with Saturn in any manner, 
the report is false ; but connected with Jupiter, the report will 
be correct. This is the way to find out whether a rumour is 
believable or not.

According to the Western System, note what the matter 
is. Whom does it refer? Find out the house which signifies 
the matter or the person. If the lord of that house is in an 
angular sign or if it be aspected by benefics the report is true* 
If any planet is deposited in that house which signifies the matter 
and receives favourable aspect from benefics, the report is true. 
Otherwise it is false.

On 30th July, 1919 1 reached Delhi. To pay respect to me 
and also to ascertain whether the rumour which my friend heard 
was true or false my friend Rao came to my chambers. After 
enquiring about my welfare, he began to put the query in a polite 
way. I asked him to give a number. He said 21. Then I 
worked out the chart which is as follows :—

XII 18-14 
Rahu 
0-8

Sat. 15-12 
Asc. 

28-26-40
1125-14 Ven 2-28

III 19-14

XII12-14 
Moon 
3-16

30—7—1963
3-32 P.M.

Mer. 2-26 
IV13-14 
Sun 13-48

M. C. 
13-14 V 12-14

IX 19-14
VIII 25-14 

Mars 
11-36

VII 
28-26-40

Kethu 
0-8 

Jup. 8-54 
VI 18-14

The third cusp is in 
19 degrees 14 minutes. 
It means it is in Mercury 
sign Rahu star and Mars 
sub. The sub-lord of the 
third cusp, Mars is in 
Scorpio in 11 degrees 36 
minutes i.e., in Saturn’s 
constellations. Therefore 
I replied that this parti
cular rumour was not 
correct. Since the sub
lord is Mars and is in 
the constellation of

Saturn in 12 it should be a mischief of that friend and it is more
to tempt you. Later my statement was found to be true. What 
the jealousy friend was confirmed, to be false.
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Exchanging Commodities

“Shall I exchange my article profitably” is the question.

It means you are doing transaction with another. Ascen
dant denotes you ; whereas 7th house Indicates the other person. 
Whether you will be benefited or not is to be judged from the 
houses 2, 6 and 11. But if the significators of the houses 5, 8 
and 12 were to operate then that is the time when you have to 
lose by such an exchange. Therefore one is to find out which 
period you are running and if that period is governed by the 
significator of 2, 6 and 11, you will make money. But if the 
period is governed by the significators of 5, 8 and 12, you 
must lose.

In Horary Astrology please note the sub of the 6th cusp. 
If the sub-lord of the 6th cusp is deposited in the constellation 
of a planet which is the significator of 6 or 11, you gain. But 
if It is the significator of 5 or 12, by so exchanging you must 
lose ; the other person must gain.

Because, when you exchange the other person had to give 
you something. Whether the other person loses, or not should 
be first judged, so the above rule will reveal whether he will lose 
or gain. Similarly also you have a sub-lord of the 12th cusp. 
If the sub-lord of the 12th cusp is deposited in the constellation 
of the significators of 6 and 11, you gain. But if the sub-lord 
of the Izth is in the constellation of a planet, signifying 5 and 
12, definitely you must incur loss.

Is Journalism good for me?

Third house represents Journalism. Jupiter and Mercury 
are the two planets which indicate Journalism.

According to Westerners the good aspects between Moon 
Mercury and Jupiter indicate that it is favourable for Journalism.

Virgo and Pisces are said to be the signs favourable.

According to KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATI if one has 
the desire to become a Journalist and he puts the query, one has 
to judge whether the sub-lord of the 11th cusp (indicating his 
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success Is deposited In the constellation of a planet which is the 
significator of the houses 3 and 9 and if the sub-lord is in any 
manner connected with Jupiter or Mercury or both. If the 
sub-lord happens to be Venus, one will be writing much about 
the marriage, sex, love affairs, Chemistry etc. But if it is Jupiter, 
most sensible and useful articles will be written and the books 
published will be popular. Considering the natural quality of 
the planet one has to fix the subject of the book which one will 
write.

Will my 3rd son construct a building ?

VII 
11-53-20 

Rahu 0-18

VIII 11-43 
Saturn 
15-05

IX 11-43
Ven 28-55 X 11-43

VI 12-43 27-7-1969 
1-40 P.M.I.S.T.

18° 55'N
No. 114 

Ayanamsa 23° 20'

Sun 10-44
XI 11-43 

Merc. 
16-07

VI 11-43 XII 12-43

Moon
15-29

IV 11-43

III 11-43 
Man 

10-47
II 11-43

Ketu 4-38 
Jup. 8-24 

Lagna 
11-53-20

Balance of Venus Dasa 
16 years 9 months and 
7 days.

The querist asked this 
question, gave the num
ber 114 within 249.

The number given by 
querist shows his lagna. 
The query is about his 
third son. The first child 
is shown by the 5th 
house counted from 
lagna. Younger brother

or sister is shown by the 3rd house. The second child is there
fore shown by 3rd to 5th, i.e. 7th from lagna and, similarly, the
third is shown by 3rd to 7th, i.e. 9th from lagna. Therefore 
the lagna of the third child is the 9th house, i.e. Rishaba 11° 43'.

The 4th house shows one’s own house, landed property, 
estate, etc. The 11th house shows fulfilment of desire and 
the 12th shows investment. Therefore the houses to be judged 
for construction of a building are 4, 11 and 12.

If it is a house already constructed and is to be bought off 
straight, judge the houses 6 and 9 also. Why ? Because one 
who is seller is shown by the 7th house, The 6th is 12th to 7th 
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and the 9th is 12th to 4th counted from 7th house. Further the 
houses 9 and 3 indicate surrounding the premises by the previous 
party and entry the new house by the purchaser.

For the purchase of the plot of land the same rules do apply.

Whether one will be able to construct a house at all, is to 
be seen from the 4th cusp. So, judge whether the sub lord of 
the 4th cusp is either retrograde or deposited in the constellation 
whose lord is retrograde. If either is retrograde then one will 
not be able to construct a house. If the sub lord of the 4th 
cucp and the lord of the constellation in which it is deposited are 
in direct motion and if the sub lord is also a significator of 
either 4th or Ihh or 12th house, then one will be able to cons
truct a building.

The horary chart for the number 114 will the twelve cusps 
for Bombay and the planetary position at the time of judgment, 
i.e. at 1-40 P.M. I.S.T. on 27-7-1969 is given above.

We have to judge the 4th house of the third child. The 
4th from 9th is the 12 from querist’s lagna. Therefore we 
have to judge the 12th cusp. It is 12° 43’ in Simha, i.e. in Sun 
sign Kethu star and Mercury sub. The sub-lord Mercury is not 
retrograde. It is deposited in the constellation of Saturn who 
is also not retrograde. Saturn is deposited in 12th bhava, 
counted from the lagna of the third child. Therefore Mercury 
(posited in the constellation of Saturn) is also a significator of 
12th house of the third child. Therefore the building will be 
constructed in the name of the third soft.

As the father and his third child want to live in the same 
house, the 4th cusp of father and that of the third son must be 
connected to each other. The 4th cusp from the querist’s lagna 
is 11° 43' Dhanur, i.e. Jupiter sign Kethu star and Mercury sub. 
The 4th cusp from the third child is in Sun sign Kethu star and 
Mercury sub. Therefore the sub lord and the lord of the cons
tellation of 4th cusp of both the father and the child are Mercury 
and Kethu respectively. Therefore their dwelling place will 
be same, 7— '
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As the sub-lord of 4th cusp from the querist’s lagna is 
deposited in Ilth bhava, the desire of the querist will be 
fulfilled.

Now let us find out the time of the event. The houses is to 
be constructed for third child. Therefore houses 4, 11 and 12 
from 9th are to be considered. They are 12th, 7th and 8th 
respectively; from the querist’s lagna.

12th house is occupied by Jupiter and Ketu, 7th by none 
and 8th by Saturn. Rahu is posited in the Jupiter star. Sun, 
Mars and Mercury are in Saturn star and none is in Kethu star.

12 house is owned by Sun, 7th by Jupiter and 8th by 
,• Mars. Jupiter is already considered above. Kethu and Jupiter 

are deposited in Sun’s stars and Venus is in Mars star.

Therefore the significators are Rahu, Kethu, Jupiter, Sun, 
Mars, Mercury and Venus. Which of these significators are 
beneficial and which are just tempters is to be found out from 
the ruling planets at the moment of judgment.

Ruling planets: Today is Sunday ruled by Sun. The 
sign transited by Moon is Dhanus owned by Jupiter. The star 
transited by Moon is owned by Venus. The lagna is Tulam 
owned by Venus. As Kethu is conjoined with Jupiter and Rahu 
occupies Jupiter sign Pisces, take Rahu and Kethu also.

One should not accept these ruling planets as it is. Check 
up whether any of them is posited either in the constellation or 
sub of a retrograde planet. If there is any, reject it and 
accept the remaining.

I In the present case none of the ruling planets is dpeosited
either in the constellation or sub of a retrograde planet. There
fore the beneficial ruling planets are Sun, Jupiter, Venus, Rahu 
and Kethu. They will give the result during their conjoined

| period.

Dasa: Venus Dasa balance is 16 years 9 months and 
7 days. In this Rahu Bhukti will run from 4-7-1973 to 4-7-1976. 
During this period you will finish construction of your house in 

I
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the antras of either Jupiter or Kethu or Sun. Jupiter is a ruling 
planet. Not only this, it is also the constellation lord of the 
lagna at the moment of judgment. Further it is the lord of 
11th house counted from the lagna of the third son. Therefore 
Jupiter Antra will give a finished house. This runs from 
16-12-W3 to 10-5-1974.

Transit: We have now to see whether transit agrees during 
this period. Consider the transit of Sun. Sun transits Venus 
star in Jupiter sign Dhanus in December 1973. Therefore transit 
agrees during this period and so you will construct your building 
during this period.

From which date the querist will start living in the new 
house? The present house of the native is shown by the 4th 
house. The 3rd house shows changing the present place of 
residence Mars owns 3rd house. There is no planet in the 
3rd bhava. Venus is in Mars star. Therefore Venus has to give 
3rd house results also. Therefore you will change the present 
place of residence and start living in the new house when Sun 
transits Venus sub in Jupiter sign Venus star on 28-12-1973. 
1974 is the most pleasant and prosperous New Year and on the 
New Year day, you will be in your own new house.

When will I sell my property? Good price or what?

Balance of Sun Dasa 5 
years 5 mopths and 25 
days.

Property is indicated 
by the 4th house, coun
ted from lagna. The 3rd 
house is 12th to 4th 
house. One who pur
chases the property is 
shown by the 7th house. 
The houses 10 and 5 are 
respectively 4th (pro
perty) and 11 th (fulfil
ment of his desire

H.A.-25

III 9-06 
Rahu 1-15

IV-11-06
Sat. 14-04 

Moon 
27-49

V8-06 
Ven. 9-24

VI 3-06 
Mer. 9-09 
Sun23-45

VII 
29-13-20

II4-06 9—7—1969 
5-30 P.M. I.S.T.

18-55 N
No. 188 

Ayanamsa 23°20' VIII 4-06

Lagna 
29-13-20 
XII 3-06

Mars 8-23
XI 8 06 XU-06

Kethu 1-15 
Jup. 5-53 
IX 9-06
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counted from 7th house. Therefore selling away property is 
shown by the houses 3, 5 and 10 counted from lagna of the 
consultant.

You want to sell away your property. Anyone with whom 
you deal is shown by the 7th house. Whether he will be able to 
purchase your property or not is to be seen from the 4th cusp 
counted from 7th, i.e. 10th cusp counted from lagna. Judge 
whether the sublord of the 10th cusp is either retrograde or 
deposited in the constellation whose lord is retrograde. If the 
sub-lord is retrograde wait. If the lord of constellation in which 
sub-lord is deposited, is retrograde, then you will not be able to 
sell the property. If they are in direct motion and if this sub
lord is also a significator of either 3rd or 10th house, then you 
can and will sell.

The 10th cusp is Tulam 11°6' i.e., in Venus sign Rahu star 
and Saturn sub. The sub-lord Saturn is not retrograde. It is 
deposited in the constellation of Venus who is also not 
retrograde. Venus is deposited in 5th bhava. It owns the houses 
5 and 10. There is no planet in the 10th bhava Therefore the 
sub-lord of 10th cusp.

(i) is not retrograde,

(ii) is deposited in the constellation whose lord is not 
retrograde, and

(iii) is also the significator of houses 5 and 10.

Therefore you will sell.

Houses 3, 5 and 10 are to be judged for selling and 3 and 12 
for giving possession.

The rules applicable to sell land or building are the same 
The 3rd house is unoccupied. Jupiter owns it. Rahu and Kethu 
represent Jupiter as Kethu is conjoined with it and Rahu occupies 
its sign Meena.

(This is how nodes represent the planets)
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Therefore planets in the constellation of Jupiter, Rahu and 
Kethu will be strong significators of 3rd house. This does not 
mean that Rahu, Kethu and Jupiter cannot give 3rd house 
results They can also give. But the planets in their stars are 
stronger to give the results. (Tenant stronger.) Sun and Rahu 
are in Jupiter star. Mercury is in Rahu star and none is in 
Kethu star. Therefore Sun, Rahu, Mercury, Jupiter and Kethu 
are the significators of 3rd house.

5th house is occupied by Venus. No planet is in 10th 
bhava. Venus owns both 5th and 10th house. Saturn is in 
the constellation of Venus. Therefore Saturn is a strong signifi
cator of both the houses 5 and 10.

12th house is unoccupied. Its owner is Jupiter. Therefore 
the planets Sun, Rahu, Mercury, Jupiter and Kethu are the 
significators of 12th house also.

Finally the significators of houses 3, 5 and 10 are Sun, 
Rahu, Mercury, Jupiter, Kethu and Saturn.

Sun Dasa balance is 5 years 5 months and 26 days. In this 
Rahu Bhukti operates between 29-12-1970 and 23 1-1971. Both 
Sun and Rahu are significators. Yet, during this period, you 
will not be able to sell your property. Why? Because Saturn 
and Moon are together in one sign. Whenever Saturn and 
Moon are together in one sign, it is called ‘Poonaraphoo’. This 
implies that the event will materialise on subsequent attempts. 
That is why you will not be able to sell away your property 
during Sun Dasa Rahu Bhukti. In Sun Dasa Saturn Bhukti you 
will make frequent attempts to dispose. This period runs from 
11-11-1971 to 23-10-1972.

During this period you will enter into an agreement during 
Mercury Anthra between 5-1-1972 and 23-2-B72 (Mercury is 
for agreement and also strong significator of 3rd house5 and 
finally hand over the possession of your property in Kethu 
Anthra during 23-2-1972 and 13-3-1972.
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It does not allow others to give; it drags on till its period 
or sub-period passes. In its sub period and the sub sub-period 
of another significator, it offers desirable results. Saturn is a 

foolhardy mother-in-law, who was in the bath room. Some 
persons came for donation Son wanted to give Rs. 5/-Daughter- 
in-law had the mind to add one-more five. When the mother- 
in-law was informed, she ordered “Wait, where is the 
hurry ?" Then she came out after bath, drees, make up etc., 
and gave Rs. 15/-. Thus Saturn will behave.

The exact dates will be found out from transit of Sun.

(i. Date of agreement will be 20-1-1972 when Sun 
transits Saturn sign Sun star Mercury sub.

(ii) Date of giving actual possession will be 11-3-1972 
when Sun transits Saturn sign Jupiter star Kethu 

sub.

To find out whether the property will be sold for good 
price or not we have to judge the dasa lord. It is Sun. It is 
deposited in the constellation of Jupiter. Jupiter is deposited 
in 8th bhava and owns 12th Therefore Sun is a significator of 
houses 8 and 12. Both the houses 8 and 12 are favourable to 
the purchaser and therefore purchaser gains.

“So, I will lose in the transaction.” An an astrologer, 
I do not want to say that you will lose. It is implied.

Astrologers generally are devotees of some God or 
Goddess. Vak Siddhi will be there. So mostly talk in the 
affirmative; let the negative be implied. If one asks “Has 
the newspaperwala come” do not reply, “No” say, he is 
coming. If one asks whether you would be going to office on 
that day and if you are on leave, say ‘I go only tomorrow*. 
Do not reply ‘No.’ If one wants to have change for a 
Hundred Rupee note and you do not have do not say “Sorry” 
Say “Shall 1 get you from my friend”.
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When can I have a Vehicle ? Bicycle, Motor-cycle or Car ?

Balance of Kethu Dasa 
2 years. 8 months. 7 days.

Vehicle:
Vehicle is considered 

to be a permanent pos
session, even though it 
can be sold and cashed 
at any time. So, one is 
to judge the 4th house 
which also indicates the 
mother, the land, the 
building one’s education, 
furniture etc.

Saturn (R) 
25-44 

II 21°30' 
Rahu 
12-55

Moon 
8-13 

HI 23-20
IV 20-30 V 15-30

Asc. 
14-26-40 1—12—1968 

■5-30P.M.
I.S.T. 18-55 N 

No. 217
Ayanamaa 23° 19'

VI 12-30

XII 12-30 VII 
: 14-26-40

Ven 26-39
XI 15-30

X 20-30 
Sun 16-03 
Mercury 

12-57
IX 23-30

Jup. 9-03 
ket 12-55 

Marg 20-05 
VIII 21-30

It is necessary to find out whether it refers to vehicle or to 
any of the other matters.

Only Krishnamurti Padhdhati is useful to pinpoint. If the 
sub-lord of the 4th cusp in the Horary Chart is either Venus be
ing the significator of 4 or if the sub-lord is deposited in the 
constellation of the significator of the 4th who has any connec
tion with Venus, one will have either a vehicle or buy some 
furniture. tVenus. if not the significator of 4 it can’t indicate 
though it is said to be the chief governor of vehicle.)

Again to differentiate between these two. judge as follows ; 
If the sub-loid or the lord of the constellation in which the 
sub-lord is deposited (being the significator af the 4th and also 
connected with Venus) were to be deposited in a movable sign, it 
shows vehicle.

But if it is in a common sign, it may be vehicle or cradle
like furniture which can move to and fro.

But if it is in a fixed sign, it is only furniture.

If the sub-lord of the 4th is Mars or if the sub-lord is 
deposited in a constellation who is the significator of the 4th 
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and in any maimer connected with Mars, it refers to land or 
building

If the sub-lord is Moon or if the sub-lord is deposited in the 
constellation of a planet who is the significator of the 4th and 
is in any manner connected with Moon, the mother is indica
ted by the 4ta.

If the sub-lord of the 4tb cusp is Jupiter or Mercury, or if 
the sub-lord is in the constellation of the planet who is the 
significator of the 4th and is any manner connected with either 
Jupiter or Mercury or both, the matter refers to one’s education

If the sub lord of the 4th cusp is Saturn or if the sub-lord is 
in the constellation of a planet which is the significator of the 4th 
and also connected with Saturn, it refers to mine, mine products, 
excavation, treasure etc.

Thus we have to differentiate.

Will the vehicle be 2 wheeled or 3 wheeled or 4 wheeled 
or multi, like train or 6 or 8 wheeled lorries etc , or two 
wheeled ship or the flying helicopter or plane may be the next 
question.

1. If it is a bicycle, manual labour is needed. Hence Saturn 
will be connected with the significators indicating purchase of a 
vehicle.

2. If it is a motor cycle, there is the machinery ; petrol or 
oil is used. Hence the significator should be connected with 
Mars, Venus and Moon. Venus and Moon indicate petrol, Mars 
machinery.

3. If it is 4 wheeled one, then also these three planets 
should be connected with those significators who promise the 
purchase of the vehicle.

4 If the significator of the fourth house promising pur
chase of a vehicle is deposited in the sub, the lord of which is in 
any of the signs Gemini, Virgo, first half of Sagittarius or Aqua
rius .then it is two wheeled.

>4



5. If the significator indicating purchase of a vehicle and if 
it were to be in the sub, the lord of which is deposited in bestial 
or 4 legged sign, or its constellation lord, then it can be car 
and anything similar to it. Aries, Taurus, Leo, second half of 
Sagittarius and Capricorn are the bestial signs : 4 wheeled.

6. If the significator of the purchase of the car is connected 
with Saturn, it shows self-drive. If it is connected with Jupiter 
there is a driver appointed. If both Jupiter and Saturn are con
nected sometimes he himself will drive and sometimes the driver. 
If the significator of the fourth is also the significator of 2, 6 and 
10 he will buy one and drive for other’s use like one’s own taxi 
or private tourist car. If the significator if also connected with 
Rahu or Kethu and is also the significator of 10 then he uses the 
office car.

7. If the significator is deposited in the sub of a planet 
who is the significator of the 4th house and it is in the constella
tion ruled by a planet, deposited in the watery sign, it may be a 
boat-hand driven, if Saturn is one of the planets or if Mars, Venus 
and Moon are connected motor boat. If only Mars and Moon 
are connected it should be driven on steam when it will be a 
ship. Saturn shows submarine. If the significator of tne 4th house 
is very strong and it is deposited in the sub of a planet deposited 
in the constellation of one occupying airy sign, one will buy 
aeroplane or helicopter. This significator should be connected 
with Mars, Venus and Moon.

Thus if one calmly studies, he can find out the difference. 
One can have many if Mercury and dual sign are connected with 
the significators.

Number given is 217. The horoscope is as follows.

The 4th cusp is Rishaba 20° 31' i.e. in Venus sign Moon 
star and Venus sub. The sub-lord Venus is deposited in the 
second half of Dhanus. Dhanus is a common sign and its 
second half falls in a bestial or four legged sign. Further Mars 
aspects Venus by its 4th aspect. Therefore you will have a four- 
wheeled vehicle.
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The next step is to find out significators of 4, 9, 10 and 11.
The significators of all the houses are tabulated as under:

House 
significators

Planets signifying 
houses

I Sun, Mercury, Saturn, Rahu, Sun 1, 2, 7, 9, 12.
Kethu Moon 2, 3, 5, 6, 7.

II Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, 8, 9, 10.
Jupiter, Saturn, Rahu, Kethu. Mars 2, 3, 6, 7, 10.

Ill Moon, Mars, Rahu, Kethu. Mercury 1. 2, 5, 8, 9
IV Venus. 12.
V Moon, Mercury, Saturn, Jupiter 2, 7, 9, 11.

Rahu, Kethu. Venus 4, 11
VI Moon, Mars, Rahu, Kethu. Saturn 1, 2, 5, 8, 9,

VII Sun, Moon, Mars, Jupiter, 12.
Rahu, Kethu. Rahu-All houses except

VIII Moon, Mercury, Saturn, the 4th.
Rahu, Kethu. Kethu-All houses except

IX Sun, Moon, Mercury, the 4-th
Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Rahu,
Kethu.

X Moon, Mars, Rahu, Kethu.
XI Moon, Jupiter, Venus,

Rahu, Kethu.
XII Sun, Mercury, Saturn, Rabu,

Kethu.

From the above table It can be seen that the significators 
of the houses 4, 9, 10 and 11 are Sun. Moon, Mars. Mercury, 
Jupiter, Venus. Saturn, Rahu and Kethu; all the nine planets 
signify. When so much group signifies the best course and the 
only scientific method is to go for ruling planets and find out the 
common between the significators and the mling planets The 
ruling planets are the lords of the day. M on sign, star and lagana 
at the moment of judgment.

* The day is Sunday ruled by Sun. Moon, transits Kethu star 
Aswini in the sign Aries owned by Mars. The lagna is Rishaba 
owned by Venus.
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All the ruling planets are not always beneficial. Those which 
are in the constellation or sub of a retrograde planet will not 
give results. Sun is in the constellation of retrograde Saturn. 
Reject it. Others are in the constellation and sub of planets 
in direct motion. Take them. They are Kethu, Mars and 
Venus.

They will give you car during their conjoined period.

According to dasa-bhukti at the time of judgment Kethu 
Dasa balance is 2 years, 8 months and 7 days from 1-12-68. 
The bhukties which are still to operate are those of Jupiter, 
Saturn and Mercury. None of them is a ruling planet. Next 
comes Venus Dasa. (Venus is the strongest in the mling planets, 
as it is the lord of the lagna. In mling planets, always the lord 
of lagna is stronger than the lord of the star, the lord of star is 
stronger than the lord of Moon sign and the lord of Moon 
sign is stronger than the lord of the day. Venus Dasa Venus 
bhukti runs between 8-8-1971 and 8-12-1974. In this you will 
get vehicle either in Mars Anthra or in Kethu Anthra. Mars is 
the lord of Moon sign in the ruling planets. But Kethu is the 
lord of the constellation. So Kethu is stronger than Mars 
and therefore Kethu Anthra will give you car. It runs 
between 28-9-1974 and 8-12-1974.

To find out the exact date of purchase of car consider the 
transit of Sun. Sun transits Venus sign Mars star Kethu sub 
on 18-10-1974. Therefore you must have the vehicle on this 
date only (Never earlier—nor later).

When can 1 dispose may vehicle?

Number 37 was given at Bombay <Lat. 19°-56' N) at 7-30 
P.M. I.S.T. on 19-4-1969 by the consultant.

The 12 cusps for this number for the Latitude of Bombay 
and the planetary position for the above dale and time are as 
follows :
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Venus (R) 
19-15 

XI 14-20 
Rahu 5-22

Sat. 5-22 
Sun 6-00 

Mer. 17-41 
XII 19-20

Moon'8-27 
Lagna 
22-40

11 17-20

X 11-20 19—4—1969 
7-30 P.M. I S.T 

18-55 N 
No. 37 

Ayanamaa 23° 20'

III 13-20

IX 13-20 IV 11-20

VIII 17-20
Mars
23-04

VII 22-40
VI 19-20

Jup. (R) 
4-27 

Kethu 5-22 
V 14-20

Purchase of a vehicle 
is to be judged from the 
houses 4, 9, 10 and 11. 
because 4th house shows 
vehicle, houses 9 and 10, 
show enjoyment in this 
birth due to meritorious 
deeds done in the previ
ous birth and the 11th 
house indicates fulfilment 
of one’s desire.

The nmnber given by 
the consultant denotes

Iris lagna. Anybody with whom he transacts is shown by the
7th house If the consultant wants to sell Iris car, the 7th
house shows the purchaser. Houses 4, 9, 10 and 11 counted 
from the 7th house are 10, 3, 4 and 5. Therefore the houses 
to be judged for disposal of vehicle are 3, 4, 5 and 10. Sale 
of a car by one means its purchase and possession by another.

To find out the time of disposal of the vehicle, one should 
workout the significators of the houses 3, 4, 5 and |0, find out 
the ruling planets at the moment of judgment, take out the 
common planets between the significator and the ruling planets 
and then calculate the dasa ohukti period of these common 
planets and dually pinpoint the exact date and time by transit.

The significators of the houses 3, 4, 5 and 10 are Moon. 
Sun, Jupiter, Saturn, Rahu. Kethu. Mars. Mercury, Venus; 
so all the nine planets signify.

To-day is Saturday ruled by Saturn. The sign transited by 
Moon is Rishaba owned by Venus. The constellation transited 
by Moon is Krittika ruled by Sun and the lagna is Tulam ruled 
by Venus. Venus has come twice in the ruling planets, once as 
lord of Moon sign and once as lord of lagna. Not only that, 
the number given by him also falls in Rishaba. So Venus is a 
very strong mling planet. Why should the consultant come 
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to-day to put his query when Venus is so strongly signifying? 
This is because his query is about vehicle and Venus governs 
Vahana. (It may be to buy or sell.) So he comes when Venus 
is strongly signifying.

Rahu is conjoined with Venus in Meena and Kethu is 
aspected by Venus by its 7th aspect. Therefore Rahu and Kethu 
will also give the results of Venus. (Node ‘first’ gives the 
results of the planet or planets with which it is conjoined, then 
the results of the planet in whose constellation it is deposited, 
then of the planets aspecting it and lastly of the planet in whose 
star and sign it is deposited.)

Therefore the mling planets are Saturn, Venus, Sun, Rahu 
and Kethu

Of these ruling planets, see if any one is deposited either in 
the constellation or sub of a retrograde planet. If there is any, 
then reject it and take the remaining as the ruling planets.

None of the mling planets is deposited either in the 
constellation or sub of a retrograde planet. So all are to be 
taken. Venus is by itself retrograde. But this does not prevent 
it from giving results all throughout. However, it cannot give 
as long as it is retrograde. Once it becomes direct it will give.

Now check up how many of the ruling planets are also the 
significators of the houses 3, 4, 5 and 10 All the ruling planets 
are significators. Therefore you will sell your vehicle during 
their conjoined period.

According to dasa-bhukti, Sun’s dasa balance is 0 years 8 
months and 11 days from 19-4-1969. In Sun Dasa, Venus Bhukti 
is already on. Venus is retrograde at present. As Venus will 
give results only after it becomes direct, find out when it 
becomes direct. It becomes direct on 30-4-1969. (So we have 
to consider the period only after this date.) Rahu Anthra will 
commence on 9-5-1969 and will run upto 3-7-1919. Venus is 
very strong ruling planet and Rahu conjoined with it is still 
stronger to give results. So in Rahu Anthra you will sell your 
vehicle.
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Mood is the only significator of 3rd house. Third house 
is 12th to 4th. So in Moon Shpokshama. on a Moon star day 
the car will be sold and handed over to the purchaser. Moon 
sbookshtna runs between 21-6-1969 and 30-6-1969. On 23-6-1969 
Moon transits its own star Hasta. The day is Monday ruled 
by Moon. The exact time of handing over the vehicle to the 
purchaser on 23-6-1969 will be 3.30 P.M. when the lagna is 18° 
Tulam. i.e. Venus sign, Rahu star and Sun sub. (Need not be 
said that the prediction was 100% correct; otherwise this 
article will not be published).

Will I sit for Competitive Examination
What is the Result ?

Number given by the consultant is
P.M. I S T. on 13-8-1969.

171 at Bombay at 7-30

Horoscope is as follows :—

IV 13-46
V 13-46 
Saturn 
15-34

VI 9-46
VII 

4-46-40 
Ven. 18-32

Rahu29-23
Ill 9-46 13—8—1969 

7-30 P.M. I.S.T.
18° 55' N 
No. 171 

Ayanamsa 23°2O'

VIII 5-46
Sun 27-18

II 5-46

Moon 1-20
IX 9-46

Mercury 
17- 22 

Ketu 29-23

Lagna 
4-46-40

Mars 16-26 
XII 9-46 IX 13-46 Jup 11-20 

X 13-46

3. Whether he comes out successful?

Balance of Kethu 
Dasa 6 years 3 months 
and 18 d ys.

In cases of competitive 
examination the points 
to be seen are:

1. Whether he has 
the necessary cou
rage to compete ?

2. Whether he will 
be able to appear ? 
and

Whether one has the courage to compete is to be judged 
from the 3rd house. If the sub lord of the 3rd cusp is Moon, 
one tries to adjust himself in the present circumstances and does 
not take bold decisions. If it is Saturn one will be very cautious 
and lacks in confidence. If Mercury, the native will be in two 
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minds. Planets Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Venus as the sub-lord 
of cusp, however, give courage and confidence to compete.

In your case, the 3rd cusp falls in Kumbha 9°46' i.e., Saturn 
sign Rahu star and Jupiter sub. As the sub lord of 3rd is Jupi
ter, it will give you courage and confidence to appear for the 
examination.

Whether one will be able to appear for the examination or 
not is to be seen from the horary lagna. One may have courage 
to compete but may not be able to appear for the examination 
because of certain unavoidable difficulties or obstacles like 
illness, etc. at the time of competitive examination. If the 
horary lagna is spoiled due to the deposition of natural malefics 
or lord of 6 or 8 or 12, the native, will not be able to make an 
attempt. If, however, the lagna is not spoiled, the native will 
be able to act as he likes.

The horary lagna in the present case is Dhanus, owned by 
Jupiter. No natural malefic is deposited in lagna bbava. 
Lagnathipathi is a natural benefic. Therefore you will sit for the 
exmination.

For competitive examination the houses to be judged are 
4, 9 and 11. A doubt may arise in somebody’s mind as to 
which houses be judged for second or third or fourth attempt. 
The answer is that whether one is appearing for the first attempt 
or the second or the third, ever we have to judge the houses 4, 
9 and 11. (For child birth see the 5th house for the first 
conception, 7th house—being the 3rd counted from 5th—for the 
second conception, 9th house for the 3rd issue and so on. But 
in case of examination one should not see, which bouse for the 
first attempt, which for the second and so on.)

Whether one will be successful in the competitive examina
tion or not is to be decided from the planets whose conjoined 
period he is running at the time of examination At that time 
if the dasa, bhukti and antra period governing planets are signi
ficator of houses 4, 9 and 11, you will come out successful, 
if not, you will fail. When significators conjointly operate then 
only one will get. Otherwise not.
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You are appearing for the competitive examination in the 
month of September 1969 At that time, according to Aasa- 
bhukti, you will be running Kethu Dasa Venus Bhukti and Mars 
anthra. Kethu is in 9th bhava in the constellation of Sun who is 
deposited in 8th bhava and owns 9th house. Therefore Kethu is 
to give results of both 8th and 9th bhava.

When will Kethu give 8th house results and when it will give 
9th house results is to be decided from the result the bhukti 
and anthra lords have to give. If both the bhukti and anthra 
lords are to give the results of either 4th or 9th or 11th house, 
the dasa lord Ketu will give 9th house results. If either the 
bhukti or anthra lord is non-co-operative i.e. if it Is not a signifi
cator of 4th or 9th or 11th house, then Kethu will also turn 
non-cc-operative and give 8th house results.

The bhukti lord Venus is deposited in the constellation of 
Rahu who is in 3rd bhava. Rahu represents as it is 
deposited in the sign Kumbh i. Rahu also represents Moon and 
Mercury because they aspect Rahu. So Venus will give the 
result of ownership and deposition of Saturn, Mercury and 
Moon also. Saturn is deposited in 5th and owns 2nd & 3rd. 
Moon is deposited in 8th and owns 8th Mercury is deposited 
in 9th and owns 7th and 10th. Therefore Venus has, along 
with other portfolios the 9 h house portfolio also. Therefore 
Venus will co-operate with Kethu to give 9th house results if 
the anthra lord is a significator of either <ith or 9th or 11th 
house.

Now let us see whether the anthra lord Mars co-operates. 
If Mars co-operates, \ou will come out successful. If it is 
non-co-operative, you will fail.

Mars is in the constellation of Saturn. Saturn is in 5th 
and owns 2nd & 3rd houses. Mars by itself is in 12th bhava 
and owns 5th and 12th houses. Therefore Mars is in no way 
to give results of any of the houses 4, 9 and 11 and hence 
you will be invited to sit for subsequent examination. On 
this occasion, your colleagues will pass.
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Any Treasure in my Building?

If the sub-lord of the 4th cusp is deposited in a constellation, 
lord of which is the significator of the houses 2 or 11 or 6 one 
will surely have the treasure. Further the lord of the constella
tion should have any connection with Saturn in direct motion. 
According to traditional astrology if lord of 2 were to be in the 
8th house, one can come by treasure or if lords of 2, 4, 9 and 11 
conjoin, one have treasure. But in Horary astrology it is the 
sub-lord of the 4th house which will give a correct picture, when 
the question relates to Treasure.

Will 1 get Admission in the College ?

The 4th house indicates the educational institution and since 
his desire is to get admission, the 11th shows realisation of one’s 
ambition. Therefore, sub-lord of the 4th is to be deposited in the 
constellation, the lord of which is the significator of 4 and 11.

Will my Love Affairs Materialise?

If the sub-lord of the 5th cusp is deposited in the constella
tion of a planet who is the significator of the houses 7 and 11 
then materialisation of the love affairs is promised. But if the 
sub-lord of the 5th cusp happens to be in a constellation, the lord 
of which is the significator of the houses 6 or 12 then it will 
never materialise. If it is in the constellation of the significator 
of 6, the other party falls out. But if the sub-lord of the 5th is 
in the constellation of the planet signifying the 12th house then 
the consultant himself will drop the idea.

Invalid Child—will it pick op Health?

If the consultant is the parent of the child take 5th cusp 
indicating the child. If the sub-lord of the 5th cusp is deposited in 
a constellation, the lord of which is the significator of the houses 
3 and 5, the child will pick'up. But if the sub-lord of the 5th 
cusp is situated in a con: tellation the lord of which is the 
significator of the 10th house, who is also connected with Saturn 
in any manner, shows that the child cannot recover health at 
all, ‘It will be ever sickly.’
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CanJ.liave.a.Partner.inmy Business?

If the sub-lord of the 8th cusp is situated in the constellation 
of a planet signifying houses 6 and 11. you can have a partner. 
But if the sub-lord of the 8th cusp is deposited in a constellation, 
the lord of which is the significator of the houses 5 and 12, 
never have a partner.

Can I Prosper as an Actress or an Actor?

If the sub-lord of the 5th cusp is deposited in a constellation 
of a planet who is the significator of the houses 5, 6 and 10 one 
can be popular as an Actor. It is also the significator of 11, one 
will be prosperous. If Mars is one of the planets signifying 
these houses, he can be a leader among'them. There is no 
inferiority complex. No stage fear. But Success alone.

Any Child for me? Who is Sterile?

Moon
29 06

IV 21-36
Sat. 15-20

V 20-36 VI 16-36
Ven. 6-59 

VII 
11.26.40

Rahu29-55 
III 18-36 3—8—1969 

5-30 P.M. I.S.T. 
18-55 N 
No. 175 

Ayanamsa 23°20'

VIII 13-36 
Sun 17-38

II 13-36 IX 18-36 
Ketu 29-55

Lagna 
11-26-40

XII 16-36 
Mars 
12-47

XI 20-36 Jup-. 9-34 
X 21-36

Balance of Mercury 
Dasa I year, J month and 
23 days.

Whether one is pro
mised children or not is 
to be judged from the 5th 
cusp. One will be able 
to produce children if the 
following three condi
tions are simultaneously 
satisfied*

(i) The sub-lord of 
the 5th cusp is not 
retrograde.

(ii) It is not posited in a constellation of a retrograde 
Planet and

(iii) It is a significator of either 2nd or Sth or 11th house.

If any one of these three conditions is not satisfied, one 
will not be able to produce a child at all.
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To judge the time of birth of child, one has to select the 
significators of houses 2, 5 and 11 and predict the time during 
the conjoined period of the signicators.

The 5th cusp is very important to see whether one is 
capable of producing a child or not. The 11th house is the 5th 
house of the partner. Therefore the 11th cusp shows whether 
the partner will be able<to produce children or not. If the 5th 
cusp shows that he can and he will have children and the 11th 
shows that the partner cannot naturally, he will have children 
somewhere else. If the 11th cusp shows that the partner can 
produce and 5th cusp denotes that he cannot produce, then the 
wife will have natural children. If both the Sth cusp and the 
11th cusp promise progency then they will both h ve children. 
But the children bom may or may not be due to the husband 
and the husband also can have children outside, other than 
what he can have through Iris wife. If both the 5th and 11th 
cusps are not favourable, they will both be sterile.

The number, within 249, given by the husband is 175.

House Planet signifying
significators Houses

I Jupiter, Rahu. Sun 8, 9
II Venus, Saturn, Rahu. Moon 4, 8,

HI Venus, Saturn, Rahu. Mars 4, 5, 11, 12.
IV Moon, Mars, Jupiter, Venus, Mercury 7, 8, 9, 10,

Saturn, Rahu, Jupiter 1, 4, 8, 9.
V Mars, Venus, Rahu. Venus 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11.
VI Venus, Saturn, Rahu. 12.

VII Mercury. Saturn 2, 3, 4, 6,
VIH Sun, Moon. Mercury, Jupiter, Rahu 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9,

Kethu. 11. 12,
IX Sun, Mercury, Jupiter, Rahu Kethu 8, 9,

Kethu.
X Mercury.

XI Mars, Venus, Rahu
XII Mars, Venus, Rahu
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To check up whether the husband is sterile or wife or both 
are sterile, both are productive, judge the 5th cusp for husband 
and 11th cusp for wife (because the number is given by the 
husband).

The 5th cusp is 20° 36' Aries, i.e. Mars sign, Venus star 
and Jupiter sub. Jupiter is neither retrograde or deposited in 
the constellation of a retrograde planet. But it is not a 
significator of any of the houses 2 or 5 or 11 (see table of 
significators). Therefore of the three essential conditions for 
the ability to produce children, the third condition is not 
satisfied. This clearly means that the husband is sterile.

Now take the 11th cusp. It is Tulam 20° 36' i.e. in Venus 
sign Jupiter star and Jupiter sub. Jupiter is neither retrograde 
nor deposited in a constellation whose lord is retrograde. Also 
Jupiter is a strong significator of 8th house which is the 2nd 
house counted from the lagna of the wife. Therefore the third 
condition is satisfied here and the wife will be able to produce 
children.

When she is productive and her husband is sterile, she will 
have natural children.

The houses 2, 5 and 11 counted from the lagna of wife are 
5, 8 and 11. From the table of significators, the significators 
of these houses are Mars, Sun, Moon, Mercury, Jupiter, Kethu 
and Venus.

Which of these significators will really give children and 
which are merely tempters is to be found out from the ruling 
planets. They are the lords of the day, rasi, star, lagna and 
lagna-star at the moment of judgment. The day is Sunday 
ruled by Sun. The sign and star transited by Moon are owned 
by Jupiter; and Mercury respectively. The lagna is 22° Dhanus, 
i.e. Jupiter sign Venus star. As Kethu occupies Sun’s sign, take 
Kethu also. Therefore the ruling planets are Sun, Jupiter, 
Mercury Venus and Kethu. They are also the significators. 
Therefore they will give her child during their conjoined period 
and sub period.
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According to dasa-bhukti at the time of judgment, 
Mercury Dasa balance was 1 year 1 month and 23 days from 
3-8-1969. The bhukti running is that of Saturn. Saturn is not 
a ruling planet. So Saturn Bhukti will not give. Kethu Dasa 
will start 26-9-1970. On 23-2-1971 Venus Bhukti will commence. 
On 26-9-1971 Jupiter Anthra will start. This will run upto 
22-11-1971. This period will give her a child, if transit agrees.

Sun transits Jupiter star Kethu sub in Venus sign Tulam on 
22-10 1971. Therefore transit also agrees and she will have a 
child on this date. (Let us wait and see how the prediction 
comes true.)

Child-Birth ?

(Number within 118)

The following is the chart prepared for the moment at 
which I took a letter for study and judgment:

Fortunately, the num
ber 28 within 108 given 
by the person shows that 
the lagna is Cancer- 
Kataka-between O' and 
3° >0'.

The lagna, the aspects 
to the lagna, the disposi
tion of the lord of the 
lagna and the various 
connections which it has, 
indicate whether one's 
desire will be fulfilled 
or not.

Mercury
Sun 

9’ 36' 
Venus 
12* 36'

Jup. 6* 54' 
Rahu 

22*46'

Saturn 
20* 3'

Friday 
23-4-1965 
11-35 A.M.

Lagna

Moon 
2* 45'

Mars 
15*32' 
Uranus 
17* 42'

Ketu 
22*46'

Neptune 
25* 48'

The position of Moon called ‘Mathi’, the mind, shows 
the nature of the query. What he has in mind, as the urge 
to put a question is given by Moon.

Lagna is Cancer-Kataka. It is governed by Moon. Lagna 
gains strength as it is directly aspected by Moon. (A sign gains 
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strength if it receives aspect from its lord or if it is occupied by 
him.) So Lagna is strong.

Lagna is not occupied by malefics. Nor it is aspected by 
evil planets.

Hence, what you want to have, you will surely have.

Moon, the planet indicating the query is in the sign Capri
corn ruled by Saturn, in the star governed by Sun—Uthrashada, 
and in the sub of Jupiter.

As per Stellar Astrology, Moon in Sun’s constellation 
indicates the matter signified by Sun who owns the second house. 
The second house denotes “Family and Finance.”

Most of the people are worried about “Family and 
Finance”. So, Moon in Sun’s star does not specifically mention 
the nature of the query.

Now study the sub and also ‘Sun’. As Moon was in 2° 45' 
it is in Sun’s star Uthrashada and in the sub of Jupiter. Jupiter 
is the chief governor for children and money. Again, to elimi
nate either and for clarification to select the exact nature of the 
query, furthermore one js to study.

Take Sun, the lord of the constellation. It is in the cons
tellation of Ketbu who occupies the Sth house which governs the 
birth of a child.

Consider Jupiter who is the lord of the sub. it is in the 
11th bhava, in the constellation of Sun. Jupiter is strong to 
indicate children. 11th house is the fifth from the seventh.

Hence the query is about “chlid-birth."

First of all, one is to find out the evil influences and ascer
tain its magnitude. Then only, one is to consider the favoura
ble aspects promising an affirmative answer.

Houses 6, 8 and 12 occupied by malefics, threaten loss, 
difficulty, delay or denial. 6th house is vacant; 8th house is 
occupied by Saturn which is in Jupiter’s constellation and thereby 
its evil results are mitigated by Jupiter. Hence it will be a delay
ing planet and not a denying one. 12th house is unoccupied.
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Hence there will be much delay in becoming the father of a 
child.

You have asked me to suggest as to what you should be.

Answer: You have to perform “shanthi.” You have 
mentioned that you pray for Lord Ganesh. It is correct, because, 
the 5th house indicates the initiation of the Mantra, Upasana etc 
Kethu is in the 5th house. It is aspected by Mars, the lord of 5, 
Jupiter, the religious planet ruling the 9th house and the planet 
Saturn throwing obstacles. Mars and Kethu, having connection 
with the 5th house indicate that you are a devotee of Lord 
Ganesh.

Whenever Jupiter aspects either the Ascendant or the Moon 
in a horoscope, the person will have faith and knowingly or 
unknowingly will be doing meritorious deeds ; he may also pray 
or do “Shanti”. In the Horary chart, Jupiter aspects Moon, 
who is also the lord of lagna and hence you will follow the 
advice to enjoy the beneficial results.

The query is about child birth. Houses 2, 5 and 11 are to 
be considered. The strength of the planets which signify those 
matters of the houses 2, 5 and 11 is to be taken in the following 
order:

(a) The planets in the constellation of the occupants of 
the bouses, 2, 5 or 11 ;

(b) the occupants of the houses 2, 5 and 11 ;
(c) the planets in the constellation of the lords of these 

houses 2 or 5 or 11 ;
(d) the lords of these houses ;
(e) those which are conjoined with these significators; or
(f) those receiving aspects from the indicators.

House 2 is occupied by Mars. Its stars are Mrigasirisha, 
Chitra and Dhanishta. No planet is found in any of the three 
asterisms.

House 5 is occupied by Kethu. It rules over the constella
tion Aswini, Makham and Moolam.
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Sun and Venus are in Aswini star. No planet occupies 
either Makham or Moolam. Hence Sun and Venus are strong 
significators.

House 11 is occupied by Jupiter and Rahu; Jupiter’s stars 
are Punarvasu, Visakha and Poorvapathra. No planet is in 
Punarvasu, Neptune to which no dasa is allotted, is in Visakha. 
Reject it. Saturn is in Poorvapathra.

Rahu governs the three stars Arudhra, Swathi and Satha- 
bhisha. No planet is in these constellations.

Therefore Sun, Venus and lastly Saturn are the significators.
To confirm whether they are the real significators, consider 

ruling planets.

Today is Friday. Venus rules over Friday (23-4-1965).

The constellation in which Moon transits is Uthrashada— 
its lord is Sun.

Which is the sign in which Moon is passing at the time of 
answering the query? Capricorn Makaram. Who rules the 
sign, Capricorn? Saturn owns it. Hence this moment is ruled 
by Venus, the lord of the day, Sun. the ruler of the star Utbra- 
shada and Saturn the owner of Capricorn.

Therefore, when will a child be born ?

As Saturn is in the 8th house, it delays. Venus, the lord 
of 11, will give the child in its Bhukti-Apakara sub period. The 
dasa lord will be Sun. Sun Dasa, Venus Bhukti, Saturn Anthra 
will be the time of the birth of the child.

How to find out; At the time of answering the Moon 
was in Uthrashada star, governed by Sun. It was in 2° 45’. 
Therefore balance of Sun Dasa was 3 years, 3 months and 3 
days.

Sun Dasa, Venus Bhukti will commence on 26-7-1967. It 
runs for one year. The anthra of Saturn will be operating 
between 17-3-68 and 14-5-68.

Therefore you can expect a child on a Karthika Nakshatra 
day between 17-3-68 and 14-5-68.

Tb
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Now, let us take the Western System, and find out how it 
coincides—Father, how that system also gives the same time.

Moon, by progression, in 3 years forms sextile aspect with 
the lords of 2 and 11, i.e., Sun and Venus.

Sun, by progression, as lord of 2, conjoins Venus-Suk>a, 
the lord of 11 in 3 years from now onwards.

Hence, it is certain that you must have a child, mostly on 
a Karthika nakshatbra day in the end of April 1968 when Moon 
transits the position of Jupiter.

You mentioned that you have the idol of Lord Ganesh, in 
silver. For your information, let the following details be given.

“ If one is afraid of one’s longevity, have an idol made of 
wood or clay and pray. It bestows long life. Also, people desi
ring to have much of prosperity can have it in sandalwood. For 
victory over enemies, idol in clay or sandlwood or Swetha Arka is 
the best. An idol made of coral gives success in competition, 
authority power and health. Generally, rich people do not main
tain good health. An idol made of gold possessed by them, will 
offer good health. Those who suffer from chronic disease may 
have the figure of the lord in the ring or pendant, for speedy 
recovery from the disease and to maintain good health in the 
future. If silver is used to make the idol, it gives name, fame, 
reputation etc. If the idol is made of copper, one will have chil
dren. If the idol is prepared in stone, will be lucky to have much 
of landed property.

But one should handle the idol carefully and keep it safely. 
If the image is hurt, it is an ill omen. If affects the head man of 
the family. If any hole forms on the idol, there will be disease, 
trouble etc However costly it may be to the temple authorities 
to be kept in the temple.

Therefore, buy Lord Ganesh made of copper and pray him

“Prayers” during night hours will never go in vain as there 
will be less of disturbance and you can concentrate.

Lord Ganesh made of copper gives enthusiasm, and en
couragement. Genesh will bless you with a child.
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People desirous of enjoying all the fruits of life, make the 
idol in an alloy of gold, silver, copper etc, “Panchaloka”.

Whether you pray or not, the chart shows that exactly in 
3 years, you will have a child and thus become the father.

Any Child at All
The above question is put by a gentleman who had got 

married on 20th May, 1969 and he has no issue. He gives 
number 247 at 8-45 a.m. on Sunday, the 31st August, 1969 at 
Delhi.

The horoscope for the number given and for this time of 
judgment is as follows :

Lagna 
24-6-40

Moon 
2-25 

Sat. 15-31 
II28-38

III 25-38 IV 18-38

Rahu 
28-27 

XII14-38
Venus 9-3

V 13-38

XI13-38
Sun 14-14 
VI14-38 
Kethu 
28-27

X 18-38
IX 25-38 

Mars 
24-56

VIII28-38
Mer. 11-6 
Jup. 14-41 

VII 
26-6-40

Moon indicates the 
nature of the query.

It is in a barren sign 
in the constellation of the 
abortive node Kethu who 
is the significator of the 
houses 5 and 6. There
fore the question is about 
the child birth.

Is it promised or not? 
As the question is from 
the male note the 11th

and then only the fifth. The eleventh cusp is in 13° 38' in Capricorn 
in Saturn sign Moon star and the sub of one in the 12th house.
So the Uth cusp denies. The fifth cusp is in 14° 38' in the 
barren sign Leo in the sign of barren planet Sun star of the 
planet in the 12th house to the fifth and in the sub whose 
lord is in the 12th to the 5th house. This also does not promise. 
Generally houses 2, 5 and i 1 are judged to note the time when 
one can have a child. Here the second house is vacant. Its 
lord is Mars. It is in the constellation of the planet in the 
6th house occupying the strong barren sign. Mars, in 8 has 
no strength as it is also in sub of Rahu in 12. Lord of 2 is so 
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spoiled that it is in 8, it is in the constellation of the planet in 
6, and it is in sub of one in 12. Then how can there be an 
increase in the family by the birth of a child. It is out of 
question.

5th house is occupied by Sun. It is in the constellation 
of \ enus in the 4th house denying any child.

Lord of 5 Moon is in Kethu constellation who is in 6 and 
in the sub of the planet in 4 and is conjoined with retrograde 
plant Saturn, who is lord of 11 and 12.

The 11 th house is unoccupied. Its lord is Saturn. It is 
retrograde in the twelfth house to two. Hence there is no 
doubt at all. He can fondle with other's children only.

When Can I Deliver*

The Table of houses and Ephemeris of Raphael give the 
various longitudes in Sayana. To convert them to Nirayana we 
subTact Ayanamsa. Therefore, only correct Anyanamsa 
must be used to give correct predictions. If Ayanamsa is 
not correct, the whole basis of the calculations will be incorrect 
There arc several Ayanamsa m vogue. Of them that which 
gives the correct timing of events is to be used.

It is established by Prof. Krishnamurti after a lol of 
creditable research work and experiments that, only those 
Ayanamsas used and advocated by him give correct results. 
Others do not

Another never failing finding of Prof. Krishnamurti is 
the ‘ Ruling Planets '. He has proved that the ruling planets at 
the time of ludgment and those at the lime of fructification of 
the event are same. The ruling planets arc the lords of the day. 
rasi, star and lagna at the moment of judgment. Invariably in 
all cases, without any single failure, using ruling planets one can 
decide correctly the nature of event and predict precisely the 
time and date of its fructification. The ruling planets point out 
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the correct answers to any query. The nature of query may be 
anything like time of birth, exact position of lagna, exact 
position of any other cusp, correct birth star, correct position 
of Fortuna, time of marriage, time of delivery, time of accident, 
time of death, etc , etc. The ruling planets will reveal the results, 
in fact, ruling planets help us to give precise predictions regar
ding any question even in the absence of birth chart.

The query here is about delivery. Doctor has given her a 
date somewhere in the month of November 1969. She wants to 
know the exact date of delivery.

At the time of query the lagna is Dhanus. It is ruled by 
Jupiter.

The star is Dhanista. Its lord is Mars.
The rasi is Makara owned by Saturn.
The day is Wednesday governed by Mercury.

Therefore the ruling planets are Jupiter, Mars, Saturn and 
Mercury.

One should not make a haste and accept these ruling 
planets as they come. See whether any of them is deposited 
either in the constellation or sub of a retrograde planet. If there* 
is any, reject it. Mercury is deposited in the constellation of 
Mars who is retrograde. Reject Mercury and take Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn as the final ruling planets.

Mars is by itself retrograde. But it is deposited in the 
constellation and sub of planets in direct motion. This shows 
that Mars is not barred off from giving the results. But it will 
not be able to give the results as long as it is retrograde. Once 
it becomes direct, it will give. The probable date given by the 
Doctor is in the month of November 1969. Mars is in direct 
motion then. Therefore Mars will give the results.

Therefore finally the ruling planets are Jupiter, Mars and 
Saturn.

When Sun transits a position in the Zodiac ruled by the 
ruling planets, the event will fructify.
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Sun enters the sign Scorpio ruled by Mars on 16-11-1969. 
In Scorpio, there are stars of both Jupiter and Saturn. Which 
star to be choseu? When a doubt arises, always find out who is 
stronger. (In the ruling planets, the lord of the sign transited 
by Moon is stronger than the lord of the day, the lord of the 
star is stronger than the lord of the sign and the lord of lagna is 
stronger than the lord of the star). Jupiter, is the lord of the 
lagna in the ruling planets. Therefore Jupiter’s star is to be 
chosen. In this, Mars sub is transited by Sun on 18-11-1969 
The day is Tuesday ruled by Mars.

Now check up whether transit of Moon agrees on this 
date. Moon transits Jupiter star in Saturn sign Kumba on this 
date. Therefore Moon’s transit also agrees and the delivery will 
certainly take place on 18th November, 1969.

The number given by the lady when askad to give a number 
within 249, is 100. The (Latitude 18° 55’ N) at 7.30 P.M. I.S.T. 
on 2-7-1969.

The chart showing the twelve cusps for Bombay for the 
given number and the planetary position for the above time 
and date is as under:

The lagna bhava is 
occupied by Kethu and 
Jupiter. Kethu indicates 
some danger to the 
native. Jupiter indicates 
that there will be some 
providential help. The 
owner of lagna, posited 
in 10th indicates that 
the lord of lagna is 
well deposited and that 
there is no danger to 
the life of the lady. But 
Mars aspecting lord of

VIII23-21 
Rahu 1-37

Sat. 13-34
IX 23-21

Ven. 2-11 
X 24-21 

Merc. 
27-23

Sun 17-10 
XI24-21

VII24 00 2—7—1969 
7-30 P.M. I.S.T.

18-55 N
No. 100 

Ayanatnia 23* 20’

XII24-21

Moon 
26-05 

VI24-21
Lagna
24-00

V 24-21
IV 24-21 

Mars 
8-35 (R)

III 23-21
Kethu 1-37 
Jup. 5-05 
II23-21

lagna by its 8th aspect is unfavourable, especially when Mars is
a ruling planet. Kethu in lagna and Mars aspecting 11th indicate
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that there will be caesarean operation. (Mars signifies use of 
F " surgical instruments and Kethu suggests some danger). However,

Jupiter in lagna and. well deposited show that there is no danger 
to the life of the lady

I
Will my Wife Deliver a Twin?

If the sub-lord of the 11th cusp is deposited in the 
constellation of a planet which is either Mercury or which 
occupies any of the dual signs, Gemini, Sagittarius or Pisces 
then one's wife will deliver more than one at a time. Just like 
we see in the Horary Chart, it is also advisable to look to the 
number of the conception which she has, and then calculate, 
find out which house we have to judge. The cusp of that 
particular house should be ruled by h planet, which is deposited 
in the constellation of one who is either Mercury or who is 
deposited in one of the three duel signs.

Am I Pregnant?

Astrology gives a clearer picture than even in medical test 
in the early stages of the conception. Frog test may fail. But 
Astrology will not. If one is anxious to know whether one is 
pregnant or not, then the sub-lord of the 5th cusp should be 
deposited in the constellation of a planet which is the signifi
cator of 2 or 5 or 11 and also deposited in the fruitful sign. If 
the sub-lord and the lord of the constellation were to occupy 
barren signs, give her mental strength that she is not on the 
family way. This particular question will be put by many in 
the 21st century. Therefore, youngsters can be verifying this 
fact by asking a number from the girls within a few weeks 
after getting married.

When is the Child Birth?

Where medical science fails Krishnamurti Padhdhati 
succeeds, and it not only shows miracles but serves as an eye- 
opener to all those groping in the dark regaiding the wonderful 
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accuracy of advanced stellar astrology contained in Krishna
murti Padhdhati.

It was the 9th September, 1969. I was attending an 
evening party along with many high Government officials and 
their families. One of the top officials (who is also my best 
friend) wanted me to predict the correct date and time when 
his wife would give birth to a child as she was in the family 
way. I immediately wanted to put the principles of Krishna
murti Padhdhati to test and asked him to give a number 
within 249. He said “245”.

(a) The number “245” mentioned shows the lagna is 
Pisces sign, Revathi nakshathra i.e., between 22-13-20 and 23-20* 
This area is ruled by Guru as the sign lord, Budha as the star 
lord and Moon as the sub lord.

(b) The Moon at the time of query was also passing 
over Cancer (Kataka) 28* T, which area is ruled by Moon as the 
star lord, Mercury as the lord of the nakshatra and Saturn as 
sub-lord.

(c) The day was Tuesday, its lord being Mars which at 
that moment was in 20° 52' Vrischika, Mars sign, Mercury 
nakshatra and Saturn sub.

Summing up (a -, (b; and (c), the positions of the planets 
functioning as significators; were :

(a) Jupiter, Mercury and Moon.

(b) Moon, Mercury and Saturn.

(c) Mars, Mercury and Saturn

The above significators immeditely gave me the clue 
that the strongest among them were Mercury, Moon and Saturn 
and the date of birth of the child would be on the day when 
Sun will pass over Virgo sign, Hasta nakshatra i.e. 15-40 to 
17-46-00=Mercury sign, Moon nakshatra and Saturn sub which 
will be only oil the night of Saturday the 4th October, 1969 
and before sun-rise on Sunday.
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Accordingly, I asked the gentleman to reserve a cabin in 
the Nursing Home, from the 4th October, 1969, and shift his 
wife there on the afternoon of that date. He was not prepared 
to heed my advice on the ground that his family physician and 
the lady doctor treating his wife for the last eight months had 
emphatically told him the date of birth as 27-9-1969 and accor
dingly all his arrangements in the Nursing Home wore finalised. 
His family physician was also present at the party and, on 
hearing of my prediction he came to argue with me. He con
firmed again that the date calculated was 27-9-1969 on the basis 
of medical science and could not fail. I simply smiled and 
told the gentleman who put the query that if he could easily 
afford to bear the charges of the nursing home for one week 
unnecessarily, he could do so. I further informed him that after 
an hour when I would go back home, even the correct time of 
birth could be given to him by me, after a detailed calculation.

He accompanied me to my place and, after detailed 
working, I told him that the date of birth would 4/5-10-1969 
(Saturday night) and the time would be 2-50 A.M. (1ST) He 
profusely thanked me for my labour.

Under medical guidance, he shifted his wife to the Nursing 
Home on 25-9-1969 and kept her there till 29-9-1969 but without 
any avail. He then came to my place on 30-9-1969 to get my 
confirmation again, held to the same opinion.

According to my advice, he again admitted his wife in the 
nursing home on 4-10-1969. The next morning at 6 A.M. he 
came, this time to congratulate me on my prediction—he was 
blessed with a son at 2.50 A.M. on Saturday night, i.e. on 
4/5-10-1969, precisely as was predicted 26 days in advance.

Is it not miracle of Krishnamurti Padhadati ? How 
wonderfully the result came correct while the calculations of 
medical science utterly failed?

Now, for the information of the students of Krishnumurti 
Fadhdhati I am giving below the details of my calculations on 
the basis of which the prediction was made.
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Question: When is the birth of the child expected? 
Number: 245.

Time of judgment: 
Tuesday, 9-9-1969.

Place of judgment : 
Calcutta.

The “245” number 
represents the area in the 
zodiac between 22° 13'20' 
and 23° 20' in Pisces 
(Meena , i.e., Jupiter 
sign, Mercury star, 
Revathi, and in that sub 
on Moon (Chandra).

occupied

Asc.
Lagna 

22-13-20

Saturn (R) 
15-11 

II 25-30
III 23-30 IV 17-30

Rahu
27-45

XII14-30

V 13-30 
Moon 

29-7-43 
Ven. 20-21

XI13-30
VI14-30
Sun 23-24

Ketu 27-45

X 17-30
Mars
29-44

IX 23-30
VIII25-30

VII 
22-13-20 
Mercury 

19-05 
•Jnp 16-31

Planet Constellation lord Sub-lord

Sun Venus Saturn
Moon Mercury Saturn
Mars Mercury Saturn
Mercury Moon Mercury
Jupiter Moon Saturn
Venus Mercury Venus
Saturn Venus Mercury
Rahu Jupiter Mercury
Kethu Son Moon

Note: The nodes, firstly, give the results of the planets 
with which they are conjoined and, secondly, the results of the 
lord of the sign occupied by them. Thus, Rahu represents 
Saturn: Kethu is a substitute for Sun

For the birth of children, ‘houses 2, 5 and 11 are to be 
taken into account. The second stands for "Kutumba” or 
family, addition to the number of family members, etc. The 
fifth house rules progeny; the Uth house its opposite, also 
indicates as it is io 5 counted from the seventh house (wife or 
husband).
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Common significator Mars, Moon, Venus, Mercury 
Saturn and Sun.

Ruling Planets: They planets who rule at the moment of

Cusp of 
house

Nirayana longi
tude of the house, 

nakshatra lord 
and sub lord 

ruling the house 
cusp.

Owner of 
the cusp.

Planet in 
the Bhava

Planets in 
similar group 
of nakshatra.

Signifi
cators.

II 25* Mesha 30’ Mars __ __ Mars

V

Venus-Mercury

13° Kataka 20’ Moon Moon Mercury Moon

XI

Saturn—Rahu

17* Makara 30’
Moon-Rahu

Saturn

Venus Jupiter 
Saturn 
Sun

Venus 
Mercury 
Saturn 
Sun

Saturn

Judgment are:

(i) Lord of the day Mars
(ii! Lord of the rasi occupied by the Moon Moon

(iii) Lord of the nakshatra where Moon Mercury
transits

(iv) Lord of the lagna at the time of judg
ment Venus

(v) Lord of the constellation occupied by
lagna Moon

Therefore, the ruling planets are Mars, Moon, Mercury, 
Venus, Moon and Sun

The significators of houses 2, Sand 11 were considered as 
Mars, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Saturn.

(a) Mercury, Saturn and Rahu are In the sub of 
Mercury;

(b) Mercury is in the nakshatra of Moon ;
(c) Rahu represents Saturn ; and
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(d) Sun, Moon and Mars are in the sub of Saturn. As 
such, the strongest significators are Mercury, Moon and Saturn. 
It was therefore calculated that the delivery will take place 
when the Sun transits over Mercury sign. Moon nakshatra 
(Hastha) which was possible on the 4th/5th October night. 
Regarding the correct time of birth, the position of the Moon 
on 4th/5th October, 1969 was considered, i.e., when it would 
pass over the Mcon sign Kataka, Saturn nakshatra Pushyam, 
Saturn sub and Mercury sub sub; i.e., 3° 41' Kataka, which 
will be only at 2-50 A.M. (1ST). The Ascendant at that time 
will be 10° 56' in Slmha, in Sun sign, Ketu nakshatra and 
Saturn sub. The horoscope of the child was also prepared in 
advance, based on the calculated data given to my friend on 
9—9—1969.

It is now for the learned readers to judge the merits of 
“KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATI” as it Is absolutely 
beyond the scope of any traditional method of astrology to 
arrive at such a surprisingly correct result. The proof of the 
pudding, verily, is in the easting.

Long live our Guruji who, through research and deep 
knowledge, has enriched the sublime science of Astrology and 
converted Impossibilities to possibilities. His analytical approach 
inspires confidence in all his followers and his Padhdbatl has 
enabled them to arrive at precise degree of accuracy in regard to 
any event of life to the correct date, hour and minute. This is 
unheard of in the traditional method. Krishnamurti Padhdhati, 
truly, is a beacon to all those groping in the dark and yearning 
to see light.

Am I to adopt ?

The consultant has given a number 247 within 249 at 
Bombay at 6-30 P.M. I.S.T. on 26-3-1969.

The twelve cusps for the above number for Bombay with 
the planetary position at the moment of judgment is as _ 
below
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Balance of Rahu Dasa 2 years 10 months 1 day.

Lagna 
24-6-40 

Sun 12-22 
Rahu 6-48

Ven. (R) 
2-08 

Sat. 2-20 
II 27-26

III 24-27
Moon 
17-54 

IV 19-26

Mer 29-33 
XII17-17 26—3—1969

6-30 pm. I.S.T.
18-55 N
No. 247

Ayanamia 23* 20*

V 15-17

XI15-17 VI17-17

X 19-26 IX 24-17
Mars 18-03 VIII27-26

Ketu 6-48 
Jup. (R) 

7-14 
VII 6-40

Generally couples 
adopt somebody when 
they don’t have issue of 
their own.

The 5th cusp is very 
important to see whether 
one is capable of produ
cing a child or not. The 
11th house is the 5th 
house of the partner. 
Therefore the 11th cusp 
shows whether the part
nerwill be able to 

produce children or not. If both 5th and 11th cusps are unfavour
able, both the husband and the wife will not be fertile and if such a 
couple wants to have a child, the only way out is to adopt 
somebody’s child.

To judge the time of birth of child, one has to select the 
significators of houses 2, 5 and 11 predict the time during the 
conjoined period of the significators.

One will be able to produce children if the following three 
conditions are simultaneously satisfied.

1. The sub lord of 5th cusp is not retrograde.
2. It is not posited in the constellation of a retro

grade planet, and
3. It is a significator of either 2nd or Sth or 11th 

house.

If any one of these three conditions is not satisfied one will 
not be able to produce a child at all.

To assess the productivity of the life-partner, judge the 11th 
cusp sub lord and find out whether the above three conditions 
are simultaneously satisfied or not. If they are satisfied, the 
partner can produce children. If any one of the three condi
tions is not satisfied, productivity of the partner is not promised
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Let us see whether the consultant (husband) can produce a 
child or not. Consider the 5th cusp. It is Karkata 15°17', i.e. 
Moon sign Saturn star Jupiter sub. Jupiter is retrograde. 
Therefore the husband cannot produce.

Now let us see whether his wife can produce a child. (If she 
can produce, then naturally, the child will not be due to the 
husband). For this we have to judge the 11th cusp. It is 15*17' 
Makara i.e. Suturn sign Moon star and Jupiter sub. Jupiter 
being retrograde, she too, is incapable of producing children.

Therefore both the husband and the wife are sterile and 
if at all they want to have a child the only way is to adopt 
somebody’s child.

The consultant said that he wanted to adopt the first child 
of his friend.

To find out whether a particular child will go in adoption 
or not, one has to judge the 4th cusp of the child. If the sub 
lord of the 4th cusp is deposited in a dual sign (or the sub lord 
itself is Mercury) and if this sub lord is a significator of the 
8th house (as it is the house of legacy) the child goes in 
adoption.

8th house here plays a double role. One as the house of 
fegacy (the adopted child has a legal right oa the property of the 
adopted father), and another as the 12th house to fathsr (indi
cated by 9th house) showing separation from the father and 
going to the adopted father.

The 4th shows mother and the sub lord of 4th cusp 
decides whether one goes in adoption or not. A doubt may 
arise in somebody’s mind as to why the 4th cusp be seen and 
why njt the 9th. Th e answer is very simple. Maternity is sure 
and paternity is not. (The mother may have had pleasure with a 
person other than the husband and this child may be due to him.)

The consultant has no child of his own. He wants to adopt 
the first child of his friend. Friend is shown by the 11th house. 
Therefore lagna of the child will be the 3rd house (5th to 11th 
counted from the consultant’s lagna,
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The bouses 4 and 8 of the child will be 6 and 10 counted 
from the consultant’s lagna. Therefore we have to judge these 
two houses.

The 6th cusp is 11°17' Leo, i.e. Sun sign Venus star and 
Moon sub. The sub lord Moon is deposited in Mithuna. It is 
a dual sign. Therefore the consultant can adopt his friend’s 
first child if the sub lord Moon is also a significator of 10th 
house.

Moon is a significator of 10th house. Therefore you will 
adopt your friend’s first child.

For the time of the event take out the significators of the 
houses 6 and 10 from the above table. They are Sun, Moon, 
Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Rahu and Kethu.

Mercury is in the constellation of a retrograde planet and 
Venus and Saturn are in the sub of retrograde planets. Planets 
in the constellation or sub of a retrograde planet appear to give 
results but will ultimately fall through. Therefore exclude 
Mercury, Venus and Saturn.

Further Sun is conjoined with Rahu and Jupiter is conjoined 
with Kethu. Therefore take Rahu in preference to Sun and 
Kethu in preference to Jupiter because node firstly give the 
results of the planet or planets with which it is conjoined, then 
the results of the planets in whose constellation it is deposited, 
then the results of the planets aspecting it and lastly the results 
of the owner of the sign in which the node is deposited.

Therefore finally the significators are Moon, Rahu and 
Ketu. They will give the results during their conjoined period

According to dasa-bhukti, Rahu Dasa Moon Bhukti Kethu 
Antra will run from 11-8-1970 to 12-9-1970. You will adopt in 
this period.

The exact date of adoption will be decided by transit. Sun 
transits Moon sub in Kethu star Makha in the sign Leo owned 
by Sun (represented by Rahu in dasa-bhukti) on 22-8-1970. 
Therefore you will adopt on this date,
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Can I gain in lottery? When?

Balance of Mercury 
dasa 5 years 8 months 
12 days.

What is lottery ? It is 
a gain without pains, 
bringing casual income 
which is tax-free. Such 
an attempt will be made 
during the period of a 
planet connected with 3 
house, counted from 
lagna. (3rd house indi
cates lottery).

Rahu 1-50

Lagoa 
3-00 

Saturn 
13-14 

Ven. 28-02

11-4-58
Mer. 21-50

III 
0-58 

Sun: 13-21 
IV 

25-58

XII 
25-58 28-6-1969 

7-42 P.M. I.S.T.
18-55 N 
No. 3 

Ayanamsa 23* 20’

V 22-58

XI 
22-58 VI25-58

a

X 25-58
IX 0-58

VIII 4-58 
Mars’(R) 

9-00 
Moon 
25-32

VII3-00
Kethu 
1-50

Jupiter
4-40

The query may be for the querist himself or for some
relative or friend. If the query is for himself, make all
calculations from the lagna. If it is for younger brother
or sister, take the third house counted from lagna as the 
ascendant for that younger brother or sister. If it relates to 
mother, take the 4th house. To son or daughter take 5th. 
To wife or partner, take 7th. To father take 9th and to elder 
brother or sister take 11th and find out.

To know whether one will win at all, judge the 11th cusp 
and find out whether the sub-lord of 11th cusp is either retro
grade or deposited in a constellation whose lord is retrograde. 
If either is retrograde one cannot win. If the sub lord and 
the lord of the constellation in which the sub lord is situated 
are in direct motion and if such a sub-lord of 11th cusp is also 
a significator of the houses 2 or 6,or 11, then one will win

To note the sub-lord the number 3 is given within 249 and 
the horary chart for this number at Bombay is as given above. 
The planetary position is for the time of judgment. The 11th 
cusp is Makara 22° 58' i.e., Saturn sign Moon star and Sun sub. 
Sun is never retrograde. It is posited in the constellation of Rahu. 
Nodes firstly, give results of the planet or planets with which 
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they are conjoined, secondly the lord of the star in which it is 
deposited, then the planet or planets aspecting them and then 
the lord of the sign in which they are deposited. In the present 
case Jupiter is aspecting Rahu and also Rahu is deposited in 
the sign Meena owned by Jupiter. Therefore Rahu represents 
Jupiter.

Jupiter is not retrograde. Rahu’s motion is always 
retrograde. But such a retrograde motion of the nodes should 
not be confused with the retrograde motion of other planets. 
The reason is that planets, when retrograde, move in a direc
tion which is opposite to the usual. On the other hand the 
usual direction of motion of the Nodes never gets reversed.

Therefore the sub lord of Uth cusp is neither retro
grade nor deposited in the constellation of a planet who is 
retrograde. Now, to know whether he will win or not, what 
remains to be seen is whether the sub lord of 11th cusp is also a 
significator of house 2 or 6 or 11.

Sun is in the constellation of Rahu and sub of Mercury. 
Rahu represents Jupiter. Jupiter is in 6th and Mercury in 2nd 
bhava. Therefore you are sure to win. Further Sun is deposited 
in the 3rd bhava (lottery) Therefore gain through lottery is 
promised.

11th house shows fulfilment of one’s desire. Whether the 
desire will be fulfilled or not is to be decided from the planet or 
planets in 11th bhava and its owner. Saturn delays. Fast moving 
planets fulfil the desire early. Others fulfil it in a medium 
time.

In your case no planet is in Uth bhava. Saturn owns it. 
Therefore delay is indicated.

The 2nd house is for improvement of bank position, 6th 
for loss of opponent and 11th for gains and fulfilment of desire. 
So consider the houses 2, 6 and 11.

2nd house is occupied by Mercury. Kethu is in Mercury’s 
sign Kanya. Moon is in Mercury star and Saturn is in Kethu 
star.

W
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6th house is occupied by Jupiter and Kethu. Rahu is in 
Jupiter sign Meena. Therefore planets in the constellations of 
Jupiter, Rahu and Kethu are strong significators of 6th house. 
Sun is in Rahu star, Saturn is in Kethu star and Rahu is in 
Jupiter star.

11th house is unoccupied. Saturn owns it. Mars is in 
Saturn star. Mars is retrograde. This indicates that Mars 
will not give results till it is retrograde. After that it will give.

Therefore the significators of the houses 2, 6 and 11 are 
Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Rahu and Kethu.

The 7th house shows opponent; houses 2, 6 and 11 of the 
opponent are 5, 8 and 12, counted from lagna. Therefore the 
significators of these houses will give gains without pains to the 
opponent. 5th house is vacant. 8th is occupied by Mars and 
Moon and 12th by Rahu. Further, Moon, Mars and Saturn 
are owners of houses 5, 8 and 12 respectively. No planets are 
in any of the stars of Moon and Mars. Sun is in Rahu s'ar and 
Mars in Saturn star. Therefore Sun, Moon, Mars, Saturn and 
Rahu are the significators of houses 5, 8 and 12.

If these significators are excluded from the significators of 
houses 2, 6 and 11, then the remaining significators will give 
beneficial results to the querist regarding gains without pains. 
Therefore these beneficial significators of houses 2, 6 and 11 are 
Mercury, Jupiter and Kethu.

Now let us find out the ruling planets. The day is 
Saturday ruled by Saturn. Moon transits Mercury star in 
Vrischik sign owned by Mars. The lagna is Dhanus owned 
by Jupiter. Both nodes Rahu and Kethu represent Jupiter.

Therefore the ruling planets are Saturn, Mars, Mercury, 
Jupiter, Rahu and Kethu.

The common between the beneficial significators and the 
ruling planets are Mercury, Jupiter and Kethu. Therefore you 
will have gains without pains during their conjoined period.

Mercury Dasa is already on. As its dasa balance is 5 years 
8 months and 12 days, Kethu bhukti is not to come. Jupiter 
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bhukti will run between 15-3-1970 and 21-6-1972. In this Kethu 
Antra will run between 9-3-1971 and 27-4-1971. Therefore this 
period will give.

According to transit, when Sun or Mercury transits the 
19th degree of Meena, you must gel the lottery prize. (19* 
Meena is Revathi star, ruled by Mercury, sign is owned by 
Jupiter and sub is governed by Kethu.) Sun transits the 19th 
degree in Meena on 5-4-1971 and therefore on this date you will 
receive the lottery prize.

Which relative will win
Sir,

“Who has got luck in our family ?” asks a querist and he 
mentions number 139 within 249 at 8-02 A M. on 31—12—1967.

The Horary chart is as follows :

VI21-49
Sat. 12-46

Rahu 0-45 
VII 20 VIII18-49 IX 18-49

V 20-49 X 18-49

Mars 
29-27 

IV 18-49

Jup. 
12-25 (R) 
XI20-49

III 18-49 
Merc. 
16-40 

Sun 15-25 
Mo. 14-45

II 18*49'
Ven. 4-30

Lagna 20’ 
Kethu 
4-45

XII21-49

Venus Dasa balance 
17 years IQ months 13 
days. Competition, 
caids, game, speculation, 
races, lottery are all 
speculative ones, bring
ing casual income not 
to be taxed even. Such 
an attempt will be made 
during the period of a 
planet connected with 
5th house, counted from 
the lagna. If the query is

for younger sister or brother, take the 3rd house counted from
Horary lagna as the Ascendant for that youngster. If the
query relates to mother, take the fourth house. If it refers to 
children take the 5th as lagna to childten. To wife take 7th‘ 
to father take 9th and to elder brother or sister take the 11th
and find out.

2, 6 and 11th houses are to be judged. Any of the 
significator should have connection with 5th also.
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2nd house is occupied by Moon, Sun and Mercury No 
planet is in the stars of these three These 3 planets, sub periods 
are to improve bank position.

6th house is occupied by Rahu. None is in its star. 
During Rahu sub periods one can gain.

11th house is unoccupied. Lord is Sun. It will do good 
in its period. The query is whether he can gain in the end of 
February 1968. At that time, Venus in lagna bhava, in the 
constellation of Saturn in 5th house and sub of Saturn operates. 
As the sub lord is advantageous to the opponent, you cannot 
win. The sub period lord is Venus: sub sub will be ruled by 
Saturn.

As the opponent is shown by the 7th house and wife is also 
indicated by the 7th, one may ask why one should not buy on 
wife’s name.

True. But one should know, how to differentiate between 
wife, partnerAin business, second issue, father’s elder brother etc., 
as 7th house indicates all these relatives.

The Horary Lagna is in Venus sign Jupiter star Jupiter sub. 
The querist is born in Libra and Rasi Aquarius, star Poorva- 
bhadra is governed by Jupiter. Hence the lagna indicates the 
person.

The seventh cusp (navamsa) is at 10° of Aries. It is ruled 
by Mars (lord of lagna) Venus (lord of star), Rahu, lord of sub. 
This indicates that such a relative or partner in business or 
second child and so on, whose ruling planets are Mars, Venus 
and Rahu can gain, i.e. they should be the lord of the day, star, 
rasi and lagna. If the wife’s ruling planets agree, purchase on 
her name. If it agrees with that of your partner, ask him to 
buy. If the second son’s ruling planets agree, buy on his name. 
If none of these agree, none of you will gain. Some stranger 
will win.

Similarly consider the planets signifying 3rd, 4th, 5th, 9th 
and 11th houses. If that relation’s ruling planets at the time of 
birth agrees, that relative can win.
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This Is the only way to eliminate others and select that 
particular relation, even though the same house indicates many 
relations.

To me, It appeals that the mother will gain. Why ? It is 
not because the ruling planets agree.

But let us judge.

Second house counted from 4th is occupied by Saturn: 
4th house is owned by Saturn: It Is in the constellation of 
Saturn and sub of Mars, lord of 11 to 4.

Sixth house is unoccupied. It is owned by Mercury. No 
planet is in its star. Mercury is a benefic.

11th house is occupied by Sun, Moon and Mercury. None 
in their stars.

Venus is lord of S and 10 in 10th bhava in the star of 
planet in 2 and sub of Saturn in 2 and lord of 2.

Hence Venus gives the mind to speculate. Saturn in the 
2nd to the 4th house indicating lagna of mother shows increase, 
n Income. If one wins, the cash can be had, a few days later. 
Hence, it will be the sub period of Venus.

Therefore predict that mother will gain. Luckily 4th 
house does not indicate other relations. According to Wester
ners it indicates father. But I take 4th house denote mother 
and 9’h house for father, because lagna is the 5th from the 
9th and everybody will be proud of saying that he or she is the 
son or daughter of the f dher:

Take your mother to races on the day when the star is 
Anuradha or Dhanishta. Let her buy a ticket. She must gain. 
So also for lottery etc.

Overdraft Facility

“Can I have overdraft facility sanctioned by my bankers” 
asks a gentleman.

“For what?”
“For my business.”
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“Give me a number within 249.”

“108”

108 means Mercury sign Sun star Saturn sub. i.e., 3* Virgo 
is to be taken as Ascendant. The other cusps will be for 
Calcutta, 22° 33' N as follows: 2nd cusp 2° 5'; 3rd 2° 5 ; 4th 
cusp 3° 5'; 5th cusp 4° 5'; 6th cusp 4° 5' and so on. Then 
insert planets for 1-30 P.M. on 6-7-69.

star. 6th house occupied by Rahu. None in its star. 10th 
house owned and occupied by Mercury : Moon is in its star. 
Sun in 10 has Venus, Kethu, Jupiter in its star.

Mercury Dasa passed 
1 yr. 9 mths. 5 days; to 
pass 15 yrs. 2 mths. 25 
days.

The houses to be jud
ged are 6, 2 and 10. Note 
the sub lord of the 6th 
cusp. It is not retro
grade. So overdraft will 
be sanctioned, i.e. by 
borrowing your bank 
position will improve. To 
find out the time note the

Moon 
18-5 

VII3* 
Rahu 
1-24

VIII 2-5 
Saturn 
13-51

1X2-5 
Ven 6-4

X 3-5 
Me. 3-26 

Sun 20-43

VI 4* 5' XI 4-5

V 4’ 5'

IV 3s 5'
Man 
8-23 

III 2-5
II2-5

Kethu 
1-24 

Age. 3* 
Jupiter 
5*30'

significators. 2nd house owned by Venus: Saturn is in its

Therefore from the time that is running now take Mercury 
Dasa Mercury Bhukti Jupiter Anthra Sun Shookshma. (These 
are the ruling planets for this afternoon). Exactly it will take 
2 months. Saturn, lord of 6 will delay: It can’t deny : nor it 
can disappoint as it is in the constellation of lord of 2.

“For 2 months what am I to do ?”

“Do not show your anxiety: Casually you ask him. Then 
after 21-8-69, you make sincere effort; shortly" thereafter you 
will get."

“Before that can’t my attempts fetch anything ?
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“Can’t; it is like a boy throwing stone in a mango tree 
with buds. When the time is ripe, fruit is ripe : with or without 
any effort, one gets : So good luck is on 6—9—69.”

Will I be able to borrow ? When and from whom ?

The 6th house is the house which indicates debt or borrow
ing. To know whether one borrows money or not, judge the 

V 19-15 
Rahu 
1-02

Sat. 14-20
VI17-15

VII 
12-53-20 

Ven. 13-42

VIII12-15 
Moon 
15-40

Mer. 17-01 
Sun 27-34

IV 17-15 13—7—1969 
5-30 P M. I.S.T.

18-55 N
No. 156

Aysnamsa 23* 20’

IX 14-15

III 14-15 X 17-15

II12-15
Lagna 

12-53-20
Mar. 8-33

XII17-15
Kethu 1-02 
Jup. 6-24 
XI19-15

6th cusp and find out 
whether the lord of the 
sub of the 6th cusp is 
either retrograde or depo
sited in the con stellation 
whose lord is retrograde. 
If either is retrograde, 
one cannot borrow. If 
the sub lord and the lord 
of the constellation in 
which the sub lord is 
situated, are in direct 
motion, then one will be 
able to borrow. If it is

Sun the loan will be from Government. If it is Moon, very 
quickly the lender will agree to give. If it is Mars, there 
will be an atmosphere of tension in borrowing. If it is Mercury, 
one will correspond, send agent and will borrow in instalments. 
If it is Jupiter, with honour and by lawful means one borrows. 
If it is Venus in a friendly way the borrowing will take place.
If the sub lord is Saturn, then there will be some delay and obs
tacles in borrowing. If Saturn aspects the sub lord of the 6th 
cusp, even if it is Jupiter or any other planet, one gets only a 
part of the amount or gets the amount part by part.

In your case, the 6th cusp is 17° IS' Aries, i.e. in Mars sign 
Venus star and Moon sub. Moon is never retrograde. It is 
posited in the constellation of Rahu. The motion of Nodes is 
always unidirectional. Unlike retrograde planet it does not get 
reversed in motion. A retrograde planet appears to change its 
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usual direction of motion and moves in an opposite direction. 
This retrograde nature of motion of the planets should not be 
confused with the unidirectional retrograded motion of Nodes. 
So moon’s deposition in the constellation of Rahu should not be 
interpreted as deposited in a constellation whose lord is retro* 
grade. The inner meaning of the term retrograde here is the 
reversal of usual direction of motion and Nodes never change 
their usual direction of motion.

Therefore the sub lord of 6th cusp is neither retrograde 
nor placed in a constellation whose lord is retrograde and there
fore, you will be able to borrow.

The 6th cusp is in Venus star and sub of Moon. Venus 
indicates that the borrowing will be in a very friendly manner. 
Moon denotes that the lender will quickly agree to give you the 
amount. But Saturn aspecting Moon foreshows that he will 
not give you full amount. But a little less. The sign lord Mars 
portends that you will be upset and angry in your mind because 
he agrees to give you little less than what is requested.

Now to know the time of event consider the ruling planets. 
The day is Sunday owned by Sun. Moon is in Mercury sign 
and Rahu star. Kethu is in Mercury sign Kanya. The lagna is 
Dhanus owned by Jupiter. Kethu and Jupiter are conjoined in 
Kanya. So Kethu is very strong. Therefore the ruling planets 
are Sun, Mercury, Rahu, Jupiter and Kethu.

As you are to get the amount very soon (because the sub 
lord is Moon), the dasa-bhukti method will not be useful here. 
Very soon means within a month or so. Tn all such cases 
wherein the result is anticipated within a month or so, consider 
the transit of Moon and predict.

The strongest of the ruling planets is the lord of lagna. It 
is Jupiter here Kethu conjoined with Jupiter is stronger than 
Jupiter to give the result. Kethu is doubly strong because it also 
represents Mercuty, another ruling planet So Moj o must tran
sit in Kethu star. Kethu star Aswini is in Mar’s sign Mesha, 
Makha is in Sun’s sign Simha and Mula is in Jupier signt
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Dhanus. Mars is not a ruling planet. Sun and Jupiter are ruling 
planets. So Moon will give the result while transiting Kethu 
star either in Sinha or Dhanus, whichever is earlier from today.

On July 20,1969, Moon is transiting Kethu star Magha in 
the sign Sinha and therefore on this date you will borrow.

Always, he with whon one deals, whether he takes or gives, 
is to be judged from the 7th house. When you borrow, he 
loses. You receive a cheque means another has issued the 
cheque. If one is to give, it is found from the 12th house to his 
lagna. Younger brother is shown by 3rd house. The 12th to 
3rd is 2nd. Therefore borrowing from younger brother is indi
cated by the houses 2 and 6. If mother gives 3 and 6. If 
children gives 4 and 6. If wife gives 6 ; if partner in business 
gives, 6th; if one with whom we deal gives, then also 6th ; if 
father gives 8 and 6. If eider brother gives 10 and 6. If frienp 
gives 10 and 6. This is how one is to note from whom one 
borrows.

In your case the sub lord of 6th cusp is Moon, who is 
deposited in 8th bhava. Therefore you will borrow from your 
father.

Will I be able to clear off loans ? When

XII21-03 
Rahu 
0-52

Sat. 14-31 
Lagna 
27-20

Venus
17-03

II 25-03

III 20-03
Mercury 

23-27

XI16-03 16—7—1969 
7-30 P.M. I.S.T.

18-55 N 
No. 20 

Ayanamsa 23* 20’

Sun 0-31 
IV 16-03 

Moon 
22-18

X 16-03 VI16-03

IX 20-03 VIII25-03
Mars 8-51

VII 
27-20

Ketu 0-52 
Jup. 6-59 
VI 21-3

Whether one invests 
money or incurs expen
diture or repays loan, 
judge the 12th cusp and 
find out whether the lord 
of the sub of the 12th 
cusp is either retrograde 
or deposited in a constel
lation whose lord is 
retrograde. If either is 
retrograde, one cannot 
either invest or repay 
loan. If the sub lord and 
the lord of the constella
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tion in which the sub lord is situated, is in direct otion, then 
one will invest or repay loan. If it is Saturn, then there will 
be delay and some obstacles to repay. If it is Mercury, one 
will correspond, send agent and repay in instalments. If it is 
Jupiter, by lawful means all the legitimate amount will be 
repayed. If Mars is the sub lord, the lender threatens and then 
the borrower repays. If Moon is the sub lord, very quickly 
money is repayed. If it is Venus, with a spirit of compromise 
and sweet words one repays. *lf Sun is the sub lord, through 
the help of either father or Government Officials one repays. 
If Saturn aspects the sub lord, may it be any planet, one repays 
only a part of the whole or repays part by part.

To note sub lord, the number given by the querist within 
249 is to be used. The number given here is 20 and the Horary 
chart prepared from this number according to K. P , with the 
planetary position at the moment of judgment, is as given 
above.

Tn this horary chart the 12th cusp is 21° 3' Pisces, i.e. in 
Jupiter sign Mercury star Venus sub. The lord Venus is in 
direct motion. It is deposited in the constellation of Moon who 
is never retrograde. This shows that you will definitely be able 
to repay your loan.

As the sub lord of the 12th cusp is Venus, compromise and 
sweet words will govern the repayment. Saturn occupying the 
12tb bbava and aspecting Mercury, the constellation lord of the 
12th cusp, portends that you will not repay full amount. But a 
little less. Further Mercury indicates that you will repay In 
instalments.

To know the time of repayment find out the ruling planets 
at the moment of judgment, i.e. at 7-30 P.M I.S.T. on 16-7-1969.

The day is Wednesday—Mercury rules. Kethu occupies 
the sign Kanya owned by Mercury. Take Kethu. (Nodes 
represent the planet or planets with which they are conjoined, 
the planets which aspect them and the lord of the sign in which 
they are deposited). To-day Moon is in its own sign and 
Mercury star. Lagna is Makara owned by Saturn,
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Therefore Mercury, Kethu, Moon and Saturn are the ruling 
planets.

All the ruling planets are not always beneficial. When they 
are deposited cither in the constellation or sub of a retrograde 
planet, they will ultimately prove to be tempters. In the present 
case none of the ruling planets is placed in the constellation or 
sub of retrograde planet Therefore they arc all beneficial. Wc 
have already seen above that the repayment will be little less 
than the full amount and that too will be in instalments. These 
instalments will be paid in the conjoined periods of the ruling 
planets. Balance of Mercury Dasa is 9 years 9 months and 
29 days from 16-’-1969. In this, Moon Bhukt: has already 
commenced on 15-6-1969. This will run upto 15-11-1970. 
Therefore the various periods of repayment of the loan will be 
.»« follows

(a) Mercury Dasa Moon Bliu*li Saturn Anlhia fiorn 
22-1-1970 to 13-4-1970.

(bl Mercury Dasa Moon Bhukti Mercury Anthra from 
13-4-1970 Io 25-6-1970.

(c» Mercury Dasa Moon Bhukti Kethu Anthra from 
25-6-1970 to 25-7-1970.

The actual dates of repayment of the satious instalments, 
based on the transit of Sun during the above periods, are as 
below

(i) 22-I-I97O- Sun transits Moon star Mercury sub in 
the sign Makara.

tri) 23-3-1970—Sun transits Saturn star Mercury sub in 
the sign Meena.

(Hi) 22-4-19’0- Sun transits Kethu star Moon sub in the 
sign Mesha.

(iv) 7-6-1970—Sun transits Moon star Mcrcuty sub in the 
sign Rishaba.

(v) 25-7-1970—Sun transits Saturn star Mercury sub ii 
the sign Karkata.
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Recovery of money lost

“Sir, I have come down to meet you and find out important 
matter.” .

“What is that?”

“Yesterday, someone took away money from my almirah. 
I do not know who it could be. Here is my horoscope. Please 
find out.” “Let your chart be here. It is only to satisfy you 
that I should do all calculations on your boroscope which may 
not be correct if the birthtime has been wrongly noted. But if 
you want correct results, it is advisable to resort to Prasna or 
Horary system. So please give a number within 249. “132, 
please.”

The map is as follows. Then work out the positions of 
the planets for this moment in Indian Standard time. Now it is 
8-30 A. M. on 14-8-1969.

The ascendant Indicates 
the querist. Whatever the 
sub-lord of the ascendant 
(the planet ruling the sub
division of the constel
lation on the cusp of 
lagna) indicates, which
ever matter the sub lord 
of the Ascendant signifie 
that is what he would 
like to know. The seventlr 
cusp shows the thief. Tb; 
matter lost is shown by 
the lord of the second

VI25-32

Rahu 
29-21

V 26-32

SIV 24-32

III 21-32

VII 
10-26-40 

Sat. 15-34

II20-32
Mars 
16-39

VIII29-32 Ven. 19-12 
IX 21-32

Asc.
10-26-40

X 24-32 
Sun 27-51

Moon 8-26
Merc 18-18 
XI26-32

Kethu 
29-21

Jup. 11-26
XII25-32

cusp. 'Recovery is shown by the 11th cusp and the time of 
recovery is shown by the significators of the 2nd and the 11th 
houses.

The ascendant falls in Rahu star and Saturn sub. Saturn 
is the significator of the 8th, 7th, 4th and the 5th houses. The 
7th indicates the thief. The-' 8th bouse indicates possession of 
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movable currency or liquid cash by the thief: the fourth, indi
cates his profession; and the 5th house is gain.

Whether the article will be recovered or not, depends on 
the sub lord of the 11th cusp. As the 11th cusp falls in 26-32 
of Leo, the sub lord is Kethu. Kethu has to cause the results of 
the lord of the constellation according to the constellation lord’s 
occupation. Kethu is situated in the lith house in the constel
lation of Sun occupying 10 and owning the house 11. Therefore 
the sub lord promises recovery.

When ? Find out the significators ’of the] 11 th house. Kethu 
and Jupiter are in 11. Rahu alone is in Jupiter's star. Moon is 
in Kethu star. Jupiter, lord of6 occupying 11, is very auspicious.

Today it is Thursday, governed by Jupiter. Lord of the 
star is Kethu and lord of the sign is Sun. Hence when Moon 
passes by transit the portion which is together governed by 
Jupiter, Kethu and Sun the stolen money will be recovered. 
This can happen when Moon transits in Sun’s sub in Moola 
star ruled by Kethu, in Jupiter’s sign or Jupiter’s sign Sun star 
and Sun sub. It will be 3 degrees Sagittarius or 27 degrees 
Sagittarius. It will not be on a Friday or Saturday when Moon 
would be in Moola. But it will be only on a Uthrashada day. 
So, on Sunday, the 24th August 1969 in the afternoon when 
Sagittarius rises, the money will be recovered.

Description of the thief: As Saturn is in the 7th house, the 
person is servant. Guide Bonatus says that if the thief’s signi
ficator be Mercury he is very young; if Venus, a youthful but 
yet young female. Mars shows him to be of full age, Jupiter 
of middle age and Saturn elderly people. If it is Sun, he is young 
if Sun is 12 or 11 or 10th house. If Moon is the significator, 
then the age of the thief will correspond to the age of the querist.

According to me the sub lord of the th cusp shows whether 
the thief is young or old. Also the sub lord indicates the sex of 
the thief. Here the seventh cusp falls in 10-26-50 of Arles. 
The sub lord is Saturn and Saturn is also in 7. Saturn is a 
masculine effeminate. It is in a masculine sign, It is in the 
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sub of a masculine planet Sun. Hence one can with confidence 
declare that he is an aged male servant.

According to me, one is to find out the relationship bet
ween the querist and the thief.

If the significator of the seventh house is also thesignifi- 
catcr of the first house, then the thief will be a we’l-known 
person who frequents the house and one who has alreadv created 
an impression for honesty. If the significator of the seventh 
house is also the significator of the second house, then one of 
the members of the family ought to have taken the substance. 
If the significator of the seventh is also the significator of the 
third house, then the neighbour or younger brother or messenger 
or orderly would have knocked it. If it is the significator of the 
4th also, it is one who resides in the same house or compound. 
If it is the significator of the fifth also the thief would be one 
among his own children or the musician who visits the house or 
the person with whom the querist has developed love or having, 
some pleasant pursuits. If the significator of the 7th is the 
significator of the 6th also, it must be the servant or one in bad 
health or an open enemy. If the significator of the seventh is 
also the significator of the 8th house, it is a stranger—not related 
to the person who has lost; or it may be one who is temporarily 
appointed or one at times employed at the house, like gardener 
washerman, sweeper, etc. If it is also the significator of the 9th 
house the thief is a stranger belonging to another land, of a 
different caste and an absolute stranger. It may be a sanyasi or a 
religious person in disguise. If it is the significators of the 10th 
also, then the thief is one in respectable circumstances, or some 
businessman who knows where the things are kept and whom 
normally nobody will suspect. If the significator of the 7th is 
also the significator of the 11th, it is a friend or elder brother 
or one whose services were utilised and who was in the con
fidence of the querist before. If the significator of the 7th 
house is also the significator of the 12th house also then the 
thief will be a stranger, beggar, a poor fellow who ever borrows 
money, a person in miserable condition, and .one who always 
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reveals in stealing as a profession. Here the significators of the 
7th house is Mars; It is in the constellation Anuradha or 
Anusha ruled by Saturn in 7. No planet is in Mars stars. Mars 
is also the significator of the second house. Saturn is the signifi
cator of the 8th house, the 7th, the 4th and the 3th. Hence it 
is very clear that the thief is one whojs in the same building 
moving like a family member, at times taken as a servant, and 
moves in such a respectable way that no one can ever take him 
to be a thief.

Where is the thief

As Saturn indicates strongly the thief and also Mars and as 
the houses occupied by them are 1 and 7 and they are in the 
sub of the Sun and Mercury, who are in the 10th house, an 
angular house (Kendra), he is in the same place. But if the 
significator would have been in the sub of a planet occupying 
the house 3, he has gone to a place close by. If the sub lord 
occupies the 9th house he has gone a long way off. If the 
sinnificator of the first house and that of the 7th house are in the 
same sub lord then at the time of query the fellow who accom
panied the person who has lost, is the fellow who had taken it 
and knocked it way.

Such an indication I had when two people came to my 
house at Madras and asked me about 15 years ago. I took the 
person who complained to me that he had lost a buffalo inside 
my room saying “Please come inside and pray to God Ganesh; 
you will get it.” But when he alone came inside. I to’d him 
that the fellow who has taken you to me to consult, has got a 
hand in the theft. I asked him to keep quiet, be calm and 
patient. Then I came out and took the other man saying 
“why you have not come along with him. Come on, you also 
see the lord whom I got through the blessings of His Holiness 
Kanchi Kama Koti Peetadhipathi Jagadguru Shri Sankaracharya 
Swamigal” “Yes, Yes, I am coming,” he said. Then he came 
inside. I told him “Hullo 1 According to astrology and 
Nimithem I had, I feel you were responsible for the theft of the 
buffalo, Tell me the truth or I will predict in your presence that you 
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are mainly responsible for the loss of the buffalo. He said “Sir, 
the buffalo was grazing in my paddy field and asked my tenant 
to drive it a few miles off and put it in the Government Pound.
I have not stolen.” Alright, let us go, I said. Then we came to 
the consulting chamber. I told him “You both go and search 
in the Government pound. You will have your buffalo.”

The readers will be surprised to know that the animal was 
brought from the pound where the servant had left it and the 
friend who brought the querist to me for consultation was the 
one responsible. Thus the indications of the planets never, 
never fail. What is really lacking is the basis behind the 
prediction of the planetary portents—there should be only a 
single rule and not many, each contradicting the other. 
Astrology as a science has so far been relegated to the back
ground due to long time, neglect and discouragement to research. 
The only way astrology can be restored to its original glory is to 
discard all the decrepit, doubtful theories which confuse the 
consulted as much as the consulant and adopt correct methods 
evolved as a result of thorough and constant research. 
Krishnamurti Padhdhati paves the way.

Entangled Money

Will I recover ? Full or part ? If so, when ? Number given 
is 237 within 249 and 78 within 108,

Sat. 28-3 
Ven. 18-18 

SRahu 8-53

Sun. 2-56
8-30 A.M. 

15-2—1969 
18-55 N. 
72-64 EMoon 

11-41 
Mercury 

8-18

46-20
Mars 1-44

Ketu 8-63
Jup. 88-38

\ Whether one borrows 
money or gets back one’ 
dues, judge the 6th Cusf 
and find out whether the 
lord of the sub of the 6th 
cusp is either retrograde 
or deposited in a cons
tellation whose lord is 
retro-grade. If either is 
retro-grade, one cannot 
either borrow or recover 
that which had lent or 
given or deposited. If the 
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sub-lord and the lord of the constellation in which the sub lord is 
situated, is in direct motion, then one will recover the money. 
If it is Saturn, then there will be delay and some obstacles to 
recover. If it is Mercury, one will correspond, give notice, 
send agents and one will recover in instalments. It it is Jupiter 
and ill-deposited, one should go to the court and recover.

If Jupiter Is the sub lord and is well deposited, one gets 
easily through court or by lawful means all the legitimate 
amount. If Saturn aspects Jupiter, one recovers only a part of 
It or part by part. If Mars is the sub lord, one threatens the 
other and recovers. Even Goondas may be of real use. If Moon 
is the sub lord, very quickly money is regained. If Venus is the 
sub lord, then by compromise and sweet words, one fulfils his 
desire. If Sun is the sub lord, through the help of Government 
officials or by litigation one gains. Thus, one is to judge.

To note the sub lord and offer such a prediction, you 
should ask for a number within 249. Then, from the number, 
find out the sign, the star and the sub—Note at which degree 
and minute it starts. Take the Table of Hous es by Raphael. Add 
Krishnamurti ayanamsa to the position of the sign star and sub 
found out for the number given within 249. Note the latitude 
of the place of judgment. One may correspond with you from 
North America or South America or Africa or Arabia or 
Australia. Do not bother about this place i.e., from where the 
querist wrote. But note from where you judge. Refer and 
find out only the latitude of the place of judgment. From the 
Table of Houses, find out the sidereal time for the ascendant— 
in Sayana—found out by you from the number given by the 
consultant and the ayanamsa added to it.

Nothing down the sidereal time, refer and note down the 
cusps of Jhe other 5 houses. Add 180° to these 6 figures and 
complete the cusps. Now you have the map of the heavens 
in Sayana- Deduct Krishnamurti ayanamsa—you get the figure 
for Nirayana chart with 12 cusps.

So, a number is asked to be given within 249.

He gives 237.

17
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A chance is given to the astrologer to find out from number 
78 within 108 and 237 within 249 and enjoy as the same result - 
is obtained. This mysterious agreement can be found only in 
this Divine Science practised by intelligent astrologers making 
honest attempts with open mind.

For 78, we get 16° 40' Dhanus to 20° Dhanus.

His query is not about health. In that case lord of Dhanus 
is retrograde and it is in the constellation of Moon in 2, being 
lord of 8. You have to predict considering these planets.

But his query and the number given if for finding out 
whether the money given away can be had back.

So take 6th house:. Why the 6th ?
“When a candle burns nothing is lost.” This is applicable 

for the universe.
One individual can gain only when another gives or loses. 

I receive a cheque means another has issued the cheque—My 
bank position improves: to that extent the bank position of 
another must come down. Now, he who gives is judged from 
7th house—He with whom we deal, whether we take or give is 
judged from the 7th. If one is to give, it is found from the 12th 
house to the house indicating a native.

If younger brother gives, second and sixth. If mother gives 
3 and 6. If children give 4 and 6. If wife gives 6 ; if partner 
in business gives, 6th ; If one with whom we deal gives then the 
6th, if father gives 8 and 6. If elder brother gives 10 aud 6, 
thus one should note.

Here, they are different parties—So they are people with 
whom you deal. So take the 6th cusp. If 237 is given, then the 
sign is Pisces Saturn star Uthrapadrapada and Moon sub, i e. 11° 
Pisces to 12°6'40', So, take 11 Pisces.

The date of judgment 15-2-69. Krishnamurti Ayanamsa is 
23° 20’. So Sayana Lagna is 4°20' Aries. Place of judgment 
is Bombay—Latitude 18-55 Refer the page for 19°1 atitude in 
Raphael Table of Houses. Then 48 hours 13 mts. 34 secs-is 'a 

the sidereal time. The other cusps are as follows ;
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Second 9° 7'; third 8° 7'; 10th, 3° 7'; 11th 29° 7' ; 12th 
28° 7'; add 18° to each and complete.

Sat. 28-03 
Ven 18-18 
Lag 11* 5' 

■ Rahu 8-55
II15-47 III 14*47' IV 14* 47'

XII 4-47
Sun 2-55

1
15—2—1969 

8-30 A M. 
18-5$ N. 
No. 237

V 5* 47'

Moon 
11-51

XI 5-47
Mercury 

8-11

VI 4* 47'

-

Mer 9-47
IX 14-47

Mars 
1-54

Vltl 15-47

Kethu 
8-43 
VII 
11*0' 

Jup. 11-38

Then 4° Aries 2° Asc.; Second 9° Taurus 7' Third 8° 
Gemini 7'; Fourth 3° Cancer T Fifth 29* Cancer 07' Sixth 28° 

28' Leo 7 Seventh 4° Libra 20'; Eighth 9° Scorpio 7'; Ninth 8°, 
Sagittarius 7'; Tenth 3° Capricorn 7*; Eleventh 29° Capricorn 
7*; Twelfth 28° Aquarius 7'; Now deduct ayanamsa and erect 
the figure.

The 6th cusp is in 
Kethu star Mars sub; 
Kethu is to give the resu 
Its of Jupiter, Sun and 
Mercury. Why? Nodes 
offer first the results of 
the planet or planets wit 
which it is conjoined. So 
it gives the results of 
Jupiter. Then the results 
of the lord of the constel 
lation in which it is depo 
sited ; so it is to give the 
results of sun ; then the
lord of the sign in which it is deposited ; the sign is Virgo ; is 
lord is Mercury. So it is to give the results of Mercury.

Therefore 6th cusp in Kethu star and sub of Mars promise 
the following results, i.e. Jupiter in 7 law suit; Sun’s result is 
that you will get through Government. Mercury sign lord indi
cates in instalments; Sub lord Mars in direct motion denotes 
getting the money. Its constellation lord in 7 indicates denial 
and delay till Jupiter is in direct motion. Therefore, you will 
follow all those means and methods mentioned above. Saturn 
aspecting the constellation lord portends that you will not get 
100%. But a little less.

When?

The dasa balance is Moon Dasa 8 years 7 months 10 days
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Judge the 11th house. It is occupied by Moon and Sun. 
Jupiter and Moon are in Moon star. Kethu and Mercury are in 
Sun’s star.

Today Saturday—Saturn rules : Saturn and Rahu are in the 
same sign. Take Rahu. Today Moon is in Saturn sign ; Moon 
star Sravana-Lagna is in Meena in Uthrapadra star. Therefore 
Moon, Rahu, Jupiter, Saturn and Kethu are to be judged.

The time of receipt and favourable judgment would be as 
follows ;

(a) Moon Dasa Rahu Bhukti Saturn Anthra Moon 
Shookshma.

(b) Moon Dasa Rahu Bhukti Kethu Anthra Moon 
Shookshma and so on.

Date for (a) is 24-9-1969; (b) 30-12-1969.

Thus you will recover your money back from this native 
whose number is 237.

Horoscopy :—

Born on 6-9-1927 at 18° 57' N and 72° 54’ E at 5-42 P.M.
I.S.T.

Horoscope is as follows : —

Venus Dasa balance 
years 10 months 24 dai 
From 30-7-1969, Rahu 
Dasa starts.

5

Jup. 7-51
II 7-47 HI 11-47 IV 9-47 Rahu 1-5

V 4-47

. Lagna 
0-13 VI 0-47

XII 0-47

J

VII 0-13
Sun. 19-10

Mer. 23-46
Ven. 26-51

Moon 14-4 
XI 4-47 

Kethu 1-5
Me. 0-47
Sat. 9-96 XI11-47 Mars 4-38

VIII 7-47

6th house is unoccupi 
ed. But is owned by 
Moon. No planet is in 
Moon’s star.

11th house is occupie 
by Moon and owned by 
Jupiter. No planet occu
pies their stars, Moon 
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and Jupiter are strong. Kethu occupies Jupiter’s sign. Kethu 
alone is in Kethu star.

Nodes offer the results of the planrts with which they are 
conjoined or aspected by Kethu will give the result of Moon and 
Mars. Rahu will give whatever Moon is to give.

(If one refers to Uthra Kalamirtha, one will find that Rahu 
and Kethu cannot cause advantageous results even if they occupy 
Kona house, if they are conjoined with or aspected by planets 
owning the maraka house 2 or 7 ; but what will they do ? They 
will cause death.

Similarly if Rahu or Kethu were to be in 2 or 7, the 
maraka house, they will not cause death, if they are conjoined 
with or aspected by the planets ruling Kona houses ; but what is 
the result? 1 hey confer wealth and all beneficial and agreeeble 
results. They do not cause death. Hence one can understand 
that Rahu and Ketu give away what they should do according 
the Bhava occupied, but they give what they are dictated by the 
planets which are conjoined with or aspected by a planet or 
planets.)

Hence take Rahu as one who is to give the 6th house results 
as it is aspected by Moon.

Then we have Rahu, Jupiter, Moon and Kethu. As Rahu 
Dasa is on and Rahu is in Gecuini\ the recovery will be from 
more than one person and also on many occasions The time 
of recovery will be, Rahu Dasa Rahu Bhukti Rahu Anthra Guru 
Shookshma Rahu sub Rahu Dasa Rahu Bhukti Guru Anthra 
Guru Shookshma. The daks are September 1969 and end of 
December 1969.

Theft and Recovery

One who deprives you of your movables is a thief. Lagna 
indicates the querist, whose property has been stolen. Seventh 
house indicates the thief. If the stolen property belongs to the 
querist’s wife or querist’s husband, from lagna find out the 
thief; if it belongs to bis younger brother, the ninth house ; if it
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belongs to the querist’s mother, the tenth house; if it belongs 
to his son, the 11th house; if it belongs to his maternal uncle, 
the 12th house, if it belongs to his father, the 3rd house will 
indicate the thief. Property lost will be judged by houses 
2nd, 6th and 11th houses counted from the houses indicating 
the thief.

Whereabouts of thief

If the tenth and seventh houses (indicating the thief) signifi
cators from gcod aspect, the thief is at his house If the seventh 
house (showing the thief) lord is connected with 6th and 9th, the 
thief has gone to a nearby place (because ninth house is thief to 
the 7th and houses 3 and 12 indicate short journey and stay in a 
neighbouring place ; but if the seventh lord is connected with 
3 and 6 house, he has gone to a far far away place. If the 
seventh lord happened to be in a movable sign, the thief is still 
going on farther and farther away; if it is in a fixed sign and 
happens to be in the tenth house, he is in his own house ; if the 
seventh lord is in the fifth house, which is a fixed sign, he will 
be in a friend’s house; if the lord of seventh is in the third house 
in a fixed sign he should be staying with a stranger, if Rahu is 
in the third house, he will be in a rented place; Jupiter in 3 
suggests temple, school, court, etc. Mars and Venus show hotel.

Recovery of lost prope ty

If the significators of the houses 2, 6 and 11 agree (counted 
from the house indicating the person whcse property is lost) 
with the ruling planets of the day, the property lost will be 
recovered. If the ruling planets are connected with 5, 8 and 12 
houses : it is lost once for all.

Time of Recovery of lost property

Work out the dasa, etc., for the moment and in the con
joined period of the significator of house 2, 6 and 11 ;again 
counted from the house indicating the person whose property 
is lost), the lost property wiil be regained. ‘To assure yourself, 
you work out backwards. The period that would have been 
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operating on the day of theft, will be the significators of the 
houses 5, 8 and 12. The dasa lord in most of the cases will be 
the same at the time of loss and also regaining. In such cases, 
dasa lord will be the significator of 5 and 2 or 5 and 6 or 8 
and 11 or 11 and 12. If the Dasa lord is not connected with 
2 or 6 or 11, in that Dasa period one cannot regain as it would 
be the significator of 5 or 8 or 12 alone. Similarly the lords 
of the sub period and sub sub period are to be judged.

“Air India” Strike

I. Mr. Raghavan, Publicity officer of A.I.R. an officer of 
Air India from Bombay and Mr. A.D. Mani, M. P. editor of 
Hitawata and 1 were discussing. Mr. A.D. Mani asked me 
“What do you think of the strike. The officer says that on 
Monday at noon a final decision will be taken. Will it be 
settled tomorrow”.

I turned to the officer who is concerned with “Air India” 
and asked him to mention a number within 108.1 did not ask 
Mr. A.D. Mani as he and I are not directly connected with 
Air India.

The Officer, unhesitatingly mentioned “80”

Generally I observed that whenever one talks, one used to 
mention “Two hundred times I told you, you do not hear me” 
When 1 enquire I find that he was drawing the same salary of 
Rs. 200 for nearly 10 years which is the maximum in the scale 
of pay Rs. 100-10-200; So he ever remembers 200. Another 
used to mention always 108, as he is very generous. This 
gentleman told 80, probably he may wish to live to an age of 80.

As the zodiac is divided into 108 equal parts 27 stars 
multiplied by 4 quarters and the number mentioned is 80. We 
have to take the 80th division, i.e., the 4th quarter of the 20th 
star counted from the first star Aswini. It is Poorvashada 4th 
pada, i.e.. 23° 20' to 26° 40' in Sagittarius Nirayana Zodiac. 
The position of planets at the time of query and answer is as 
follows:—
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Lagna Is in Jupiter’s 
sign, Sagittarius; in the 
star Poorvashada ruled 
by Venus : the sub may 
be Saturn or Mercury or 
Kethu

Moon is in the constel
lation of Venus and 
Saturn sub. Venus rules 
the 6th and the 11th 
houses. Hence*, 6th hou: 
indicates dispute and 111 
house promises compro

Mars 
25-54 

Sun 19-59
Rahu 4-28 Jupiter 

1-24

Mer. 29-29
Sat. 29-21
Ven. 3-39

Rasi
Moon 

22- 34
Uranua 
23-14

’®Lagna 
ft3* 20' to 

26* 40'
Kethu 
4-28 Nep 28-29

mise as well as success. Moon denotes the query ; it is called 
“Mathi”, the mind; what one has in his mind is judged from 
the position of Moon. Moon in the 8th Bhava indicates diffi
culty ; Sun’s sign occupied by Moon suggests the difference 
of opinion with the Government. Venus star—Poorvapalguni— 
occupied by Moon denotes transport department. Saturn sub 
confirms strike.

If Venus owns not only the 6th house and also any other 
house except the 11th one, then there will be further difficulty 
and compromise is not in sight.

As the 11th house promises honourable agreement accep- 
able by both the strikers and the Government, I unhesitatingly 
said that one can expect compromise.

When?

As Venus rules the 11th cusp, find whether Rahu or Kethu 
occupies either of the sign belonging to Venus. Because the 
node is stronger than the lord of sign, and the tenant is stronger 
than the owner, Rahu deposited in Taurus owned by Venus, 
represents Venus. Hence one is to judge the sensitive point to 
be transited by Moon (under the sway of Venus by being 
deposited in Venus star), and the Ascendant (in the constellation 
of Venus in Poorvashada).
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Which is the sensitive point promising peace and settle
ment ?

As Venus is lord of 11, Rahu denotes 11th house results 
by acting as an agent of Rahu, Venus and Rahu are the signifi
cators.

Lagna is to be judged for success or failure. Lagna is in 
Jupiter’s sign, Venus star, and in the sub of Saturn, Mercury or 
Kethu.

Jupiter is in the sixth bhava, showing that the person who 
put the question will start working—when on Jupiter’s day, 
Thursday or on Jupiter’s star day Punarvasu or Visakam or 
Poorvapadra.

Saturn sub or Mercury sub or Kethu sub is to be conside
red. Saturn, lord of 2 and 3 conjoins with retrograde Mercury 
shortly within 24 hours and Mercury becomes direct in a day. 
Hence Saturn will delay and within 24 hours nothing can be 
settled but a depressing and threatening news will be published 
to unnerve the servants. Mercury governs nervous system, 
mental strength and news in the paper after interview.

Mercury sub shows, a lord of 10, that till Mercury is retro
grade i.e., Monday 4-4-1966, no compromise will be arrived at. 
Only after it takes direct course both the Government and the 
servants will come to an agreement on Mercury’s day Wednesday 
or in Mercury star day Ashlesha, or Jyeshta or Revathi. Lagna 
will be governed by Venus, Rahu and Mercury.

Kethu is in Scorpio, but in 11th Bhava House. Kethu is 
also favourable. None of the sub is adverse. Therefore the 
astrologer has to use the science of Astrology—an intelligent 
anticipation by properly interpreting the message to the planets 
and select the time as well as the nature of event.

(1) I took the Ephemeris and found out whether there is a 
moment in the future, when the ascendant will be governed by 
Mercury, Venus, Rahu and Jupiter.

On Wednesday, ruled by Mercury, Moon transits in Venus 
sign, Moon enters Swathi star only at 4-52 P. M. Therefore on
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Wednesday 6-4-66 after 4-52 P.M. it improves. Then Jupiter 
sub is to be transited by Moon. Moon passes In Rahu sub for 
a period of o?22 hours 2(Pmts. = -jAq- x 1346 = 3 hrs. 22 

mts. Adding this to 4-52 P.M. I said that agreement will be 
arrived at only after 8-14 P.M. on Wednesday. It will not go 
beyond Jupiter’s sub. Moon will transit in Jupiter’s sub for

X 22 hrs. 26 mts. = X 1346 = 3 hours. Therefore on

Wednesday between 8-14 P.M. and 11-14 PM. It will be agreed. 
Venus sub sub will be at 9-44 P.M. when agreement is arrived at.

Joining duty when ?

Lagna 6th house and 10th house indicate one’s starting the 
work.

Hence select the significators Jupiter, lord of Lagna, Rahu 
denoting Venus, Venus and Mercury, lord of 10. Therefore 
the significators are Jupiter, Venus, Rahu and Mercury.

I selected Jupiter’s day—Thursday, Moon transiting in 
Venus sign Rahu star and Mercury sub for the announcement of

the agreement, i.e , between Aours 26 mts.

added to 4-52 P.M. when Swathi star started, i.e., 594 mts.
17after 4-52 P.M.; 2-46 A.M. on 7th to -qq * 22 hours 26 mts.

to 5-56 A.M. Hence the news was printed and published bet
ween 2-46 and 5-56 A.M. on the 7th.

Joining duty is on Jupiter day Thursday, Swathi star day 
and Venus sub, i.e., after 7-14 A.M on 7-4 -76 and before 10-58 
A.M.

Thus, I predicted that the agreement will be arrived at on 
Wednesday (not during office hours) but only late in the night 
and the Air India will start functioning aronud 8-45 A M. on 
Thursday.
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This article Is to explain how to select the day, the time, 
etc., by using Krishnamurti Padhdhati and such detail as

(1) The talk on Monday morning will fail
(2) Wednesday in the night alone agreement will be 

arrived at.

(3) Thursday, the servants will start functioning from 
the morning.

could be spelled out by an intelligent application of Krishnamurti 
Padhdhati.

[Here the subs are ruled by 3 planets. The astrologer is to 
make a selection and then proceed. But if a number is given 
within 249, nothing is left to the choice of the astrologer, except 
to follow one route only. That is why, asking for a number 
within 108 is forgotten and only within 249 is in use.]

Can I buy him?

The whole world is like the rose. There are sweet smel
ling and beautiful flowers and also thorns. Good and bad both 
exist. Similarly there are men who can be bought and there are 
also those whom we cannot buy. There are immoral fellows 
and rogues, large in number who never hesitate to sell their 
souls and the bodies for money and for such favourites of those 
persons. Are there not instances wherein due to bribery and 
corruption the election was held void. Those who sell them
selves do not consider that they become slaves. Also those who 
buy do not consider that such a practice is unfair. Only those 
who do not want to maintain dignity or self-respect accept and 
without any principle nor considering that he should be fair and 
just act in the manner in which the person who pays the bribe. 
This is not only in the election but in every quarters If that 
person’s co-operation is needed.

If one is elected in that manner and he uses the political 
power for one’s interests, it is a curse. It is the greatest 
blessing to the community if the person elected or the person 
appointed carries out his job intelligently and impartially, but 
according to convention and the rules and regulations prevailing.
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Goldsmith was a gentleman of character whom nobody 
could buy. He refused to-do dirty political work. He starved 
many days. He was arrested for having not paid the the rent for 
his house. Johnson understood his poverty, met him; as 
Goldsmith could not accept anything from others as a gift, etc. 
Johnson took the manuscript of Vicar of Wakefield, sold it and 
paid the rent and released him. There are such honest people.

The experience has taught that such people whom you buy 
will never be your fast friend. If another person pays more, he 
will desert you. Also such people are'never grateful. A person 
drawing salary every month from an office for something he 
does and acts against the interest of the employer. When such 
is the case how can you expect that he would stick on, to be your 
permanent friend and ever help you. People with character 
should never try to buy. Do not tempt others and spoil them. 
Beggars increase in number because there are people to do 
charity. Hence those whom you buy are spoiled by you. The 
person would be unscrupulous, having the only principle to do 
favour to one who offers illegal gratification. So such a person 
is to be the benefactor and your desire is to be fulfilled.

Whomsoever you approach is judged from the 7th house. 
11th house indicates both the benefactor and the fulfilment of 
one’s desire. It also shows the success.

If the lord of the sub of the 7th house is deposited in 
the constellation of the planet signifying the 11th house then, 
you can straightaway buy him. But if the significator of 5, 8 
and 12 happen to be the lord of the constellation in which 
the sub-lord of the 7th is situated then be will receive the 
money and cannot or will not oblige you. Have we not 
heard of people taking money from one party and voting for 
the opponent. Therefore judge the 7th cusp.

When Is the Marriage?

“Sir, your students say that prediction based on the horos
cope of a person may or may not be correct. All the position 
of the 12 cusps depend on the moment of the birth time taken,
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And you decide whether there is fulfilment of one’s desire or not 
only from the sub lord of the cusps to be taken for judgment.
Hence, it seems you prefer Horary to Natal chart.”

“Yes, undoubtedly. I reiterate that Horary is the best to 
get correct and amazing results.”

For Horary am I to give a number ?
“Yes, please mention any number between I and 249.

Let me give 74.”

Suppose I give number 74 within I and 249 and the query 
is judged at Delhi a) 7-30 A.M. I.S.T.

By 74 It is meant that Moon sign Cancer, Saturn star 
Pushya and 14° 53' 20* ruled by Jupiter is the lagna.

Then we have to find out the cusps of the other houses.”

“Will not the cusps vary from one place to the other ?”

“All places in the same latitude will have the same cusps 
even though their longitude may be different. Therefore one Is 
to note the latitude of the place of judgment and not the place 
from which the query is put.”

“So, we have to take the latitude of Delhi.”

Yes. It is for Delhi we have to see. The latitude is 28-38 
North.

Which Table of Houses do you recommend to refer ?

Till the Table of HOUSES prepared by me comes out, one 
should refer only the Raphael’s Table of Houses and not any
thing else ; we should avoid calculations. Even he who claims 
t hat he is good in Higher Mathematics failed in Elementary 
Mathematics which I pointed out in my October 1967 issue. 
One may.be M.A. yet he can err. Therefore as far as possible 
avoid calculations when ready reference table is there. So refer 
to Raphael’s Table and when mine is released refer to mine.”

Sir, the Table of Houses is in Sayana position. Is it not ?”

“Yes. So you have to note the ayanamsa on the day of 
judgment.
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Which Ayanamsa am I to follow?
Follow Krishnamurti Ayanamsa. Forget all others. When 

Krishnamurti Ayanamsa is used and by using the subdiviion of 
a constellation you come correct in minute details, it goes with
out saying that the other ayanamsa are not to be followed, 
especially if it varies by degree ? Follow only mine.

What is the Ayanamsa now ?
23 degrees 20 minutes. So you add this figure to the posi

tion you got for the number you gave, i.e. 74 . Hence add 23-20 
to 14-53-20. Then the Sayana position of the lagna would be 8 
degrees 13 mts. 20 scs. Turn over the page where the cusps of 
various houses are given for Delhi Latitude. Then you will get 
that Virgo 9-32 is the second cusp Libra 8 32 is the third cusp ; 
fourth will be 10-32 Scorpio; fifth will be 13-32 Sagittarius; 
sixth will be 15-32 Capricorn and the other 6 cusps are 180 
degrees opposite to these.

Now we have got the Sayana position of the 12 cusps. 
Deduct the Ayanamsa and convert them to Nirayana. The 
following figure is the map for the query and hereafter we have 
to note down the position of the planets-

For which time are we to note the position of the planets ? 
If you judge a chart immediately after calculations, then you 
have to note the position of the planets at which you start the 
casting of the horoscope for judgment. Cusps for the number 
can be done and kept ready as a ready reckoner. You may keep 
a ready reckoner for any single locality for every number bet
ween 1 and 249. Noting the position of the planets and in 
continuation to judge will be done at any time. That time 
alone should be taken for the position of the planets.

Then are we to note for 7-30 A M. I.S.T. or are we to con
vert the time to L.M.T.

“Hullo ! it is only to find the cusps of the houses one is 
to find out the time in L.M.T. But to calculate the position of 
the planets you hive to take the Indian Standard time. Because 
the position of the planets are for 12 noon Greenwich, That is 
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the same position for 5-30 P.M. I.S.T. That is why I have 
given in my Ephemeris the position of the planets for 5-30 P.M. 
I could have given the position of the planets for 12 noon
I.S.T. But you cannot verify easily with that of Western 
Ephemeris and confirm that mine is correct. So one can work 
with confidence. Doubt should never be there. Therefore you 
calculate and insert in the map after deducting ayanamsa from 
the figures obtained. Then the following is the horoscope for 
Judgment:—

IX 15-12 Sat. 15-34 
X 17-12 XI20-12

Ven. 
17-16 

XII22-12

Rahu 
29-24 

VIII16-12
13-8-1969

Lagna 
14-53-20 
Moon 

25-19 
Sun 27-00

VII 
14-53-20

II16-12
Mercury 

16-34 
Kethu 
29-24

IV 22-12
Mara 
16-14 

V 20-12
IV 17-12 Jup. 11-15

III 15-12

Mercury Dasa at the 
moment of judgment 
balance5years, 11 months 
20 days. We have to 
presume that Mercury 
Dasa Rahu Bhukti star
ted on 30-1-68.

First Question: Is mar
riage promised ?

Note where the seventh 
cusp falls, it is'in Capri
corn at 14-53-20. It is

Moon star Jupiter sub. What does Jupiter signify? Jupiter is 
occupying the second house promising increase in the number 6f 
the members of the family by marriage. Hence marriage is 
promised.

Second Question:—Who are the significators of the houses 
2, 7,11 which houses denote the wedding ?

Occupant of the constellation of a planet is stronger than 
the ocbupant. Occupant of a house is stronger than the lord of 
the house. This is the main principle of Krishnamurtiji.

Therefore find out the occupant, of these houses and the 
planets, if any deposited in the constellation of the occupant* 
Then note down the occupant. Later find out the planets 
situated in the constellation of the owners of the signs in which 
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the cusps of the houses 2, 7 and 11 fall. Finally take the lords 
of the houses as well as those planets conjoined with or aspected 
by the above significators.

Second house extends from 1612 Leo to 15-12 Virgo (you 
have to take cusp to cusp as a house and not like the traditional 
astrologers, if you want to follow Krishnamurti Padhdhati.) 
Mercury, Kethu and Jupiter are the occupants of the 2nd house 
No planet is in Kethu constellation. Rahu is in Jupiter’s star; 
Moon, Sun are in the star of Mercury.

Seventh house extends from 14-53-20 in Capricorn to 16-12 
in Aquarius. No planet is found in this arc.

Eleventh house extends from Taurus to 22-12 Gemini. 
Venus is in this area and the three constellations of Venus are 
Bharani, P.P. Guni and Poorvashada. Saturn and Mercury 
are the two planets in its star. Therefore the strongest are 
Mercury, Rahu, Jupiter. Kethu, Saturn, Venus, Moon and Sun.

Now the question arises how to select the strongest and the 
fruitful ones.

Krishnamurtiji has discovered that the ruling planets at the 
moment of judgment will be helpful and they are the real bene
factors. Today it is Wednesday governed by Mercury. The star 
is Ashlesha ruled by Mercury. The sign is governed by Moon, 
Cancer. Lagna falls in Leo, Kethu and Rahu are the two nodes 
which will represent Mercury as Kethu is conjoined with 
Mercury and Rahu is aspected by Mercury. Krishnamurtiji has 
said that Rahu or Kethu will give first of all the results indicated 
by the planets with which they are conjoined or by which they 
are aspected.

Hence include the two nodes, Reject Sun, take Kethu.
Then when will the marriage come up ?
Mercury Dasa Rahu Bhukti Kethu Anthra or Mercury Dasa 

Rahu Bhukti Moon Anthra. Mercury Dasa Rahu Bhukti 
Kethu Anthra is mostly over. Moon Anthra will start after 7 
months 24 days, i.e. on 7th April, 1970. It will run for 2 months 
and 16£ days. Now we have to see in which constellation and 
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sub the significators will be transiting. As Mercury and Moon 
are fast moving. Take Rahu. Rahu comes to its own constel
lation on 7ih February, 1970. 7hen it will be in Venus sub till 
25th April, 1970. Then it will be in Kethu sub which is also a 
strong significator. Mercury will enter into Rohini star gover
ned by Moon in Venus sign. Hence the date of marriage will 
be on the day when Sun transits in Venus sign, Moon star, Rabu 
sub, i.e., 25th May, 1970.

Re-union With Husband

On 9-6-1966 at 12-05 A.M. A lady puts us a query:

Will I Join my husband and have domestic facility ?

The following are the planetary positions:

Saturn
5-27

Venus 
16* 28’

Sun. 24-34
Rahu 1-56

Mars
14-38

Mercury 
9-28 

Jupiter 
13-48

Moon 
3*27'

Lagna 
24-10

Kethu 
1-56

The longitude of Moon 
is 3°‘27‘ in sign Aquarius. 
She is posited in the cons
tellation of Dhanishta, 
ruled by Mars and is in 
the sub of Venus. Conse
quently the sub period of 
Venus in themajor period 
of Mars is in operation at 
the time of query.

7th house indicates 
husband, marital happi
ness and with legal hus

band. 2nd house indicates family and domestic facility. 11th 
house indicates reunion, the cordial relations and permanent tie 
with married partner.

Therefore for reunion with husband and prefect domestic 
facility, consider houses 2, 7 and 11.

The significators are:

(1) Planets posited in the constellation of the occupant 
of houses 2, 7 and 11.

18
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(2) Occupants of houses 2, 7 and 11.

(3) Planets posited in the constellation of the lords of 
houses 2, 7 and 11.

(4) Lords of houses 2, 7 and 11.

(5) Planets who are in conjunction with or aspected 
by the significators.

(a) 2nd house is vacant.

7th house is occupied by Saturn. Pushyatn, Anuradha and 
Uttarabhadra are ruled by Saturn. Saturn himself is posited in 
Uttarabhadra. So Saturn is-a significator.

(b) 2nd house is occupied by no planet. 7th house is 
occupied by Saturn. 11th house is vacant. So Saturn Is a 
significator.

(c) 2nd lord is Mercury. 11th lord is also Mercury. 
Mercury rules the constellations, Aslesha, Jyeshta and Revathi. 
No planet Is posited in any one of these constellations. 7th lord 
is Saturn. Saturn himself is posited in his own constellation. 
So Saturn is a significator.

(d) Lord of 2 and 11 is Mercury. Lord of 7th house is 
Saturn. Therefore Mercury and Saturn are significators.

(e) Saturn aspects Rahu powerfully. Mercury is in 
conjunction with Jupiter.

Therefore the significators indicating reunion with husband 
and domestic facility are Saturn, Mercury, Jupiter and Rahu.

The planetary period of Mars is in operation at the time of 
query. It is to run upto 17-2-1968. Mars is not a significator 
indicating reunion and domestic facility. He is posited in the 
constellation Rohini, ruled by Moon and is in the sub of Jupiter. 
Moon'rules the 12th house indicating separation of husband 
and Jupiter rules the house indicating sorrow due to husband. 
Therefore Mars will not contribute to the growth of cordial 
relations with the husband. As Jupiter is also lord of 5th house, 
relation with the husband will not be snapped. There is also 
no danger to the life of your husband as Jupiter holds the
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lordship of your “Manghlyasthana” (8th house) and the 7th 
lord, Saturn is posited in his own constellation, Uttarabhadra.

From 17-2-1968 onwards the planetary period of Rahu 
commences.

Whether Rahu contributes reunion and domestic facility ?
A planet offers the results of the lord of the constellation 

in which it is posited. The affairs pertaining to the houses 
over which the lord of constellation holds lordship will be 
experienced by the native predominently. The sub will indicate 
the net result.

Rahu is posited in the constellation Krithika. KrithikaAis 
ruled by Sun. And Sun holds the lordship of 1st house. 1st 
house indicates honour, dignity, glory, comfort and happiness.

Rahu is posited in the sub of Jupiter. Jupiter holds lord
ship of 5th house and 8th house. 5th house indicates recreation 
and pleasure. 5th house is 11th (permanent tie) to 7th house 
(husband). 8th house is your (‘Mangalyam’). It is 2nd house 
(comfort from family) to the 7th house (busband).

Therefore Rahu who is posited in the constellation of lord 
of 1st house and who is in the sub of lord of 5 and 8, is a 
strong significator indicating reunion and domestic facility. You 
are sure to meet and move with your married partner and will 
have marital bliss ane domestic comfort during the planetary 
period of Rahu.

“Sir, the planetary period of Rahu runs for 18 years. If so, 
when my husband will meet me and I will have the pleasure of 
moving with him”, asked the lady quite interestedly.

Madam!

What you told is correct. Rahu rules 18 years. Naturally 
you are interested to know which year, which month and which 
day you will meet your husband and move with him with 
comfort and joy.

Our ancient sages have divided the planetary periods into 
sub periods and each sub periods rules certain period which 
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runs a few years. Again each sub period is divided into sub 
sub periods which runs a few months.

Planets posited favourably with the major lord will always 
help, assist and co-operate with the major lord in giving the 
expected result. Planets inharmoniously disposed with the 
major lord will bring obstacles and cause delay.

Whether a planet is favourably placed or not, is to be 
ascertained from the longitudinal distance between planets. 
Saturn is very favourably placed towards Rahu. Mercury is 
also favourably placed towards Rahu.

The first sub period in the Rahu major period is Rahu sub 
period itself which runs 2 years 8 months and 12 days. The 
sub period of Rahu is again divided into sub sub (Anthara) 
periods. The first sub sub (Anthra) period in the sub period 
of Rahu belongs to Rahu himself which runs for 4 months, 
25 days and 48 Ghatis from 17-2-1968.

Rahu is a strong significator. Therefore it is during this 
period, i.e., between 17-2-1968 and 13-7-1968 you will meet your 
husband.

On what date ?

The ruling planets at the time of query are the ruling 
planets at the time of fructification of the expected result. The 
week day the query is put, is Thursday. Thursday is ruled by 
Jupiter. The query is put, when Leo is rising in the east. Leo 
is ruled by Sun. The Moon is in the constellation Avittam, in 
sign Aquarius at the time of query. Avittam is ruled by Mars 
Aquarius is ruled by Saturn. Therefore the ruling planets at 
the time of query are Jupiter, Sun, Mars and Saturn. The same 
planets will rule at the time of return of your husband. The 
planetary period that will be ruling then will also belong to 
these planets only.

The planetary period of Rahu is in operation. Rahu is a 
shadowy planet. It reflects the results of the planets with whom 
it is in association and also in aspect of Rahu is in association 
with Sun and Mars is aspected by Saturn. Therefore Rahu is 
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to act as agent of Sun, Mars and Saturn. Thus the lord of the 
planetary period has reflected the ruling planets of the query. 
Sun, Mars and Saturn leaving aside Jupiter. Therefore the 
major period of Rahu, the sub period of Rahu, the sub sub 
period of Rahu and the sookshma period of Jupiter will offer 
the expected result, reunion and domestic facility. It runs 
between 9-3-1968 and 29-3-1968. The luminaries are the 
exciting planets. Sun transits Poorvabhadra in sign Pisces 
between 15th Marchand 17th March every year approximately, 
The week day will be Thursday.

Therefore your husband will meet you on Thursday, 15th 
March, 1968 from which date onwards he will move with you 
permanently bestowing on you marital happiness and domestic 
facility.

[It is her luck and destiny. They are now living together 
since 2 years.]

Will My Husband join Me?

Number given is 1.

The query is taken for judgment at 3 P.M. on Monday, 4th 
August, 1969 at 28-38 North.

The horoscope is as follows :—

Lagna 0-0 
Moon 
10-38 

Sat. 15-22

113-4
IU 29-4

Ven. 8-0 
VI22-4

Rahu
29-52

XU 19-4
V 17-4

Sun 18-30

XI17-4
Merc. 1-44 

VI19-4
Ket. 20-52

X22-4
IX 29-04

Mars
13-04

VIII3-04
VII 0-0 Jupiter 

9-43

Kethu Dasa Balance 
one year and five months. 
Husband to return home 
and to join the wife one 
is to judge the houses 11, 
7 and 6. For separation 
12, 7 and 6.

In horary astrology one 
should first of all note 
whether he will come at 
all and then only take 
trouble to find out the 
significators and cal
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culate when the significators will operate conjointly so that 
he can come and join on that day.

The 11th cusp Is at 17-4 in Capricorn. It is Moon’s star and 
the sub of Venus. As Venus is in the constellation of Rahu depo
sited in the 12th Bhava it is unfavourable for united life. But 
Venus is also the significator of the houses 2, 3 and 7. As a signi
ficator of 7 aspected bv lord of lagna it shows that there will be 
reunion. It means that Venus is for separation and also for 
reunion. Does it look funny ? When one is running Venus 
Dasa for some time wife goes away and then returns. Unless 
Venus has got such matters shown according to its disposition, 
bbth cannot happen.

Now w e have to find out when he will return.
Consider the houses 11,7 and 6.
11th house is owned by Saturn. Rahu is in its sign.
Rahu is stronger. Venus is deposited in Rahu's star.
Mars is deposited in Saturn’s star.
VII house is unoccupied. It is owned by Venus.
Saturn alone is in Venus constellation.

Sixth house is occupied by Kethu and Jupiter. Moon and 
Mercury are in Kethu star.

Therefore the strong significators are Venus, Saturn, 
Mercury, Moon and Kethu.

The time of reunion should be during Kethu Dasa Mercury 
Bhukti Moon Anthra Venus Shookshma. It will be in July 
1970.

Business nnd Partnership
Partnership : Will it continue or break ? If so, when ?
Number given is 156.
Judgment time—7-30 A.M.
Judgment Date—19-2-69.
Judgment Latitude of the place 19*N.
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Horoscope for this moment, for this latitude is as follows!
Sat. 28-25
Ven. 21-28

V 19-15
Rahu 8-41
Moon 0-51

VI17-15 VII 
12-53-20 VIII12-15

IV 17.15 
Sun 6-51

Ayanamsa 
23* 20'

IX 14-15

III 14-15
Mercury

10.42
X 17-15

II 12-15

Ascendant 
12-53-20 

Ned. 5-21 
Mars 
3-48

XII17-15

Kethu 
8-41 

Ura 9.55 
Jup. 11-22 

XI 19.15

Jupiter Dasa balance 3 
yrs.2mths. 5 days. Note 
the sub lord of the 
seventh. If it is connec
ted with houses 6 and 
12, the partnership will 
break. If it is connected 
with houses 5 and 11, 
more permanent tie is to 
be correctly predicted.

“Why not boldly pre
dict.”

“Boldly anybody can predict.” A child of 3 years can 
predict that its expectant mother will contribute to younger 
brother to itself. It may or may not come true. If it comes 
true, is the child an astrologer. If it fails is astrology a failing 
science or can the child escape saying that astrology shows only 
the Tendency. Correct prediction by following Krishnamurti 
Padhdhati alone is useful. So I say, predict precisely and 
correctly ?”

“ 7th cusp is in 12° 53’ 20”. It is in Venus sign Moon 
star Rahu sub!

“What results, i e. which house matters does Rahu indicate?

Rahu is in Pisces in 8°41'.

It means it is io Saturn’s star Uthrapadra. When we 
refer to Krishnamurti Padhdhati table, Rahu is in Venus sub.

Rahu is to give the results of the house occupied by the lord 
of the constellation. The matter of this house will be materiali
sing, if the sub lord of the position occupied by Rahu is in direct 
motion. If the sub lord is retrograde, it means that the matter 
indicated by the house occupied by the lord of the constellation 
will appear to come through, but during the period or sub period 
of the sub lord, it will fall through.
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Here Rabu is in the constellation of the planet in 5, promi
sing union, denying separation and the sub lord Venus in direct 
motion in 5, promises harmony and continuity of the partnership.

Therefore, this partner will continue. If the circum tances, 
now, threaten that it will end, do not bother; good understand
ing will be had to continue the partnership.

Suppose, I give some other number, will it not change the 
result ?

You cannot give any other number. It is an unknown, 
unseen force which cannot be shown by doing any laboratory 
test which mysterious force without your knowledge forces you 
to give only that number, which will guide the astrologer 
correctly.

For the same time, i.e. 7-30 A.M. 9-2-69 which number 
will show that the partnership will break.

I told you that if the sub lord of the 7th cusp is in the sig
nificator of either of the houses 6 or 12 partnership will break. 
So, if the 7th cusp falls in Aries and the sub lord is again Rahu, 
then Rahu will be in the constellation of Saturn in 6 and sub of 
Venus in 6 and Venus in direct motion will surely bring separa
tion in the period and sub period of the significators of the 6th 
and 12th houses.

If Venus is in retrograde motion, attempts will be made to 
separate but separation will not be there.

If the sub lord of the 7th cusp is the significator of 6th 
house, partner takes the initiative, the partner is bent on separa
tion and thereby the partnership breaks.

If the sub lord of the 7th cusp Is the significator of 12th 
house, then the querist is bent on separation and he gets separa
ted.

So, if you would have given the number 137 then 18° 6' 40' 
will be the ascendant in Libra: 7th cusp will be 18° 6' 40* Aries 
which is Rahu sub in Venus star. The fcth cusp will be 20° 6' 
40' in Pisces: Saturn and Venus will be in 6, The partner will 
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try and get out. If you would have mentioned the number 
seven, then the ascendant will be 7° 33' 20* Aries. Sub lord 
will be In Rahu star and Rahu sub. The sub lord Rahu will be 
in the constellation of Saturn and sub of Venus in 12 and you 
yourself will leave him, drop him and drive him out smoothly 
(sub lord Venus is for smoothly, smilingly as friends get separa
ted ; if the sub lord is Mars, violence ; if It is Jupiter, by com
promise or through Court; if it is in Mercury, by giving notice 
and paying his share in instalments and so on).

If you would have mentioned a number so that the sub lord 
of the 7th cusp is deposited in the constellation of a planet or 
node in 6 or 12 and in the sub of Jupiter (which is retrograde) 
then there will be the mind to separate, but it will not 
materialise.

Thus partition among brothers, divorce, separation from 
wife or husband or demise can be found out. 3 and 12 houses 
show separation from mother; 3, 5,10 and 12 demise 4 and 12 
houses indicate separation from children; 4, 6,11 and 12 show 
death. 6 and 12 from partners ; 1, 6, 8 and 12; 8 and 12 
separation from father 8,10, 3,12 death ; 10 and 12 separation 
from elder brother ; 5, 12 10 demise, and so on. 1 and 12 
show separation from family : 3 and 12 show separation, leaving 
the present permanent residence and living in a close-by locality: 
9 and 12 show separation and life in a far off distant place.

Sir, as partnership should naturally and inevitably come 
to an end when either of us take eternal rest, when do you 
expect it ?

Your ascendent—Horary is in a fixed sign. Lord of 9 
is a Bhadhakasthana adhipathi Bhadhakasthana the 9th is 
unoccupied—Owner is Moon. Jupiter and Mercury are in 
Moon’s star. Kethu is in Mercury’s sign. Hence tour end 
will be in Mercury Dasa Kethu Bhukti Jupiter Anthra. As 
you had 3 years 2 months and 5 days in Jupiter Dasa, then 
19 years of Saturn and at least 3 years of Mercury. Hence 
for 25 years more you are wedded to him in the business.
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Can I expect Dowry?

Generally, dowry is given in liquid cash or easily cashable 
valuable metals, jewels, vessels, vehicles, etc. These are indi
cated by the secjnd house. Since the consultant is expecting 
dowry from his or her partner, then the second house to the 7th 
Indicates the value of the dowry, and the houses 6 and 11 denote 
the partner giving the money as present and the consultant 
accepting it. Therefore, the sublord of the eighth cusp must be 
deposited in the constellation of the planet who signifies the 
matters of the houses 6 and 11. But if the sublord of the eighth 
cusp happens to be the significator of 5 and 12, then the consul
tant is to give. Therefore, who will give to whom is to be 
ascertained.

Then the extent to which one can have the dowry has to be 
judged, from the strength of the lord of the constellation in 
which the sublord of the 11th is deposited. The sublord of the 
11th may be debilitated. Yet, if it were to be in the constella
tion of a planet which is exalted, then most satisfactory dowry 
will be received.

Even though the sublord of the 11th cusp may be exalted, 
yet if it is in the constellation of a planet which is debilitated, 
then the dowri will be less

Let me compare the debilitated planet for a small container 
and exalted planet for a big one. If a debilitated planet is a 
small packet, then the exalted planet, in whose constellation 
the debilitated planet is, will be similar to diamond in that small 
packet. Similarly the exalted planet is the huge container who 
is in the constellation of debilitated planet which shows that the 
content’s value is less like cotton ball. A big cotton packet 
is not as valuable as a small packet of diamond. Small packet 
is the debiliated sublord. Diamond is the exalted constellation 
lord.

This is the way how we have to find out whether a debili
tated planet or exalted planet maintains its strength.
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Will he be chaste ?

If the sublord of the 7th or the planet in whose constel
lation the sublord is deposited is neither Mercury nor one 
occpuying a dual sign and also if the sublord of the 11th is in 
the constellation of a planet signifying the 7th house, the 
person will remain ths chaste. When the sublord of the 11th is 
in the constellation of the planet signifying the 6th even though 
one may be moving with the other sex, yet the other sex will 
not permit to proceed beyond a particular limit and thereby the 
person has to necessarily remain chaste.

Will I get scholarship ?

Scholarship means non-refundable loan with a string 
attached to it. For loan one is to judge the houses 2 and 6.

If it need not be returned, it amounts to gift, when we 
have to judge the houses 2 and 11.

Hence he who can fulfil the conditions and enjoy the 
scholarship will have the sublord of the 11th cusp deposited in 
the constellation of a planet who is the significator of 2, 6 and
11 and should not be a significator of 8 or 12. But he who 
gets the scholarship and then he is to repay will have the sub
lord of the 11th cusp deposited in the constellation of the planet 
which is the significator of not only 2 or 6 or 11 and also 8 or 
12. Because, 2. 6, 11 houses show the gain of money by 
borrowing or accepting any money given by another whereas 8 
and 12 houses indicate return or refund or lending money to 
another.

Will I get any donation ?

For donation judge the houses 2, 6 and 11. Any money 
received means your bank position improves—indicated by second 
house. As it is given by another, to that extent it is a loss to 
him, the giver. As it is a donation which need not be returned 
it is in full a profit. This is indicated by the 11th house. As the 
giver indicated by the 7th house loss to him is shown by the
12 th to the 7th,



In horary astrology, see that the sub-lord of the 8th is In 
the constellation of a planet who is the significator of the 6th. 
The sub-lord of the 6th is the significator of 2 or 6 or 11. 
Then getting a donation is promised.

Will I get money by way of Will from my onele ?

How is he your uncle? He is my father’s elder brother. 
Next elder to him !

Yes, Sir, my grandfather had only two sons, So my uncle 
is the only elder to him.

What will be their age difference ?

About 1 year only. Sir.
When your grandfather can have children within an inter

val of one year how is it he had only two children.

As soon as my father was born the grandfather died.

What a pity ! Alright mention a number within 249.

He said “43”

Sub-lord of the 8th 
cusp is in moon sub 
Moon is deposited in th 
constellation of Mars. 
Mars is the significator 
6 as it is the owner of tt 
sixth house. So the 
person must give.

IX 27-45
Sat. 12-35 Rahu 1-02 XII 0-45

Asc. 
11-53-20
II27-45

f
! X 24-25 III 24-45

Man 
25-OS 

IX 24-45
Jup 12-32 
IV 24-25

VIII27-45 
Sun :: 

Merc 7-44, 
VII 

* 1-53-20

VI 0-45
Ven 27-50

Kethu 
1-02

Moon 
23-22

V 27-45
1

Since that person is 
your father’s elder 
brother, then the 11th 
house counted from the 
9th represents this unck
Normally 7th house indicates those with whom you transact. This 
also agrees. For confirmation let us see the sub-lord of the 6th. 
It is Mars who is in the constellation of lord of 6 and in the sub 
of node in 11.

Therefore he must give and you must receive.
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Shall I commit Suicide ?

Hello, this is a dangerous query The astrologer can very 
well hand you over to such a department which will prevent you 
from commitlng suicide. Are you a coward? Why can’t you 
face the problems ? Are you not a man? If you want to know 
whether you would commit suicide astrological ly, the sub-lord 
of the 8th cusp must be deposited in the constellation of a planet 
who is the significator of Badhakasthana or Marakasthana and 
also 8th house. Further the lord of the constellation must have 
some connection or other with Mars

Will I commit Murder ?

Note the sub-lord of your Ascendant. The lord of the sign, 
star and sub of the 7th cusp will be the ruling planets of the 
person whom you want to murder (One should note that one 
may go to murder one person but by mistake one may murder 
another). So it is important to note the ruling planet of the 
opponent. The sign where the 7th cusp has fallen is to be noted 
Note whether this seventh sign is a movable one or fixed one or 
a common one. Judge the Bhadhakasthana, Marakasthana and 
find out the significators. If the sub-lord of your ascendant is 
deposited in the constellation of a planet which is the signifi
cator of his Bhadhakasthana or Marakasthana and also the 
significator of your second house then you will commit murder.

Readers should note that I carried out the experiment with 
a friend of mine who is the owner of a few sheep. Whenever the 
gave feast to his friends, he himself found pleasure in selecting a 
sheep and slaughtering it himself. On 3 occasions I asked him 
to give a number within 249 before killing the animal and the 
above rule came very true. Only once he gave me information 
that one more kid is added to his cattle. He gave the time of 
birth. I noted down the ruling planets of that sheep. It is God 
who controls everything in which the number that the person 
gives is not excluded. When after 4 years he wanted to kill it 
I asked him to give a number and the 7th cusp in full agreed 
with the ruling planets at the moment of the birth of the sheep.
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These will appear to be funny.

I carried out experiments with the cows I had to find out 
how far prenatal epoch works. I took my cows to the 
Veterinary hospital, had them inoculated-inoculation and ejec
tion for co as is only once—noted the date of Inoculation and 
the delivery of the calf. I found a lot of disagreement. Later 
I collected data from maternity hospital and found that the 
prenatal epoch is not reliable and helpful whereas it is useless 
in the cases of those born with a period of one hour. Thus 
I have done experiments which are rare but which open our eyes. 
Whereabouts of Father

“Oh father—Where are you? cries this son—having 
left his house, without any Information, the father may be 
roaming about or might have attained eternal rest. Who can 
say what could have happened to him ? or if he is alive leading 
a secluded life, who can predict scientifically except learned 
astrologers ?

To find out the truth, horary astrology is the most correct 
method as the horoscopeAof the native who is absent or that of 
the son may or may not be correct.

So ask the son to give a number between 1 and 249.

The son says “139”.

Erect a chart for the moment at which the astrologer 
begins to work for the judgment. One need not worry about 
the time taken to cast the chart if he at once proceeds to work.

Time of the commencement of the working of the chart is 
to be compared to “Boopadana” i.e., the moment when a child 
is out of the mother in full. Time of commencement of judg
ment in continuation without a break is similar to the child 
after a few minutes have passed from the moment of Boopadana. 
Hence one should take only the moment when one starts erecting 
a chart and in continuation offers the prediction. Now it is 
7-20 A.M. I.S.T. on 24-7-1969. Place of judgment 22° 33' 
North.
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So, erect a horoseope, taking the ascendant as 20° Li bra- 
Nirayana which is the position for the number 139 given by the 
son (Refer the ready reckoner given in July 1968 issue Astrology 
and Athrishta or the book Krishnamurti Ephemeris or Krishna
murti Padhdhati).

As the 9th house 
represents father, his 
walking out of thehouse 
should be judged from 
the houses 3, 9 and 12 
counted from 9th house,
i.e.,  to this lagna 11th, 
5th and 8th houses to 
Libra.

Jupiter and Kethu are 
in 11, Rahu is in 5 and 
Venus is in 8.

VI23* 50' 
Rahu 
0° 28’

Saturn 
14° 56' 
VII20°

VIII 
19* 50' 
Ven. 

24* 17'

IX 
19’ 50'

V 23* 50' 7-20 A M. I.S.T. 
24—7—1969 

22* 33' North 
Ayanamaa 23° 20’

Balance Jupiter 
Dasa 6 yrs 

9 months 4 days

Sun 7’ 41' 
Mercury 

9’ 24' 
X 24’50'

IV 
21° 50' XI 23’ 50'

III 19* 50'
II19* 50'

Mars 
10* 03' 

Nep 2° 40'

Moon 
27° 42' 

Lagna 20

Ket. 0’ 28' 
Mer. 7’29' 
Jup. 7’ 54' 
XII23’ 50'

Rahu is in Jupiter star : None in Kethu’s star: None in 
Rahu star, Saturn is in Venus star. As Jupiter Dasa is running, 
he ought to have left the house during Jupiter Dasa Saturn 
Bhukthi Kethu Anthra Rahu Shookshma in April, May 1963 or 
Jupiter Dasa Kethu Bhukthi Saturn Anthra Rahu Shookshma in 
January 1968. Now we have to see the transit on both 
occasions and fix up.

“True, Sir: my father left on 9-5-1963”.

“Good”.

“Please find out when he will return if he is alive”.

For any action done by one, the 12th house therefrom is to 
undo it. Separation came because of the significators of 3, 9 
and 12 houses counted from the 9th. Therefore take houses 2, 
8 and 11 counted from the 9th. It means judge the houses 10, 
4 and 7th counted from lagna. No planet occupies any of 
these 3 houses 10. 4 or 7. Owners are Moon, Saturn and Mars. 
No planet in Moon’s star. Sun, Mars and Mercury are in 
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Saturn star. Venus is in Mars star. His return will be during 
Jupiter Dasa Sun Bhukthi Venus Anthra Mars Shookshma, i.e., 
around 4th week of July, 1971.

“How c'o you take Sun sub-period. It can be Moon or 
Mars sub-period also.”

“True. Only here the ruling planets will guide you”, 
Now the point which rises In the east is Simha-Leo lagna. It is 
neither Karkata-Cancer, nor Scorpio.

Secondly, the lagna is in Poorvapalguni star ruled by Venus. 
Further Moon is in Venus sign—Jupiter star. Query is to find out 
the father’s date of return. So take the ruling planets. Jupiter 
Dasa Venus Bhukthi, Sun, Moon and Mars Anthra passed away. 
So, the next date is only Jupiter Dasa Sun Bhukthi Venus 
Anthra.

Also note the transit. Jupiter from its retrograde motion 
takes direct course in Mars sign Jupiter star in the 4th week of 
July, 197 i. Venus will be in Jupiter star Sun sub. Sun will be 
in Moon sign. Mars in exaltation in its own star. Saturn in 
Sun’s star Venus sub. So one should predict 4th Week of July, 
1971 to be the safe return of the father.

“So, two more years.”

“Yes, What to do?”

“Can I pray to God, Sir? Will it not help for early 
return?”

“Whether you pray or not, publish in the paper or not, his 
date of return will and must be 4th week of July, 1971.”

Overseas—When ?

Dear friend!

One should know whether one is promised to go overseas 
or not; then alone one should think when one will be going. 
You are a wonderful boy. You select the name to be given to 
your child at the time you remain unmarried. Should not you 
find whether marriage is promisedAand then whether you can 
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have at least one child. Therefore your query should be whether 
it is possible for you to go overseas and if so, when ? It shows 
your desire to go—good.

You have given 57 with in 249.

It means according to Krishnamurti Padhdhati that the 
lagna falls in Gemini 21° 46' 40'. As this is worked at 10-32 
A.M. on Thursday, the 7th August 1969, at Delhi, one is to 
erect a chart for Delhi Latitude and insert the planets for 10-32 
A.M. The following is the horoscope:—

X 10-20
XI15-20 

Sat. 
15-27

Moon 
15-19 

XII20-20

Ven. 11-12 
Lagna 

21-46-40

Rahu 
29-44 

IX 10-20 7-8-69
10-32 A.M.

Delhi

11 14-20
Sun 21-09

VIII 
14-20

Mer. 6-43 
III 10-20 

Ket. 29-44

VII 
21-46-40

VI20-20 
Mars V 15-20

Jupiter 
10-12 

IV 10-20

The 12th cusp is to be 
judged to find out 
whether one is promised 
life in a foreign place. 
It should be supported by 
the sub-lord of the 9th 
cusp indicating that long 
journey is also promised. 
12th cusp is in 10-20 of 
Taurus. That is Moon 
star Kethu sub. 9<h cusp 
is in 10-20 Aquarius in 
Rahu star Jupiter sub. 
Both Kethu and Jupiter

are in the third house indicating that one will leave his residence
and make journey. Hence this number promises long journey 
and life in a foreign place.

Now let us find out the significators to note the time of 
departure, For overseas one is to judge the houses 3, 9, and 12. 
Third house extends from LEO 10-20 to VIRGO 12-20. In 
this area we find Jupiter and Kethu. Mercury is in Kethu star 
and Rahu in Jupiter star. Rahu is in the 9th house and Venus 
is in Rahu star 12th house is occupied by Venus and Saturn 
alone is in Venus star. Thus it will be seen that Mercury, 
Saturn, Venus, Jupiter, Kethu and Rahu are the significators. 
When so many planets become the significators there are two 
methods of selection after rejecting the invalid ones.

19-
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Those planets which are not in the sub of the significators 
of 3, 9 or 12 are not useful to make the journey. But they will 
offer other results of the house which they signify.

Also one should note the ruling planets at the moment of 
judgment. Today it is Thursday. The star is Rohini. The 
sign in which Moon moves Is Taurus owned by Venus. The 
lagna is Virgo governed by Mercury, in Moon star Hastha and 
in the sub of Venus. Therefore one is to say that during 
Mercury Bhukti, Venus Anthra and Jupiter Shookshma you will 
go overseas. At the time of judgement there were only 6 years of 
Moon Dasa left over. Mercury Bhukti commences on 7-6-71. 
In that Venus Anthra starts on 19th September, 1971. In that 
of Venus Anthra Jupiter Shookshma will be in the end of 
October and beginning of November 1971. Hence you are 
going overseas and that must be on 1-11-71.

Any Study Overseas?

Studies upto High 
school and College 
require regular atten
dance and study year 
after year. This is indi
cated by the 4th house. 
Higher study is shown 
by the 9th house.

9th house also shows 
long journey. 12th house 
shows life in an altogeth 
new environment and 
separation from family,

VIII2-46 
Rahu 0-49

IX 3-46 
Sat. 14-35

X3-46
Ven. 18-10

XI3-46 
Merc. 
25-38

VII3-40 17—7—1969 
7-30 P. M. I.S.T. 

18-55 N.
No. 87 

Ayanamsa 23* 20

Sun 1-31
XII3-46

VI3-46
Lagna 
3-40

Moon 4-49

er
V 3-46

Mars 
8-58 

VI 3-46
III 3-46

Kethu 0-49 
II2-46 

Jup. 6-57

Whether one will be successful in higher studies is to be seen 
from the 11th house. If the iith house is in any manner 
connected with the 9th house, success is promised. But if the 
sub-lord of the 11th cusp is retrograde, success is denied. 
Ambition cannot be realised.
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Your query is about study overseas. You want to go 
abroad, for higher studies, For any study abroad, firstly, we 
have to find out whether one will go abroad at all. For this 
judge the 12th cusp and find out whether its sub-lord is either 
retrograde or deposited in a constellation whose lord Is retro
grade. If either is retrograde, one cannot go to foreign. If the 
sub-lord and the lord of ths constellation tn which the sub-lord 
is situated are in direct motion and if the sub-lord of the 12th 
cusp is also a significator of either 3rd or 9th or 12th house, one 
goes abroad.

To find out the sub-lord and offer such a prediction a 
number 87, within 249, is given and from this number the 
Horary chart, cast for the moment of judgement, is given 
above.

In this chart the 12’h cu p is Karka 3° 4(/ i.e. Moon sign 
Saturn star Saturn sub. Saturn is not retrograde. It is posited 
in the constellation of Venus who is in direct motion.

Now what is left to be seen is whether this sub-lord of 12th 
cusp is also a significator of house 3 or 9 or 12. Saturn is 
posited in the 91 h bhava. Also, it is deposited in the constel
lation of Venus, lord of 3rd house. Therefore you will go 
abroad. As 9th house, where the sub-lord of 12 cusp is 
deposited, indicates higher studies, you will go abroad for 
higher studies.

Also, you will get scholarship for your higher studies. 
Why? Because Saturn, in 9th is aspecting the 11th house by its 
3rd aspect and the 6th house by its 10th aspect. 11th house 
shows gains and the 6th shows issue of cheques by a person or 
institution which is indicated by 7th house (6th house is 12th to 
7th).

Now comes the question of finding out the time of event. 
For this Guruji has given a most simple, sure, successful and 
scientific method—finding out the ruling planets at the moment 
judgment.
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The day is Thursday ruled by Jupiter. Kethu is conjoined 
with Jupiter and Rahu occupies the sign Meena owned by 
Jupiter. So both Rahu and Kethu are stronger than Jupiter. 
Therefore take Jupiter, Rahu and Kethu.

The sign transited by Moon is Simha owned by Sun. Take 
Sun.

The constellation transited by Moon is owned by Kethu. 
Take Kethu.

The lagna is Makar owned by Saturn. Take Saturn.

Therefore Jupiter, Kethu, Rahu, Sun and Saturn will give 
the results. They will give in their conjoined period.

Kethu Dasa is already on. In this Rahu bhukti will run 
from 7-12-1969 to 25-12-1970. During this period you will go 
abroad either in Sun Antra or Saturn Antra.

How to see whether Saturn is stronger to give the results or 
Sun ? In the ruling planets always the lord of the sign transited 
by Moon is stronger than the lord of the day. The lord of the 
constellation transited by Moon is stronger than the sign transi
ted by Moon. And the lord of the lagna is still stronger than 
the lord of the constellation transited by Moon.

So in your case Saturn is stronger than Sun to give the 
result. Also Saturn is the sub-lord of 12th cusp and occupies 
9th bhava. Therefore during Saturn Antra in Kethu Dasa and 
Rahu Bhukti you will go. This runs from 24-3-1970 to 
24-5-1970.

The exact date on which you will go is to be found out by 
transit. Sun transits Saturn star Kethu sub in the Jupiter sign 
Meena on 25-3-1970. Therefore on this date you will go 
abroad.

Now the question remains whether you will be successful 
in your higher studies. For this we have already said that the 
sub-lord of ilth cusp should not fee retrograde and that there 
should be a connection between the 11th house and the yth 
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house. Here the sub-lord of 11th cusp is not retrograde. Saturn, 
the occupant of the 9th bhava aspects 11th house by its third 
aspect. Also the owner of 9th house, Mars, is aspecting the 
11th house by its 8th aspect. This shows that the houses 
11th and 9th are connected to each other and therefore you will 
be successful.

Success in Medical Examination and Overseas :

“Please give a number within 249.**

“147 comes to my mind, Sir.”

“What is the time now, please ?**

“1-30 PM., Sir.”

“Any how let me verify”, so saying I dialled 174 and the 
time given was 1 ■ 30 P.M.

The following is the horoscope for judgment:

a foreign country to work there, etc.

V 8-45-20 VI 6-45-20
Sat. 13-36

VII 
0-33-20

VIII 
0-45-20

Rahu 
26-19

IV 6-45-20

Hl 2-45-20

1-30 P.M. I.S.T. 
10—10—1969 

at Delhi

IX 2-45-20

X 6-45-20 
Kethu

26- 19
Venus 
27-43

Man 
18-37 

II 0-45-20
Lagna 

0-33-20
XII. 

6-45-20

Merc 6-00 
XI 8-45-20 
Moo 10-33 
lup. 23-01 
Sun 23-30

(1) Medical examina
tion means that one medi
cal officer or more than 
one medical officer will 
examine you before issu
ing a certificate, declaring 
that you are absolutely 
fit, that you are not suffer
ing from any bodily in- 
formity or incurable 
diseases which are un
favourable for the nature 
of the work you have to 
carry out or to go to 

(Luckily, such a medical 
examination is not carried out on either of the sexs before
marriage. If such a bill is introduced, I am sure many will 
remain unmarried due to congenital diseases like rheumatic 
heart, enlarged heart, etc.): therefore we have to examine the 
4th house to know whether there will be the medical examina
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tion as you desire: then we have to see whether it will be 
favourable or not! 7th house represents the medical officer 
whomsoever he is and 10th to the 7th, that is the 4th house, 
indicates his job which means yourself being examined ; the 11th 
house shows whether you will be given a good certificate to 
make further attempts.

The 4th cusp falls in Aquarius 6° 45' 20", that is, it is in 
Rahu star and Rahu sub. Rahu is not conjoined with any 
planet but it is aspected by Venus who is the significator of the 
11th, the 7th.and the 12th. Therefore, Rahu as the significator 
of the 11th'will allow you to appear before the medical officer 
for the medical examination. As Rahu is in Saturn sign, you 
have to appear more than once, since Saturn gives success after 
a few attempts or examination.

Disease is indicated by 6ih; danger by 8th : defect by 
12th. Here, 12th house is not occupied by any planet but 
Venus is its owner. Therefore, if it all, there is any defect it 
should be in the vision especially in the left eye, since Venus is 
in the constellation of Sun and sub of Moon; really, theie 
should be something wrong witn your eye. But luckily Sun, 
Moon and Jupiter are in the 11th house. Moon is in its 
own constellation and sub it is in 11th; Jupiter is in the 
constellation of Moon in 11 and sub of Sun 11. Sun is in the 
11th house, in the constellation of Mars and sub of Rahu. 
All planets are connected with the 10th and 11th houses. 
Therefore, even though, there is the defect in the eye, yet you 
will get through tne medical examination and your desire will 
be fulfilled.

“Will I go Overseas” ! (Horary):

“Give a number, please.”

“I give number 127.”

It means the Lagna will be in Libra and its exact position 
will be 2° 40' in Libra. The other 11th cusps are calculated and 
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are shown in the horoscope given below :

VI 9-24 VII2-40 VIII2-24 IX 5-24

Rahu
26-19

V 11-24 Delhi 
127 

10—10—1969 
1-30 P.M. I.S.T.

X 9-24

IV 9-24
XI11-24

Ket. 26-19
Ven. 27-43

Mars 
18-37 

III 5-24
II 2-24 Asc 2-40

Merc. 6-51
XII 9-24

Moon 10-33
lup. 23-01
Sun. 23-30

The houses 3, 9 and 12 
are to be judged of find 
out significators forgoing 
overseas; and the sub lord 
of the 12th cusp is to be 
judged to find out whether 
you will go at all to a 
foreign land. The 12th 
cusp falls in Sun’s star 
and Venus sub ; Venus is 
jn the constellation of 
Sun, sub of Moon; both 
Sun and Muon are in the 
1 2th house ; Venus is to 

give the results of the lord of the constellation Chandra which 
is in 12. Hence both the lord of constellation and also the lord 
of the sub are connected with 12th house. Hence life in 
a foreign place is sure ; you must go.

As regards the signifiactors of 3, 9 and 12, the 3rd house 
is occupied by Mars. 9th house is unoccupied and 12th house 
is occupied by Moon, Jupiter and Sun; when you find out the 
significators, it will be seen that Sun is in the constellation of 
Mars and Rahu is in the constellation of Jupiter and Jupiter is in 
the constellation of Moon; whereas, Venus and Mercury are in 
the constellation of Sun. Thus majority of the planets are 
connected with the 12th house indicating that you must go.

“Then when ?” is the next query.

At the time of the judgment, Moon Dasa balance is 9 years, 
7 months, 2 days. Now Moon Dasa Moon Bhukti is operating ; 
in that, you will get pass, visa, etc., during Moon Dasa Moon 
Bhukti, Mercury Anthra, that is after 7th November, 1969 and 
before 22nd December, 1969: your journey will be during Moon 
Dasa Moon Bhukti KetIM Anthra. Kethu is occupying Sun’s 
sign, Venus star ; it is conjoined with Venus. Therefore, Kethu 
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is stronger than Venus and it has to give in its sub 
period, instead' of Venus. Therefore, Moon Dasa Moon 
Bhukti Kethu Anthra you must go. That is within 10th 
January, 1970.

Ruling planets: Today, it is Venus day, Friday, Virgo 
sign is passed by Moon; it is owned by Mercury ; star is 
governed by Moon, and according to the horary horoscope also 
these three planets are the strongest significators and so your 
going to foreign is certain. You will leave ‘Delhi on 28th 
December, 1969, early morning. It will be a Sunday and the 
star also Aslesha ruled by Mercury in Moon sign. The lagna 
will fall in Purvashada Nakshatra which will be at the time of 
Sun rise. According to transit, Sun will be in Kethu star 
Mercury sub: Moon in Mercury star ; and Kethu will be in 
Venus star Sun sign.

Thus the two numbers which you have given, one for 
medical examination and the other for stay in the overseas, 
promise success and fulfilment of desire. May God bless 
us all!

Research and Success:

Number given is 203.

Readers of my magazine know that I would have asked 
the querist to give a number within 249: Why? There are 
only 2 schools: one to have a number between 1 and 108 and 
the other to have a number between 1 and 249. Since the 
number given is 203, it should be between 1 and 249.

But, if one consultant mentions 203 when he is asked to 
give a number within 108, then one need not bother to calculate 
but say at once that the answer is negative to the query which 
he puts: Look at bis worry. Absent mindedness!

The Zodiac is divided into 249 divisions as per 
Krishnamurti: There are 249 different combinations of sign 
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lord, star lord and sub lord. Therefore, each number has a 
definite combination. One number less or greater given has 
different combination of planets indicating diffetent results* 
Also each number shows the exact position in the Zodiac which 
is to be taken as the ascendant 203 means Saturn sign 
Capricorn, Moon star Sravana, Sun sub 22° 40' to 23° 20' 
Nirayana. Latitude in 8° 55'*

Thereforejwe have to take that for this horary map 22* 40 
Capricorn is the ascendant (the beginning of the sub). Add 
ayanamsa 25° 20'. Then Sayana asc. k=16°Aquarius. Referring 
to* Table of Houses for this latitude, it will be seen that second 
cusp is 22° 25 Pisces; third cusp is 27° 25' Aries; by calcula
tion we will obtain that 4th cusp is 26° 25' Taurus; fifth cusp 
is 22° 25' Gemini and sixth cusp is 17° 25' Cancer: The other 
6 cusps are 180° opposite.

Position of planets for this moment is to be inserted.

It is Monday. Time of judgment 11.30 A.M. on 17.2-’69. 
The horoscope is as follows:—

II 22-25 
Moon 
5-52

Rahu 2-7 
Ven. 13-21 
Sat. 21-35 
III 27-25

IV 26-35 V 22-25

Sun 28-24
Asc. 16*
Mer. 2-42

Sayana 17-2-69 
11-30 AM.

VI17-25

XII17-25 VII16

XI22-25
Nep. 28-40
X 26-25 

Mar. 26-16

IX 27-25
Jup. 4-51
Ura. 3-18

Kethu
2-07

VIII22-25

Ayanamsa 23.20.
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Nlryana chart is as follows

Sat. 28-15
Ven. 20-1 
Rahu 8-47

III 4-05 IV 3-05
V 29-05 VI24-05

II29-5
Moon 
12-32 

Sun. 5-4 Nirayana 
17—2—1969 

11-30 A.M.

VII22-40

Lagna 
22-40 

Mercury 
9-22

VIII29-05

XII24-05 

1

XI 29-05 
Nep. 5-20 
M. C. 3-5 

Man 
2-56

IV 4-05

Kethu 
8-47 

Ura. 9-58
Jupiter 
11-31

11th cusp is Id 29s 5' Scorpio. It

Research is shown by 
9th house and the success 
in any walk of life is 
shown by ilth cusp and 
the time is to be judged 
from the significators; 
failure and loss or success 
in a foreign land are to 
be understood from 12th 
(it will be clarified 
subsequently). Number 
given shows that the 
lagna is in Capricorn 
22°40'. For 18 55 latitude 
is Mars sign, Mercury 

star and Saturn sub. Neither the lord of the constellation nor
the lord of the sub is in retrograde motion. So one is to judge 
what the cusp promises according to the sub lord and the 
significators. Mercury is in 12th Bhava : Saturn, the sub lord 
and Venus lord of 9 are in Mercury constellation. 12th house 
shows failure and less in the place of residence or fortune and 
success in another foreign place. It depends on the lord of 
constellation in which the planet in 12 is deposited. If the lord 
of the constellation of the planet in 12 were to be situated in 1 
or 2 or 3 or 6 or 10 or 11, one gains with strangers, foreigners, 
in another place, in foregn land, etc. Otherwise, one incurs 
loss, wastes time and money.

The constellation lord is Mercury. It shows that one 
spends time, money, etc. in a place other than bis permanent 
place. As Mercury is in the constellation of Sun in lagna bhava 
it is well spent and success is promised. Any planet or cusp in 
Mercury constellation is also auspicipus indicating similar 
results. Saturn, the sub lord is lord of 1 and 2 in 2nd bhava in 
Mercury star and own sub. Hence Saturn is also good. There
fore, 11th cusp is under the sway of Mercury and Saturn; They 



promise luck in a foreign place: Success in enterprises: 
fulfilment of one’s desire and realisation of one’s ambition.

The note the significators of 11th house. 11th house 
extends from 29’ 5' Scorpio to 24° 5' Sagittarius. No planet is 
in this area. Lord of the 11th bhava is the lord of the sign 
where Uth cusp has fallen. It is in Scorpio. Hence Mars is 
the lord of the 11th house. Sun alone is in Mars star. Therefore 
Sun and Mars are the significators of 11th house matters : For 
research, take 9th house. 9th cusp falls in Libra. It is owned 
by Venus and 9th house is occupied by Mars. We have found 
that Sun alone is in Mars star.

As regards the owner Venus, no planet is in Venus star. 
Hence Venus indicates. In Mars, Sun or Venus sign there is 
neither Rahu nor Kethu. But Venus is conjoined with Rahu. 
So Rahu will give Venus results. Time of success will be Rahu 
Dasa Sukra Bhukti Sun Anthra Mars Shookshma. At the time 
of judgment Rahu Dasa 7 years II months 1 day had passed. 
10 years and 29 days are left over. So, Saturn Bhukti continues 
till 27-2-’69. Then Mercury and Kethu Bhukti must pass, i.e. 3 
years 7 months 6 days and then only successful. Sukra Bhukti 
comes, i.e., 4 years 2 months from today i.e., middle of February 
1970. During Mercury and Kethu Bhukties research will go on.

Kethu is in Budha’s sign.
(2, 5 and Uth houses show child birth 2, 5, 6 and 11 to 

gain in speculation.)

2, 7 and II houses for marriage; 6, 9, 11 and 12, for 
overseas and higher studies, 6, 9 and 11 scholarship for higher 
studies.

2, 6,10,11 for promotion.
2, 4,11 for house.
2, 4 11, for car.
6 and 11 pet animals.
2 and 11 help through younger brother.
9.11 to submit thesis or do research and come out successful.
4.11 for success in education.
6.11 towin the litigation.
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6,11 to be successful in election and so on. Thus one is 
to note that the 11 th is judged to find out success—In which, 
one wants success. According to that query, one is to find out 
the other house or houses to be considered.

Here 9 and 11 houses promise success and they also show 
that it will be in the middle of February 1973. In this query, 
the bhukties which are to run before success are those of 
Mercury and Kethu. As Kethu is in Mercury’s sign it will 
continue to give what Mercury offers. If Mercury has no 
connection with 9 or 11, then he will not do research. Mercury 
is the lord of the constellation where 11th cusp is. So his 
attempts to do research will be successful in Mercury sub period. 
As it is in P, he will do it in a foreign place.

Kethu in Mercury’s sign promises continuity. As dasa lord 
Is connected with Saturn, there will be honest and sincere 
attempts. The querist will be plodding, perservering and patiently 
working. Thus this will go on till Sukra Bhukti come. During 
Venus sub period, one is successful. Mars, lord of 10th cusp 
also promises name, fame and reputation.

Can I expect a transfer, when ?

Balance of Kethu Dasa 
2 years 3 months 2 days

For transfer in service 
we have to judge the 
houses 3, 10 and 12 
because the 3rd house 
shows change of place 
and short journey, 10th 
shows employment and 
the 12th shows altogetht 
new circumstances.

To proceed on leave 
to go on tour, the hous

Ven. 20-58 
Rahu 
4-12

XI1-19 
Sat. 8-29 

Moon ’-02

Sun 00-10 
XII 5-19 

Mer 18-14
Lagna 
6’ 40’

X 27-19 14—5—1969 
5-20 P. M. I.S.T. 

18-55 N.
No. 47 

Ayanamsa 23” 20’

II1-19 
III 27-19

1X27-19
VIII1-19

r
IV 27-19

VII 6-40
Mars (R) 

21-37
VI 5-19

V 1-19
Jup. (R) 

2-53
Kethu

4-12

3, 9 and 12 are to be considered.
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According to K.P. the owner of a house is the owner of
1 the sign where the cusp falls. Planets in the constellation of

the owner of a House are stronger than the owner to give the 
results of that house. Further the occupant of a bhava is 
stronger than the planets in the constellations of the owner of

I the house and the planets in the constellations of the occupants
are stronger than the occupants. All these planets will, how
ever, give the results of that house, but in a varying degree as 
above.

Rahu and Kethu are nodes. They are always stronger than 
the planets represented by them. They give firstly the results 
of the planet or planets with which they are conjoined, then the 
results of the planet in whose constellation they are deposited, 
then that of the planets aspecting them and then the results of 
the owner of the sign occupied by them.

The query is whether he can expect transfer and, if yes,
I when 7 This depends upon what dasa and bhukti he is running.

One can expect transfer during the conjoined period of the signi
ficators of houses 3,10 and 12. The significators of the houses

• 3,10 and 12 are Moon, Mercury, Kethu, Venus, Saturn, Rahu
and Mars. Whenever the significators are more in number the 
best method to select the beneficial ones and eliminate the tempt
ers is to find out the ruling planets at the time of judgment 
and see which of them are common with the significators.

Those ruling planets which are deposited In the constella
tion or sub of a retrograde planet wilt not read the result. Reject 
them and take the remaining.

To-day is Wednesday ruled by Mercury. The owners of 
the sign and star transited by Moon are Mars and Kethu respec-

I tively. The lagna is Thulam governed by Venus. As Rahu is
associated with Venus take Rahu also. (Kethu is aspected by 
Venus and is posited in Mercury’s sign. But it has already 
come as a ruling planet).

So the ruling planets are Mercury, Mars, Kethu, Venus and 
Rahu. None of them are posited either in the constellation or 
$ub of a retrograde planet, AH of them are common with the 

i



significators. So you can expect transfer during their con oined 
period.

Mars is by itself retrograde. So it will not be able to give 
the results as long as it is retrograde. Afterwards it can give.

According to dasa-bhukti at the time of judgment, Kethu 
dasa balance was 2 years 3 months 2 days from 14-5-1969* 
The bhukti running is that of Jupiter. Jupiter is not a ruling 
planet. Then comes Saturn bhukti but Saturn is also not a 
ruling planet. Then follows Mercury Bhukti. Mercury is a 
ruling planet. So you can expect transfer either in Venus Antra 
or Mars Antra or Rahu Antra in Mercury Bhukti. depending 
upon which of these three antra lords is strong to give you 
transfer. Of the four ruling planets the lord of lagna is the 
strongest, if no node is representing it. In case a node repre
sents, then the node is the strongest. Therefore Rahu represent
ing Venus, the lord of lagna in the ruling planets, in the stron
gest and you will be transferred in Rahu Antra. This runs 
between 8-3-1971 and 1-5-1971.

Transit of Sun during the above period will give the exact 
date of transfer. Sun transit Kethu star Rahu sub in the sign 
Aries on 24-4-1971. Therefore you will be transferred on this 
date/and till that date you need not expect any transfer.

When will I get some 
job?

Balance of Mars Dasa 
0 year 3 months 23 days

VII 5-6-40
Rahu 0-34

VIII 4.09
Sat. 14.51

IX 5-09
Ven. 23-22 X 5-09

VI 6-09 27—7—1969
5.30 P.M. I.S.T.

18.55 N 
No. 109 

Ayanamsa 23° 20’

XI 5-09 
Mer. 6-03 
Sun 6-09

V5.09 XII 6-09

IV 5-09 Mars 9-44
III 5-09

Moon 
6-04 

II 4-09

Kethu 0.34
Lagna 
5-6-40 

Jup. 7-40

The 2nd house shows 
one’s bank position, 6th 
shows day-to-day attend 
ance and 10th shows 
profession Therefore for 
employment consider 
homes 2, 6 and 10 and 
find out the significators 
The significators are
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(1) The planets in the constellations of the occupants 
or houses 2, 6 and 10.

(2) Ths planets in the houses 2, 6 and 10.

(3) Planets in the constellations of lords of houses 2, 6 
and 10.
(Lcrd of a house is the owner of the sign where the 

cusp lies)

(4) Lords of houses 2, 6 and 10.

Rahu and Kethu are nodes. A node give firstly the results 
of the planet or planets with which it is conjoined, then the 
results of the lord of the constellation in which it is deposited, 
then the planet or planets aspecting it and lastly of the owner of 
the sign in which it is deposited.

To find out the significators a number 109, within 249, is 
given and the horary chart cast from this number with the 
twelve cusps for Bombay and the planetary position at the 
moment of judgment is as given above.

The significator of houses 2, 6 and 10 are Sun, Moon, Man, 
Mercury, Venus, Saturn, Rahu and Kethu. All these planets 
are to give results of the houses 2, 6 and 10. But those planets 
which are to give you job at the earliest opportunity are to be 
decided with the help of the ruling planets at the moment of 
judgment. The day is Tuesday ruled by Mars. The sign transited 
by Moon is Thulam owned by Venus. The constellation transited 
by Moon is that of Mars. The lagna is Dhanus owned by 
Jupiter, Rahu and Kethu represent Jupiter as Rahu occupies 
Jupiter sign Meena and Kethu is conjoined with Jupiter. 
Therefore the ruling planets are Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Rahu and 
Kethu. None of these ruling planets are posited either in the 
constellation or sub of a retrograde planet. So take them. (If 
any of ruling planets is posited either in the constellation or sub 
of a retrograde planet, reject it.)

Now take the common planets between the significators of 
houses 2, 6 and 10 and the ruling planets. They are Mars, 
Venus, Rahu and Kethu. They will give you job in their con
joined period.
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According to dasa-bhukti, Mars Dasa balance is 0 years, 3 
months and 23 days from 22-7-1969. The bhukti running is 
that of Moon. Moon is not a ruling planet. Therefore Mooh 
bhukti will not give. It ends on 15-11-69. Then starts Rahn 
dasa. Rahu is a ruling planet and also a strong significator. So 
you will get job in Rahu Dasa and Rahu Bhukti. In this the 
following are the antra periods which may give you job.

(a) Rahu Dasa Rahu Bhukti Rahu Antra from 
15-11-1969 to 11-4-1970.

(b) Rahu Dasa Rahu Bhukti Kethu Antra from 
12-6-1971 to 9-8-1971.

(c> Rahu Dasa Rahu Bhukti Venus Antra from 9-8-1971 
to 21-1-1972.

(d) Rahu Dasa Rahu Bhukti Mars Antra from 30-5-1972 
to 27-7-1972.

The planets in 11th bhava and its owner indicate whether 
one’s desire will be fulfilled early or not. Sun and Mercury are 
in 11th bhava and Moon owns it. All these are fast moving 
planets. So your desire will be fulfilled at the earliest oppor
tunity. The earliest period, in the above four periods, is 
15-11-1969 to 11.4-1970. You will therefore get a job during this 
period if transit also agrees. Sun transits the Kethu sub and 
in Sathabisha star owned by Rahu on 1-3-1970.

Therefore transit also agrees and you will get a job on 
1-3-1970.

The 10th cusp shows the nature of the job. It is 5° 9' in 
Mithuna, i.e., Mercury sign Mars star and Sun sub. So the 
nature of your job will be indicated by Mercury, Mars and Sun. 
All these three planets are posited in watery signs thereby indi
cating that you will have grasp, fluent flow of thoughts, 
intelligence and quick understanding. Sun indicates Government, 
Mars and Mercury indicate Mechanical Engineering. So the 
nature of job will be that of a Mechanical Engineer in Govern
ment. (The querist confessed that he is actually a graduate in 
Mechanical Engineering and is in search of a job).
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As Mars indicates machinery, Mercury, indicates paper and 
communication and Sun indicates Government, other interpreta* 
tion about the nature of job could be a Government service in 
Printing Press. A third interpretation could be a surgeon as Sun 
indicates medicine, Mars shows surgery and Mercury shows 
correct diagnosis and quick decisions.

Will I Earn at all?

Number within 249, given is 7i. Time 8-30. A.M. on Sunday. 
11-5-1969 at 28° 3T N and 76° 12' E,

Ven. 19-29
Rahu 4-23

IX 2-21

X4.21
Sat 8-04

Sun 26-56

XI 8-21 
Mercury 

16-15
XII11-21

Moon 
25-38 

VIII 4-21

Ascen
dant 

11* to 
12-6-40

VII11° II 4.21

VI11-21
Mars (R) 

22-16 
V8.21

Nep. 4.12
IV 4.21

III 2.21 
Jup. 3.00 

Ura^.50 

Kethu’4.23

Ayanamsa 23°20'.

Jupiter Dasa balance 9 
years 2 months 26 days. 
Jupiter Dasa Mercury 
Bhukti over by 13-7-1969. 
Then Kethu for 11 
months 6 days; Venus 
sub period for 32 months 
followed by Sun sub 
period for 9 months 18 
days.

Earnings: Judge first 
of all the 10th house.

Meridian is at 4° 21' Aries in Mars sign Kethu star Moon sub.
The sub-lord, if retrograde, you can never earn. If direct, you 
will; then the queries will be when and how ? Moon can never 
be retrograde. So you will earn. Moon is in Mercury sub and 
Mercury is in Moon star Saturn sub. Hence Moon and Mercury 
promise you fortune to have self-acquisition.

Then, note the significators of 10th house. Saturn in direct 
motion and Sun who is ever direct occupy the 10th house. They 
are the occupants. Planets deposited in the constellation of the 
occupants are much stronger than the lords of the constellation. 
Neptune and Rahu are in Saturn’s star: (Pushya, Anuradha 
and Uthrapadra are Saturn’s stars). Sun is in its own star and 
sub.. Jupiter is in Sun’s star Uthrapalguni alone with Kethu 
(and Uranus.)

2D
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Hence the significators are Rahu, Jupiter, Kethu, Sun and 
Saturn.

Ruling planets are Sun (lord of today—Sunday): Jupiter, 
lord of Poorvapadrapada where Moon is passing and sign 
Aquaries owned by Saturn. Gemini Is the lagna. Arudhra star 
rises in the East. Kethu represents lord of Gemini, Mercury. 
Hence take Jupiter, Kethu, Saturn, Sun and Rahu.

It will be between 8-3-70 and 1-5-1970.

Urge comes to one at the time when Moon touches the 
most sensitive point of the zodiac which indicates about that 
particular matter in question. When the significator touches 
that point, one has his matter materialised in one’s favour if it 
is in direct motion. One meets with f ailure on that day when 
the significator touches that point and it is retrograde.

Of the significators, the strongest is Sun and Kethu. Sun 
is lord of 2 in to in exaltation and in his own sub. Kethu is in 
such a Sun’s star, and in the sub of Saturn who is debilitated. 
Exaltation gives strength—debilitation, never, never denies 
but strength is weak. That is all. Hence Sun must transit 
the position of Moon. It will be on Monday 9-3-1970 Uthra- 
padra star ruled by Saturn in Jupiter’s sign, Pisces or Meena.

Transit on 9-3-1970 is as follows :
Jupiter dasanatha is in 

Rahu star Saturn sub ; 
Kethu in Veuus star. 
Rahu sub; Sun in Jupiter 
star Mercury sub; Moon 
in Saturn Star Rahu sub: 
Mercury in Jupiter sign 
Saturn star Moon sub :

Venus 
15° 11' 
Moon 14 
Mercury 

12-02

Mars 
8-50 

Sat. 12-16
Lagna

Sun 25° 
Rahu 
18-52

Kethu 
18-25

1

Jup. 12-12

These are favourable.

Lagna should be betwee 
6° 40’ to 26° 46’ 43’. As 
at the time of the com
mencement of judgment 
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lagna was in 9° 30 Gemini one can take the same, as the lagna 
at which one will take charge of his duty.

When we work out, we will find that it will be 12-10 P.M. 
on 9-3-1970.

Business will be either paints or petrol or pumpsets.

You will be an agent or sales representative sub lord of 
Meridian. Moon suggests liquids. Saturn denotes mine produ
cts. Kethu aspected by exalted Venus conjoined with Jupiter 
shows paints. Saturn in Mars sign and Moon the sub-lord of 
Meridian indicates pumpsets.

If Saturn is not in Aries, it indicates boilers: Saturn denotes 
under the Aarth; Moon, the liquid; otherwise, sub lord Moon 
liquid; lord of the sign, Mars being a fiery planet, boiling: 
Hence one should then predict boilers.

If one predicts pumpsets or paints or petrol, he will 
correctly and clearly guide the consultan .

(Pumpset needs painting and petrol or oil to run it.)

GOOD LUCK!

“Can 1 become a Politician ?”

“When can I be a famous person ?”

“Good. Give me a number within 249.” /

“One. I want to become number one. So, I give this 
number. Also tell me please, what I should do,” asks a boy 
aged 15 in whose horoscope, he says that many planets are 
exalted.

“You should study law, if you want to be a lawyer; 
Chemistry, if you desire to be a chemist medicine, if you have 
to become a doctor; but for politics, as Max O’Rell says “you 
need only to study your own interest. Also you should know 
what Wendell Philips had said, “Two kinds of men generally 
best succeed in poittical life; men of no principle, but of great 
talent; and men of no talent, but of one principle that o 
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obedience to their superiors. Do you want to serve for the 
prosperity of your country or what ?”

“Charity begins at home, is what all say : But I want to 
do good so that my children and grandchildren will lead a 
pleasant and peaceful life. There should be discipline, security 
for life, security of property, etc, I do not want to be a 
minister but I want to serve and satisfy the mass.”

“Then say that you want to become a statesman.”

“What is the difference between a politician and a 
statesman ?

“A politician acts in such a way always bearing in his or 
her mind the next election. But a statesman cares more for the 
welfare of the next generation. A politician will form a party 
and join such a party which come out successful whereas a 
statesman minds only the progress and prosperity of his country; 
so, a statesman will guide and direct his course of action, 
whereas a politician will yield, adjust to circumstances and be 
satisfied to drift.”

“Thanks, Sir ; 1 want to be a statesman. Can I become a 
famous statesman.”

‘So, just like a coachman follows his hordes but he holds 
on the reign and at appropriate time guides them, you should 
conduct yourself. You should remember what Coleridge has 
advised. “The three great ends for a statesman are, security to 
possessors, facility to acquirers and liberty and hope to the 
people.”

“You can become a famous statesman, by doing nothing 
yourself but causing everything to be done. Leave nothing to 
chance: be attentive night and day: see into failure: do not 
regard the present: then only you can change a nation from 
what it is to what it ought to be.”

“Yes ! What does my number one ndicate?”

“First It shows that you need advice for success. So I did. 
Now 1 shall predict.”
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Whenever Saturn is in lagna one should have patience and 
perseverance. Don’t you know that people who want to do 
good, never get discouraged if they are defeated once, twice and 
soon. What is perseverance? Do-s it not clearly show that 
a few attempts fail and again an attempt is made.

Nothing is impossible. Can 1 go round the world. I have 
no conveyance, etc. Johnson said, “He that shall work, with 
vigour, three hours a day, will pass in seven years, a space 
eqeal to the circumstances of the globe. So you be making 
attempts. When once you start this noble enterprise, do not 
leave it: go ah$ad.

The horoscope is as f ollows :

Fifth house shows 
one’s desires to become a 
politician ora statesman. 
There is no planet in the 

5th Bhava. But the 
owner of the sign Cancer 

where the 5th cusp is 
Moon ; sub-lord and the 
lord of the constellation 

are both Mercury. It is 
in the second house. It 

is in the constellation of 
lord of 5 in 11. There

fore Mercury promises

Venus
19-15

Rahu 4-25

Asc. 0°
Sat. 8-00 

Sun 
26-18

II2-53 
Mercury 

16-30 
III 28-53

IV 21-53

XII18-53
Moon 
17-19 5-30 P.M. I.S.T. 

10—5—1969 
28S-40’ N

V 16-53

XI16-53 VIII 
18-53

X 21-53
IX 28-53 

Mars 
12-22 (R) 
VII 2-53

VII 0' Jup. 3-01 
Kethu 4-25

grand success and success after success as it is Mercury.

“When, Sir?”
As Moon is in 17° 19' in Aquarius Rahu Dasa balance will 

be 3 years 7 months 14 days. Mercury sub period is to come. 
Now you have to judge the following Dasas. Saturn, in direct 
motion as lord of 11 in the constellation of Kethu in 6 shows 
success and realisation of ambition. But, note in which sub it 
is: who the sub lord is: it is Jupiter who is retrograde. There
fore in the period of Saturn, Saturn will tempt but cannot fulfil 
you desire.
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But Mercury is in the constellation of planet in 11 and sub, 
of planet in 1 owning 11: Hence Mercury Dasa alone will keep 
you at the top, make you popular and satisfy you by the 
results.

“You did not discuss about Jupiter Dasa.”

“Yes, it is retrograde: As it is in Saturn sub, I predict 
that you will be friend politicians and slowly come up. But 
your query is about your game in Politics: So it will be only in 
Mercury Dasa.’

“So”.
“So, it will take 38 years from to-day.”
“Oh God 1 I will be then nearly 53”.
“Yes. That is your luck.”

Promotion and Overseas—Same Number:

Number given is 125 within 249,

Sun Dasa balance 1 
year 4 months 25 days.

Promotion: Judge 
houses 2, 6,10 and 11.

star.

VI 5-25 
Rahu 1-12

VII O’ 
Sat. 14-07 
VIII29-25

Moon 
6-53 

Ven. 10-18

IX 0-25 
Mercury 

10-34 
Sun 24-27

V 6-25
11-00 A.M. I.S.T. 

10—7—1969 
22* 33’ N 
Horary Chart

X3-25

IV 3-25
-

XI 6-25

’ III 0-25 Mars 8-24 II29-25
Asc. 0*

Kethu 
1-12 

VII 5-25 
Jup. 5-57

Second house is occu 
pied by Mars No planet 
is in Mars constellation. 
6th house is unoccupied 
Owner is Jupiter, Sun 
and Rahu are in Jupiter’; 
constellation. 10th housi 
remains vacant. Ruler 

is Moon. Venus is in

11th is tenanted by Kethu owned by Sun. No planet jg 
in Kethu star. Moon, Kethu and Jupiter are in Sun star.

Ruling planets are Sun, Venus, Jupiter and Mercury, lord 
of lagna, now represented by Kethu,
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Therefore the period, can be Sun Dasa Kethu Bkuktl 
Jupiter Anthra or Sun Dasa Venus Bhukti Jupiter Anthra.

Therefore it can be around 10-10-69 or 1st week of June 1970.
As per transit June 1970 is favourable.
Therefore 1st week of June 1970 you will be promoted.

The significators of profession Venus, Moon, Jupiter and 
Mercury show that either you are a finance adviser or auditor 
or accountant. So in the same line, you will have the next 
higher status.

As Moon Dasa follows Sun Dasa, you can expect another 
life during Moon Dasa, Jupiter Bhukti, Venus Anthra, ie , in 
July 1974. This will be the final highest stage which you are 
destined to have.

Overseas r

The same chart is used, Judge houses 3, 9, and 12. Third is 
unoccupied ; but is owned by Jupiter.

Nineth is occupied by Sun and Mercury; Moon is in Sun’s 
star. No planet is in Mercury star. Kethu represents and acts 
as an agent of Mercury.

Twelfth is occupied by Jupiter. Jupiter is represented by 
Rahu occupying the 12th sign of the Zodiac.

Moon Dasa will give overseas. Rahu cannot give as it is 
in the sub of the planet in a fixed sign. Jupiter in the sub 
of Mercury is advantageous. Mercury in the sub of Saturn is 
good ; Sun in the sub of Mercury is favourable. Moon Dasa. 
Jupiter Bhukti, Moon Anthra, will give in October/November 
1974.

Prosperity of the Institute :

One is running an educational Institution. One wants to 
know about Its progress.

Within 249, number given is 5 on 21-9-68 at 12-30 P.M.
I.S.T. at 28’ 40’N.
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Venus Dasa balance 9 
years 1 month 6 days.

Will it prosper ? Is it 
promised? Should be th 
first, to be observed ?

11th cusp shows the 
fulfilment of desire and 
the 10th indicates name, 
fame, reputation, etc. 
11th cusp falls in Moon 
starVeniis sub.

Venus in the 6th 
indicates success.

Rahu 
16-41

Sat 0-35 
Lagna 

4-46-40 to 
5-33-20

II 7-16 III 2-16
IV 25-16.

XII24-16
5

12-30 P.M. I.S.T.
28* 40* N

21-9—1968

V 21-16

XI21-16

Man 6-23 
Moon 
20-36

VI24-16
Jup. 25-44

V 25-16 
IV 2-16 VIII 7-16

VII 4-47 
Merc. 1-18 

Ven. 0-2

Sun 4-59 
Kethu 
16-41

10th cusp is in \enus star Mercury sub. Both are in 6, 
Both are benefics. They also promise absolute satisfaction.

The progress is to be judged by taking into consideration, 
the dasa running.

Now Venus Dasa Jupiter Bhukti is on. It will run up to 
27-8-70.

Then 27-8-70 to 27-10-73 Saturn will rule. 27-10-73onwards 
Mercury till 27-8-76. Then up to 27- iO-77 Kethu Bhukti.

Let us judge, what each planet can contribute. Sun is in 6. 
It is in its own constellation. It is also lord of 6. It is in the 
sub of Saturn in 12. Hence in between 27-10-1977 and 
27-10-1983, there will be the leceipt of much donation, to erect 
bulidings, repair and extend (Saturn indicates consolidation and 
renovation). 6th house denotes money received. 12th indicates 
Investment purchases, etc.

One is to predict the future of an Institution, just like the 
future of a person. Moon is in 5. It is also lord of 5. It is in 
the constellation of Venus in 6. Therefore, more receipt from 
musicians, chemical manufacturers and Industrialists, Engineers, 
Manufacturing Engineering goods, etc., Automobile Engineers 
and dealers. Mars Dasa 7 years will be the years of expansion, 
Improvement etc. The results will be most encouraging. The 
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reputation of the Institution will reach a new height. Circula
tion of publication and gains through books and periodicals 
will shoot up. Mars in the constellation of node in 6 promises 
grand success.

Rahu Dasa 18 years will prove to further improving as 
Rahu is in the constellation of Mercury in 6.

Jupiter Dasa 16 years shows much advantages. Saturn in 
Kethu star denotes renovation, expenses and equal receipts of 
donation.

The peculiarity is this. I know that this institution will 
expand slowly, steadily and surely. It is my prayer also. 
Astrologlcally, others to give and one to receive is indicated by 
6th house.

6th house matters are indicated by planets posited in the 
constellation of occupants ; then the occupants and so on. 
Jupiter, Sun, Kethu, Venus and Mercury are all in 6.

Jupiter star is not occupied by any planet and so Jupiter 
is very strong. Sun In 6 governs Karthik, Uthrapalguni and 
Uthrashada. Sun alone is in its star and Sun is a strong signifi
cator. Kethu governs Aswini, Makha and Moola, Saturn and 
Mars are in Kethu star. Venus is in 6 and Bharani, Poorva- 
palguni and Poorvashada are ruled by Venus. Moon and Jupi
ter are in Venus star. Mercury is also in 6. Asblesha, Jyeshta 
and Revathi are ruled by Mercury and Rahu is posited there.

Thus it can be seen that all planets promise that there are 
many to contribute and see* that the Institute grows up and 
expands like anything.

Saturn is lord of 12. No planet is in Saturn star. Hence 
during the periods and sub periods of Saturn, there will be 
expenses outweighing income. No doubt there will be receipt 
more than normal; but expenses will go still higher. Further 
Saturn brings about changes in the organisation during Saturn 
Dasa Kethu bhukti Always the conjoined period of Saturn and 
Kethu must bring change in the organisation. So immediately 
during Saturn Bhukti Kethu Anthra in Venus Dasa (Septr, 1971) 
pnc chief organiser will pass away. Then during Kethu bhukti
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Saturn anthra in Venus dasa, the other will pass away (July, 
1977). After reorganisation, no vast improvement. There will 
be steadiness.

When will I be promoted ?

1---------------
Lagna 

24-6-40
Rahu. 1-40

Sat. 13-28
II 27-26

Ven. 1-01
III 24-17

Mer. 25-47
Sun 16-07
IV 19-26

XII17-17 1—7—1969 
5-30 P.M. I.S.T.

18-55 N.
No. 247 

Ayanamia 23* 20’

V 15-17

XI15-17
Moon 9-56 VI17-17

X 19-26
IX 24-17 

Mars 
8-41 (R)

VIII27-26
Kethu 1-40 
Jup. 4-57 

VII 
24-6-40

the constellation of Sun owner of

Balance of Sun Dasa 
only 11 days.

The horary chart 
showing the twelve cusps 
for the given number for 
Bombay with position of 
the planets at the time 
of judgment is as given 
above.

Moon indicates what 
you have in your mind, 
i.e. the nature of query 
etc. Moon is in 10th in 

6th) and sub of Venus
(occupant of 2nd). Further Saturn (owner of 11th) aspects 
Moon by its 10th aspect. Jupiter (owner of 10th) aspects Moon
by its 5th aspect. Therefore the query is regarding the houses 
2, 6,10 and 11. These houses put together indicate promotion. 
Therefore the query is regarding promotion. But these houses 
2, 6,10 and 11 will be present in everybody’s chart and we can 
find out the significators in all these cases. Does it mean that 
all these persons are promised promotion ? No! Some may be 
promoted, others may not be.

So, what one must necessarily see first Is whether one is to 
get promotion at all. For this consider the 11 th cusp and find 
out whether the lord of the sub of the 11th cusp is either retro
grade or deposited in a constellation whose lord is retrograde. 
If either is retrograde, one cannot get promotion. If the sub-lord 
and the lord of the constellation In which it is situated are in 
direct motion and if the same sub-lord is also a significator of 
houses 2 or 6 or 10 or 11, then promotion is promised. Other* 
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wise not. Fulfilment of all these three conditions is a must. If 
any one of them is not fulfilled, promotion is not guaranteed.

In your case the Uth cusp is 15° 17' Makar, i.e. in Saturn 
sign Moon star and Jupiter sub. Jopiter is not retrograde. 
It is deposited in the constellation of Sun who is never retro
grade. Sun is owner of 6th house and therefore Jupiter is also 
a significator of 6th house. Therefore all the three conditions 
are fulfilled and you are promised promotion. The further 
procedure is to find out the ruling planets at the moment of 
judgment; take out common planets in the ruling planets and 
the significators; then work out the dasa-bhukti period of these 
common planets and finally pin-point the date by the help of 
transist.

The significators of all the t welve houses are tabulated as 
under:

House 
Significators

Planets signifying 
bouses

I Sun, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, Rahu, Kethu.

II Mars, Mercury, Venus , 
Saturn, Kethu.

III Sun, Moon, Mercury,
Jupiter, Venus, 
Saturn, Rahu, Kethu.

IV Mercury, Kethu,
V Moon

VI Sun, Moon, Jupiter, 
Venus, Rahu, Kethu.

VII Mercury, Kethu,
VIII Mars, Mercury, Venus.

Saturn, Kethu.
IX Mars, Mercury, Kethu.
X Sun, Moon, Jupiter,

Rahu, Kethu.
XI Mars, Saturn,

XII Sun, Mars, Saturn, Rahu.

Sun 1,3,6,10,12, 
Moon 3,5,6,10. 
Mars 1,2,8,9.

11,12.
Mercury 2,3,4,7,8, 

9.
Jupiter 1,3,6,10, 
Venus 3,6,8, 
Saturn ,1 2,3,8,

11,12.
Rahu 1,3,6,10,12, 
Kethu 1,1, 3,4,6,

7, 8,», 10.

From the above table, the significators of the housed 2, 6, 
IQ and 11 are Mars, Mercury, Venus, Saturn, Kethu, Sun, 
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Moon, Jupiter and Rahu. All the nine planets are significators, 
Of these Mars is in retrograde motion. Those planets which 
are themselves retrograde in motion but posited in the constel
lation and sub of planets indirect motion, will give results after 
they become direct. They however can’t give results as long as 
they are retrograde. But if a planet, even when it is direct, it 
deposited in the constellation or sub of a retrograde planet, it 
will appear to give results but will ultimately fall through. Mars 
will therefore be able to give results only after it becomes direct.

The significators are many in number. The best method to 
eliminate the unfavourable ones Is to find out the ruling planets 
and then find out the common between them and the signifi
cators. This common planets will give the result during their 
conjoined period. They day is Tuesday owned by Mars. The 
sign transited by Moon is Makar. Saturn owns it. The star 
transited by Moon is Uttarashada owned by Sun and the 
Lagna is Scorpio owned by Mars. So the ruling planets are 
Mars, Saturn and Sun. They are also significators. So they 
will give you promotion during their conjoined period.

As llth house is owned by Saturn, there will be delay in 
fulfilment of your desire. Further the same Saturn is lord of 12th 
and is posited in horary lagna. This is undesirable. Horary 
lagna is spoiled. This indicates that there will be lot of obstacles 
and hindrances in the way of your promotion and Saturn will 
delay the promotion till such time that you will feel frustrated 
and start thinking that the promotion will not come at all. But 
the same Saturn is lord of llth and also a ruling planet and 
therefore it has to give you promotion. It will play a double roll

Anything in life which is promised by the planets will be 
experienced when dasa-bhukti of the common planets between 
significators and ruling planets operates. (Suppose child birth 
was promised to a person and even for 10 years after marriage 
no child was born. This is because the particular dasa-bhukt 
was not operating. Once it operates, he will have).

Similarly in the above case, though promotion is promised, 
it will come only when dasa-bhukti of promotion promising 
planets operates.
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Sun’s dasa balance is only 11 days from 1—7—1969. After 
that Moon Dasa will run. But Moon is not a ruling planet. 
So during Moon Dasa you will not get promotion. (Actually, 
Saturn aspecting Moon by its 10th aspect will throw obstacles 
during Moon Dasa). Then comes Mars Dasa. Mars is common 
in both significators and ruling planet. So it will give promo
tion during its dasa.

Mars Dasa starts on 12-7-1979. It will run for seven years. 
In Man Dasa Saturn Bhukti must come. In Saurn Bhukti 
Sun Antra must come and only then you will get promotion. 
Mars Dasa Saturn Bhukti Sun Antra runs between 2-7-1982 and 
22-7-1982. Therefore you will be promoted in the month of 
July 1982. Till then Saturn will bring lot of obstacles, failures 
frustration, etc.

Higher Status—Any I When 7
Time of judgment ■ 6-30 A.M.

Place of judgment: Delhi

Date: 6-10-1969.

Number given by the gentleman is 248.

So the horoscope for the moment of judgment for 28-40 N. 
is as follows :—

Asc.
26-6-40

Sat-. 13-54
II 28-20 ITT 25-00 TV 18-00

Rahu
26-33

XI14-00

V 13-00 
Moon 
17-23

IX 13-00
VI14-00, 

Ven 22-26 
Kethu 

26-33

X 18-00 
Mars 
10-06

IX 25-00 VIII2P-20

Merc 7-02 
Sun 19-17 
Jup 22-15

VII 
26-6-40

(Mercury Dasa Balance 
16 years 1 month 3 days'

Is there any promo
tion ? Find out the sub 
of the 11th cusp and 
note down the houses 
signified by the sub-lord. 
11th cusp is in Capricorn 
at 13 degrees. So it is in 
the star of Moon and sub 
of Rahu. Rahu is in Kum 
bha in 12; it has to give 
the results of 11 as there 
is no planet in 11 and its 
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lord ii also the lord of the sign where Rahu Is. Hence Rahu 
signifies the 1J th house. Further Rahu is in the constellation of 
Jupiter who is occupying the 6th house. Therefore Rahu is to 
give the results of 6, 11 and 12 What does this combination, 
indicate? It shows that one gets promotion by being selected 
for that post even though there is competition (6th) and there is 
change in the nature of the work, (12th). As it has nothing to do 
with the third house, it will not be out of the place where he is 
at present working.

When will the Promotion come ?

Now the period is Budha Dasa, Budha Bhukti, according to 
Krishnamurti Padhdhati, planet will give the results of the lord 
of the constellation in which it is situated and if the lord of the 
constellation is retrograde then the matter will fall through. It 
will appear as though it will happen but it will not fructify. 
Here the lord of the constellation in which Mercury Is deposited 
is Sun. Sun can never be retrograde in motion. Sun is repre
sented by the node Kethu as Kethu is deposited in Leo owned 
by Sun. As Kethu is conjoined with Venus, it will give the 6th 
house results also as Venus is in 6 in its own constellation.

Therefore at the time Budha transits the llth cusp the good 
news will be heard, and when Sun transits 13 degrees of 
Capricorn the order of promotion will be received and you will 
take charge on the 28th January, 1970. The day will be 
Wednesday and the star will be Hastha.

The ruling planets at the moment of judgment are Mercury 
and Moon. Moon rules the day and the sign where Moon is 
transiting now. Mercury is the lord of the star where Moon is 
now. According to Dasa and Bhukti, it will be Mercury Dasa 
Mercury Bhukti Mars Anthra Jupiter Shookshma. Mars Is lord 
of 2 and significator of 2 as there is no planet in its star ; Mars 
is in the constellation of Venus in 6 and sub of Sun, owner and 
depositor of 6. Hence 28th January, 1970 must offer you the 
desired promotion.
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Seniority in Service: Will I have Justice ?
“Sir, we have come to request you to find out whether our 

grievance about our seniority question will be solved and we will 
be restored our rightful seniority.”

“All right. Will each one of you please mention a number 
between 1 and 249 ?

‘A’ immediately gives No. 184. The other person ‘B* 
mentions No. 75.

Day and date of judgment: Friday 8-8-1969.
Tinie of judgment: 9-33 A.M. (1ST)
Place of judgment i 28° 40' N 77° 12' E.

The number 184 given by ‘A’ places lagna in Guru’s sign 
Dhanus, Sukra’s star Poorvashada and Kethu’s sub: Kethu’s 
sub commences at 28° 53' 23* and the Ayanamsa for 1969 being 
23° 20', the Sayana position of the lagna should be Capricorn 
(Makara': 19° 13' 20*. For latitude 28° 40' North, the cusps of 
other houses according to Sayana system are: 2nd cusp in 
26-56 Aquarius (Kumbha); 3rd cusp 3-56 in Aries (Mesha); 4th 
cusp in 5-56 in Taurus (Rishaba); 5th cusp in 1-56 Gemin 
(Mithuna); 6th cusp in 24-56 Cancer (Kataka) and so on. 
Deducting the Ayanamsa, we get the Nirayana positions of the 
cusps as follows:

2nd : 3-36 Aquarius (Kumbha)
3rd : 10-36 Pisces (Meena)
4th : 12-36 Aries (Mesha)
5th : 8-36 Taurus (Rishaba)
6th : 1-36 Gemini (Mithuna)
7th : 25-53-20 Gemini (Mithuna): and so on.

After calculating the positions of the planets for 9-30 A.M. 
(1ST) 9-8-1969, the horoscope is as follows :

(Mars Dasa Balance: 5 years 2 months 16 days)

Now, which houses are to be referred to find out whether 
pne’s grievance regarding his seniority will be redressed and he
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will be restored to his rightful place. First, note the sub-lord of
the cusp of the 11th house. The 11th cusp falls in Scorpio 

HI 10-36
IV 12-36 

Sani 
15-28

V 8-36
Chandra 

26-45

VI1-36 
Sukra 
12-18 
VII 

25-53-20

Rahu 
29-40 

II 3-36
f

Surya
22-5

VIII 3-36
Budha 
8-23 

Ket. 29-40

Lagna 
25-53-20 
XII1-36

Mangal 
14-22

XI 8-36
X12-36

Guru 
10-16- 

XI10-36

(Virschika) 8-30, I.e., in 
Anuradha star governed 
by Saturn—Sani and in 
the sub owned by Venus 
(Sukra). As Venus is situ
ated in the constellation 
of a planet in the 2nd 
Bhava (Rahu is in 2) and 
as Venus is the ruler of 
the 10th house and occu
pies the 6th, surely he will 
have his seniority ques
tion settled in his favour. 
At the time when the

significators of 10th and 11th houses operate, you must have It
redressed to your satisfaction. The Meridian (the 10th house
cusp) falls in Sukra’s sign Thula (Libra), in Rahu’s starSwathl, 
and in the sub of Mercury (Budha). No planet is situated in the 
10th house Saturn alone is in star of Venus, lord of 10.11th 
house is owned and occupied by Mars (Mangal), and Moon 
(Chandra) alone is in Mars Dasa. Therefore, at the time when
Mars Dasa Rahu Bhukti Sukra Anthra Sani Shookshma runs
on 21-11-1969, you will know that your seniority is restored and 
you have your legitimate upgrading, increase in income and 
improvement in status.

For number ‘75’ applying the same principles, it has to be 
predicted that his grievance will be redressed and he will gain 
only when he runs the dasa of Mars (Mangal), bhukti of Rahu, 
anthra of Sani and shookshama of Sani on 10-1-1970.

Change in Job:

“Sir, I am at present employed in Calcutta. Will there 
be any change in my present occupation, i.e., will there be any 
change from the present occupation to a new one. If so, will 
the change bring good to me. Can I accept the change ?”
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He continues :

“Since I do not have with me my date of birth and the 
time, I am giving below a number, my place of birth and 
my star.

Number 144.

Birth place: Koduvayur, Palghat District.

Star; Vishakam

In querant’s own words, he has no time and date of birth 
to give and wishes his query to be answered on the basis of 
Horary Astrology. Horary Astrology is helpful in prediction 
even when the birth horoscope is available because, while the 
birth chart is likely to be iccorrect when worked out on the 
basis of incorrect birth times, the horary or prasna chart is 
never so. Further the positions of the planets in the heavens at 
the time an astrologer takes up the query for answer will bear 
a definite relation to the query—the urge to answer is created in 
the astrologer’s mind only at such a time when there is an inter
relation between the matter in question and the heavenly positions 
of the planets. Horary Astrology reveals the answer accurately 
and is quite scientific. Horary Astrology, in other words, is a 
cross-verification of the results computed on the basis of the 
natal horoscope, the dasa bhukti, etc., and will give the same 
answer as that obtained from a reading of birth horoscope—in 
fact, much more accurately clearly and to the point than the 
natal chart where one gets many alterations. Indeed, the 
horary system is much more useful than the natal chart to find 
out answer to specific questions. It should not be dismissed as 
one unworthy of use in the way a few do. While our ancient 
seers who gave us the various slokas were possessed of great 
intuition, they did not expect us to remain static and only 
remain content quoting from their scriptures. Just as the swan 
when given milk combined with water throws away the water 
and takes only the pure milk, we will not be indulging in any 
wrong if we discard those methods which have failed us in 
actual practice and take only those that have proved correct. 
Astrology has been lying low all this time because no one took 

21
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pains to develop the science and develop it along scientific lines. 
No wonder that when a new, scientific method of analyls is 
presented, there is great aversion in those circles trading in the 
name of traditional astrology.

Krishnamurti Padhdhati, for instance, presents astrology in 
a new way stressing the effects based on constellations; the 
constellations, in turn, are divided among the nine planets in the 
same proportion as the years ruled by them in the Parasara’s 
Dasa system of 120 years. Thus, when a native is born with 
Chandra at birth in Guru's constellation Punarvasu he is said 
to run the dasa of Guru and not of Chandra, the effects will be 
what Guru has to offer and not what Chandra has to offer. 
Krishnamurti Padhdhati is thus only a development of this 
aspect and a corrective one; it is quite rational and scientific 
than all the available systems of prediction and throws wide 
scope for study.

Let us now come back to the subject-matter of the query 
which is about change in occupation of the querant. The 
number mentioned by him is 144 (out of 249). The Zodiac of 
12 signs and 27 constellations is further sub-divided, according 
to Krishnamurti Padhdhati, into 249 sub-divisions, so much so 
any part of the zodiac will have three planets ruling it, the sign 
or rasi lord, the constellation lord and the lord of the sub
port,on of the constellation. On this basis, the number ‘ 141 * 
represents that area in the zodiac which lies between 28 degrees 
46 minutes and 40 seconds In Thula (Libra) and 29 degrees 
26 minutes and 40 seconds. As this particular area commences 
at 28 degrees 46 minutes 40 seconds in Thula, this will be the 
lagna for the query. The cusps of the other houses for the 
query will be drawn by referring to the Table of Houses by 
Raphael for the latitude of the place where the query is 
answered. If 28 degrees 46 minutes 40 seconds in Thula is to be 
the lagna according to the Nirayana of the-lndian system, then 
the Sayana position of the lagna will be 21° 46* 40’ added by 
the Ayanamsa, i.e. 23° 21’ for 1969, i.e. 22° 6’ 40* Vrischika 
(Scorpio). A look at the Raphael’s Table of House, page
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containing the table for Latitude 28° 40' N which is the latitude 
of Delhi, will show what the cusps of the other houses, namely, 
10, 11, 12, 2 and 3 will be according to the Sayana system 
when 22° 6’ 40'; Scorpio (Vrischika) rises in the East. The 
positions of ihe cusps in Sayana system so obtained will have to 
be deducted by the amount of Ayanamsa for the year under 
reference so as to get the nirayana positions of the different 
cusps. Thus, for the lagna 28'* 46* 40' we get the other cusps 
of houses as fellows:—

Lagna
Cusp of 2nd house 
Cusp of 3rd home 
Cusp cf 10th house 
Cusp of llth house
Cusp of i2th house

28° 46'. 40'. (Thula) 
28* 40' (Vrischik)
0* 40' (Makara
4* 40' Simba)
6* 38’ (Kanya)
4° 4T Thula)

The other six cusps are exactly opposite, i.e,, the cusp of 
the 7th house is the opposite to lagna; that of the 8th opposite 
to 2nd, and so on.

The complete horoscope for the query based on number 
144 and for the time when the query was taken up for answer 
(11-30 AM. Saturday, the 11th October, 1969) is as follows: — 

V 6-38

VI4-40 
Sani 

13-31 (R) 
VIII 

28-46-40

VII28-40

Rahu 
26-17 
VI 4-40

No given 144

IX 0-40

III 0-40

X4-40 
Kethu 
26-17 
Sukra 
20-58

Mangal 
19-34

II28-40 
Nep. 3-41

I 
28-46-40 
XII 4-40

XI 6-38 
Budha7-14 
Ura. 11-55 
Chan22.33 
Guru23.23 
Sur. 24.25

Balance of Chandra at 
the time of query=0 year 
6 months 28 days.

" The query concerns 
change in occupation, 
whether it would prove 
fruitful or otherwise. The 
2nd house of the horos
cope stands for financial 
gains; the 6th governs 
service and the lOthhouse 
(Meridian) denotes occu
pation, trade, business,

profession, etc. In Hindu Astrology, it is said that planets 
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which are in 6, 8 and 12 to any house do not contribute to 
the matters influenced by that house ; similarly, the houses 
which are in 6, 8 and 12 to any house are considered to negate 
the affairs influenced by the house concerned. On that basis, 
houses 3, 5 and 9 respectively happen to be in 6, 8 and 12 to 
the house of profession or occupation and consequently the 
planets signifying these houses will contribute, in their conjoint 
period, to change in profession, the native taking leave, etc.
(The third house as we all know rules short journeys or journeys 
to nearby places; the 5th house rules pleasurable pursuits; and 
the ninth house represents journeys to far off places and pilgri
mage. If one really notes the periods he is running whenever 
he is on leave temporary absence from official duties, he will 
find these periods governed by the planets which are the 
significators of houses 3, 5 and 9.)

Let us now work out the significators :

House
Planet in cons
tellation of B 

(a)

Planet occupying 
bouse 

(b)

Planet constella
tion for (D) 

(c)

Planet owning 
house 

(d)

2 Guru Mangal Guru Mangal
6 — Sani Guru Mangal

10 Sani Kethu Sukra Surya
Kethu Sukra Budha

Mangal
5 — Rahu Guru
9 —■ — Chandra Chandra
3 — — — Sani

Rahu, a node, in Sam’s sign Kumbha is an agent of Sani, 
Kethu, likewise, represents Surya in whose sign it is and Sukra 
with which it is conjoined.

Now, before proceeding to analyse, we should find out 
whether the mind of the querant is correctly reflected by the 
position of the Moon. The Moon for ages has been considered 
to be the reflector of the mind. Its position shows the matter in 
contemplation in the querant’s mind. Chandra now is in Kanya 
22 deg 33 min., that is, in its own constellation and sub of 
Sukra. Chandra owns the ninth house and it is a strong 
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significator of that house, there being no planet situated in that 
house or occupying any of the three constellations governed by 
it. Chandra is in the sub of Sukra, who, as lord of I and 12, is 
situated in the 10th house. The query is doubly confirmed.

Will there be any change in any occupation to a new one?
Lord of the 10th house, Surya, who incidentally is also the 

Karaka for professional matters, is situated in the labhasthana 
in conjunction with Guru owning the 5th house and Chandra 
owning the 9th house. Further Chandra is the lord of the sign 
of the cusp of the 9th house and Guru is the lord of the 
constellation ruling the cusp of the 9th house. There is bound 
to be a definite change from your present occupation to a new 
one and it will be a satisfactory one.

If so, will the change bring good to me ?

Lord of 10, Surya, is situated in the 11th house: it 
occupies the constellation ruled by Mangal and sub of 
Rahu. What do the planets Mangal and Rahu signify ?

Mars (Mangal) is a significator of—(a) House 2, because it 
occupies that house as its lord; (b) House 6 because it owns it: 
and (c) Hou'es 10,12 and 1 because it is posited in the constel
lation of Sukra who owns lagna and 12th house and occupies 10.

Rahu signifies—(a) House 5 as it is in the constellation 
ruled by Guru, lord of 5; tb) House 4 which it occupies; and
(c) Houses 3 and 6 as It occupies Sani’s sign and as such acts as 
its agent (Sani rules 3 and is in 6J.

The conjoined influence of Mars and Rahu denotes gain as 
a result of changes in occupation and realisation of ambitions, 
honour, etc. Unhesitatingly, the native should go In for this 
change.

When will this change come about?
Surya who rules the 10th house of the horary chart, Guru 

who rules the 5th house and Chandra who rules the 9th house 
and who are conjoined closely at the time of the query also 
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happen to rule the moment: Giiru as lord of lagna, Chandra as 
lord of constellation and Surya conjoined to them. Thus, when 
Surya comes by transit to Guru’s sign Dhanus, Surya’s star 
Uttarashada and the sub ruled by Chandra, i.e., 27-20-00 to 
28-26-40, on Monday, the 12th January 1970 when the native 
is running Chandra Dasa, Surya Bhukti Guru Anthra (according 
to the horary chart), he will change. Chandra on that day will 
transit in the constellation of Poorvabhadra owned by Guru, the 
strongest significator of 5; Chandra also conjoins position 
occupied by Rahu at the time of query; Chandra conjuncts 
Mangal also. Guru transits in Rahu’s star Swathi (Rahu 
signifying change as significator of houses 3 and 5 and represen
ting Sani, lord of the day at the time of query).

Reinstatement—when ?
It means that one is either kept under suspension or 

dismissed and now his desire and attempts are towards entering 
into the service again. Therefore one is to judge the houses 
2, 6 and 10. Number given by the consultant is 49.

Time of judgment is 8-30 A.M. 
23° 19’.

Ayanamsa on 18-2-68

The horoscope Is follows :—

Rahu28-O7 
Sat. 16-28 
Mars 7-26

M.'.C 4-53
XI 7-53 XU 11-53 Asc 

10-26-40

MercJ29-52 
'Sun 5-12 

IX 3-53
II 5-53

VIII 5-53 
Ven. 4-08

III 3-53 
Jupiter 
7-52

VII 
10.26-40 VI11-53 V 7-53

IV 4-53 
Kethu 
28-07 
Moon 
25-25

Balance Mars Dasa 5 
years 10 months 26 
days. Will he be reinsta
ted at all. Note the lord 
of the constellation in 
which the sub-lord of the 
10 th cusp is deposited- 
If that lord of the constel. 
lation is also the signifi
cator of the houses 2 or 6 
or 10 he must be reinst
ated. But if the sub-lord 
is deposited in a constel
lation the lord of which 

is the significator of 1 or 5 or 9 or 12 and at the same time not 
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a significator of 2 or 6 or 10 he will never be reinstated. The 
meridian decides. The sub-lord of the 10th decides.

Analysis: 2nd house occupied by Jupiter is represented by 
Rahu who has no planet in its constellation. Rahu is very 
strong.

6th house is vacant. Its lord is Mars. Sun, Mercury, 
Moon and Kethu are in Mars constellation. Kethu is in the sub 
of Saturn in 10 is stronger than the others. So take Kethu. 10th 
is occupied by Saturn and Rahu. Mars is in the constellation 
of Saturn in 10.

Therefore Rahu, Mars Saturn and Kethu are the signifi
cators. As the Dasa balance is 5 yrs 9 mths and 26 days, the 
period that is running is Mars Dasa Rahu Bhukti. In that 
select Kethu anthra and Rahu shookshma. It will be in the 
third week of September 1969.

Any foreign assignment to me ?

XII17-06 
Rahu 

0-21

Sat. 15-02 
Lagna 
24-00

II22-06
Ven. 27-59 III 17-06

XI12-06 26—7—1969 
5-30 P.M. I.S.T.

18-55 N 
No. 17 - 

Ayanamta 23* 20’

Sun 9-59
IV 13-06

Men 14-24

X13-06 V12-06

IX 17-06 
Moon 2-49

VIII22-06
Mars 
10-35

VII 
24-00

Kethu 0-21 
Jup. 8-16 
VI17-06

therefore shown by the 3rd house (12th

Balance of Kethu Dasa 
5 years, 6 months and 7 
days.

Going to foreign imp
lies that one has to leave 
the present permanent 
place, make a long jour
ney, cross his country 
and reach another. One 
may return after a short 
stay or may settle down 
there. Permanent* resi. 
dence is indicated by the. 
4th house. Leaving it is 
to 4th). Long journey

is shown by 9th house. Staying for a short time or settling
down in foreign land is denoted by the 12th house. It shows 
new environment and surroundings.
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When we judge any particular house, how to find out 
whether the matters signified by that house will operate or not 
If one Is to ascertain whether one will change his dwelling place, 
make a long journey and live in a new environment, one is to 
judge the 12th cusp and find out whether the lord of the sub of 
12th cusp is either retrograde or deposited in a constellation 
whose lord is retrograde. If either is retrograde, one cannot go 
abroad. If the sub-lord and the lord of the constellation in 
which the sub-lord is situated are in direct motion and if the sub
lord of the 12th cusp is also a slgnlficitor of either 3rd or 9th or 
12th house, one goes abroad.

To cast the horary chart and predict, a number 17 is given 
within 249. From this number the chart cast with the planetary 
position at the time of judgment is given above.

The 12th cusp in Meena 17° 6' i.e. Jupiter sign, Mercury 
star and Mercury sub. The sub-lord Mercury is not retrograde. 
It is placed in the constellation of Saturn and Saturn is also not 
retrograde. Further Mercury is posited in the constellation of 
planet in 12th bhava. Therefore Mercury is a strong significator 
of 12th house. So you are sure to go abroad.

Going abroad need not be on foreign assignment. One 
may go on tour or for honey-Moon or some other purpose. 
Then how to know whether one goes abroad on a foreign 
assignment? If any of the significators of going abroad is a 
significator of 6th house also, then one goes abroad on foreign 
assignment.

Mercury, who is a strong significator of 12th house, is 
also a significator of 6th house because Mercury owns 6th house 
and there is no planet In 6th bhava and also there is no planet 
deposited in any of the constellations owned by Mercury. There
fore your going abroad will be for 6th house matters. 6th house 
shows service. Therefore you will be going on some foreign 
assignment.

To ascertain the time of going abroad judge the houses 3, 
9 and 12 and find out significators.
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3rd house is occupied by Sun. Jupiter is posited in its star.. 
Jupiter and Kethu are conjoined and Rahu occupies Jupiter sign 
Meena. Therefore Jupiter, Rahu and Kethu are strong signifi
cators of 3rd house.

9th house is unoccupied. Its owner is Jupiter. Rahu is in 
Jupiter star. Kethu conjoined with Jupiter will also give results 
of 9th house.

12th bhava is occupied by Saturn. Planets Sun, Mars and 
Mercury are deposited in the constellations owned by Saturn. 
Kethu occupies Mercury sign Kanya and therefore Kethu will 
give results of 12th house also.

So the significators of houses 3,9 and 12 are Jupiter, Rahu, 
Kethu, Sun, Mars, Mercury and Saturn. As the significators are 
many in number let us find out the ruling planets at this moment 
of judgment because only those planets which are common In 
the ruling planets and the significators are to be selected as 
beneficial ones. The remaining are to be rejected as they are 
merely tempters.

The ruling planets are the lords of the day, Moon sign, star 
and lagna at the moment of judgment.

The. day is Saturday ruled by Saturn. The sign transited 
by Moon Is Dhanus owned by Jupiter. The star transited by 
Moon is owned by Kethu. The Lagna is Dhanus owned by 
Jupiter. The nodes Rahu and Kethu represent Jupiter. There
fore the ruling planets arte Saturn, Jupiter, Rahu and Kethu.

The common planets amongst the significators and ruling 
planets are Saturn, Jupiter, Rahu and Kethu. They will give 
the result during their conjoined period.

Whether your desire will be fulfilled early or not Is to be 
decided from the owner of Uth house and the planets posited in 
it. Here it Is owned by Saturn which indicates delay. Rahu is 
stronger than Saturn because occupant is stronger than owner. 
Therefore Saturn will delay till Rahu Bhukti commences. In 
Rahu Bhukti your desire will be fulfilled.
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Kethu Dasa is already on. In this Rahu RhAVtl will start 
on 7-1-1971. In Kethu Dasa Rahu Bhukti you will go either In 
Jupiter antra or Saturn Antra. Jupiter Antra runs between 
4-3-1971 and 24-4-1971 and Saturn Antra from 24-4-1971 to 
24-6-1971. Which of these two Antras will give?

Jupiter is already represented by Kethu and Rahu (dasa 
and bhukti lords). Saturn, as owner of 11th house, is to fulfil 
the desire. Therefore take the period of Saturn Antra To 
know the exact date consider the transit of Sun during this 
period. Sun transits Kethu star Saturn sub in Aries on 28-4-1971- 
Therefore you will go on this date.

Whether one goes by sea or by air is to be judged from the 
sub-lord of 9th cusp. 9th house shows long journey. Whether 
the journey-period will be long or short Is indicated by the sub 
lord of 9th cusp. If the sub lord of 9th cusp is a fast moving 
planet, the journey period will be short indicating thsreby that 
it will be an air travel. A slow moving planet as lord indi
cates journey by sea especially when It is deposited in i watery 
sign. Tn your case the 9th cusp sub lord is Moon v;no is de
posited in Dhanus, a fiery sign. Moon is a fast moving planet. 
Therefore the journey period will be short. Therefore you will 
go by air.

Whether one will settle permanently in a foreign country or 
come back after some stay Is to be decided from the 12th cusp. 
If the sub lord of 12th cusp is deposited in a common sign, he 
will go and come back. If it is in a movable sign, he will once 
for all leave the present place and never return. In fixed sign 
it indicates that he will not move out. In your case Mercury is 
the sub lord of 12th cusp. It is deposited in a movable sign. 
Therefore you will once for all leave the present place and settle 
permanently in foreign land.

Business-Change of Place:

“Hull, Come on.”

Good luck, sir,
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Take your seat. Why so late in the night!
It is after all 9-30 PM.

True. That is alright. How do you do ? How is your 
business ?

What about your business ?

So, so. Very dull I am much depressed, my wife ! There 
is no change in her. Daily some quarrel or other.

Oh God. What brought you at this hour.
Generally I return home very late. Only to avoid the 

troubles Today I thought I could be with you and then go 
home.

I see. Alright, tell me what I can do for you.
I want to know whether I can change my place of business. 
In Madras itself.
No Sir. I want to make a selection. Calcutta or Delhi or-

Bombay or Hyderabad.
Give me a number within 249.
SIXTY-NINE, please.
The horoscope is as follows :

Ven. 28-36 
IX 6-42 
Sat. 4-34

X8-42

Rahu 1-46 
Mars 3-41 
Merc. 6-33
XI9-42

Sun 9-44

XII 6-42 
Jupiter 

10-33

VIII 6-42 *

Moon 
4-00 
Asc. 

8-6-40

VII 8-6-40 II 6-42

VI 6-42
V9-42
Kethu 

1-46
IV 8-42 III 6-42

Number 69 is in Moon 
sign Saturn star and 
Saturn sub. The 3rd cusp 
falls at 6-42 in Virgo, i.e. 
Mercury sign Sun’s star 
and Mercury sub.

Analysis:

(a) Will I move at all ?

(b) Will I be lucky 
thereafter?

(c) Where will I go?
Will I move? Note the sub-lord of the 4th house as the 

fourth house indicates the present place of residence. Here the 
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4th cusp falls In Libra at 8 degress 42 minutes. The lord of the 
constellation is in 10 and the sub-lord Jupiter is in 12. Hence, 
you will surely move. As the lord of the constellation Is the 
significator of the 10th house the cause of moving from one 
place to the other is only your profe .sion.

Will I be lucky ? Movement will be given by the significa
tors of the third house. If the significator of the third house is 
also the significator of the second, tenth and the eleventh then 
you will have gains in the place to which you move. But if the 
significator of 3 Is also the significator of 8 and 12 then you will 
move to lose whatever you have. This Is applicable both to 
the natal and Horary chart.

In Horary chart you have to note the sub of the third 
house which indicates the change of place. If the sub-lord is 
the significator of 2 or 10 or 11 one will make money and 
improve his lot. If the sub-lord of the third cusp is the signifi
cator of 8 and 12 then the move adds more difficulties.

In your chart the lord of the sub where the third cusp falls, 
is Mercury. Mercury as lord of 3 will assist in moving from 
one place to the other, as lord of 12 it shows life In another 
place, as the depositor of the 10th house, it brings money by 
business, mostly agency, and being in the constellation of Sun, 
lord of 2 in 11 promises profit, social and financial success. 
Hence you will move and you will be lucky

Where will I go? As the sub-lord is Mercury, you will go 
to onej>lace first; not finding that it Is no good, you will further 
move. Plurality is indicated by Mercury.

To find out this one has to refer to the period—dasa, bhukti. 
Now you are running, according to the horary chart, Saturn 
Dasa Saturn bhukti. It is lord of 6 and 7 deposited in the 8th 
house in its own star and sub. Hence during Saturn Bhukti you 
must continue to stay here. Only when Mercury Bhukti starts, 
you will go. It will be after 7th June, 1968.
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Ob, God. Everyday is a hell. How can I pass two years. 
Nowadays I do not have telephone to avoid the unpleasant 
conversation with those who demand their money back. Also 
I go late home to avoid the fellows who come to my. house to 
demand money. I allow my wife to go to bed and then I reach 
home. How long can I manage.

Generally people are depressed and they become despond
ent. Somehow they manage. The Sun counts the year. When 
good time comes one begins to enjoy.

Will I commit suicide by drowning?

No, you will not die. You will borrow more money from 
others and be drowned in debts only.

Alright. If at all I go where will I go ?

The third cusp shows only the moment. But it is the 12th 
cusp which indicates the place of your stay outside. As the 
12th cusp falls in Gemini in Rahu star Jupiter sub, it will be a 
twin city and it will be HYDERABAD, SECUNDERABAD.

Thanks, sir.

(This person did not meet me later. I was happy that he 
would not borrow from me also. In 1969 when I went to 
Hyderabad I met him. He told that he was pulling on there 
since a few months. When I asked him to give his address, he 
told that if he were to give his address, I might in any casual 
talk mention about this prediction and the creditors would 
chase him. So he said that he was temporarily put up with a 
friend of his and avoided giving a straight answer.)

Can I have a press of my own to publish books ?

Press is indicated by Mars, Mercury and Jupiter. There
fore, if the sub-lord of the meridian is deposited in the constell
ation of a planet which is the significator of at least one of the 
three houses 2, 6 and 10 and also if it is in any manner 
connected with Mars and Mercury, one will have one's own 
press,
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Will I have satisfactory spiritual lifeJ?

The 5th house in the horoscope indicates the initiation for 
the mantra; the 10th house shows how he will be practising, 
regularly or not and the 11th house indicates his attainments, 
here. One is to find out the sub-lord of the 11th: if it is depo* 
sited in the constellation of a planet who is the significator of 5 
and 10, one will surely have the satisfaction in the spiritual life. 
Siddhi is indicated.

Can T become a Sanyasi?

By Sanyasi it is meant that one gives up this worldly pleasu
res and possessions and cares more for paralokasadhanam. He 
severs connection from the family and a new cycle of life starts. 
In Horary Astrology, one can become a Sanyasi only when the 
sub-lord of the Ascendant is connected with the houses 3,10 
and 12 and it is In any manner connected with Saturn.

Any re-appointment for me?

This question is to be taken just like that asked by a young 
person whether he will get Into service at all, if so, when? 
Re-appointment means that he has completed one service and 
served connection with it. Now he Is seeking for another. 
Therefore it should be taken as though it is a new appointment 
then judge 6th cusp. The sub-lord of the 6th cusp Is to be 
deposited in the constellation, the lord of which is the signifi
cator of the 6th or 10th or 2nd then he will be re-appointed. 
But if the sub-lord is in the constellation lord of which is the 
significator or 1 or 5 or 9 or 12th house he will not be re
appointed.

“Cure any: if so, when”

Number given is 249 itself.

Time of judgment: 9-30 A.M. on 9-4-1969.

Place: 13°04'N,
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Chart for 249 number is as under:
Asc.

27-53-20 
Merc. 26-3 
Sun. 25-47 
Ven. 24-30
Rahu 6-5

Sat 4-2
II 29.9 III 20-09 IV 26-9

XII21-9

9-4- -1969

V20-9

XI20-9 VI21-9

X26-9 
Moo 
20-30

IX 20-9 
Mars 
21-31

VIII29-9
Jup. 5-32 

Kethu 6.5 
VII 

27-53-20

Venus Dasa Balance : 
9 years 3 months.

The query is about 
disease :

6th shows disease ; 8th 
danger and 12th defect.

So, judge 6th cusp. It 
is in Sun sign, Venus star, 
Jupiter sub. Jupiter is in 
the constellation of Sun, 
lord of 6 in 12: Venus 
is lord of 8 in the conste
llation of Mercury in 12.

Rahu in Jupiter’s sign is stronger than Jupiter. Rahu is the sub
lord of Venus who is the lord of the constellation of 6th cusp. 
Nature of disease, therefore, is shown by Mercury, Rahu and
Venus. This shows nervous tvpe of leprosy. Mercury affects— 
nervous system ; Venus denotes beauty—Thejas ; and Rahu 
leprosy.

Hence this 1 your ailment.

Cure—Any?

Note where the 11th cusp has fallen. I is in Saturn sign, 
Makara, Moon star, Sravana and sub of Kethu who is in 6.

As the sub lord is to cause disease, the 11th cusp does not 
promise cure. It shows that you will have the above ailment as 
Kethu has to offer the results of 4, 6 and 12, and also that you 
will have treatment at home only. If the houses signified by 
Kethu would be , 6, and 12 or 3, 6, 11 and 12 then you will 
hospitalise yourself.

3, 6,11 and 12 show successful treatment in the hospital. 
So, cure is denied.

Prav to Mahalaksmj. Let her arrest further develop
ment.
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Return of Missing son

The above is the query of the mother and she says that 
he is the eldest on missing from 7-5-63; Number given by the 
anxious mother is 19.

Time of judgment—5-38 P.M. 25-12-67 Horoscope is as 
follows:

Sat. 12-35
Rahu 1-20 

Lagna 
26-40

Mars 
25-04

Jup. (R) 
12-32

Sun 9.42
Mercury 

7-44

Venus 
27-50

Kethu 
1-02 

VII26-40

Moon 
20-22

Mars Dasa balance 
6 yrs. 11 months 23 days.

To leave one’s home, 
to go away and live in 
an unknown quarters is 
indicated by the houses 
3 and 12, counted from 
the house Indicating that 
relative.

3rd house is occupied 
and owned by Venus but 
Kethu, a node is in that 
sign owned by Venus.

Hence take Kethu and judge. Kethu governs Aswini, Makam 
and Moolam; Rahu, Jupiter, Mercury and Sun are in Kethn 
star.

12th house to the 5th is occupied by Jupiter; owned by 
Moon. Venus is in Jupiter’s star whereas none is in Moon’s 
star. So Venus and Moon indicate <2th house matters. Jupiter, 
Mercury, Sun, Rahu, Kethu, Moon, Venus are the significators.

People who leave the house without any alm or any 
programme or notice, will be, naturally, going from one place 
to the other and hence the 7th house also needs judgment. 
During the period of and sub period of the significator of the 
7th house and the 3rd bouse, one will be making many short 
journeys and one will be breaking journey on the way. 7th 
house counted from the 5th (Leo) representing son, is occupied' 
by Saturn. Saturn alone is in its star Uthrapathrapada4
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Now, if we calculate when the boy had run away, and work 
backwards it is Moon Dasa Saturn Bhukti Rahu Anthra.

Moon is lord of 12; Saturn is the significator of 7 and 
Rahu by occupying Mars sign Aries, denotes 9th house matters 
and by being in Kethu constellation and Venus, sub indicates 
that he had been moving aimlessly from one place to the 
other during the above evil period. It was Tuesday. Rahu 
star day in Venus sign.

The question is about the return of the boy and not 
about the time of his missing.

Judge the houses 2 (family), 8 (4 to 5), 11 (reunion). 2nd 
house is occupied by Kethu, Rahu, Jupiter, Mercury and Sun 
are in Kethu star. 8th house is occupied by Rahu and none 
in Rahu star. 11th house is unoccupied. Mercury rules the 
11th house and no planet is in Mercury star. Therefore 
Rahu, Mercury (Rahu indicates Mars) conjoined sub period 
will bring him back, i.e., Mars Dasa Rahu Bhukti Mercury 
Anthra, i.e., between 3rd November, 1968 and 25-12-68.

Consider the ruling planets at this moment. Today it is 
Monday ruled by Moon. Chithra governed by Mars, 
represented by Rahu. Lagna is Gemini owned by Mercury. 
Therefore, he will return in Moon shookshma when the lagna 
is in Arudhra and Mars dasanatha transits Moon’s position 
at the time of query, i.e., 6-12-61 at about 6-30 P.M.

N.B.:—When one analyses and, judges a chart, if any 
one else presents a horoscope, note the ruling planels of that 
horoscope. It will agree with your finding. Mr. Gopinath 
M.A. (Sanskrit), Delhi and Mr. Rama Sharma auditor, Vizag., 
and Mr. K. Ganapathi are in my room. A highly placed 
official of a group of Industries came without appointment 
for the first time and presented his chart. 1 asked Mr. 
Ginapathi and Mr. Gopinath to write down the nakshathra 
of the person to prove that the ruling planets at the moment 
will agree with the ruling planets of the chart taken (especially 
when the query is to know the birth star). Both wrote
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“Arudhra.” I asked them to read out what they wrote. They 
said Arudhra. The Officer admired at the correctness and 
appreciated how they gave the same star and that too, in a few 
seconds.

This is mentioned here ? To Impress on the readers how 
the ruling planets at the moment of judgment give very 
accurate results and can with courage and confidence correctly 
predict when it is Useful to the querist and advantageous to the 
Astrologer; Where is tendency or probably, here.

IS THERE ANY IMPRISONMENT FOR ME?

Number 208 was given at Bombay at 7.30 P. M. I. S. T. on 
24-11-1968 by the querist when asked to give any number 
within 249.

The horary chart showing the disposition of the 12 cusps 
for the given number for Bombay (Latitude 18° 55') and the 
planetary position for the above mentioned time and date is 
as follows:—

by the 7th house, When he wants to

Saturn 
26-02 (R) 

Rahu 
13-70

II 7-13

III 11-13 IV 9-13 V4-13

Lagna 
0* 0' 24—11—1968 

7-30 P.M. I.S.T.
18-55 N 
No. 208 

Ayanamsa 23° 19’

VI0-13

Moon 
8-26 

XII 0-13
VII 0* 0'

Venus 
18-21 

XI 4-13

X9-13 
Sun 9-03 

Merc. 2 02
IX 11-13

VIII 7-13
Jup. 8-04 

Ket. 13-17 
Mer. 15-57

shows the lender. When he applies

The judgment could 
not be worked out 
immediately after the 
query as I had no time. 
The analysis was actually 
done at 5-30 P.M. I.S.T. 
on 29-11-1968 at Bombay 
when the querist again 
came to remind about it*

The number given by 
the querist shows his 
lagnav Any one with 
whom he deals is shown 
borrow, the 7th house 

for scholarship, the 7th 
house shows the person or the institution giving the scholar-
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ship. Likewise, when he wants to know his future from an 
astrologer-the 7th house indicates the astrologer.

Whether the astrologer will be able to predict immediately 
after the query or not is to be judged from the sub-lord of the 
7th cusp. If the sub.lord is a fast moving planet, the query will 
be solved immediately. If it is a slow moving planet, there will 
be delay in analysing the problem. If Mercury is the sub-lord 
or if Mercury associates with or aspects the sub-lord then the 
querist will either correspond or send agent or will come second 
time to get his problem solved. If the sub-lord is node, it will 
have to be seen to whom they represent and then judged. 
(A node firstly represents the planet or planets with which it is 
conjoined, then the planet or planets aspecting it and lastly the 
owner of the sign in which it is deposited).

In your case the 7th cusp, is C° O' Leo, i.e. Sun sign Kethu 
star Kethu sub. Kethu is conjoined with Jupiter in Kanya 
owned by Mercury. Therefore Kethu represents both Jupiter 
and Mercury. Jupiter is :a slow moving planet. This indicates 
that the analysis will not be worked out immediately after the 
query. Mercury suggests that the querist will come once again 
to the astrologer, remind him and then get the judgment. He 
will be able to come only when the ruling planets then, will 
reveal the actual results and the date of the event.

The same number given by the querist may be taken on the 
day of judgment. If the place of query and place of judgment 
are the same, then all the 12 cusps will remain same. If the 
place of judgment is changed, then it is necessary to calculate 
the 12 cusps for the latitude of the place of judgment and take 
these revised cusps for analysis. At a particular time the 
planetary position will of course be same for any place, may it 
be the place of query or that of judgment or any one else. So 
insert the planetary position at the time of judgment and 
predict.

In the present case the place of judgment being the same, 
the 12 cusps will remain the same. Only the planetary position 
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will change. The horary chart with these 12 cusps and the 
planetary position at the time and date of judgment is as given 
below:—

Saturn 
25-49 (R) 

Moo 13-45 
Rahul3-01 

II7-13

III 11-33 IV 9-13 V4-13

Lagna 
0* O' 29—11—1969

5.30 P.M. I.S.T.
18.55 N.
No. 208 

Ayanamsa 23* 19’

VI0-13

XIIO-13 VII 0* O'

Ven 24-15 
XI4-13

Sun 14-02 
Mer. 9-48 
X9-13

IX 11-13
VIII 7.13 
Jup. 8-47 
Ket. 13.01 
Mar. 18-54

Imprisonment implies* 
separation from family
restrictions to free move* 
ments confinement with
in four walls, leaving 
one’s own permanent 
place of residence and 
life in new environment.

Separation from/amily 
is shown by afflicted 2nd 
house and the 8th house- 
Restrictions to free move 
ments* confinement with 

in four walls and life is an altogether different place is shown by 
the 12thhouse, The 4th house showsone’s own place of resi
dence. Therefore 3rd house (being 12th to 4th) shows leaving 
the present place of residence.

Therefore the houses to be judged for imprisonment are 
2, 3, 8 and 12

Rahu is the Karaka for jail and therefore great importance 
must be attached to Rahu while judging whether one goes in 
jail at all.

The houses 2, 3,8 and 12 are in every body’s chart. Does 
it mean that some day or the other everybody is to go in jail? 
No! Everybody does not go in jail. Some go, some don’t 
go. Then how to judge who wiil go and who will not? For 
this, judge the 12th cusp and find out whether the following 
three conditions are simultaneously satisfied:—

(i) The sub-lord of the 12th cusp should be Rahu ;
ii) It should not be deposited in the constellation 

whose lord is retrograde and
(iii) It should be a significator of either 2nd or 3rd or 8th 

or 12th house.
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If any one of these three conditions is not satisfied, one will 
not be Imprisoned. For imprisonment all the above three 
conditions must neeessarily be satisfied simultaneously.

In the above chart for the moment of judgment, consider 
the 12th cusp. It is 0'13'Markar. i.e. Saturn sign Sun star and 
Rahu sub. As the sub-lord of the 12th cusp is Rahu the first 
condition is satisfied.

Rahu is posited in the constellation of Saturn. Satura is 
retrograde. Therefore Rahu is deposited in a constellation 
whose lord is retrograde. Therefore the second condition is 
not satisfied.

As the second condition is not satisfied, there is no necessity 
to asses the third condition because, as a rule, even if one of 
the three conditions is not satisfied one will not go in jail.

Therefore you will not be imprisoned any time in future.

Will 1 Be Prosecuted By Income Tax Department ?

Normally this thing does not happen unless one’s fate is so 
bad as to be prosecutetLand punished; then in Horary Astro
logy, the sub-lord of the doth) house will be the significator of 
7, 8 and 12. So one loses the prestige and also the money.

Will there be any raid in my house ?

VIII
5-50

IX 6-50 
Sat. 15-33 X7-50 XI 8-50 

Ven. 17 17

Rahu29-27 
VII 

7-32-20 12—8—1969 
5-30 P.M. I.S.T.

18-55 N.
No 90 

Ayanamsa 23* 20’

XII 7-50 
Moon 
18-17 

Sun 26-15

VI7-50

Lagna 
7-32-20 

Merci 5-38 
Kethu 
29-27

V8-50
Mars 

16-00 
IV 7-50

III 6-50 II 5-50 
Jup. 11-08

Raid is generally a 
result of some secret 
inimical activity resulting 
into loss of reputation 
and also money. Now
adays, a few persons 
have amassed wealth by 
not submitting correct 
accounts and saved 
money either in this 
country or abroad. But* 
when their time isbadthe 
servants or the neigh- 
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hours or some unreliable friends who gather information, during 
unguarded moments, betray, give information, leak out the truth 
and land the native in trouble.

The 12th house indicates sudden and surprising loss, 
confiscation by Government etc., by one’s own wrongful 
acting, secret enemies, secret inimical activity, cheating etc. etc,

Who will betary and give information to the police is to be 
judged from the sub-lord of the 12th cusp. If the sub-lord of 
12th cusp is connected with houses 3 (younger brother or 
neighbour and 6 (open enemy) then one’# own younger brother 
or neighbour will openly betray. If it is connected to houses 3 
and 12 (secret enmity) one’s own younger brother or neighbour 
will secretly give the information to the police. Houses 6 and 
12 indicate that servants will do harm. 11 and 12 show that 
the so called friend or eider brother betrays the native. 9 and 
12 indicate that either father or a stranger will be harmful. 
4 and 12 show that the informant is in his own house, street or 
town. 7 and 12 threaten that either the partner in business, as 
soon as he severe connection, shows his true colour; or the 
native’s wife, after divorce etc will call on the police and give 
information.

The 12th house shows loss of money, and also loss of 
reputation as it is 12th to 1st house (showing reputation of the 
native).

To ascertain loss of reputation and that of money, consider 
the 12th house and find out the significators. The significators 
are to found out in the following manner.

(i) The planets situated in the constellation of the 
occupants of the 12th house.

(ii) The planets tenanted in the 12th bhava.
(iii) Planets in the constellation of lord of 12,
(iv) Lord of 12 (lord of the sign in which the 12th 

cusp falls).
(v) Nodes firstly give the results of the planet or planets 

with which they are conjoined, then of the planet in 
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whose constellation they are deposited, then the 
planets aspecting them and lastly the planet in whose 
sign it is deposited.

All the above significator are connected with the 12th house 
matters and all of them can give 12th house results but in 
varying degree.

Therefore what one is to do is to find out the significators of 
12th house, verify which of these significators are common with 
the ruling planets at the moment of judgment, find out the 
period that is running and that which is to follow and pass the 
judgment.

The 12th house will be in everybody’s chart. Significators 
of 12th house will also come in everybody’s chart. 
Does it mean that everybody’s house will be raided some day or 
the other? No ! Then how to judge? Find out tiie suh-lgrd of 
the 12th cusp and see whether it is a sSSngJsignificator of 12th 

•ffBfise. If it is, then the danger of loss of reputation and also 
’Tnoney is indicated. Otherwise not.

To find out the sub lord and analyse, a number 90 within 
249 is given. The horary chart showing the disposition of the 
twelve cusps aod the planetary position at the moment of judg
ment is given above.

The 12th cusp is 7° 50' Karaka, i.e. Moon sign Saturn star 
and Kethu sub. Kethu is deposited in the constellation of Sun 
who is in 12th bhava. Therefore the sub-lord of 12th cusp is a 
strong significator of 12th house. Therefore danger of loss of 
reputation and also money is indicated.

Kethu, the sub-lord of the 12th cusp, is deposited in lagna in 
the sign Leo owned by Sun and also Kethu is conjoined with 
Mercury. Therefore Kethu represents both Suu and Mercury. 
Sun is owner of 1st (native) and occupant of 12th (secret inimi
cal activity). Mercury is occupant of 1st bhava and owner of 
2nd (one’s own family) and 11th (friend or elder brother). 
Therefore because of the consultant’s own wrongful action* 
(houses 1 and 12) either his elder brother (11th house) or a 
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family friend (houses 2 and 11) will secretly (12th house) give 
information to the police who, in turn, will raid the native's 
house during the conjoined period of the planets common in 
significators and the ruling planets at the moment of judgment

The 12th bhava is occupied by Sun and Moon. Tt is owned 
by Moon. Kethu in Simha represents Sun No planet in in any 
of the three stars, Aswini, Magha and Moola owned by Kethu 
Jupiter is posited in the Hastha star owned by Moon and Kethu is 
deposited in Uttarapalguni star owned by Sun.

Therefore the significators of the 12th house are Sun, Kethu, 
Jupiter and Moon.

Let us find out the ruling planets. They are the lords of 
the day, rasi, star, lagna and lagna star at the moment of judg
ment. The lord of the day is Mars, that of rasi is Moon, of 
star is Mercury (who is represented by Kethu as it conjoins with 
Kethu) and the lagna falls in Uttarashada star owned by Sun 
in the sign Makara governed by Saturn.

Therefore the ruling planets are Mars, Moon, Kethu, 
Mercury, Saturn and Sun.

The common in the ruling planets and the significators are 
Sun, Kethu and Moon.

Now let us see what dasa-bhukti he is running. Balance of 
Mercury Dasa is 14 years 11 months and 8 days. As Mercury 
is no way connected with raid, you need not fear till Mercury 
Dasa ends. It ends on 20-7-1984. (A doubt may come in some
body’s mind that whether the native will be alive till this date. 
Let us see. Judge the 8th house which shows one's longevity. 
No planet is in 8th. It is owned by Judge. Also, Jupiter 
aspects Oth house. Therefore it gives long life to the native 
who is at present 30 years old.) After Metcury, Kethu Dasa 
starts. Kethu is a strong significator of 12th. It is a ruling 
planet at the moment of judgment and also the sub-lord of the 
12th cusp. Therefore Kethu Dasa Kethu Bhukti will be dange. 
rous. It runs from 20-7-1984 to 17-12-1984. In this Sun Antra 
operates between 23-8-1981 and 30-8-1984 and Moon Antra 
operates from 30-8-1984 to 13-9-1984. Therefore somewhere 
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from 23-8-1284 to 13-9-1984 loss of reputation and also money 
due to raid in the house is sure.

For exact date consider the transit of Sun. Sun transits Sun 
star Moon sub in the sign Leo owned by Sun on 10-9-1984. 
Therefore, on this date there will be raid in your house.

Which Gem will suit me?

A few learned astrologers fi id that a particular planet in 
its period will give adverse results to a person. So to mitigate 
the evil effects they suggest the stone or gem governed by that 
malefic planet. According to Prof. Krishnamurti, it is wrong 
and actually doing harm to the consultant.

Suppose Venus has to cause Diabetes, if one suggests 
that sweets are governed by Venus and one taking much of 
sweets, will reduce the evil effects of Venus, how far this learn
ed astrologer will be helpful to the patient.

Again, if Mars donates arrogance, independence, disobedi
ence, etc. and thereby Mars threatens dispute among husband 
and wife, what is the meaning of suggesting to put on coral or 
ruby indicated by Mars or to keep ready a tathi or a knife or a 
revolver loaded, governed by Mars. Suppose due to evil Marst 
one’s hut is in fire, consider how wise the learned adviser is, 
if be suggests to pour highly inflammable ones on the fire, since 
inflammable ones are governed by Mars.

If Saturn indicates laziness, lethargic tendence and slow in 
one’s action, how can there be any benefit by painting the wall 
with blue colour, purchasing blue cloth for curtan and blue car 
for his use. The result will be similar to an old Saturn) deaf 
(Saturn) person crossing the road and the Saturn afflicted driver 
or owner delaying in reducing the speed by applying the brake. 
Readers know what the results would be.

If Moon is evil and it- threatens loose motion, if one sug
gests a liquid purgative to the patient what will be the result ? 
If Moon threatens, drowning in one’s horoscope and if one uses 
pearl according to an advice, do you know what will happen ?
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Mind you, Moon will keep him for some hours by the side of 
the pearls at the bottom of the sea and after a few hours, lift 
his body up to the surface and carry the bloated dead body to 
the shores.

So, what is the wise suggestion ? Prof. Krishnamurti says 
that when a house is In fire, we throw water and sand; when 
one is lazy, we give stimulant; when there is diabetes, we give 
insulin to control. Therefore, that which will nullify the evil 
Is to be suggested. That planet which is auspicious, is to be 
taken. Its Gem alone is to be used. Therefore, people follow
ing Sayana system will be knowing the date of birth.

If birth is between:
March, 22 and April 23 
April, 24 and May 24 
May, 25 and June 25 
June, 26 and July 25 
July, 26 and Aug. 24
Aug. 25 and Sept. 23 
Sept 24 and Oct. 23 
Oct. 24 and Nov. 23 
Nov. 24 and Dec. 23 
Dec. 24 and Jan. 22 
Jan. 23 and Feb. 22
Feb. 23 and Mar. 21

Blue, Pearl. 
Blue, Yellow. 
Red, Yellow. 
White, Red. 
Green, Red. 
Cream, Green. 
Orange, Red. 
Green, Orange. 
White, Green. 
Red, White. 
Yellow, White. 
Blue, Yellow.

Those who know only their birth star and rasi, they can 
use as follows:—

Aries, Mesha 
Taurus, Rishaba 
Gemini, Mlthunam 
Cancer, Karkata 
Leo. Simha 
Virgo, Kannl 
Libra, Thulam 
Scorpio, Vrishchika 
Sagittarius, Dhanus

Blue, Pearl. 
Blue, Yellow. 
Red, Yellow. 
White, Red. 
Green, Red. 
Cream, Green. 
Orange, Red, 
Green, Orange. 
White, Cream,
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Capricorn, Makaram ... Red, White.
Aquarius, Kumbam ... Yellow, White.
Pisces, Meenam ... Blue, Yellow.

According to Krishnamurti Padhdhati if the sub-lord of the 
11th cusp is in the constellation of a planet who is the signifi
cator of 1, 2 or II, then use that colour indicated by the lord 
of constellation.

If Sun is a benefic, use orange colour and gold.
If Moon is a benefic, use Pearls, Pushparagham.
If Mars is a benefic, use Coral and Ruby.
If Mercury is a benefic—Emerald.
If Jupiter is a benefic, Yellow Sapphire—Gold.
If Venus is a benefic, Diamond, Silver.
If Saturn is a benefic, Blue, Sapphire.

The day of purchase also may be the day ruled by the same 
beneficial planet promising pleasure, peace and prosperity 
(e.g.) Pearls on Mondays, Coral on “Tuesday,” Emerald on 
Wednesdays, etc., etc.

It is not necessary that the Gems should touch your body.

[Truth is this : Acquisition of any Gem is indicated mostly 
by a benefic. So one acquires when the period of that planet 
operates. So, when you put on the/Gem, that good period 
operates and so you enjoy and you attribute to the Gem. But 
the benefic who gives the Gem as the significator of 2 is also 
the significator of 11, you enjoy. But those unfortunate people 
have a Gem during the sub period of the significator of second 
house who is also the significator of 8 and 12. So they suffer. 
Hence, they say that the Gem does not suit them. Hence, one 
should select such a Gem, the lord of which is the significator 
of 1 or 2 or 11 and has nothing to do with 8 or 12.]

Will I get passport to go overseas ?

If the sub-lord of the 11th cusp is in the constellation of the 
slgnifictor of the houses 3, 9 ana 11, you will surely get the 
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passport. Wilh J settle dowp- there ? I f, .in. Horary astrology> 
sub-lortj of 11th cusp is io the constellation of significator of 11 
and 2 you will surely live in foreign place.

Will 1 go overseas ?

If the sub-lord of the 11th is in the constellation of the 
planet who is the significator of 3, 9 and 12, you will surely 
proceed to foreign countries.

Can I become the Premier ?

If the sub-lord of the Uth cusp is in the constellation of the 
planet who is the significator of the 9th, the Ifith andLltth and 
2I30 in any manner connected with Mars and Jupiter, you can 
become the premier. This rule is Applicable to get any position 
which one wants to have. We have to take that* the 9th house 
represents the kingdom, Mars and Jupiter indicate a high poli
tical power and the 11th house shows that the ambition will be 
realised.

WHICH TIME IS GOOD?

(a) To have a servant:
You can ask your servant to start his work at a time when 

the ascendant rising fn the East is not afflicted by the significa
tors of the 8th and 12th houses. But, if you appoint him at a 
time when the sub-lord of the ascendant is the significator of 6 
and 11, yon will surely have satisfaction.

(b) To buy an article:
The sub-lord of the second house must be deposited in the 

constellation of a planet which is the Significator of 6 and 11.

(c) To sell an article:
The sub-lord of the i2th must be situated in the' constella

tion, the lord of which is the significator of the houses 6 and 11.

To enter into service:
The sub-lord of the sixth is to he deposited in the constella

tion of the planet signifying houses 10-and 11.
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To Sign an agreement:

The sub-lord of the third cusp is to be deposited fa a cons
tellation, the lord of which is the significator of the houses 6 
and 11.

To start a business :
The sub-lord of the 7th is to be deposited in the constellation 

the lord of which is the significator of the houses 6 and 11.

To release a film:
The sub-lord of the 7th is to be deposited in the constellation, 

the lord of which 4s the significator of 6 and 11.

To lay foundation:

The sub-lord of the fourth is to be deposited in the constel
lation of the significator of the 11th and not a significator of 
5 and 12.

Will I go overseas for probation or on promotion ?

If the sub-lord of the 6th cusp is deposited in the constella
tion of a planet which is the significator of 9 and 12, you go 
overseas, only for probation, training or education. But, if the 
sub-lord of the 6th cusp is deposited in a constellation, the lord of 
which Is a significator of the 11th house and also either 6 or 10, 
you are sure to have promotion.

Whom to Pray:

Astrologically, while judging a horoscope, note the planets 
which are very advantageous to fulfil one’s desire ; then make a 
selection of a particular form of God or Goddess or any low 
form like yekshinl, Saththan, Kurali, etc. But my sincere 
advice would be to pray to your Guru, the preceptor who puts 
you on the way and removes your darkness. It is said “Gurur 
Brahma, Gurur Vishnu, Gurur Devoh Mahaeswara.” Hence In 
Guru'you can find all the three ; to produce anything you desire, 
to protect anything you want and to get rid of those which you 
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wish. Hence I strongly recommend to have the blessings of 
your Guru. It will be much more effective, if you receive the 
blessings of Jagadguru, who never cared for his wordly pleasures, 
but took Sanyasi life in youth and daily spends most of the 
hours in doing Pooja to the idol which was worshipped for 
hundreds of years and who does Japa for hours. Further the 
people with whom he spends most of the remaining time are 
those who are religious or try to be religious, Godfearing, etc. 
Such Gurus are considered as the incarnation of God to guide 
us and put us in the right path. People who have the fortune 
in the future alone, that is, those who have done meritorious 
deed in the previous birth alone can have such a Dharsan. All 
cannot have the chances to visit his place. Such of those can 
have the Dharsan of his disciples.

Today in India if anybody has the desire to meet such a 
Guruji and at the same time, one has neither time nor money,, 
then they can simply pray to Him having the photo published 
in the front pages. He is our Jagadguru, Kanchi Kamakotl 
Peetadhipathi Shri Sankarachariar Swamigal Avargal.

Astrologically

When you want to make a selection of God or Goddess, 
select those planets which are deposited in the constellation of 
the significators of the 10th and II th houses and not the signifi
cators of 8 and 12 house. You can refer to Krishnamurti 
Padhdhati.—Advanced Stellar Astrology.
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